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Historical reconstruction, is in constant ten-

sion with two other more pervasive and

influential ways of “knowing” the past—

experience and myth. In this long-awaited

book, Paul Cohen uses the Boxer uprising of

1898-1900— a major antiforeign explosion

and watershed event in Chinese history— as

a vehicle for the skillful illumination of

these tensions.

Histoiy in Three Keys juxtaposes the

accounts of historians with those of partici-

pants and witnesses and sets these perspec-

tives against the range of popular myths that

were fashioned about the Boxers. The first

part of the book tells the story of the Boxer

uprising as reconstructed by historians. Part

Two explores the thought, feelings, and

behavior of the direct participants in the

Boxer experience, individuals who, without

a preconeeived idea of the entire event,

understood what was happening to them in

a manner fundamentally different from

historians. Finally, in Part Three, Cohen

examines the myths surronnding the upris-

ing in twentieth-century China— and, to a

lesser extent, the West— as symbolic repre-

sentations designed less to elucidate the

Boxer past than to draw energy from it in

the present.

The event as later narrated, the experi-

ence as it was lived, the myths into which a

cnltnre shapes its past— these are the three

keys of history, the interplay of which effec-

tively recasts history for subsequent genera-

tions.

The value of History’ in Three Keys is

that, in addition to its bold rethinking of

the Boxer uprising and the eonflicting ways

in which it has survived in Chinese con-

sciousness, it also makes a groundbreaking

contribution to ongoing debates about the

historian's craft. Cohen draws freely on the

insights of anthropology, philosophy, litera-

ture, and comparative religion and also

ranges widely over time and space in the

development of his argument. The result is

a remarkable book that will be welcomed by

China specialists, historians of other cul-

tures, and the general reader interested in

what historians do when they write history.
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PREFACE

Philosophers have written lengthy theoretieal treatises on what historians

do^What I propose in this book, as a practieing historian, is to explore the

issue through aR-adnal historical case, the Boxer uprising of 1898-1900 in

China. When I first began to study history, my conception of what histori-

ans “did” was very different from what it is now. I used to think of the past

as, in some sense, a fixed body of factual material which it was the historian s

job to unearth and elucidate. I still think of the historian as a person whose

main object is to understand and explain the past. But I now have a far less

innocent view of the processes— and problems— involved. I now see the

reconstructive work of the historian as in constant tension with two other

ways of “knowing” the past— experience and myth- that, in terms of their

bearing on ordinary human lives, are far more pervasive and influential.

Plotted at a certain level of abstraction, the Boxer uprising formed a

major chapter in the narrative structure of the late Qing dynasty (16/14-1912).

It was the largest-scale armed conflict to occur between the rebellions of the

mid-nineteenth century and the 1911 revolution. Seen as a social movement,

the Boxers, many ofthem young farm boys made destitute by the successive

natural disasters that had battered North China since the early 1890s, were

a striking expression of the more general breakdown of the agrarian order in

China at the turn of the century. This breakdown, characterized in many

parts of the empire by high levels of popular turbulence, was also reflected

in the religious beliefs of the Boxers, in particular their practice of spirit pos-

session and frequent recourse to magic. The anfiforeign dimension of the

Boxer phenomenon, expressed most dramatically in the attacks on native

Christians and foreign missionaries, created a profound crisis in Sino-for-

eign relations and eventually led to direct foreign military intervention and

a Chinese declaration ofwar against all the powers. Finally, the lifting of the

siege of the legations, the flight of the court to Xi’an in the northwest, the

foreign occupation of Beijing, and the diplomatic settlement imposed on
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China by the victorious powers brought on a decisive shift in Qing govern-

ment policy, which in the first years of the twentieth century became

increasingly (if charily) wedded to far-reaching reform. It is small wonder,

taking all these different aspects of the Boxer episode together, that Mary

Wright should have begun her widely read essay on the backgrounfof^re -

1911 revolutioriWith the ringing pronouncement: “Rarely in history has a

single year marked as dramatic a watershed as did 1900 in China.”

^

^
In addition to being an event, tightly woven into the larger tapestry of

events comprising this period of Chinese history, the Boxers also gave rise

to a potent, if somewhat contradictory, set of myths in the popular imagi-

nations of both Chinese and Westerners. In the West, in the early decades

of the twentieth century, the Boxers were widely viewed as “the Yellow Peril

personified,” “the very word Boxerism conjur[ing] up visions of danger,

xenophobia, irrationality and barbarism.”^ Chinese intellectuals prior to

the early 1920s often shared this negative perception of the Boxers, adding

to the foregoing list of attributes “superstitiousness” and “backwardness.”

During the period of heightened nationalism and antiforeignism that

marked the 1920s in China, on the other hand, while many Westerners

sought to discredit Chinese nationalism by branding it a revival of “Boxer-

ism,” Chinese revolutionaries began to rework the Boxers into a more pos-

itive myth, centering on the qualities of “patriotism” and “anti-imperial-

ism.” This more affirmative vision of the Boxers as heroic battlers against

foreign aggression reached a high-water mark among Chinese on the

mainland (and some persons of Chinese ancestry in the United States)

during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), at the very moment that

Chinese on Taiwan (as well as many Westerners) were resurrecting the

more lurid stereotype of the Boxers as fanatical, uncivilized xenophobes

and pinning it on the Red Cuards. During the Cultural Revolution praise

was also lavished on the Boxers’ female counterparts, the Red Lanterns, in

particular for their alleged rebellion against the subordinate status of

women in the old society.

The Boxers as event represent a particular reading of the past, while the

Boxers as myth represent an impressing of the past into the service of a par-

ticular reading of the present. Either way a dynamic interaction is set up

between present and past, in which the past is continually being reshaped,

either consciously or unconsciously, in accordance with the diverse and

shifting preoccupations of people in the present. What happens to the

past— or, to be more exact, the lived or experienced past—when we perform

this feat of redefinition? What happens to the experiential world of the orig-

inal creators of the past when, for purposes of clarity and exposition, histo-
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rians structure it in the form of ''events/’ or mythologizers, for altogether xiii

different reasons, distill from it a partieular symbolie message? If it is true,

to paraphrase Paul Veyne, that events never eoineide with the pereeptions

of their partieipants and witnesses and that it is the historian who earves out

of the evidenee and the doeuments the event he or she has ehosen to

make,^ what are the implieations of this for historieal understanding? Are

historians, too, ultimately fashioners of myth? Finally, ifwe were to unravel

an event, to break it down into smaller, more diserete mini-events or units

ofhuman experienee— the tedium and physieal wretehedness of life in the

trenehes rather than the grand order of battle— what would we be left with?

Just a messy and meaningless pile of data? Or, on a more optimistie note,

a eloser approximation of what the past was really like and what exaetly

happens to this "real past” when historians attempt to explain it or mythol-

ogizers to exploit it for its symbolie eontent?

These questions illustrate but do not exhaust the range of issues I am

eoneerned with in this book. The firstpart of the book tells the “story” of

the Boxer uprising, as later narrated By Tistorians— people with foreknowl-

edge ofhow things turned out, a wide-angle pieture of the entire event, and

the goal of explaining not only the Boxer phenomenon itself but hoy^twas

linked up with prior and subsequent historieal developments. TheWeoijjl

part probes the thought, feelings, and behavior of the immediate partiei-

pants in different phases of the Boxer experienee— Chinese peasant youths

who often for reasons of survival joined Boxer units in their villages, anx-

ious missionaries seattered aeross the drought-parehed North China plain

at the height of the uprising, Chinese and foreign inhabitants of Tianjin

trapped in that eity during the battle that raged there in the early summer

of 1900— individuals, in short, who didn’t know whether they would

emerge from their respeetive ordeals dead or alive, who did not have the

entire "event” preeneoded in their heads, and who therefore eoneeptual-

ized what was happening to them in ways that differed fundamentally fr^ajTi

the retrospeetive, baekward-reading eonstruetions of historians. The* third
)

part of the book explores the myths surrounding the Boxers and “Boxerism”

that were fashioned in twentieth-eentury China— symbolie representa-

tions designed less to elueidate the Boxer past than to draw energy from it

and seore points, often (but not always) of a politieal or overtly propagan-

distie nature, in the post-Boxer present.*^

My aim in serutinizing— and juxtaposing— these different zones of eon-

seiousness is to eonvey something of the elusiveness of the historieal enter-

prise, to illuminate the tension between the history that people make,

which is in some sense fixed, and the histories that people write and use.
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xiv which seem forever to be ehanging. This is really quite different from the

well-known “Rashomon” effect.^ ''Rashomon/’ at least as it has eome to be

used in English, refers to the different points of view different people have

of an event (different versions of the “truth”), depending on where they are

situated, either literally or figuratively, in relation to that event. The differ-

ent ways of knowing the past probed in this book eertainly encompass dif-

ferences in perspective. But they also go beyond this and address differ-

ences of a more substantive nature. Experieneers of the past are incapable

ot knowing the past that historians know, and mythologizers ot the past,

although sharing with historians the advantage of afterknowledge, are

uninterested in knowing the past as its makers have experieneed it. In other

words, although the lines separating these three ways of knowing the past

are not always clear (historians do, as we are well aware, engage in mythol-

ogization, and the makers of the past are entirely eapable, after the fact, of

turning their own experienees into history), as ways of knowing, they are

analytieally distinet. Also, as we shall have ample oeeasion to observe in the

pages that follow, event, experienee, and myth, as alternative evoeations of

the past, are grounded in very different bodies of historieal data.

Although my prineipal objeet in this book is to explore a broad range of

issues pertaining to the writing of history— the Boxers funetioning as a kind

of handmaiden to this larger enterprise— I hope the book will also be of

interest to specialists in the China field who are eentrally coneerned with

the Boxer episode itself and the ways in whieh it has been remembered by

Chinese in the present eentury. My main eontributions in this vein are in

parts 2 and 3. In part 2, by far the longest seetion of the book, I delve into

eertain faeets of the experiential eontext of North China in 1900— drought,

mass spirit possession, magie and female pollution, rumor, death— in

greater depth than is ordinarily the ease in writing on the Boxers. While, in

the proeess, I frequently operate as an “ethnographie historian,” attempting

empathetieally to get at how ordinary people— Boxers, non-Boxer

Chinese, missionaries— “made sense of the world,”^ I also, with equal fre-

queney, step baek from this world to interpret what is going on in it in ways

that the immediate partieipants about whom I am writing would doubtless

find foreign.

A related but different sonree of tension informs part 3. In terms of the

book’s broader agenda, my aeeount of Chinese mythologization of the

Boxers in this part is intended to be illustrative of the mythologization

proeess in general. But different historieal events resonate with the later

histories of the countries in which they oecur in different ways. And in the

tormented Chinese quest in this eentury for a modern identity that both
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embraces and rejects the culture of the West, the Boxers, as we shall see, xv

have played a uniquely powerful symbolic role.

Let me say a word or two here about the choices, some ofthem arbitrary,

others dictated by circumstance, that I have made in the writing of this

book. One such choice has to do with my dual use of the term history. As

will already have become plain to some readers, I sometimes use this term

in a tight, more or less technical way to refer to the formal process of recon-

struction of the past that is the historian’s characteristic function. Although

there is no bar, certainly, to the historian’s training his or her reconstruc-

tive impulses on the experienced or the mythologized pasts (as indeed I do

in parts 2 and 3), history in this first sense is clearly to be distinguished from

experience and myth. At other times, on the other hand, as in the book’s

title, I use history in a looser, less technical fashion, to encompass the vari-

ety of ways, including experience and myth, in which people in general

think about and relate to the past. Which of these two meanings is intend-

ed in any given instance will, I hope, be clear from the context.

Although from a strictly chronological point of view it might be argued
;a«Ml

•
.

that the experience part of the book ought to have come first, since the past

has to be experienced before it can be historically reconstructed or mythol-

ogized, I have led with the history-as-event part instead. My reasons for this

are two. One, quite practical, relates to my hope that this book will be of

interest to people other than China specialists and that, for such individu-

als, it might be easier to start out with a narrative account of the Boxer

episode. The second reason derives from my conviction that no one of the

three approaches to the past explored in the book has logical— or episte-

mological-priority over the other two. Historical reconstruction, direct

experience, and mythologization are, after all, all operations that every one

of us performs every day of his or her life. Although professional historians

spend a good bit of their time doing battle with the mythologized past or

rendering the experienced past intelligible and meaningful in ways that

were not available to the experiencers themselves, for most human beings

experience and myth have an emotional power and importance—we may

indeed call it a kind of subjective truth— that historians ignore at their

peril. From this perspective^ I invite readers with a modicum of familiariC

with the Boxer episode not to be bound by tbe sequence in which the sev-

eral parts of this book are printed but to read them in any order they please.

One other choice I have made pertains to the experience part of the

book. In this part my emphasis is very strongly on the climactic phase of the

Boxer movement, the spring and summer of iqoo, when it had spread

across much of North China and even penetrated Manchuria and Inner
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xvi Mongolia; relatively little notiee is given to the pre-1900 phase of the move-

ment, when it was still eoneentrated in its plaee of origin, Shandong

provinee. My reasons for this are several. First, the foeal themes of the five

ehapters eomprising this part (drought, possession, and so on) all reaehed

their point of greatest intensity and impaet in the spring and summer of

1900. Seeond, preeisely beeause of this, the sourees doeumenting them, on

both the Chinese and foreign sides, are far more abundant and also rieher

and more diverse for this period than for the pre-1900 phase of the move-

ment.^ Third, and finally, we already have in English an outstanding book

on the Shandong beginnings of the Boxer phenonemon: Joseph Esherick’s

The Origins of the Boxer Uprising. Although the aims of my book are quite

fundamentally different from Esheriek’s, it seemed to me nevertheless to

make sense, as long as it was also justified on substantive grounds, to direet

my attention to other phases of the Boxer experienee and avoid needless

replieation of his aecount.
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PROLOGUE

The Historically Reconstructed Past

In March 1989 the Tony Awards administration committee ruled that the

musical “Jerome Robbins’s Broadway/’ which had received rave reviews,

was not a “revival” and was therefore eligible for the award as “best musi-

cal.” The decision, which ended a hard-fought battle within the commit-

tee, had important financial implications, since the show, although doing

excellently at the box office, had been very expensive to produce, and the

best musical award, which it was now the hands-down favorite to win, car-

ried the potential of millions of dollars in added ticket sales. The reason for

the dispute in the first place (apart from the financial stakes involved) was

that, although the Robbins show as a whole had never been presented on

Broadway, it consisted almost entirely of elements that had.' It was an open

question, therefore, whether it was a new show or a revival.

The question the Tony Awards committee resolved may also be posed

with respect to the past as reconstructed by historians: revival or new show?

Is the consummation of the historian’s labors in essence a gathering

together and re-presentation of things that have already happened, or is it

in important respects a new production, lacking some elements that

existed in the past and incorporating others that did not? People who are

not historians may well be inclined to answer that it is the former, that

retrieval of the past is precisely what historians are expected to do, and if

they do something other than this, the end result is not history.

The position taken in this book is the exact reverse. However counter-

intuitive it may seem, I would argue (and I believe most practicing histori-

ans would join me) that the history the historian creates is in fact funda-

mentally different from the h istory p_eople.,make. No matter how much of

the original, experienced past historians choose or are able to build into

their narratives, what they end up with will, in specific and identifiable

ways, be different from that past. This is so, moreover, despite the fact that

the process of narrativization in which the historian engages is not, in my
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view, intrinsically different from the process of narrativization in which the

direct experiencer of the past also engages.

Before taking a closer look at what, exactly, it is that the historian adds

to the past to make it ''history,” let me clarify briefly the narrativization

i^sue just raised. The problem, basically, has to do with how we go about

defining the relationship between "history” (in the sense of the history that

historians write) and "reality” (in the sense of the history that people make

and directly experience). This has been a very controversial issue not only

among historians but also among philosophers and literary theorists who

concern themselves with historical matters. Some individuals (Hayden

White and Paul Ricoeur are two of the best known) have taken the posi-

tion that there is a fundamental discontinuity between history and reality.

History, they believe, is basically narrative in form, while reality is not.

Therefore, when historians write history, they impose on the past a design

or structure that is alien to it. Other individuals, among whom I have

found David Carr to be one of the clearest and most persuasive, argue that

"narrative structure pervades our very experience of time and social exis-

tence, independently of our contemplating the past as historians.” Since

narrative is, for Carr, an essential component of the past reality historians

seek to elucidate, the relationship between history and reality, or, as he

puts it, "narrative and everyday life,” is one marked not by discontinuity but

by continuity.^

My own stance lies somewhere between these two polar alternatives,

although it is closer to Cards. I agree with Carr that narrative is a basic com-

ponent of everyday existence, not only for individuals but also for commu-

nities, and that therefore the narrativization of the historian does not, in

itself, create a disjuncture between the experienced past and the histori-

cally reconstructed past. However, there are other characteristics of the

process of historical reconstruction, as practiced, that do create, if not a

complete disjuncture, at least a very different set of parameters from those

demarcating immediate experience.^ At the bare minimum, all historical

writing, even the best of it, entails radical simplification and compression

of the past; an event, such as the Boxer episode, that took several years to

unfold and spread over much of North China, is transformed into a book

of a few hundred pages that can be held in the hands and read from start

to finish in ten hours.

In Julian Barnes s novel, Flaubert’s Parrot, a meditation (at least on one

level) on the impossibility of ever recovering the past "as it actually was,”

Geoffrey Braithwaite, the narrator, makes the following observation:

“Books say: She did this because. Life says: She did this. Books are where
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things are explained to you; life is where things aren’t. I’m not surprised

some people prefer books. ''And when you and I talk about history/’

Claudia Hampton, the main eharaeter in Penelope Lively’s Moon Tiger,

muses, "we don’t mean what aetually happened, do we? The eosmie ehaos

of everywhere, all time? We mean the tidying up of this into books, the con-

centration of the benign historical eye upon years and places and persons.

History unravels; circumstances, following their natural inclination, prefer

to remain ravelled.”^

These two statements make essentially the same point; that actual expe-

rience (Braithwaite’s "life,” Hampton’s "circumstances”) is messy, compli-

cated, opaque, while history (or "books”) brings order and clarity into the

chaos. One person might join the Boxer movement out of hunger; a sec-

ond might join it because of hatred and fear of foreigners and foreign influ-

ence; a third might find in the movement an ideal vehicle for taking

revenge against old enemies; and a fourth might support the Boxers out of

fear of what would happen to him and his family if he didn’t. It is the job

of the historian of the Boxer movement to try to find some meaningful pat-

tern in this jumble of motives, to transform an event of exceptional com-

plexity and confusion into an account that is coherent and makes sense.

History, in short, has an explanatory function; the historian’s objective is,

first and foremost, to understand what happened in the past, and, then, to

explain it to his or her readership.

While I basically agree with this formulation of the historian’s role,

there is an oversimplification buried in the neat contrast between experi-

ence and history that needs to be addressed. The experienced past may

well be messy and chaotic to the historian, but it is not to the immediate

experiencer. It is not that there isn’t mess and chaos in people’s lives, but

our lives, to ourselves, are not messy and chaotic. It is precisely here that the

narrative function, at the level of individual, personal experience, is so

important. As we live our lives, we instinctively place them in a narrative

framework. We "tell stories” to ourselves that make sense of our experi-

ences: biographical, not historical, sense. So it isn’t entirely correct to say,

paraphrasing Geoffrey Braithwaite, that books explain while in life things

simply happen. In life, also, there is a powerful need for understanding and

explanation, which all of us experience, subjectively, every moment of

every day.

This need operates on a community-wide level as well. People talk with

one another about their shared experiences and together construct inter-

pretations of what is happening to them. These interpretations may take

the form of well-thonght-out analyses, in which case the direct experi-
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encers of the past in effect become historians of their own experience. Or,

they may be manifested in informal conversation or rumors or even gossip.

Whatever the case, the interpretations advanced by the immediate partici-

pants in past events are likely to be quite at variance with those put forward

by historians, who operate within a basically different field of conscious-

ness. This was the distinction Paul Boyer and Stephen Nissenbaum had in

mind when, after describing the late seventeenth-century New England

social order as having been “profoundly shaken by a superhuman force

which had lured all too many into active complicity with it,” they observed:

“We have chosen to construe this force as emergent mercantile capitalism.

[Cotton] Mather, and Salem Village, called it witchcraft.”^

Although the direct experiencer of the past has a need for order, clarity,

and understanding that is, then, not all that different from that of the his-

torian, it is driven, in general, by a quite different set of motives. Partici-

pants in the making of the past engage in a continuous process of renarra-

tivization, reconfiguring their own past experience again and again in

response to new circumstances, with a view— always— to maintaining a

sense of personal integrity and coherence. A Chinese friend who had lived

through the Cultural Revolution told me that, in the conversations she had

with friends and relatives on her periodic visits back to China, the same

individuals would remember the same experiences differently every time

they discussed them. Primo Levi, shortly before his death, wrote of “the

construction of convenient truth [that] grows and is perfected” the further

events fade into the past. As people engage in one or another form of auto-

biographical mythologization, in short, they—we— are concerned at least

as much with the fashioning of a past that is psychologically tolerable as

with uncovering the “truth” in a rigorously objective manner.

The historian, on the other hand, assigns paramount importance to

constructing a picture of the past that has validity in an intellectual, rather

than a psychological, sense. Although as human beings we are subject to

the same spectrum of emotional needs as anyone else, in our capacity as

historians our efforts to understand the past are guided by a conscious com-

mitment (never fully realized in practice) to a socially agreed-upon and

enforced standard of accuracy and truth. This commitment defines us as

historians. We are all subject to other commitments as well, but if these

other commitments— say, a feminist historian’s desire to give voice to

women who have previously been silent and, by so doing, contribute to the

empowerment and liberation of women in the present and future— take

precedence over the goal of understanding and explaining what happened

in the past in accordance with a generally accepted set of professional
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guidelines, we abdieate our responsibility as historians and move in the

direetion of mythologization.® This would not be a problem, perhaps, if the

truth about the past were always liberating and empowering. But if one

believes, as I do, that, on both the individual and the eommunity levels,

myths are often far more empowering than truths, it has the potential to

beeome a very real problem, indeed.

Another defining mark of the historian’s eraft is that it operates with

known outeomes. In eontrast with the partieipants in past events, who at

the time do not know how events in whieh they are partieipating are going

to turn out, the historian knows this in advanee. Indeed, the proeess of his-

torieal reeonstruetion generally takes as its point of departure a known out-

eome and then attempts an explanation of how this outeome was brought

about. Thus, although the product of the historian’s efforts, the history he

or she writes, eustomarily begins at some point in the past and moves for-

ward, the historian’s consciousness begins at a subsequent point in time and

moves in reverse. The seeret of the historian’s sueeess, as G. R. Elton wrote,

“lies in hindsight and argument baekwards.”^

There is a problem here, whieh all good historians know about and do

their utmost to mitigate. It is the problem of assuming, mistakenly, the

neeessity of the outeomes that have in faet oeeurred. Or, as Elton phrased

it: “We know what happened next, and the risk is always eonsiderable that

the historian will fall vietim to the false old proposition, post hoc ergo

propter hoc, the sueeeeding event being read as a neeessary eonsequenee

of the earlier event.”*®

Many praetieing historians have eommented on this issue. “Writing his-

tory or biography,” eautions David MeCullough, author of a highly

regarded biography of Harry Truman, “you must remember that nothing

was ever on a traek. . . . Things eould have gone any way at any point. As

soon as you say Was,’ it seems to fix an event in the past. But nobody ever

lived in the past, only in the present. . . . The ehallenge is to get the reader

beyond thinking that things had to be the way they turned out and to see

the range of possibilities of how it eould have been otherwise.”**

In a related vein, Boyer and Nissenbaum observe:

No one could have realized, back in February, or even as late as April or

May, that the traditional responses of prayer and prosecution would not

speedily put an end to the [witchcraft] outbreak. Something was subtly dif-

ferent about the situation in Salem Village in 1692, something which no one

anticipated beforehand and which no one could explain at the time. . . . And

yet speculation as to where events might have led ... is one way of recap-

turing the import of where they did lead. And if one reconstructs those
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events bit by bit, as they happened, without too quiekly eategorizing them,

it is striking how long they resist settling into the neat and familiar pattern

one expeetsd^

So, too, with the Boxers, it is an open question at what point they

beeome irrevoeably “the Boxers’" of history. At what point does the Boxer

phenomenon foree itself on the eonseiousness of the world and eease to be

an event of merely loeal import, even within China? As Boxer historians

have repeatedly noted, it was not until Deeember 31, 1899, that the Boxers

killed their first foreigner (a missionary, S. M. Brooks, in Shandong), and,

prior to May 31, 1900 (the date on whieh, in response to the mounting

threat in the Beijing area, legation guard reinforeements began to arrive in

the eapital). Brooks was the only foreigner to have suffered death at the

Boxers’ hands. If (to indulge in the sort of fruitful eounterfaetual speeu-

lation Boyer and Nissenbaum appear to endorse), as late as mid-May, the

eourt had moved deeisively to suppress the Boxer movement with foree or

the drought in North China had broken, eneouraging farmer partieipants

in the movement to return to their fields, many of the subsequent devel-

opments that transformed the Boxers into a erisis with global ramifieations

might never have taken plaee, China’s own history in the first deeade of the

twentieth eentury would likely have been quite different, the Boxers as a

field ofaeademie study would very possibly never have amounted to mueh,

and I would almost eertainly not be writing this book. In probing the ori-

gins and history of the Boxer phenomenon, in other words, we have to be

extremely eareful, at every step along the way, not to assume with exeessive

haste that the outeomes we know took plaee were preordained.

Foreknowledge of outeomes, to summarize, empowers historians to

engage in a proeess of explanation that is different, in important ways, from

the proeesses of explanation engaged in by direet partieipants (who, among
other things, do not ordinarily spend a lot of time and energy trying to fig-

ure out the origins of the events in whieh they are taking part). But— and
this is the key point of the immediately preeeding paragraphs—we must

move with great eaution, lest we eonelude prematurely, in our reeonstrue-

tion of the past, that things had to turn out the way they did.

There is another, elosely related, aspeet ofour advanee knowledge of his-

torieal outeomes that is erueially important. Sueh knowledge enables his-

torians to assign meanings to prior events that literally did not exist at the

timie they oeeurred and therefore eould not possibly have been known to

the people who made and experieneed the events (although they eould, in

eertain eireumstanees, be guessed at). This proeess of retrospeetive assign-

ment of historieal meaning takes plaee at all levels of generality. At a fairly
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specific level, every major event is composed of lesser events which in other

circumstances would doubtless be lost in the historical shuffle but come to

be invested with substantial meaning once historians begin the process of

piecing together the larger events origins and evolution. The Marco Polo

Bridge incident of July 7, 1937, instead of being a forgettable skirmish

between Chinese and Japanese troops in North China, like many previous

such skirmishes, is transformed into the first act in a drama known to the

Chinese as the War of Resistance and to much of the rest of the world as

World War II. The Chinese Communist movement’s Long March of

1934-35, rather than signaling in quiet obscurity the movement’s imminent

expiration (as it might well have, had subsequent history taken a different

turn), is heralded as an event of epic proportions that both symbolizes and

makes possible the Communists’ eventual triumph. Both the Marco Polo

Bridge incident and the Long March become, in other words, parts of larger

stories, and their historical valences change appreciably in the process.

Paralleling the part-to-whole relationship between simple and complex

events, such as Marco Polo Bridge and World War II or the Long March and

the ultimate victory of the Chinese Communists, we also have, at a higher

level of generality, the relationship between events, simple (such as the

dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima) or complex (like the Second

World War), and the more elaborate event structures, constituting broad

substantive themes of a country’s or the world’s history, within which these

events are nested. The part-to-whole relationship at this level may be for-

mulated in various ways, depending on the particular event structure that is

of interest to the formulator. Among the thematic contexts in which histori-

ans have placed the witchcraft outbreak in late seventeenth-century Salem,

for example, are: “the history of the occult, the psychopathology of adoles-

cence, the excesses of repressive Puritanism, the periodic recrudescence of

mass hysteria and collective persecution in Western society.”'’^ And the

atomic bombing of Hiroshima may be— and has been— seen as the begin-

ning of the end of World War II, an especially horrible instance of white

racist victimization of yellow people, or the opening act of the nuclear age.

The Boxer episode, too, formed part of a plurality of larger event struc-

tures, including (but not confined to) the pattern of recurrent domestic vio-

lence in the late imperial era, the growing problem of rural breakdown,^

^

the history of conflicts between Christians and non-Christians from the

mid-nineteenth century on,'*’ and Sino-foreign diplomatic relations. Since

these event structures extended not only backward but also forward in

time, the historical meanings of the Boxer uprising were indeterminate at

the time it occurred and could only be supplied retrospectively, by histori-
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ans or others with a knowledge of post-Boxer developments.^^ Sometimes

the aet of supplying sueh meanings was performed at an even higher level

of generality, the Boxer phenomenon being situated on a trajeetory

embraeing, if not all of Chinese history, at least vast stretehes of it. Harold

Isaaes referred to the Boxers as ''the last feeble ehallenge of traditionalism

to the inevitability of ehange.”^® G. G. H. Dunstheimer situated them "at

the divide between two historieal eras: the Chinese Middle Age . . . and

Modern Times.”^*^ "The patriotie, anti-imperialist Boxer movement that

burst forth in 1900,’' aeeording to historian Li Shiyu, "set off the second rev-

olutionary upsurge of modern Chinese history.”^° And Zhou Enlai in 1955

hailed the heroic struggle of the Boxer movement in resisting imperialist

aggression as "one of the cornerstones of the great victory of the Chinese

people fifty years later.”^'

All of these statements, some of them going fairly far in the direction of

mythologizing the Boxer experience, are predicated on awareness of a post-

Boxer context. Implicitly or explicitly, they incorporate, like Merlin the

magician or the omniscient narrator in a work of fiction, a foreknowledge

of what comes next. As such, they reflect a consciousness fundamentally

different from that of the direct participant in the making of the past, who,

lacking such foreknowledge, still inhabits a world crowded with live possi-

bilities, many of which— the precise ones cannot be identified at the

time— will be foreclosed by the future and never come to fruition.

It would oversimplify things, on the other hand, not to point out that this

distinction between the knowing historian and the unknowing participant,

however important, is not absolute. Historians, also, are trapped in a pre-

sent marked by indeterminacy, and this affects every phase of the process

of historical reconstruction in which we are engaged, including what we
choose to focus on and emphasize in our assertions about past events. Such

assertions can be extremely unreliable, the more so the more general the

level at which they are framed. General statements about the past (above

all, I think, statements about the meaning of this or that "turning point” or

watershed”) tend to have a larger mythic component than more bounded

statements and, as such, rgEect to a higher degree the passions eon-

cerns of the persons making them and ^t^^ live. The
reason this is a problem is that the passions and concerns of the present

have a way of changing abruptly and capriciously, and when this happens

the general assertions about the past that embody such passions and con-

cerns quickly lose their currency.

The point is made nicely by Vera Schwarcz in her commentary on

Joseph Levenson s characterization of the meaning of the intellectual and
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political developments known in China as the May Fourth Movement of

1919. In his essay “The Day Confueius Died/’ Sehwarez writes, “Levenson

had tried to endow the event of 1919 with a deeisive, epoeh-making signif-

ieanee not unlike that assigned to it by Mao Zedong in his distinetion

between Tew’ and 'old’ demoeraey. For Levenson, May Fourth marked a

point of no return between tradition and modernity, between Western

inspired solutions to China’s dilemmas and the onee universal truth elaims

of Confueianism.” Ironieally, not too many years after Levenson wrote his

essay (1961), Confueius was dragged through the streets of Cultural

Revolution Canton in effigy, a fairly elear sign that his influenee in China

was not moribund at all. Refleeting this and other realities, seholarship on

May Fourth, aeeording to Sehwarez, had by the 1980s moved away from

the bloated language of earlier times and was less likely to embody “sueh

extreme elaims as Levenson’s.”^^

The knowledge historians have ofwhat eomes next, their ability to move

forward in time from any point in the past, is paralleled by their wide-angle

vision, their eapaeity to range freely aeross a vast terrain, to sort out how the

experienees of some individuals related to those of others and how a plu-

rality of diserete events widely seattered over spaee (and time) eombined to

form event struetures of broader seope, often— perhaps always— too broad

to be eneompassed in the experienee of any one individual. This wide-

angle vision distinguishes the historian from the partieipants in the making

of the past.^^ But here again the advantage is a qualified one. Although,

paradoxieally, historians frequently have, in their reeonstruetive work, far

more (and a more eomprehensive sampling of) evidenee at their disposal

than was available to eontemporaries, it is never enough, history being “full

of missing pieces and indeeipherable shards.”^'^

Not only is the historian’s evidenee insuffieient in a purely quantitative

sense, it is also almost always staeked qualitatively. It does not present a rep-

resentative sample of the totality of experienee eneompassed by the past.

Nor does the evidenee that survives neeessarily refleet, as many might

assume, the things in the past that were most important. “Survival,” Daniel

J. Boorstin demonstrates with depressing persuasiveness, “is ehaney, whim-

sieal and unpredietable.” Beeause of the “happy aeeident” that the

Babylonians wrote on elay tablets instead of on paper, “we know more

about some aspeets of daily life in the Babylon of 3000 B.c. than we do

about daily life in parts of Europe or Ameriea 100 years ago.”^^

Boorstin generalizes from this that certain types of evidenee have a

greater propensity' to survive than others. Besides evidenee reeorded on

durable material (sueh as the eimeiform tablets of the Babylonians), these
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'‘biases of survivaF' include evidence that is "collected and protected” by

contemporaries (official documentation, for example), records pertaining

to controversial issues, information relating to success as opposed to fail-

ure, and so on.^^ Any practicing historian can come up with other such evi-

dentiary survival biases encountered in his or her own work. In the case of

the Boxers, apart from a few hundred notices and other brief writings cre-

ated by Boxer leaders and/or supporters and some oral history testimony

collected over a half century after the uprising ended,^^ virtually all of the

data that have survived— Chinese official documents (except those written

by pro-Boxer officials), elite Chinese chronicles, the letters, diaries, and

other writings of contemporary foreigners— are written from an anti-Boxer

perspective. Rank-and-file Boxers, mostly illiterate and functioning within

an oral tradition, created much in the way of history but left little to show

for it. In reconstructing the perspectives of the Boxers themselves, there-

fore, historians must rely heavily on indirect strategies, teasing information

from materials that very often are slanted against the Boxers and portray

them in unflattering terms.

This sort of difficulty is one that historians encounter with great fre-

quency, and it must be added to the other difficulties discussed earlier. It is

not, however, necessary to conclude, as some have done, that because of

the multitude of serious obstacles historians face, the activity in which we

are engaged is without merit and our efforts at bottom little more than a

sophisticated form of deception. Those who have taken such a position

have tended to hold to a misguided notion (occasionally, Fm afraid, abet-

ted by the careless assertions of historians themselves) of what exactly it is

that historians are supposed to do. Because we can never meet the standard

they have in mind, our efforts in their entirety are dismissed as being of*

questionable value.

If, on the other hand, we do not ask of historians something they cannot

deliver— the past as it actually was— and recognize that the kinds of inter-

pretive understanding and explanation historians can deliver are of value

partly at least because of the ways in which they differ from the kinds of

understanding and explanation available to the original creators of the

past, all is not lost. It may well be true, as writer John Vernon has put it, that

"history s ultimate unknowability” mocks those with a passionate interest

in it; Vernon writes of "the powerful feeling that history is simultaneously

there and not there, real and illusory— a ghost forever trailing behind,

which vanishes when we turn around.”^® But it is precisely this elusive,

incomplete, ephemeral quality of the past that fascinates and challenges

the historian, who, with the evidence available and all the imaginative
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powers and skills at his or her disposal, strives to make sense of it. The end

result, the kind of sense the historian makes, is not a revival of the past in

its pristine wholeness. Nor is it a simple evoeation of the historian’s present

values and wishes masquerading as a narrative about the past. (This hap-

pens, of eourse, all the time. But when it does, what we are confronted with

is not history but mythologization.) Rather, the reconstructive effort of the

historian entails a complex set of negotiations between present and past,

incorporating something of vital importance from both and transforming,

along the way, the consciousness that each brings to the negotiating

process at the outset.

There are many other trademarks of the historically reconstructed past

that I could dwell on. The characteristics discussed here— the goals of

understanding and explaining, knowledge of future outcomes, privileged

access to a wide-angle picture of what happened— are the ones that, over

several decades of life as a practicing historian, have impressed me as the

most distinctive and important. The narrative reconstruction of the Boxer

episode that follows reflects, indeed is wholly dependent upon, each of

these defining features of the historian’s craft. It is a narrative that neither

a direct participant in the episode nor one of its mythologizers would— or

could— relate.



CHAPTER 1

The Boxer Uprising: A Narrative History

At the beginning of my undergraduate eourse in late imperial Chinese his-

tory, I ask my students to write down in two or three sentenees their assoei-

ations with the “Boxers” and the “Taipings.” I make it elear to them that I

do this less to eall attention to what they don’t know (although that is invari-

ably one thing the exereise reveals) than to identify and eonfront them with

some of the eurious ways in whieh what they do know is patterned, the

idiosyneratic, oddly misshapen eognitive map of China they have etehed

in their minds. The results of the quiz are remarkably consistent. Year in

and year out, while a substantial majority of the students have at least a

glimmer of information concerning the Boxers and are able to identify

them (albeit sometimes placing them in the wrong century) as “anti-

foreign” or a “rebellion” or a “revolution,” well over 90 percent have never

heard of the Taipings.

After announcing the results of the quiz to the class, we spend a few

minutes trying to account for them. I tell my students that the Taipings

launched what was very possibly the most destructive civil war in the his-

tory of the world (at least in terms of lives lost),^ that they posed by far the

most serious threat to the survival of the last imperial dynasty in China

(the Qing), that for over a decade (r853—rShq) they controlled some of the

most valuable real estate in the country, that Westerners played a part

(however marginal) in the rebellion’s eventual suppression, that the

Taipings’ ideology was influenced in significant measure by evangelical

Christianity, and— this is always the shocker— that their founder and

supreme leader, Hong Xiuquan, had visions that convinced him he was

the younger brother of Jesus Christ. Clearly, the Taiping uprising was an

event of critical importance in the history of late imperial China; also, it

had a component of Western involvement that was nothing if not intrigu-

ing. Why is it then that, in general, Americans who have not made a for-

mal study of Chinese history have never heard of the Taipings while, in
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contrast, they not only have heard of the Boxers but aetually know some-

thing about them?

After listening to what my students have to say in response to this ques-

tion, I offer my own answer, whieh effeetively breaks down into two parts.

First, I point out. Westerners even at the time (exeluding those aetually res-

ident in China) didn’t pay much attention to the Taiping Rebellion or

think it had mueh bearing on their lives. Insofar as there was any awareness

of it at all, moreover, it was not generally seen as a threatening phenome-

non. On the eontrary, in the uprising’s early phases its Christian elaims

exeited eonsiderable interest in Protestant missionary eircles in America

and Europe.^ The Boxers, on the other hand, direetly targeted Westerners

and all manifestations ofWestern influenee in China at the turn of the een-

tury and, with the siege of the legations, the assembling of a multinational

relief foree, and the erisis atmosphere prevailing in Western diplomatie cir-

eles, were for weeks in the summer of 1900 a familiar and frightening pres-

enee on the front pages of the world’s press. People in the contemporary

West knew who the Boxers were and many were horrified as lurid reports

of their alleged aetions gained wide eireulation.^

Not only did the Boxers, beeause of the grim threat they posed to the

lives and physieal safety of Westerners, eommand far greater immediate

notiee than the Taipings, they also, mainly for this selfsame reason, left a

lasting imprint on European and Ameriean psyehes. In film, fietion, and

folklore, they funetioned over the years as a vivid symbol of everything we

most detested and feared about China— its hostility to Christianity, its resis-

tanee to modern technology, its fiendish eruelty, its xenophobia, its super-

stition. Arguably, by extension, the Boxers also were emblematie of the

range of negative assoeiations Westerners in the twentieth eentury have

had eoneerning the non-West in general. In stark eontrast to the Taipings,

who, for all their importanee within the eonfines of Chinese history, barely

seratched the surfaee of Western conseiousness, the Boxers, willy-nilly,

beeame a durable part of the intelleetual baggage about the “Third World”

Europeans and Amerieans still earry around in their heads.

This circumstanee, the faet that the Boxers are a live— and sometimes

quite emotionally eharged—symbol in the West, is not necessarily a plus

when it eomes to reeonstrueting their history. Where, in the ease of the

Taipings, we ean start with a more or less elean slate, our study of the Boxers

must contend with the heavily mythologized images of them that

Westerners have nurtured over the years. These images, although not with-

out their own interest, form a kind of intelleetual noise or static that histo-

rians must constantly listen for and strive to neutralize or eliminate. (This
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is, as we shall see in part 3, even more so on the Chinese side.) As such, they

pose an added challenge to those of us who would recount the Boxers’ story.

The Origins of the Boxer Uprising

The Boxer phenomenon,'^ as it has been known not only to Westerners but

also to many Chinese, first began to attract major attention early in 1900.

For a few years prior to this it had been slowly gathering force in the area

of its inception, northwestern Shandong. Then, in the winter of rSpp-ipoo,

the Boxers moved northward across the Shandong-Zhili border and spread

with almost magical swiftness through a great part of the North China
plain (above all, Zhili and Shanxi, to a lesser extent Henan), even spilling

over into Manchuria to the northeast and Inner Mongolia to the far north.

Many of the most characteristic features of the Boxer movement in its

expansionist phase— its name and principal slogans, its practice of mass

spirit possession, its invulnerability beliefs and rituals,’ its “boxing” and

deep-breathing exercises {qigong), as well as its nonhierarchical organiza-

tion centered on boxing grounds {quanchang or chang) in rural areas and

altars [tan] in cities (typically, in both cases, attached to temples) and com-

posed mainly of young farmers (often mere boys), seasonal agricultural

laborers, and unemployed drifters— continued patterns already established

in Shandong. However, the extreme rapidity of the movement’s spread in

the first half of 1900 in some respects had its own dynamic and can only

partly be explained in terms of the factors contributing to the much more
incremental growth of the pre-1900 years.

One of the first myths about the Boxer movement that fnust be dispelled

has to do with the term— “Boxer” (or its European-language equiva-

lents)— that Westerners use to designate it. The Chinese term for “box-

ing —quan or c/udns/zu— refers to a range of martial arts practices, many
o^which have little to do with what we think of as “boxing” in the West.

Since quan is a generic term, it is rarely if ever used alone in Chinese writ-

ing on the Boxer movement. In contemporary writing hostile to the move-

ment the term most often encountered is quanfei, literally, “boxer (or box-

ing) bandit. Nonhostile Chinese writing on the Boxers generally modifies

the term quan with the phrase “United in Righteousness” (Yihe), which

was the name that first appeared in northwestern Shandong in the spring

of 1898 and remained the name of the movement (along with the alterna-

tive and more official-sounding Yihetuan or “Militia United in

Righteousness”) throughout its expansionist phase. ^ Yihe Boxing referred

to a particular method (or style or school) of Chinese “boxing.” It was thus
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distinguished from other forms— Plum Flower Boxing (Meihuaquan), Red

Boxing (Hongquan), Monkey Boxing (Houquan), Yin Yang Boxing

(Yinyangquan), Spirit Boxing (Shenquan), and the like— that were also

praetieed in western Shandong in the last years of the nineteenth eentury.

Without in any way detraeting from the uniqueness of the Boxer move-

ment of 1898-1900, in other words, it is fair to say that this uniqueness does

not inhere in the term “Boxer.”

The Boxers United in Righteousness represented a eomposite of two

major streams of influenee: the notion of invulnerability (but not the spe-

eifie rituals) assoeiated with the Big Sword Soeiety (Dadaohui), whieh

beeame aetive in Cao eounty, Shan eounty, and other parts of southwest-

ern Shandong in early 1895, mass spirit possession rituals praetieed

by groups ealling themselves Spirit Boxers, whieh emerged at around the

same time in the northwestern part of the provinee.

The heartland of the Big Sword Soeiety in southwestern Shandong bor-

dered on Henan and Jiangsu provinees. As with many other border regions

in China, it was not as firmly governed or politieally stable as more een-

trally loeated areas. Banditry was endemie, opium growing and salt smug-

gling widespread, the gentry elass not espeeially strong. Further eontribut-

ing to the general inseeurity of the area was the depletion of the normal

quota of Qing troops garrisoning it, owing to the Sino-Japanese War of

1894. In an “outlaw soeiety, whieh sought as mueh as possible to live with-

out interferenee from the state,”^ a major eoneern of people with property

to safeguard was self-defense, and unoffieial armed groups were frequently

ealled on to perform a proteetive funetion.' It was in this eontext that the

Big Sword Soeiety emerged as an important foree in the area in 1895. Oral

history materials elearly distinguish the Big Sword Soeiety from “bandits”

and repeatedly assert that, in the initial phase of its development, the orga-

nization’s sole purpose was to proteet people’s lives and property. Members

ineluded landlords, rieh and middle peasants, and tenants (whose mastery

of Big Sword fighting skills enabled them to proteet their landlords’ prop-

erty). Aeeording to most aeeounts, the poorest people in the area rarely

joined, partly beeause they had nothing to proteet and partly beeanse Jhey

eonldn’t afford the eash outlay required to buy swords, spears, andjlie

incense that members were supposed to burn daily.^

d ’he founder and leader of the Big Swords until his death in 1896 was Lin

Shiduan. 'Fhe group held mass meetings, partly for recruiting purposes,

generally in conjunction with opera performances.'^ The fighting technique

it practiced, known as the Armor of the Golden Bell (Jinzhongzhao), con-

sisted of a “hard” (ying) form of deep-breathing exercise {qigong), accom-
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panied by recitation of magical formulas and the swallowing of charms. Big

Sword practitioners maintained that when this technique, which had a his-

tory going back to the mid-Qing, was carried out properly, it was as if one's

body were covered with a golden bell which bullets could not penetrate.

During the spring of 1895, in response to worsening banditry in the

Shandong-Jiangsu border area, imperial orders were given to mount a

forceful campaign of annihilation. Although there was some ambivalence,

on the part of the government, toward the Big Swords, whose heterodox

religious practices were frowned upon, the court clearly distinguished

them from bandits and simply ordered that they be dispersed. In fact, they

were not dispersed and at the local level a considerable degree of coopera-

tion emerged between the bandit-suppression activities of the authorities

and those of the Big Sword Society, as a result of which membership in the

society grew rapidly and it became a powerful player on the local scene. As

long as the Big Swords stuck to their original limited aim of protecting fam-

ilies and property against banditry, this cooperative arrangement persisted.

But when they became involved in conflicts with local Christian commu-

nities, it was only a matter of time before the attitude of the local authori-

ties toward them soured.

As Esherick’s analysis makes clear, the same power vacuum that enabled

banditry to flourish and facilitated the growth of the anti-bandit Big Swords

in southwestern Shandong (and northern Jiangsu) also provided an open-

ing for an especially aggressive branch of the Catholic church— the

Cerman Society of the Divine Word under the leadership of Johann

Baptist von Anzer— to strengthen its foothold in the area beginning in the

late 1880s. Christian communities grew, partly (as had been the case ever

since the legalization of the propagation of Christianity in China in i860)"

by absorbing people in need of protection from the law. The latter were

attracted to the secure shield of the Catholic church, with its legally

immune (and convert-hungry) foreign missionary leadership. As, in these

circumstances, the line between Christians and bandits became increas-

ingly indistinct— on one occasion in 1895 a sizable contingent of bandits,

after suffering defeat at the hands of the Big Swords, claimed membership

in the Catholic church in order to avoid being arrested by “the rich peo-

ple”"— it was perhaps inevitable that friction would mount between the

Catholics and the Big Swords.

This friction exploded in the spring and summer of 1896 in a series of Big

Sword attacks on Christian properties in the Jiangsn-Shandong border area,

llie attacks were triggered by a lineage dispute over land use in northern

Jiangsu and were not related, in any significant way, to the teachings of the
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Catholic church. Although they were, in themselves, not of great eonse-

qnence (no easualties were sustained by either native or foreign Christians),

there was a signifieant breakdown in Big Sword discipline in the eourse of

the rampages, and as the Big Swords, in the ambiguous zone they oeeupied,

moved from (more or less weleome) guarantors of stability to (definitely

nnweleome) fomenters of disorder, the loeal authorities (led by future

Shandong governor Yuxian) responded by moving against their leaders. Liu

Shiduan and other Big Sword ehiefs, some thirty in all, were arrested, tried,

and exeeuted, and although the organization did not eompletely die out,

the heyday of its influenee in southwestern Shandong was over.

Had a number of later events that were far from inevitable not taken

plaee and the uprising of the Boxers not oecurred (or at least not on the

seale it eventually assumed), the history just summarized would very

likely never have attraeted the notiee of historians. Or, if it did, it would
have been as part of some other story with an altogether different import.

As it turned out, however, events following the demise of the Big Swords
imparted to the aetivities of the organization in 1895-96 a very consider-

able retrospeetive meaning, enabling them to oceupy a plaee in history

both greater than and quite different from the plaee they would have
oeeupied had these events not oeeurred.

The first of these subsequent events was the Juye meideijt of November
1, 1897, in which two missionaries of the Soeiety of the Divine Word,
Richard Henle and Francis Xavier Nies, during a visit at the residence (in

Zhangjiazhuang in Juye eounty) of a third member of the society, Ceorge
Stenz, were brutally murdered shortly before midnight by a small armed
band. The preeise eauses of the Juye ineident were never established.

There is some evidenee (but not eonelusive) of Big Sword involvement.

There was eonsiderable loeal resentment against Stenz, who although the

lone survivor (by a quirk of fate) was probably the intended target of the

attaekers. By all aceounts an unusually offensive individual, who regularly

engaged in the whole range of questionable praetiees (sueh as interfer-

enee in lawsuits) of whieh the Catholie ehureh in China had long stood

aeeused, Stenz undoubtedly was the objeet of a good deal of bad feeling

on the part of the population.**^ But there is also some evidence that the

ineident was planned by a former bandit who, motivated by the desire for

personal revenge, sought to generate a eareer-ending erisis for the loeal

magistrate.

If the origins of the Juye ineident were (and still are) unelear, the same
eoiild not be said of its eonsequences, whieh were enormous. Uuder strong

pressure from the Cerman government, the Chinese side agreed to the
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erection of cathedrals, at its own expense, in the village where the mis-

sionaries were killed and two other places, with signs to be posted at the

cathedral entrances stating: “Catholic church constructed by imperial

order’’; the dismissal, impeachment, or transfer of more than a half dozen

local officials; and, most serious by far, the demotion and permanent

removal from high office of the conservative but honest Shandong gover-

nor Li Bingheng, who, although well known for the energetic and firm

stand he took against missionary abuses during his term as governor, does

not appear to have been in any way responsible for the Juye outbreak. Apart

from this formal diplomatic settlement, the Juye incident also provided the

pretext Germany had long been looking for to seize the port of Jiaozhou

and make it the centerpiece of a German sphere of influence on the

Shandong peninsula.'^ This action, which was taken on November 14 and

later ratified in an agreement with a harassed and (after its defeat in the

Sino-Japanese War) much weakened Chinese government, in turn, sup-

plied Britain, Japan, and other powers with the precedent they needed to

negotiate long-term leaseholds of their own with China. Thus the Juye

incident, which, had it occurred a decade earlier, might have been just

another serious “church case,” in the context of the late 1890s became the

op^ening wedge in a process of greatly intensified imperialist activity in

China, “set[ting] off a chain of events which,” in Esherick’s judgment,

“radically altered the course of Chinese history.”^^

The direct and indirect results of the Juye incident, in combination,

conveyed a clear message that, in the ongoing competition between China

and the foreign powers, the latter had improved their position dramatically.

The only question was how the message would be read in different parts of

China, in different parts of Shandong, and among different social groups

with varying degrees of translocal awareness. We know that highly edn-

cated individuals with a strong interest in national affairs and growing con-

cern (especially after the Sino-Japanese War debacle) for China’s survival

as a political entity were likely to read the message with considerable

alami, regardless of whether they happened to be from Shandong or sonoe

ofher part of the empire. It also seems plausible that in southwestern

Shandong, particularly the area in the immediate vicinity of Juye, or in the

hinterland adjacent to Jiaozhou Bay on the southern coast of peninsular

Shandong, people from all social strata, faced with the tangible effects of

the Juye settlement, would develop_a growing appreciation of the power, at

least in local terms, of the Catholic church. Whether, on the other hand,

ordinary people living elsewhere in China, or even elsewhere in Shandong

province, would be especially concerned about or sensitive to the circnm-
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stances surrounding the downfall of a Li Bingheng (which, incidentally,

proved extremely short-lived) is in my view less eleard^

What is faseinating about the relationship between the eonsequenees of

a historieal event like the juye ineident and its origins is the degree to

whieh the former extend beyond the latter, taking on seemingly a life of

their own. It is as ifwe are dealing with a disjuneture between two horizons

that, although historieally eonneeted, are fundamentally ineongruent in

range or seope. Thus the original perpetrators of the Juye ineident, what-

ever their motives, eould not possibly have imagined the far-reaehing out-

eomes of their aetions, while, eonversely, the historieal aetors who negoti-

ated the ineident’s eonsequenees (at least the more tangible of them) nei-

ther knew nor eared what was in the minds of the original perpetrators.

This disjuneture is doubtless, in part at least, a mirage, oeeasioned by

the misehievous habit historians have of using shorthand formulations to

deseribe eause-and-effeet relationships that are in faet a good deal more
eomplieated. Thus, in the ease at hand, if the Juye ineident had taken

plaee in a hypothetieal historieal vaeuum, its eonsequenees would pre-

sumably have oeeupied the same horizon as its eauses. But beeause it took

plaee in a larger context, whieh ineluded eausal agents unknown or of lit-

tle eoneern to the originators of the ineident— examples would be the

long-standing German seareh for a pretext to take over Jiaozhou and the

devastation of the Chinese navy in the Sino-Japanese War, whieh made it

unthinkable for China to resist the German aetion with force— the even-

tual eonsequenees seem out of phase with the origins. As we shall see

toward the end of this ehapter, the same sort of problem is eneountered in

the impreeise, but eommonly made, assertion that the Boxer uprising eon-

stituted a watershed or turning point in the history of the late Qing, when
in faet it would probably be more aeeurate to say that it was the Boxer

Protoeol of 1901 (a eonsequenee not only of the Boxer uprising but also of

a range of other eausal faetors, ineluding contemporary European power

rivalries) that was truly the watershed event.

Another event, or series of events, that, by eontributing to the emerging

history of the Boxer movement, also, retrospeetively, enlarged the histori-

cal significance of the aetivities of the Big Sword Soeiety in southwestern

Shandong in the mid-iSqos was the history of eonfliet bet\^/een Christians

and non-Christians in Guan eounty, Shandong, in the last deeades of the

nineteenth eentury. Although limited in seale and arguably of trivial

importanee in itself, this history, eentering in the market town of Liyuan-

tun, has attraeted eonsiderable attention from historians beeause one of the

loeal groups opposing the Christians took the name ''Boxers United in
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Righteousness'’ (Yihequan) in early 1898 and some months later adopted

a slogan, “Support the Qing, destroy the foreign [or foreigner]" (Fu-Qing

mieyang), whieh, like the name, was identieal with that used by the mature

Boxer movement as it spread across North China in i899-r9ood® Like Juye

(and the Big Sword Society earlier), Liyuantun thus was woven into a

much larger fabric of historical events.

Although Guan county was part of Shandong province, a piece of it

containing some two dozen towns and villages including Liyuantun had at

some point become detached and was situated (along with fragments of

two other Shandong counties) in southern Zhili. (Hence the Chinese des-

ignation of these split-off fragments as feidi or “flying territories.") (See map

1.) The area as a whole was one of extreme political weakness, and this was

even more true of the detached portions, which thus provided an ideal

environment for the growth of banditry, paramilitary (boxing) organiza-

tions, heterodox sects, and the Catholic church.

Friction between the Christian and non-Christian inhabitants of

Liyuantun had its inception in an 1869 agreement, a provision of which

transferred the temple property in the town to the Christians. Since the

temple was dedicated to the Jade Emperor, the top god in the Chinese pan-

theon, when the Christians proceeded to convert it into a church, there

was much local resistance. Over the next few decades this resistance,

which periodically took a violent turn, was led first by local gentry and later

by a group of poor peasants known as the Eighteen Chiefs {shiba kui). In

order to enhance their strength, the Eighteen Chiefs, whose leader, Yan

Shuqin, was a specialist of the Red Boxing (Hongquan) school, at some

point, possibly in 1892,^*^ invited the support of a much larger and stronger

group called the Plum Elower Boxers (Meihuaquan), who were active in

Shaliuzhai, a village on the eastern border of Wei county (Zhili), a few

miles from Liyuantun. The Plum Elower Boxers, under the leadership of

Zhao Sanduo, were a boxing group with a long history in the area. Unlike

the Big Sword Society in southwest Shandong in 1895, their religious reper-

toire was extremely meager: they did not practice invulnerability rituals or

the swallowing of charms or the chanting of spells. Like the Big Swords, on

the other hand, their main -purpose was generally of a protective, rather

than a predatory, nature. In fact, some of their leaders (possibly including

Zhao himself) were reluctant (at least at the outset) to take part in the anti-

CJiristian activities in Liyuantun, for fear that the group’s good name

woidd be tainted and the local authorities antagonized. At some point,

however, although the chronology and exact circumstances are a little

murky, Zhao Sanduo, a man known for his strong sense of justice and
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determination to right the world’s wrongs, aequieseed in Yan Shuqin’s

request and the Plum Flower Boxers joined the Liyuantun struggle.

Not all of them, however, and not, in the end, under the “Plum Flower”

name. In April 1897 Zhao Sanduo and the Plum Flower Boxers eonvened

a three-day publie exhibition of their boxing skills in Liyuantun. Although

not overtly anti-Christian, the exhibition was elearly intended as a show of

strength, and in the prevailing exeitement a sizable erowd attaeked the

temple strueture, whieh the Christians were just then in the proeess of

transforming into a ehureh. In the aeeompanying violenee, the Christians

were deeisively routed and the offieial settlement, elearly favoring the

Eighteen Chiefs-Plum Flower eoalition, seemed, at last, to point to a res-

olution of the Liyuantun diffieulties. After the Juye ineident in November,

however, the shift in the balanee of power in Shandong as a whole toward

the Christian/foreign side eneouraged the ehureh to ehallenge the agree-

ment, and with the downfall of Li Bingheng and the strong reassertion of

the eourt’s poliey of settling ehureh eases expeditiously to reduee frietion

with the foreign powers, it was only a matter of time before the original set-

tlement eame unraveled and the Liyuantun temple property was onee

again turned over to the Christians.

The events of 1897-98 had two important eonsequehyes. On one hand,

they intensified the anger and hostility felt by many non-Christian Chinese

toward the loeal Christian eommunity and its foreign supporters. On the

qther hand^they pushed the Chinese authorities into adopting a tougher

stanee toward any and all organized groups that might seek to ehannel this

resentment into overCanti-Christian aets. Thus, as Zhao Sanduo and his

now expanded eompany of followers beeame inereasingly engaged in

direet aetion against Christians in the area surrounding Liyuantun in 1898,

the more eonservative leaders of the Plum Flower Boxers, ever fearful of

antagonizing the authorities, beeame inereasingly intent upon disengaging

themselves from Zhao. It was in this eontext that Zhao, probably in early

1898, either voluntarily or as a result of the insistenee of the less radieal

members of the Plum Flower leadership, ehanged the name of his group

to Boxers United in Righteousness, an appellation eonveying the sense of

a eoalition of Plum Flower Boxers, Red Boxers, and others, united in their

righteous indignation over the inroads of the foreign-baeked Christians.-^

In response to the mounting tensions in Cuan eounty in early 1898, not

only between Christians and non-Christians but, inereasingly, between the

Boxers and the anthorities, the latter attempted in various ways to defuse

the situation. They sought to drive a wedge between the radieal rustie Yan

Shuqin and Zhao Sanduo, who was a definite eut above Yan in soeial
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standing and appears, even after his split from the Plum Flower Boxers, to

have harbored some amhivalenee about beeoming overinvolved in Yan’s

struggle. Led by Governor Zhang Rumei, Li Bingheng’s sueeessor, the

authorities also sought to transform Zhao’s Boxers into offieially sponsored

militia.-^ Owing in part to the depletion of regular garrison forees during

the Sino-Japanese War and in part to the fiseal erisis faeing the government

as a eonsequenee of the indemnity ending the war, militia had assumed a

growing role in keeping the turbulent Shandong-Zhili border area from

getting completely out of hand. If Zhao’s followers could be made into

militia, it was reasoned, two birds could be killed with one stone: there

would be a reduction of tension with the Christians and there would also

be a general enhancement of the forces of stability in the border region.

The trouble with this strategy was that it was based on the premise that

the Boxers, who by spring 1898 had spread out over much of the area,

would simply, like the Big Sword Society in southwestern Shandong a few

years earlier, disappear into the landscape upon being deprived of their

main leadership (in this instance by co-optation rather than decapitation).

This premise, unfortunately, proved invalid. The Boxers were very differ-

ent from the Big Swords, much more a loose coalition of diverse con-

stituencies than a tightly structured organization, and Zhao Sanduo’s hold

over them was nothing like that of Liu Shiduan and others over the Big

Swords. The Boxer-to-militia conversion plan, therefore, did not work, and

in late October and early November, rampaging Boxers, with the at best

ambivalent involvement ofZhao Sanduo himself, attacked Christians both

in the Liyuantun region and further south along the Shandong-Zhili bor-

der proper. It was during these attacks that the slogan 'Tu [or Zhu]-Qing

mieyang” (Support [or Help] the Qing, destroy the foreign [or foreigner])

first appeared on Boxer flags. The Qing military, not yet prepared (as it

would be less than two years later) to accept the Boxers’ offer of support,

easily put them down. Many of the rank-and-file Boxers then accepted an

official offer of amnesty, while Zhao Sanduo fled north to central Zhili.

Although this was not the end of Zhao Sanduo’s career as a reluctant

rebel— in 1900 he again became active in the Guan county detached area

and two years later died in jail after being implicated in an antigovernment

protest in nearby Guangzong county, Zhili— he ceased, after fall 1898, to

he part of the main Boxer story, dliis story now shifted to the much larger

territorial expanse of northwestern Shandong, where groups calling them-

selves Spirit Boxers (Shenqnan), which had been in existence for several

years but were not initially involved in anti-Christian activities, as they

became so involved, in spring 1899, adopted the name Boxers United in
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26 Righteousness, along with the key slogan ''Support the Qing, destroy the

foreign/' The name and the slogan, however, were the extent of their eon-

neetion with the Guan eounty Boxers. The eontent of the "boxing” prae-

tieed by the new Boxers United in Righteousness was far more religious in

nature, ineluding invulnerability rituals, mass spirit possession, the swal-

lowing of eharms, and the reeitation of spells. Also, while the migration of

a few Guan eounty Boxers to the new Boxer area ean hardly be ruled out,

the new Boxers had their own leaders and rank-and-file membership.

1 . 1 Boxer Flag. Inscribed on the flag is the most widely encountered Boxer slogan,

"Fu-Qing mieyang.” From Zhang Haipeng, ed., Jianming Zhongguo jindaishi tuji.
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The reason the Spirit Boxers took the name Boxers United in Righteous-

ness in the first plaee doubtless had to do with the notoriety the Guan
eounty Boxers had aequired by the end of 1898 among people in north-

western Shandong who were themselves beginning to beeome involved in

anti-Christian aetivity. Ifthe Spirit Boxers had, for whatever reason, adopted

another name instead, it is fair to suppose in retrospeet that the whole his-

tory of eonfliet between Christians and non-Christians in Liyuantun, not to

mention the part taken by the Plum Flower Boxers and Zhao Sanduo in

this history, would have held little interest for historians of the Boxer upris-

ing. Historieal interest in the Spirit Boxers themselves, on the other hand,

would likely have remained undiminished, owing to their substantive— not

merely nominal— importanee as forerunners of the Boxer movement in its

elimaetie phase.

The same sort of point ean be made, albeit in a somewhat different

way, in eonneetion with a series of eonfliets between Christians and non-

Christians that took plaee in southern Shandong between late rSpS and

late 1899.^^ These eonfliets began in the southeastern eoastal eounty of

Rizhao (just west of Qingdao) in Deeember 1898 and spread westward to

the Jining-Jiaxiang area, not far east of Juye. Although the eauses of the

ineidents varied from plaee to plaee, they were in signifieant measure a •

response to the aggressive inroads of German imperialism in the after-

math of the Juye ineident— an aggressiveness refleeted in the inereasingly

assertive behavior of German missionaries and their Chinese Christian

followers at the loeal level. As in Guan eounty, and for some of the same

reasons (in partieular the turbulent and lawless eonditions prevailing in

mueh of southern Shandong after the war with Japan), boxing groups

again emerged. Although easting themselves in general as proteetors of

loeal eommunities against the intolerable aetions of the Christians jn

their midst, the “boxers’' engaged in aetivities that were not infrequently

of a distinetly predatory nature and, in the end, eontributed their share to

the general lawlessness and violenee of the times:

Although there were a number of different boxing groups, inelnding (in

the far southwest) a rejuvenated Big Sword Soeiety, the most prominent

was the Red Boxing sehool. Normally, like the Plum Flower Boxers, a more

or less pure fighting group with little in the way of religious ritual, the Red

Boxers in 1897 had absorbed some of the distinetive eharaeteristies of the

Big Sword Soeiety, ineluding eharm-swallowing and invulnerability rituals

and, most signifieantly, a elearly artienlated, religiously sanetioned hiejar-

ehieal leadership. Henee, when Yuxian, who assumed the reins of the gov-

ernorship of Shandong in spring 1899, in response to the grow'ing volatiliR
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of conditions in the southern part of the provinee, espeeially in the south-

west and the Jining-Jiaxiang area, applied to the Red Boxers the same pol-

iey of deeapitating the leaders and dispersing the followers that, as a local

official, he had applied in rSph to the Big Sword Society in the southwest,

he was onee again sueeessful.

Yuxian, the same who as governor of Shanxi less than a year later, at the

height of the Boxer movement, was to take aetions that would make him a

lasting emblem, at least among Westerners, of the movement’s worst xeno-

phobie exeesses, sueeeeded in restoring ealm to southern Shandong in fall

1899 for a number of reasons. As just noted, his poliey of decapitation and

dispersion was well adapted to the strueture of the groups that were its main

target. It was also well suited to the soeial eonditions of the areas in the south

in whieh it was implemented, eonditions marked by reasonably prosperous

agrieulture and a strong landlord-gentry presence and therefore standing to

benefit tangibly from the restoration of stability and peaee. Finally, the

German government, as a direet corollary to its growing involvement in the

building up of its sphere of influenee in southern Shandong, was beeoming

inereasingly sensitive to its own interest in the promotion of peaeeful and

stable eonditions in the area and by the end of 1899 had made it clear to the

missionaries of the Society of the Divine Word that it would no longer

eountenanee the sort of intemperate behavior that in the eourse of the year

had done so mueh to arouse popular animosity.

Esheriek sees the anti-Christian ineidents that began in southern

Shandong in late 1898 as forming “an important baekground to the full-

seale Boxer movement whieh was growing simultaneously in northwest

Shandong, and would break into the open soon after the suppression of the

disturbances in the south.”^^ Although he is not explieit in defining what

exaetly this baekground consisted in, it is possible to argue, from his own

analysis, that its most important ingredient was Yuxian himself. The sue-

eess of this long-time Shandong official’s decapitation-and-dispersion pol-

icy in the southwest in rSpb and again in the south in 1899 eneouraged a

set of expeetations that were eompletely frustrated when, in the faee of an

entirely new set of eonditions, he attempted to earry out essentially the

same poliey in northwestern Shandong in the latter half of 1899. Wnat

were these new eonditions, and why did Yuxian’s efforts to address them fail

so disastrously?

The Spirit Boxers, whose mass possession rituals eonstituted the seeond

major formative influenee on the Boxers United in Righteousness (the

first, it will be reealled, being the idea of invulnerability, inspired at least in

part by the Big Sword Soeiety), began to appear in northwestern Shandong
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in the mid-i89os. Although their eenter of greatest strength was Chiping 29

eounty, they were distributed over ten or so other eounties as well, most of

them lying within the fork formed by the Grand Canal as it proeeeded

northward from Dong’e and the Yellow River as it flowed past Dong’e in a

northeasterly direetion toward the sea (see map 1). Beeause of its loeation,

northwestern Shandong was espeeially vulnerable to natural disaster, in

partieular flooding. Unlike the southwestern portion of the provinee, it was

extremely poor, with little in the way of eommeree, almost no gentry or

landlord presenee, a sizable mobile population of destitute persons, and an

1.2 Yiixian. From Archibald E. Glover, A Thousand Miles of Miracle in China

(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1904).
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unusual degree of reeeptivity both to seetarian religion (espeeially the

White Lotus) and to shamanism.

It is not elear exaetly ho\v the Spirit Boxers got started. Although the oral

history testimony is not eompletely eonsistent on the point, the majority of

the respondents denied any link to the White Lotus seet. The importanee

among the Spirit Boxers of spirit possession, not typieally a part of seetar-

ian ritual, and, eonversely, the complete absence in oral or written docu-

mentation on the Spirit Boxers of reference to the Eternal Venerable

Mother (Wusheng laomu), the key instrument of salvation in the White

Lotns belief system, seem to bear out this denial. There was general con-

sensus, on the other hand, that the Spirit Boxers were either the same as

the Big Sword Society (which had in fact become quite active in the north-

west in the last years of the century) or at least had close ties to it.^^

Different both from the Big Sword Society in the southwest and the

Guan county Boxers, the great majority of those who took up Spirit Boxing,

at least initially, were poor peasants. Although there were small communi-

ties of both Protestant (American Congregationalist) and Catholic (Italian

Franciscan) Christians in the northwest, the Spirit Boxers were not in-

volved at the outset in anti-Christian activities. Their original purposes

appear to have been the furtherance and preservation of conventionally

orthodox social and moral values: filial respect, esteem for superiors and

compassion for inferiors, promotion of local harmony, resistance to greed

and lust, and so on. Consonant with their generally protective stance vis-a-

vis family and community, individnal Spirit Boxers frequently engaged in

healing. Indeed, one of the reasons for the popularity of the early Spirit

Boxer leader, Zhu Hongdeng (Red Lantern Zhu), was that he treated peo-

ple who were ill (his speciality was skin ulcers) and did not ask for money.

The Spirit Boxers grew steadily but undramatically during the initial

period of their existence. Unthreatened— indeed, barely noticed— by the

authorities, they practiced their boxing and religious rituals in the open, for

all to see. Their .rituals, which included bowing or performing the koutou^

in.a southeasterly direction, chanting spells, swallowing charrns (after they

had been burned and the ashes mixed with water), and, most important,

calling upon the gods (almost all of whom were famous characters from

popular fiction and opera) to possess them, were precisely the rituals soon

to be practiced by the Boxers United in Righteousness dnring their^expan-

^ Also ketou, a ubiquitous Chinese ritual denoting respect for a superior and involving

knocking the head on the ground while in a kneeling position; the origin of the English

word kowtow.
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sionist phase. Although the possession rituals of the Spirit Boxers were ini-

tially (in the time-honored tradition of Chinese spirit mediums) for the

purpose of enabling them to aet as healers, as they beeame inereasingly

engaged in violent eneounters with Christians from the spring of 1899,

healing gave way (probably under the influenee of the Big Sword Soeiety) .

to invulnerability as the main objeet of Spirit Boxer possession.

^ dramatic transformation occurred among the Spirit Boxers in the last

months of 1898 and the first months of 1899. Although important aspects of

this change remain poorly understood, it is clear that a major factor was the

catastrophic flooding of the Yellow River, which broke through its dikes,

first, at Shouzhang on August 8, and twice subsequently, at Jinan and

Dong’e, forcing millions of people from their homes and turning much of

northwestern Shandong into a disaster zone.^^ A huge refugee population,

created mainly by the flood of 1898 but also by repeated lesser floods going

back to 1892, aggravated an already desperate situation and, in response,

the Spirit Boxers in the winter of 1898-99 became energized and rapidly

spread northward from Chiping.

A number of crucial changes accompanied this burst of new activity.

Sometime late in 1898, the Spirit Boxers began to be referred to as the Big

Sword Society; then, some months later, as we have seen, they took the

name Boxers United in Righteousness. (This was especially true of boxers

in Pingyuan, north of Chiping; in Chiping itself the name Spirit Boxers

appears to have continued in use.) Around this time, Zhu Hongdeng and

a monk named Benming (or Xincheng) emerged in Chiping as recognized

leaders of the movement. The shift, already noted, from healing to invul-

nerability also took place now, possibly as a result of the influence of

Benming, an accompished martial arts specialist. Finally, and in some

ways most puzzling, it was shortly after the winter of 1898-99 that the Spirit

Boxers began to engage in anti-Christian activities and to brandish anti-

foreign slogans.

Esherick, in the absence of a clear and convincing trail of documentary

evidence, hypothesizes that this last metamorphosis occurred as a result of

the coming together of a number of broad factors; heightened foreign threat

and concomitant Christian- aggressiveness in the aftermath of the Sino-

Japanese War and the establishment of the Cerman sphere of influence in

the Jiaozhou region; growing awareness in northwestern Shandong of the

anti-Christian activities of the Cuan county Boxers, the Big Sword SocieU

in the southwest, and the Red Boxers and others in the southern part of the

province; the disruptive effects of a major natural disaster; and the willing-

ness of at least some of the local authorities in the northwest to look the
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other way when it eame to anti-Christian behavior. This hypothesis is not

uneonvineing, and it may be as elose an approximation to what aetually

happened as we will get.^® At the same time, it fails to aeeount for plaees

like Zouping eounty (in Jinan prefeeture), whieh, in spite of being subjeet

to the same general forees that ostensibly resulted in anti-Christian aetivity

in other areas of northwestern Shandong, and in spite also of having a siz-

able Christian eommunity and being erowded with refugees owing to its

loeation on the southern edge of the flood-affeeted area, was left “virtually

untouehed’' by the newly anti-Christian animus of the Spirit Boxers.

Whatever the speeifie reasons for the shift, on the part of the Spirit

Boxers, toward growing involvement in violent aetions against Christians,

as these aetions spread aeross the border into Zhili in the spring and sum-

mer of 1899, foreign eommunity reaeted with predietable alarm and

applied pressure on the Chinese government to respond. As a result, when

Zhu Hongdeng launehed attaeks in two different loeations in Pingyuan

eounty in Oetober, his Spirit Boxers experieneed their first armed elashes

with the forees of the Qing state.

The seeond of these elashes, the Battle of Senluo Temple, was espe-

eially important, in terms of its signifieanee for the future of the Boxer

movement. Those Chinese historians who are eommitted to a vision of the

Boxer uprising as not only anti-imperialist but also antifeudal have found

in the battle apparent eonfirmation of their own point of view. Joseph

Esheriek, who sees the Boxers as a loyalist movement from start to finish,

maintains that the willingness of the Boxers to eonfront the forees of the

Qing on this oeeasion was not motivated by antidynastie sentiment but was

a direet expression of their belief that the government was “not doing

enough to expel the foreign menaee,’’ that “what the Boxers were doing was

undertaking, on behalf of the Chinese people, aetions whieh the state was

ineapable of performing.”^° It is noteworthy, for the support it lends to

Esheriek’s interpretation, that in the Battle of Senluo Temple the main slo-

gan paraded by the Boxers was “Revive the Qing, destroy the foreign”

(Xing-Qing mieyang).^^ Also, it was in this battle that the Boxers first began

to refer to themselves as “Militia United in Righteousness” (Yihetuan), an

appellation that was used inereasingly from this point on and that had the

effeet of trading the Boxers’ former identity as an organization of poten-

tially heterodox “boxers,” at best operating on the fringes of legality, for a

new one as stauneh defenders of the orthodox order.

Yuxian’s reeommendation in his memorial to the throne that the loeal

offieials in Pingyuan be punished for their eomplete bungling of the erisis

leading up to the Battle of Senluo Temple was, in the eontext of the gov-
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ernor’s unquestioned antiforeignism and eonsistent poliey of leniency

toward the Boxer rank and file, widely misinterpreted (by the Boxers them-

selves as well as by the Christians) as a censuring of these officials for hav-

ing called in the troops to put down the Boxers. As such, it became the

basis for the foreign perception that Yuxian was responsible for the Boxer

movement overall and resulted in December in his removal from the

Shandong governorship.^^

One thing is clear. In his response to the Boxers themselves, in the after-

math of the Senluo Temple affair and a rash of other violent clashes

between Christians and Boxers in November,^^ Yuxian applied the same

policy he had earlier implemented with such success in southwestern and

southern Shandong: Zhu Hongdeng, Benming, and the third major Boxer

leader in the area, Yu Qingshui, were all taken into official custody by the

end ofNovember and in December were executed in Jinan, while ordinary

Boxers were allowed— even encouraged— to meld back into the general

population. In the different circumstances prevailing in northwestern

Shandong, however, the governor’s decapitate-and-disperse policy back-

fired. In portions of the area, it is true, the Boxer movement did indeed

come to a temporary halt. But this seems to have been a consequence less

of the efficacy of Yuxian’s policy than of internal quarreling within the

movement that broke out in mid-November and the heavy casualties the

Boxers incurred in the Battle of Senluo Temple (in which at least twenty-

seven Boxers were killed), causing many in Pingyuan and adjacent En

county to lose faith in the Boxers’ invulnerablility rituals. In other parts of

the northwest, in an implicit rebuff ofYuxian’s policy, Boxer activities gath-

ered new energy. With the onset of winter, attacks on Christians occurred

at an accelerated pace, and by the start of 1900 the Boxers’ rapid spread

northward was well under way.

The main reason for the failure of Yuxian’s policy in the northwest was

the Boxer movement’s capacity, like Hercules’ Hydra (to borrow Esherick’s

apt image), to reproduce itself (including the production of new leader-

ship) with ease. This was owing partly to the popularity of the movement’s

antiforeign agenda, partly to the increasing indications that the authorities

were themselves divided on how to respond to the Boxers, and partly, per-

haps, to the relatively egalitarian social structure of the impoverished north-

west, which, Esherick argues, favored the emergence of a social movement

with weakly defined lines of authority and, for this very reason, made it

more difficidt to suppress such a movement by eliminating its leadership.

With respect to the last point, it is nevertheless important to note that,

in the subsequent spread of the Boxer movement across much of the North
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China plain, the movement’s seemingly effortless eapaeity to regenerate

itself, eoupled with an equally eonspieuous ineapaeity to produce strong,

movement-wide leadership, was displayed in a great variety of different

social settings, some of them far more highly structured than that of north-

western Shandong. It seems, therefore, that, in accounting for the distinc-

tive organizational character of the Boxer movement, it would be a mistake

to overstate the importance of specific social context.

The Expansionist Phase of the Boxer Movement

One important factor contributing to the rapid spread of the Boxer move-

ment, which also did much to shape the movement’s special social and

political character, was the dynamic of spirit possession, which as we have

seen first emerged in northwestern Shandong and then remained a core

feature of the movement through the remainder of its history. The stream-

lined, easy-to-master possession ritual the Boxers followed, although possi-

bly characteristic of cultural and religious tendencies in North China in

general, was not linked to a specific social environment and thus served

to uncouple the Boxer movement from the distinctive social setting in

which it first emerged. The empowerment possession conferred made it

enormously attractive to those at the bottom of the Chinese social scale,

regardless of locale. Also, the possession ritual, by placing individuals in

direct communication with their gods and enabling them, when in a pos-

sessed state, to in effect become gods, placed a major barrier in the way of

the creation of a more centralized, structured, and perhaps durable, move-

ment. “Uncontrolled spirit possession,” Robert Weller has written, “more

easily than other forms of religious communication, undercuts authority of

all kinds.”^^ The same feature of the Boxer movement that facilitated its

meteoric spread across North China during the first six months of rqoo

thus may well have also contributed, paradoxically, to its abrupt disinte-

gration and almost total disappearance after the summer of that year.

A second factor that I believe was critically important in accounting for

the astonishing speed of Boxer expansion was the drought that settled in

over much of North China after the winter of 1898-99. This was a sharp

reversal of the problem of flooding and waterlogging that had bedeviled the

farming populations of western Shandong, Zhili, and other parts of the

region during the earlier part of the decade. The drought of 1899-1900 con-

tributed to the rapid spread of the Boxer movement in a number of ways.

It created a sizable population of young males who, idled by the lack of

farm work, were bored and had a surplus of free time on their hands. The
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longer the drought lasted— and by the winter of r899-i9oo, when the

expansion of the Boxer movement quiekened dramatieally, it had eontin-

ued in many areas for the better part of a year— the more the population

was afflieted by hunger. Sinee the Boxers often had ample supplies of grain

and food (aequired by foree from the Christian population, by pressure and

eoereion from affluent Chinese households seeking proteetion, and by vol-

untary eontributions from supporters in the general population), joining

one’s loeal unit was a way of filling one’s belly.

Just as important as aetual hunger, from a psyehologieal point of view,

was hunger anxiety. Widespread anxiety due to hunger (present or antiei-

pated) made people more willing to risk their lives in aetions of a desper-

ate sort. It also made them more suseeptible to religious eonstruetions of

reality linking the absenee of preeipitation to the anger of the gods over the

growing inroads of Christianity and other forms of foreign influenee. Sueh

eonstruetions were, as we shall see in ehapter 2, elearly refleeted in Boxer

notiees and handbills that were disseminated aeross the length and breadth

of the North China plain beginning in the winter of rSqq-iqoo, preeisely

the moment the Boxer movement exploded beyond the eonfines of its orig-

inal home in northwestern Shandong.

In making the ease for an animus against Christianity based on popular

religious assumptions about how the eosmos funetioned, I don’t mean to

question the eonerete grievanees many Chinese had against Christians liv-

ing within their eommunities or to minimize the anger and hatred that nat-

urally flowed from sueh grievanees. I aeeept, moreover, the premise (to be

amplified in ehapter 2) that antiforeignism, in the pristine sense of fear of

and/or hostility toward the foreign or foreign-tainted (the “other” within, in

the ease of Chinese Christians), was always present— and pervasive— in

China in latent form. But latent antiforeignism eoiild simmer beneath the

surfaee for years or even deeades without boiling over. It was most apt to

erupt and to spread rapidly, out of eontrol and in epidemie fashion, in an

atmosphere marked by erisis. And this was, of eourse, above all the ease if

the erisis in question happened to be one that eould plausibly be under-

stood as resulting from the presenee of unwanted foreign influenees.

Another faetor that was e-learly important in aeeounting for the rapid

expansion of the Boxer movement after the winter of 1899-1900 was the

stanee of the authorities. In Shandong, in Deeember, Yiixian was replaeed

as governor by the vehemently anti-Boxer Yuan Shikai. Although Yuan was

eonstrained by the eonrt from immediately pursuing his preferred poliey of

extermination (in faet the first Boxer-related foreign death, that of the

British missionary S. M. Brooks in Feieheng on Deeember 31, took place
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on Yuan’s watch), in the first half of 1900 Yuan, aided by the well-trained

modern foree he brought with him when he assumed offiee, was able to

keep the Boxers firmly in eheekd^ Zhili, on the other hand, presented a

very different pieture. The governor-general, Yulu, although hardly sym-

pathetic to the Boxers, was a notably weak offieiak There was not enough

military foree available in the provinee to mount an effeetive eampaign of

suppression, even had this been the elear and unambiguous intent of the

authorities. And, perhaps most important, the intent of the authorities in

Zhih was far from elear and unambiguous: the eourt was deeply divided on

the question of how to respond to the Boxers (as it had been from the start),

and the resulting hesitation and vaeillation created an environment in

whieh, aided by mushrooming support from within the general popula-

tion, the Boxers were able to prosper.

One final factor that took a significant part in energizing the Boxer

movement after the winter of rSqq-iqoo was the movement itself. As eir-

eular as this may sound, the faet is, onee the Boxers reaehed a eritieal mass

of numbers, geographieal spread, and aetivity, it became that mueh easier

for them to expand further and faster. Partly this was beeause fence-sitters

who were basieally sympathetie to the Boxers’ aims but were wary of the

dangers of getting direetly involved were more apt to join the movement as

it became visibly stronger. Partly it was owing to the fact that, as the Boxers

became more and more influential in an area, the dangers of not support-

ing them mounted. And partly it was because, as the Boxers grew in num-

bers and their actions in frequency, a kind of bandwagon effect was fos-

tered, aeeompanied by a good deal of noise and excitement {renao, to use

the equivalent Chinese term), and people did not want to miss out on the

aetion. After a eertain point, it seems clear, imitation, driven by simple

erowd psyehology, played a erueial role in the movement’s spread.

Although the above-diseussed eireumstanees were of eritieal impor-

tance in aeeounting for the eharaeter of the Boxer movement and the tim-

ing of its rapid expansion through North China generally, note must also

be taken of the speeial eharaeteristies of Zhili provinee that made it in

many ways the most logieal site for the eenter of an antiforeign and anti-

Christian explosion. Zhili’s tw'o largest eities, Beijing and Tianjin, both had

sizable foreign populations, ineluding the diplomatie eorps in the case of

the former. The advent of the railway and telegraph in the provinee, in

addition to serving as visible symbols of foreign penetration, had resulted

in job losses in the transport and other seetors. Most significant, Zhili was

among the more heavily missionized provinees in China, with a Christian
V

population (disproportionately Catholie) of well over 100,000.^^



Map 2 North China and Adjacent Areas
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Although Boxers had become involved in the southernmost part of Zhili,

next to the Shandong border, as early as 1898, their spectacular expansion

through much of the rest of the province began only in the winter of

1899-1900. Sometimes, when people in a town or village wanted to establish

an altar or boxing ground, they simply went ahead and did so, without any-

one's supervision. More often, however, they would invite a boxing teacher

from elsewhere (occasionally from Shandong) to assist them. Increasingly,

as the Boxer presence in Zhili grew, the teachers who founded new boxing

grounds or altars tended either to come from the local area or from some-

place nearby. By the beginning of 1900, according to survey materials,

approximately one hundred boxing grounds had been established in the

southern county of Wuyi alone. In the next several months the number of

boxing grounds proliferated, as Boxer activities rapidly spread both into the

southwestern part of the province and northward into the area of central

Zhili roughly coinciding with the Tianjin-Beijing-Baoding triangle.^°

One of the fresh developments of this expansionist phase of the Boxer

movement was that, as new groups came into existence, they identified

themselves with one or another Chinese trigram, the most common by far

being the kan and qian trigrams.^^ Since the trigrams were associated with

the Eight Trigrams sect, a branch of the White Lotus, some scholars have

seen this as evidence of a Boxer-White Lotus tie. Lurther evidence of such

a connection is found in Boxer notices, especially those circulated at the

height of the movement, in which frequent reference is made to such

White Lotus millenarian concepts as kalpa calamity {jie) and the immi-

nent appearance of a true lord or sovereign (zhenzhu ) The question of

the relationship of the Boxers to the White Lotus sect, already touched on

in our discussion of the Spirit Boxer phase of the Boxer story, is an involved

one; it is further complicated by the antidynastic identity periodically

assumed by White Lotus followers, which makes a Boxer-White Lotus link

especially attractive to Communist scholars anxious to highlight the

antifeudal side of the Boxer movement.^^

While I am inclined to agree with Joseph Esherick that, in terms of its

ideas, its rituals, and its organizational patterning, the Boxers are best

understood as having grown out of the popular culture of the North China

plain (which contained elements of White Lotns influence), and not as

centrally situated in the White Lotus sectarian tradition (as contended by

Lu Yao, Cheng Xiao, Liao Yizhong, and other Chinese historians), I would

also point out that, given the relative lack of hierarchical structure in the

Boxer movement during its climactic phase and the corresponding free-

dom from external control within which individual groups operated, it was

entirely possible for different Boxer units in different parts of North China
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to be differentially influeneed by White Lotus ideas. It is even arguable, I

think, that the very question, whether the Boxers were or were not con-

neeted to the White Lotus, may be too rigidly framed to aceount for the

loose, untidy organizational reality that eharacterized the Boxers during

this period of their development.

In matters of dress, as in their boxing and tranee behavior, the Boxers

imitated the martial arts performers they had so often seen in village

operas. Members of kan trigram units generally wore red turbans, sashes,

and leggings (or ankle straps), while qian trigram Boxers favored the eolor

yellow. Boxer units might number anywhere from 25 to 100 or more mem-

bers. Typically a village would have a single Boxer unit (often called a tuan

in the final phase of the uprising), larger villages, towns, and cities a plu-

rality of units (which in urban areas were generally referred to as tan or

altars). According to the oral history materials, there was sometimes a fur-

ther distinction made between military (wu) and civil (wen) units, the lat-

ter generally composed of Boxers with some education (mainly scholars

and merchants) who might or might not take part in live combat.^^ The

leader of a given Boxer unit, often chosen because of his superior boxing

skills,^^ was called the da shixiong or Senior Brother-Disciple, the second

in command was called the er shixiong or Second Brother-Disciple, and so

on down the line, ordinary rank-and-file members simply referring to each

other as shixiong (Brother-Disciples).

During the early months of 1900 a separate organization of female

“Boxers,” called Red Lanterns (Hongdengzhao),"^^ also appeared on the

scene in Zhili, most conspicuously (but not exclusively) in the area in and

around Tianjin. Clad entirely in red and armed with red handkerchiefs

and red lanterns, the members of this organization were for the most part

teenaged girls and young unmarried women. The Red Lanterns had sepa-

rate altars, practiced at separate boxing grounds, and had little or no day-

to-day contact with the Boxers. The leadership of individual Red Lantern

units paralleled exactly that of the Boxer units, the top leader being referred

to as Senior Sister-Disciple (da shijie), the second-in-command as Second

Sister-Disciple (er shijie), and so on. Although there are occasional (and

in my view not very dependable) references in the oral history materials to

the direct participation of Red Lanterns in combat, they were best known

at the time for the indirect assistance they provided the Boxers, owing to

their extraordinary magical powers (see chapter 4). Inasmuch as Chinese

historians in the twentieth century have not been especially noted for their

sympathetic interest in popular religion and magic, this may be one reason

why the Red Lanterns have been accorded scant notice in serious histori-

cal treatments of the Boxer uprising. Another— and I believe more fun-
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40 damental— reason is that, for all their importanee in the religions world of

the Boxers and the allure they had (on quite other grounds) for state

mythologizers of the Boxer uprising during the Cultural Revolution era

(see ehapter 9), the Red Lanterns in faet eontributed little to the history of

the Boxers, when viewed (as in this ehapter) as a sueeession of intereon-

neeted events. Indeed, they ean be omitted from the Boxer story almost

entirely, without signifieantly altering its overall thematie strueture.

1
. 3 Red Lantern. This is a rare photograph of a Red Lantern, portraying realistically

a rather plain-looking teenaged girl in a studio setting. From Li Di, Quan huo ji.
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7'he members of Boxer units were for the most part loeal people who,

in their anti-Christian and antiforeign aetivities, did not venture far from

home. This was espeeially so during the first months of rpoo, when Boxer

aetions eonsisted typieally of the destruetion (usually by fire) of ehurehes

and chapels and the looting of convert homes and other properties, usually

1.4 Boxers Setting Fire to Church. From Quanfei jilue.
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in rural areas. Important exceptions to this localist pattern began to

emerge, however, as, beginning in May, a much expanded Boxer move-

ment became increasingly active in larger population centers, and the

repertoire of Boxer activities became less exclusively anti-Christian and

more broadly antiforeign.

Sometimes, when a major action was planned, such as the Boxer siege

in late May of Zhuozhou, a busy commercial center on the recently com-

pleted Beijing-Baoding railway line, thousands of Boxers from nearby

towns and villages came together under a unified command.^* This was

also true, on a much grander scale, in the Battle ofTianjin in the latter half

of June and the first two weeks of July, where there was a relatively high

level of military coordination of Boxer units from the entire area under the

command of the two main local Boxer leaders Zhang Decheng and Cao

Futian. In Tianjin, although the Boxer force was made up in part of local

toughs, petty criminals, people in service trades, and boatmen thrown out

of work by the Beijing-Tianjin railway (which began operation in 1896)

and the increasing reliance on coastal steamers (instead of the Grand

Canal) for the annual rice tax shipments to the capital, the vast majority

were peasant youths from the surrounding countryside, who, idled, fright-

ened, and rendered hungry by the protracted drought, began streaming

into the city in the early months of 1900, mainly from places to the north,

west, and south.”

The most idiosyncratic case of Boxer activity was that of Beijing, home

both to the Qing court and to a substantial number of foreigners. Through-

out the spring and on into the summer, small groups of Boxers from all over

Zhili, but chiefly from the south, filed into the city, where they became

attached to one or another of the many altars that were established there.

During the summer months, as Beijing, to all intents and purposes, came

under Boxer occupation, rank-and-file Boxers took part in the burning of

large parts of the city, the policing of the resident population, and the sieges

of the Northern Cathedral and (together with Chinese government troops

after the throne s declaration ofwar on June 21) the foreign legation quarter.

Internationalization of the Boxer Experienee:

The Outbreak of War

As long as the Boxers confined their activities to northwestern Shandong,

they had remained an essentially local phenomenon. The dramatic expan-

sion of the movement in Zhili during the first months of 1900, however,

elicited a growing response from an increasingly nervous foreign commu-
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nity. And the escalating foreign response, in turn, forced the Chinese

court, which had vacillated for months in its policy, eventually to adopt a

clearer and more explicit (although not necessarily consistently imple-

mented) stand with respect both to the Boxers and the foreign powers. A
triangular field of forces thus came into play, consisting of the Boxers, the

foreign governments, and the Chinese authorities, each of which affected,

through its changing behavior, the responses of the other two.

1
. 5 Boxer Occupation ofZhuozhou. The confidence the Boxers gained from the

siege and occupation of this important commercial center in late May was reflected

in the characters inscribed on either side of the entrance, which boasted of the

unruly character of the city’s inhabitants and touted its unparalleled strategic posi-

tion for the defense of the capital. From Quanfei jiliie.
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For a long time there was little awareness of the Boxer phenomenon

among foreigners in general. Protestant missionaries in western Shandong

and southern Zhili first reported skirmishes between Boxers and local

Christians in April-May 1899. But, as W. H. Rees of the London Missionary

Society observed from Jizhou in southern Zhili, ''such incidents are not

uncommon in our mission centre.” Certainly, as of spring 1899, there was

still no sense— it would have been far more remarkable if there had been—

of a major uprising in the offing.^^

By the fall this situation had changed dramatically. Notice of the Boxers

began to appear in foreign newspapers in early October.^^ Later in the same

month, missionaries in the Beijing area reported on the spreading unrest

in Shandong. Rees, in mid-December, described "the rebellion as

"spreading like a prairie fire.”^^ The murder of the British missionary

Brooks at the end of December raised foreign alarm to a new level. Sir

Claude MacDonald, the British minister, in his dispatch of January 5
to the

Foreign Office, took note of the growing turmoil "secret societies” were

creating in northern Shandong and made specific reference to "an organi-

zation known as the 'Boxers,' ” which had attained special notoriety and

whose "ravages [had] recently spread over a large portion of Southern

Chihli [Zhili].” The growing danger to native Christians and foreign mis-

sionaries, MacDonald added, had been the subject of repeated represen-

tations” by the foreign ministers, especially those of Cermany, the United

States, and Creat Britain, to the Chinese government.^^

The Chinese court, although evincing concern over the murder ofBrooks

and moving quickly to bring about a settlement of the case, issued a decree

on January ri which announced that people drilling for self-defense and for

the protection of their villages were not to be considered bandits; the decree

went on to instruct local authorities to pay attention only to whether people

fomented disorder and conflict, not to whether they happened to be mem-

bers of this or that society or sect. The foreign representatives in the capital

reacted with apprehension to this decree, which they interpreted, not unrea-

sonably, as an effort on the throne s part to provide the Boxers with a degree

of protection and perhaps even encouragement. On January 27, Britain, the

United States, France, Cermany, and Italy sent identical notes to the Zongli

Yamen— the Chinese government office in charge of foreign affairs—

requesting publication of an imperial edict ordering the immediate suppres-

sion of the Boxers (and the Big Sword Society) in Shandong and Zhili.

During the next few months the tug of war persisted. The diplomatic

corps in Beijing made periodic representations to the Chinese govern-

ment, protesting the inadequacy of the measures thus far taken to put down
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the rising, while the eourt, for its part, far from adopting a firmer pohey of

suppression, as late as mid-April reiterated the view that it was qnite all right

for good people to organize for the defense of their eommunities and in

early May even flirted with the idea of formally organizing these loeal self-

defense groups into "militia” (tuan).^^ Inereasingly frustrated hy the laek of

Chinese offieial aetion, despite rapidly escalating Boxer-related violence in

the countryside, several of the powers in April raised the level of pressure a

notch by parading warships before the Dagu forts guarding the approaches

to Tianjin, in a flagrant display of old-style gunboat diplomacy.^^

If the Chinese government was being pushed, from one side, by the for-

eign powers, it was being pushed even harder, from the other side, by the

Boxers. Inevitably, as disturbances in Zhili mounted m both frequency and

severity, government forces came into direct conflict with Boxers, and the

more this happened the harder it became for pro-Boxer officials to main-

tain the simple fiction that the Boxers were community protectors, whose

main raison d’etre was to guard against disruptive heterodox elements. The

problem was illustrated-and also greatly aggravated-by a series of

engagements between Boxers and Qing troops that took place in May in

Laishui county, midway between Beijing and Baoding. The initial explo-

sion took place in Caoluo village in Laishui, where there had been a long

history of animosity between Catholic and non-Catholic inhabitants.

Boxers began to arrive in the area in the spring, and a boxing ground was

established in the temple of the northern section of the village in April. Not

long after this, on the evening of May 12, the Boxers, with the aid of con-

federates from nearby villages, burned down the church and, after killing

all the Catholics (more than thirty families), disposed of their bodies m a

wellpit (graphically described years later by the Caoluo Boxer chiefs

grandson as a "flesh mound grave” [rouqiu fen]) and set fire to the victims

homes (located in the southern part of the village).

Faced with this provocation, a small force of government soldiers led by

Col. Yang Futong closed the boxing ground in Caoluo on May 15 and, the

following day, after being ambushed by several hundred Boxers, killed sixty

of them in a one-sided government victory. A couple of days later Yang s

men took twenty Boxers captive, whereupon a large force of outraged

Boxers from the entire area came together to rescue the prisoners and

avenge the deaths of their comrades. On May 22, in Shiting, a market town

ten miles north of the Laishui county seat, the Boxers took the government

soldiers by surprise and killed Yang Futong.^^

The death ofYang, the first Qing commander to be killed by the Boxers,

had a catalytic effect on the movement, which now shifted into high gear
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in central Zhili. During the last ten days of May a force of more than ten

thousand Boxers took Zhuozhou, just northeast of Laishui on the rail line

to the eapital. Beginning on May 27, the Boxers also launehed a suceession

of attaeks along the Beijing-Baoding railway, ripping up traeks, destroying

stations and bridges, and severing telegraph lines. On May 28 they burned
down the Fengtai station on the Beijing-Tianjin railway, about ten miles

from the eapital. A few days later, in early June, Boxer involvement in the

Baoding area also escalated.

The court s initial reaction to this upsurge of aetivity was to seek to avoid

further eonfrontation with the Boxers, partly beeause Qing military forees

in Zhili were stretehed perilously thin. But, by late May, as the situation

worsened, the well-armed troops of Nie Shieheng (himself strongly anti-

Boxer) were deployed against the Boxers along the Beijing-Tianjin railway,

and in early June Governor-General Yulu for the first time urged the

Zongli Yamen to recjuest that orders be given to Nie and other Qing com-
manders to take deeisive aetion to suppress the Boxer movement without

further delay.^^

If the government had moved against the Boxers with firmness a few
weeks earlier, it might still have been possible to bring the rising under
eontrol and avoid serious international repereussions. As of mid-May,
Boxer violenee had been direeted almost exelusively against native Ghris-

tians and their ehurches and homes, only one foreign life (that of Brooks)

had been lost, and no attaeks had yet been launched against the railways

and telegraphs. By the end of May, the situation had ehanged so radically

that, even if the court had been strongly inclined to suppress the Boxer

movement (whieh it was not), it is doubtful it could have sueeeeded.

In addition to the developments already noted, on May 28, after the

destruetion of the Fengtai station, the foreign ministers in the eapital, fear-

ing the loss of the rail link to the eoast, ealled up several hundred legation

guards, the first large contingent of these arriving by rail from Dagu on
May 31.^^ On the same day, four Freneh and Belgian railway engineers,

attempting to eseape to Tianjin from Baoding after the eutting of the

Beijing-Baoding line, were killed by Boxers, and on June 1 two British mis-

sionaries met their deaths in Yongqing, direetly south of Beijing. Mani-
festly, the Boxer movement, in the last days of May and the first days of

June, had rounded an important bend, venturing into territory it had pre-

viously only threatened to enter.

Aecompanying this shift in direction, antiforeign feeling among the

population at large now beeame rampant, aroused by the calling up of the

legation guards, the news that two dozen foreign ships of war had assem-
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bled opposite the Dagu forts (in early June), the initiation of direet attaeks

on foreigners and on the rail and telegraph lines, the eonspieuous inerease

in the nunabers of Boxers erowding the thoroughfares to Beijing and

Tianjin, and, undergirding everything, the eontinuation of severe drought.

Signifieantly, when primitively armed Boxers sustained heavy easualties in

a series of fieree engagements with Nie Shieheng’s men along the Beijmg-

Tianjin railway in the first days of June (480 Boxers were killed near

Langfang on June 6 alone), the Boxers, instead of being eowed into sub-

mission, beeame even more aggressive, emboldened by the widening sup-

port of an inereasingly angry and frightened populaee.^^

Although it would be foolhardy to point to any one faetor that was of

greater moment than all the others in shaping the erisis that now emerged,

driving China and the foreign powers inexorably toward war, a number of

historians have pointed to the deeisive importanee of the summoning of the

legation guards in late May. As Esheriek has noted, on May 29, in the after

math of the killing of Yang Futong and the assaults on the rail lines, the

eourt, for the first time sinee the beginning of 1900, issued instruetions to

‘annihilate” (jiao) Boxers who refused to disperse. These orders were, how-

ever, reversed almost immediately, after the foreign ministers made known

their plans to summon the guards, thereby strengthening the hand of the

pro-Boxer faetion at eourt; on June 3
explieit orders were given not to anni-

hilate Boxers.^® Vietor Pureell makes an even broader, if more eonjeetural,

ease for the importanee of the bringing up of the legation guards in ‘ pre-

eipitating the final erisis,” arguing that “doing so made the despateh of rein-

foreements (under Admiral Seymour) neeessary, and, to seeure their

retreat, the Taku [Dagu] forts had to be taken, whieh in its turn led to war.”^‘^

In early June governors-general in the Yangzi Valley provinees, fearful

of imminent foreign intervention, urged the eourt to take foreeful aetion

immediately to suppress the Boxers. But, although the eourt dispatehed a

numher of emissaries (ineluding the pro-Boxer Gangyi) to attempt to per-

suade the Boxers to disperse and return to peaeeful pursuits, this effort

eame to nought,^° and when Nie Shieheng, also aeting on imperial orders,

took mueh stronger aetion against the Boxers (as we have seen), he was

severely reprimanded. This pattern of ineonsisteney and mdeeisiveness

eontinued until June ro. On the morning of this date, aeting in response to

an urgent telegram from the British minister, stating that the situation had

beeome “extremely grave” and that unless arrangements were made for the

immediate dispateh of a relief expedition to Beijing, it would be too late,

Adm. Edward Seymour left Tianjin by train with the first eontingent of an

international foree that by June r3 had reaehed almost 2,000 men.^^ Unlike
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the calling up of the legation guards, which had been discussed with and
partially approved in advance by the Zongli Yanaen, the sending of the

Seymour expedition was completely without Chinese authorization. The
court’s response was immediate. Later on the same day (June lo), Prince

Duan, a leading Boxer supporter, was appointed to the Zongli Yamen,
along with three other pro-Boxer officials; Prince Duan replaced Prince

Qing, a staunch opponent of the Boxers, as head of the Yamen. The hand
of pro-Boxer forces at court was significantly strengthened by this move,
and within days preparations were being made for war.

The Seymour expedition proceeded very slowly. Frequent repairs of the

railway had to be made en route, aud this made it easier for bauds of Boxers

to eugage in harassing actions. By June r8, the expedition was still bogged
down at Langfang, midway between Tianjin and the capital. On this day
Qing forces, led by Nie Shicheng and Dong Fuxiang, joined a large con-

tingent of Boxers in attacking the expedition, and the Chinese side won a

major victory. Unable to advance further, Seymour led the relief force back
to Tianjin, which was reached on June 26, after suffering heavy casualties.

While the drama of the abortive Seymour expedition was being played

out, the situation in Beijing was rapidly worsening. On the evening of June
10 Boxers destroyed the British summer legation in the Western ffills out-

side the capital. The following day, the secretary of the Japanese legation,

Sugiyama Akira, was killed near the railway station by the soldiers of Dong
Fuxiang (who, unlike Nie Shicheng, was sympathetic to the Boxer cause).

On the afternoon of June 13 a large force of Boxers swarmed into the city

and began setting fire to churches aud foreigu homes; the Southern
Cathedral (Nautaug), iu which several hundred Chinese Catholics had
taken refuge, was burned to the ground, resulting in a large number of

deaths. The next day, in the evening. Boxers engaged in sporadic attacks on
the guards of the foreign legations.

The situation was not much different in Tianjin, where the Boxer pres-

ence had grown steadily since early March. By late May-early June, the

streets of the walled Chinese city (two miles northwest of the foreign set-

tlements) had come under effective Boxer control. Officials, on encoun-
tering Boxers, were forced to get out of their sedan chairs and demonstrate

their subservience. Churches and Christian homes— and eventually any
establishments with foreign associations— were plundered and burned. A
prison was broken into and the inmates set free. Yulu, whose residence was
in Tianjin, was coerced into opening the government’s arsenals to the

Boxers. Faced with a situation that was getting increasingly out of hand and
that presented an immediate danger to the foreign civilian population in
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50 the concession areas, foreign ships off the coast issued an ultimatum to the

occupants of the Dagu forts on June 16 and seized them the following day.

Although the court did not find out about the ultimatum until June 19

(telegraphic communication between Tianjin and Beijing having been

severed), the Empress Dowager Cixi, in the course of a series of important

conferences begun on June 16, was already moving toward a decision to go

to war. The news of the foreign ultimatum settled the matter. The diplo-

matic corps was informed that it had twenty-four hours in which to effect

the evacuation of foreigners from the capital. The foreign ministers, con-

cerned about the safety of a large number of foreigners, including women

and children, making their way to the coast, were hesitant to comply with

the Chinese government’s orders. Their hesitation proved justified when,

on the following day, the German minister Baron Clemens von Ketteler

was shot dead by a Chinese soldier while on his way to a meeting at the

Zongli Yamen. Within hours of the killing of von Ketteler, Protestant mis-

sionaries, many from elsewhere in North China who had taken refuge,

along with hundreds of native Christians, in the Methodist Episcopal

1.6 Boxers in Tianpn. One of the few known unstaged photographs of Boxers

other than prisoners. Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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compound in the capital, were brought (with their converts)

under armed escort to the legation quarter. More than 5,000 Catholics,

including foreign priests and nuns (and 43 Italian and French marines),

had meanwhile secured themselves in the sturdily built Northern Cathe-
dral, two miles northwest of the legations. On the afternoon of June 20,

Chinese troops, joined by Boxers, opened fire on both the legations and the

cathedral, commencing sieges that were to be carried on, with varying

degrees of determination, until August 14. On June 21, the court issued a

declaration of war,’'^*^ and the Boxers, after being officially renamed yimin
or “righteous people,” were enlisted in militia under the overall command
m the capital of Prince Zhuang, Cangyi, and Prince Duan. The climactic

phase of the Boxer episode had begun.

The geographical spread of the Boxer movement widened dramatically

after the throne s declaration of war, extending into Shanxi and Henan in

North China, and beyond North China into Inner Mongolia and Man-
churia. The number of deaths resulting from the movement also escalated,

well over two hundred foreigners and untold thousands of Chinese
Christians being killed before the bloodbath finally ended.^^ The level of

violence and disorder, on the other hand, varied greatly according to the

degree to which provincial and local authorities were sympathetic to the

Boxer cause. Thus high officials in the lower Yangzi provinces, determined
to keep the war from spreading to the south, were able to work out an
arrangement with the foreign consuls of Shanghai, according to which the

Chinese authorities were to put down any antiforeign disturbances within

their jurisdictions in return for which the powers would keep their armies

from entering the area.^^ In Shandong also, although the Boxers (and Big

Swords) experienced a revival following the clarification of the court’s

stance, the staunchly anti-Boxer governor. Yuan Shikai, took effective mea-
sures to prevent loss of foreign life. Although more than 300 Chinese
Christians were killed in the province, by far the largest number of casual-

ties were Boxers who ignored Yuan’s orders to proceed to the Tianjin-

Beijing area to assist in the fighting against the foreigners.

Forming a sharp contrast to the Yangzi provinces and Shandong was
Shanxi, where the uncompromisingly antiforeign Yuxian had been
appointed governor in March. On July 9, forty-four foreigners (including

children), after being summoned to the provincial capital (Taiyuan) for

their protection, were executed under the governor’s personal supervision,

and by summer’s end an indeterminate number of additional foreigners

and some 2,000 Chinese Christians had also been put to death, many of

the killings inspired directly or indirectly by the authorities.
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Bordering on Shanxi to the north, Inner Mongolia was another area

with a high death toll for both foreigners and Chinese. Boxers, mainly from

Shanxi and Zhili, had streamed into the region in early summer, with sup-

port from the loeal offieialdom. They were soon joined by Manehu-led

government forees, and when one of the large ehurehes they laid siege to

was overpowered, some 3,000 Chinese Christians (mostly Catholies) were

killed. Although it is impossible, beeause of the way in whieh the figures

were presented at the time, to establish an internal breakdown between the

number of foreign lives lost in Inner Mongolia and the number lost in

Shanxi, the grand total for both areas appears to have been just shy of 180,

of whom 159 were Protestant.^®

Manehuria, northeast of Zhili, was another important arena of Boxer

aetivity. Cireumstanees here were different from those in North China.

There was mueh popular hostility in the southern part of the region to the

South Manehurian Railway, whieh had been eonstrueted by the Russians.

Boxers began to appear in Manehuria in the spring and by late June,

together with Manehu troops, had eommeneed destruction of the railway,

in part to hinder Russian military intervention. There were also numerous

attacks on Protestant and Catholic missions, resulting in the killing of

more than 1,500 Chinese Christians (but few foreigners). A draconian

order was reestablished in Alanchuria with the Russian occupation of the

entire area in the summer and early autumn.

Although all told, the greatest number of foreign deaths in the summer

of 1900 (over three quarters of the total) occurred in Shanxi and Inner

Mongolia, a particularly serious incident took place in the Zhili provincial

capital of Baoding, where on June 30 and July 1 fifteen Protestant mission-

aries (including children) were killed. The largest number of Chinese

Christian deaths also occurred in Zhili, where the Christian population

was relatively numerous, the roots of the Boxer movement were deep, and

the incidence of armed conflict was widespread. The greatest concentra-

tion of Christian casualties in the province was doubtless in and around the

cities of Beijing and Tianjin, areas that were under effective Boxer control

through most of the summer.

The only other province to experience significant Boxer-related vio-

lence was Henan, which like Zhili and Shanxi had suffered from severe

drought for many months.®' The damage resulting from Boxer activities in

Henan was, however, largely confined to church burnings; no missionaries

and relatively few Chinese Christians were killed.®^

Although the most serious anti-Christian violence of 1900, as above

summarized, took place after the court s declaration of war and may clearly
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be viewed as part of the Boxer War in the widest sense, in the narrower

sense of armed eonfliet between foreign and Chinese eombatants the war
may be divided into several partly overlapping phases. The first two of

these the Seymour expedition of June 10—26 and the assault against the

Dagu forts on June 17— have already been noted. A third phase, whieh
beeause of its idiosyneratie nature is beyond the seope of this narrative to

more than take note of, was the Sino-Russian eonfliet in the three Man-
ehurian provinees, whieh began on a sporadie basis in June in the south,

heated up eonsiderably in mid-July m the Amur region (see ehapter p), and
coneluded with the Russian army’s entry into Mukden on Oetober 1.®^

Overlapping in time with the third phase of the Boxer War was a fourth,

the Battle of Tianjin, whieh began with Chinese shelling of the foreign set-

tlements in the eity (Zizhulin) on June 17. The period from June 17 to June
26, when the first of several foreign relief eontingents arrived from the

eoast, was the time of greatest danger for the 900 foreign civilians in

Tianjin (Herbert Hoover, who was there, referred to it as the period of ^dhe

black fear The siege, which resulted in heavy casualties on both sides,

lasted until July r^, when the arrival of a final wave of reinforcements

(bringing the combined strength of the foreign force to between 5,000 and
6,000 troops) permitted the storming of the walled Chinese city and its

seizure after a day of heavy fighting.®^ The foreign victory, which was fol-

lowed by several days of unrestrained killing, looting, and raping, dealt a

severe blow to Boxer prospects in the Tianjin area.

The warfare in Tianjin, which pitted some of China’s best-equipped

troops (including the army of Nie Shicheng, who was killed on July 9) as

well as Boxers against a foreign force consisting mainly of Russians and
Japanese, was of a more or less conventional sort. Nothing could have been
less conventional, on the other hand, than the fifth phase of the Boxer War;
the assaults on the diplomatic quarter and the Northern Cathedral in the

capital. Although there had been intermittent attacks earlier, both sieges

began m earnest on June 20 and lasted until the arrival of the international

relief force from Tianjin on August 14. The two sieges were unconven-
tional m different ways. The assault on the Northern Cathedral was prin-

cipally m the hands of some 10,000 Boxers under the overall command of

Prince Dnan. In almost two months of unremitting attacks, rising mines,

rifles, and some cannon but mainly depending on fire, the Boxers were
unable to take the structure, an outcome they attributed to the superior

magical powers of the foreigners within (see chapter 4).

1 he assault on the legations was more conventional in outward appear-

ance. rhe several thousand civilians within were defended by some 400
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foreign soldiers and over a hundred volunteers. Although there was some

Boxer partieipation, primary responsibility on the Chinese side was borne

by regular government forees, under the eommand of Dong Fuxiang and

Ronglu. The latter, although wary of antagonizing the Empress Dowager,

was not sympathetie to the Boxers, elearly understood the folly of China’s

having taken on all the powers at onee, and made sure the siege was never

pressed home. After a month of fighting that was sometimes quite heavy, a

brief truee eommeneed in mid-July, as the eourt, in the wake of the news

from Tianjin, tried to reaeh a negotiated solution to the erisis. The return

of the staunehly antiforeign Li Bingheng to Beijing in late July, however,

strengthened the hand of the pro-Boxer faetion and stiffened Cixi’s deter-

mination to eontinue the war. In late July and early August five offieials

known for their anti-Boxer views and past friendliness toward foreigners

were exeeuted by imperial order, and in early August full-seale bombard-

ment of the legations was resumed.®^

In both of the Beijing sieges Chinese easualties were high. Many for-

eigners also suffered, mainly in the assault on the legations, in whieh at

least 66 died and well over 150 were wounded.®^ In the sixth phase of the

war, the mareh overland from Tianjin to Beijing of the eight-power relief

expedition, Chinese easualties were heavy (many of them eivilians in vil-

lages and towns razed by the advaneing troops), foreign easualties relatively

light (if one diseounts the hundreds who were unable to eontinue beeause

of the paralyzing heat). Owing to interminable squabbling and to the eom-

peting eommitments of several of the partieipants in other parts of the

world, the expedition did not finally get started until August 4. The foree

numbered some 20,000, half of them Japanese. Onee under way, it piled

up one vietory after another against hastily assembled and poorly led impe-

rial troops. In the wake of the defeat of the Chinese army on August 6 at

Yangeun, twenty miles out of Tianjin, Ynlu shot himself. Li Bingheng, who

left Beijing for the front in early August, took poison on August 11, after his

own forees had twiee gone down to defeat and were in flight everywhere.

On August 14 foreign troops entered the eapital. Most Boxers had by this

time abandoned their weapons and identifying red (or yellow) elothing and

slipped baek into the population. The Empress Dowager, Emperor, and

other high eourt offieials, disguised as ordinary people, fled westward

under armed eseort early on the morning of August

The final phase of the Boxer War eonsisted in mopping up and puni-

tive expeditions by foreign soldiers, mainly in Zhili. These took plaee in

two stages. In the first stage, military operations involving soldiers from

various foreign eountries were eondueted in September against Duliu, an
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important center of Boxer aetivity southwest of Tianjin, and against

Boxer strongholds south and north of the eapital. The seeond stage, last-

ing from Oetober into the following spring, was earried out under the

eommand of German Field Marshal Alfred von Waldersee (who did not

arrive in China until late September), and, although the soldiers of sev-

eral of the powers took part, Germany took the elear lead. The eity of

Baoding, the site of one of the most serious Boxer aetions, was devastated

in Oetober, its officials condemned to death by a makeshift military tri-

bunal, and its eitizenry foreed to pay the costs of foreign oecupation.

From mid-Deeember to the following April several dozen additional

punitive expeditions were launehed under von Waldersee’s direetion.

Although most were aimed at objeetives in Zhili, German and Freneh
forees erossed the border into eastern Shanxi on a number of oeeasions

and also threatened to move into Shandong.^°

Although the ostensible purpose of the punitive expeditions was to elear

the eountryside of Boxer remnants, it was never very elear how Boxers were
to be distinguished from non-Boxers. "It is safe to say,” Major General Adna
Chaffee, eommander of the American relief force, said to a journalist, "that

where one real Boxer has been killed since the eapture of Peking, fifteen

harmless eoolies or labourers on the farms, ineluding not a few women and
children, have been slain.”'^' One motive for the key role Germany arro-

gated to itself in the expeditions was clearly the wish to avenge the killing

ofvon Ketteler in June and in the proeess expand German influenee in the

Far East. Kaiser Wilhelm, in a speeeh at Bremerhaven on the oeeasion of

the departure in late July of the first eontingent of German troops for the

Far East, had asserted: "Just as the Huns, a thousand years ago, under the

leadership of Attila, gained a reputation by virtue of whieh they still live in

historieal tradition, so may the name of Germany beeome known in sueh

a manner m China that no Chinese will ever again even dare to look

askance at a German.”*^’ A more immediate German purpose, of eourse,

was to pressure the Chinese government into aeeeding to foreign demands
at the negotiating table. The proeess of negotiating a settlement of the

Boxer War had gotten under way almost immediately after the foreign

oeeupation of Beijing. It took a year to run its eourse, the final results being

incorporated in a protocol signed in the eapital by eleven foreign ministers

and two Chinese plenipotentiaries on September 7, 1901.

The Boxer Protoeol stipulated that Yuxian was to be exeeuted, several

other high eourt offieials (ineluding Prinee Zhuang) were to die by their

own hand, and that Prinee Duan was to be exiled for life to Xinjiang in the

far northwest. Offieial missions were to he sent to Germany and Japan to
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56 convey regrets for the deaths of von Ketteler and Sugiyama, and a monu-

ment erected in Beijing on the spot where the German minister had been

killed. In order to ensure the future seeurity of the powers, the forts at Dagu

and other key military installations were to be destroyed; also a two-year

prohibition was plaeed on Chinese importation of arms, an enlarged lega-

tion guard was to be permanently stationed in Beijing, and foreign troops

were to be positioned at speeified points between Beijing and the eoast.

The indemnity imposed on the Chinese was huge: 450 million taels

(U.S.$333 million), to be paid in thirty-nine annual installments along with

4 pereent interest on unpaid prineipal.'^'*

Thus was written the final chapter of the Boxer episode. The detailed

provisions of the diplomatie settlement were less important than the

impaet it had on the Chinese government and population. The severity of

the indemnity greatly intensified the already considerable grip of the for-

eign powers over China's governmental finanees and foreed the Qing, in

a desperate effort to generate new revenues, to begin laying the founda-

tions for a modern state. The draeonian eharacter of the settlement,

together with the generally poor showing of the Chinese military in the

summer of 1900 and the eourfs humiliating flight to Xi’an in August,

plaeed the weakness of the Qing dynasty on full view and energized the

forees of both reform and revolution in Chinese society. The court also,

however reluetantly, embarked after 1900 on a program of reform that went

far beyond anything previously tried and eompletely reshaped the envi-

ronment within whieh Chinese polities were earried on. This environ-

ment, as it turned out, proved to be one in whieh the dynasty itself was

unable to survive.
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PROLOGUE

The Experienced Past

Recovery of the experienced past in a literal sense is, as we have seen, not

possible. One reason for this is that in any historical situation only a small

fragment of the totality of people’s experiences is ever recorded for poster-

ity. “The trawling net fills,” Geoffrey Braithwaite says of the process of writ-

ing a biography, “then the biographer hauls it in, sorts, throws back, stores,

fillets and sells. Yet consider what he doesn’t catch: there is always far more
of that.”i Modestly but accurately, Robert Capa called his photos of the D-
Day landing “a cut into the whole event,” rather than the full reality.- Of
the tens of thousands of Chinese who took part in the Boxer movement, we
have recorded traces of the behavior of only a tiny faceless (and mostly

nameless) fraction. Even in the case of the hundreds of foreigners besieged

in the legation quarters in Beijing in the summer of 1900, the letters,

diaries, and books that many ofthem wrote detailing their experiences rep-

resented, at best, summaries, distillations, artful reconstructions, not full

and exact replications.

This suggests a second reason for the impossibility of truly resurrecting

the experienced past. Even if full replication of past experience were feasi-

ble, it would remain just that: replication, either in words or visual images

or both, not the experience itself. In the foreign accounts of the siege of the

legations, we are treated again and again to graphic descriptions of the expe-

riential world of the besieged. But, unlike the inhabitants of this world, we
cannot ourselves directly experience, minute by minute, day after day, the

sweltering heat and drenching rains, the multiple sounds of gunfire in the

night, the fear of being wounded or killed, the crying of “babies, tortured by

heat-rash, mosquitoes and the thousands of flies, ” the stench of rotting pony
carcasses.^ ^ participant account can do is provide a vivid and

compelling sense of what the past was like. It cannot give us the past.

If literal retrieval of the experienced past is not a possibility, we can

nonetheless form a picture of this past, or at least bits and pieces of it, in
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our imaginations. All of us, after all, have expertise in this area. We are all

experieneers ourselves, not of the past but of a past, and this personal, sub-

jeetive experienee affords ns a basis for addressing eritieally and self-reflee-

tively what it is about the experieneed past that is distinetive. We eannot, in

other words, reeover the past as aetually apprehended by the people who

lived it. But we ean talk about this past, deseribe some of its parameters,

and relate at least in rough and approximate terms the ways in whieh it

was— is— different from, on the one hand, the mythified past, and on the

other, the past as a narrative of interrelated events.

One way in whieh it is different, suggested a moment ago in my refer-

enee to the daily trials of the foreigners besieged in the legations, is that the

experieneed past is deeply grounded in the senses. Indeed, although the

term experience as used in this book refers mainly to direet partieipation in

the making of the past, experienee also has the meaning, partieularly in

philosophieal writing, of apprehension of the world through the senses.

People are sometimes aeutely eonseious of their sensory pereeptions, some-

times blissfully inattentive to them, but on one point most would agree:

without any sensory experienee whatever, hnman existenee, as we know it,

would not be possible. Closely related to this sensory aspeet of the lived

past is the faet that experienee eneompasses the entire range of human

emotions, and the eloser our eontaet with real experienee the more peo-

ple’s emotional lives— the things that make them sad or angry or nervous

or bored, their worries, hatreds, hopes, fears—beeome foregrounded. We

beeome aware not just of the eanal that was built but also of the pain in the

baeks of the men who built iP— sueh awareness being immeasurably faeil-

itated if we ourselves have experieneed a eomparable pain.^

Another distinetive property of the experieneed past that historians sel-

dom, and mythologizers never, dwell upon is the unmemorable (though

not neeessarily unremembered) eontext in whieh memorable experienee

is embedded. British soldiers in the Battle of the Somme, in addition to

having to eontend with more or less eontinous enemy shelling (7,000 men

and offieers were killed and wounded daily), spent a great deal of their time

at the front in trenehes whieh (in eontrast with those of the Germans) were

eold, often inundated with water, infested with big blaek rats, and filled

with the smell of deeaying flesh. ^ Although, for those foreigners who

ehaneed to be in the Chinese eapital in the summer of 1900, the shorthand

they would use— and that would be used by others— to define their expe-

rienee would generally be “the siege,” a term with primarily military asso-

eiations, most aeeounts eonenr that the proeess of surviving the siege

involved mneh more than defense preparations. Jnst as in any other eom-
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bat or, for that matter, life— situation, mueh attention had to be devoted
to such ordinary matters as the safe preparation and distribution of food,
the daily testing of the water supply, the creation of a fire detail, the estab-

lishment of an effective communication system, the organization of a hos-
pital to tend to the sick and wounded, hygienic disposition of the dead, and
SO forth7

The past as actually lived, in short, consists of a continuum of different

kinds of experience, at one end of which are experiences that, in terms of
a given set of variables, are central, key, memorable, defining, and at the
other end, experiences, often highly repetitive, that are of a more auxiliary

or supportive sort. Another property of the lived past, one that profoundly
colors all experience, is that it is outcome-blind. Citizens of Leipzig who
took to the streets in the fall of 1989 to protest conditions in East Germany
had no idea, at the outset, what the response of their government would be
or that their protests would be woven into a fabric of events that would
eventually include destruction of the Berlin Wall and German unification.

The people I worked with wanted to reform East Germany,'’ an East
German human rights activist later told an interviewer. “We never thought
the country would disappear and be swallowed up by the West."s Individual

historical events,- in short, do not have the entire event
^ advance in their rnmds. They don't know where thi

^ ^hey are going to turn out. And this indeterminacy has an
impact on their consciousness, causing them to apprehend their

own experienee in wTys th'S'differ fandarnSm^Ily f^^^^

mg narrative constructions of historians.

The novelist Robertson Davies describes how different-and weirdly
unsettling— the world would be if, like Merlin the magician, we could
know what surprising turns the future held in store for us:

Merlin had a strange laugh, and it was heard when nobody else was laugh-
ing. ff e laughed at the beggar who was bewailing his fate as he lay stretched

on a dunghill; he laughed at the foppish young man who was making a great
fuss about choosing a pair of shoes. He laughed because he knew that deep
in the dunghill was a golden cup that would have made the beggar a rich

man; he laughed because he knew that the pernickety young man would be
stabbed m a quarrel before the soles of his new shoes were soiled. He
laughed because he knew what was coming next.*^

A related consequence of outcome-blindness is that the direct partici-

pants in events characteristically (although not invariably) expend a great
deal of time and effort preparing for contingencies that never eventuate.
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Spich experience, of which there were numerous examples in the crisis

atmosphere prevailing in the foreign community in China in 1900,

becomes in a sense ^^wasted’’— a historical throwaway. For reasons that are

quite understandable, when historians get around to writing their accounts

of past events they generally emphasize the things that did happen, rather

than the things that did not.

Not only is individual experience embedded in an event structure that

is unfinished and therefore indeterminate as to outcome, entire events

often have meanings that are different for their immediate participants

from the meanings they acquire as a consequence of future developments

that at the time are unforeseen: The soldier at the front in the Battle of the

Somme did not know that he was fighting in World War I. Columbus did

not know that he had discovered America. The intrepid pioneers who hur-

ried across the American continent in the early nineteenth century had no

idea they were traversing “the fertile Creat Plains, destined to be the gra-

nary of a great nation.’' (“They thought,” Daniel J.
Boorstin informs us,

“they were crossing what on their maps was the Creat American Desert.

Some even sought camels to help their passage.”)^° And Boston Red Sox

first baseman Bill Buckner did not know, when he allowed Mookie

Wilson’s ground ball to scoot through his legs in the tenth inning of the

sixth game of the 1986 World Series, whether his miscue would be rele-

gated to the status of a footnote, of little significance historically, quickly to

/ be deleted from the consciousness of players and fans alike, or become the

/ one thing about Buckner that, when everything else had been forgotten,

I
would remain permanently etched in people’s memories. Much, if not all,

i depended on the outcome of the seventh game.^' The degree to which the

meaning of the past is hostage to an as yet undefined future would appear

to belie the common view among historians that, as one of us has enunci-

ated it, “what comes after cannot influence what came before.”^^

Coupled with their lack of knowledge of— and control over— the

future, either in the most immediate sense of their personal fate or in the

broader sense of the outcome(s) of the event(s) in which they are partici-

pating or in the still wider sense of a future event context that is continu-

ally unfolding and in the process continually redefining the meaning of all

prior events, direct participants also face limitations of a spatial nature—

cultural, social, and geographical. Insofar as experience is conceived as a

“text” and the experiencer as a “reader,” to use the vocabulary often en-

countered nowadays in the academic world, different readers will read— or

“construct”— the text in different ways, depending on the vaku s, beliefs,

and myths they bring with them to the reading. Thus, the same odd behav-
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ioral characteristics that in Salem, Massachusetts, in 1692 were defined by 63
the eommunity as proof of bewitehment would very likely, a generation
later, have been treated as the beginning stages of a religious revivald^

Simdarly, whde Boxer notiees in the spring and summer of 1900 often eon-
strueted the Boxer movement in religious terms, as a direet manifestation
of the will of Heaven, designed to extirpate foreign influenee m China and
in so doing appease the gods, Christian missionaries tended to turn this see-

nario inside out, portraying the Boxers as a satanie foree and the entire

Boxer episode as a full-blown battle between Cod and the devil. Whether
m Salem m 1692 or in China in 1900, in other words, the “eultural spaee’^

a partieular eolleetion of individuals oeeupied had a limiting or paroehial-
izing effeet on how those individuals interpreted what was taking plaee in

their world.

In what he deseribes (after the hero of Stendhal’s Chdrtveuse de Pcirme)

as the Fabriee syndrome,” Erie Hobsbawm tells us that for “perfeetly

sound reasons . .
. partieipants at the bottom do not usually see historie

events they live through as top people . . . do.”^^ People’s understanding of
their experienee, in other words, is eireumseribed by not only the eultural,

but also the soeial, space within whieh they operate. Beyond Hobsbawm ’s

top-bottom distinetion, moreover, we need to differentiate among the
diverse roles that people play in eomplex events. In the ease of the Boxer
uprising, we have, aside from the Boxers themselves, their foreign and
native Christian targets, military personnel on both sides, representatives

of the Chinese and foreign governments involved, and so on. The experi-

enee of eaeh of these groups (assuming one ean talk of a eolleetive group
experienee) was partial; no two groups experieneed the Boxer episode in

the same wav.
T.

.

All experienee, finally, is severely eonstrained by geography. Not only
did Boxers m northwest Shandong and Boxers in Shanxi have different sets

of experienees, it was also quite impossible for any one Boxer unit to know
what was happening to all the other units at any given moment. And I’m
not making a speeial point here of the low level of organization of the Boxer
movement or the rudimentary state of long-distanee eommunieation at the
time. Even under the most teehnologieally advaneed eonditions-for
example, the protest demonstrations in China in the spring of 1989, whieh
were eovered (at least initially) by satellite I’V and whose leaders aeross the
eonntry were in instant toneh not only with eaeh other but also by fax and
phone with Chinese student leaders abroad— the experienee of individu-

als in any given loeation is framed by a limited (and limiting) set of eon-
textual eoordinates and is eommnnieable to individuals in other locations
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only in a partial and summary form. A leading participant in the

Tiananmen demonstrations told me months after that he frequently was in

the dark as to what was going on even within Beijing. That is, he knew per-

fectly well what he himself was experiencing but it wasn’t always clear what

was happening to demonstrators in other parts of the city.'^ Even within

Tiananmen Square, let alone the city of Beijing, there were hotly contested

''eyewitness” reports of what exactly happened on the night of the Chinese

government’s crackdown.

Sometimes the normal constraints imposed by geography on experience

are augmented by special circumstances. Luella Miner of the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (abcfm) described in her

journal the degree of spatial blindness endured by besieged foreigners in

the legations as of late June:

We are as isolated here as if we were on a desert island. Our latest news of

the outside world— even of the other parts of China outside this little area

guarded by foreign soldiers— is two weeks old. Did our Pao-ting-fu friends

reach Tientsin in safety? Is the whole of China in turmoil? Are our Chris-

tians everywhere being slaughtered? What is happening in the Imperial

Palaces not more than a mile away? Is the Emperor still alive? Has the

Empress Dowager fled from the city taking as much treasure as possible with

her? The bullets which sing over our heads are our only means of commu-

nication with the outside world, and their message is brief.

Still another attribute of the experienced past that sets it off sharply both

from the past as historically reconstructed and the past as mythologized has

to do with the motivational consciousness of the experiencer. Unlike the

historian, whose object is to understand and explain, or the mythologizer,

who draws energy from the past to accomplish purposes of a political or

rhetorical or profoundly psychological nature in the present, the direct par-

ticipant’s consciousness embraces the entire range ofhuman emotions and

goals. Participants, too, may seek to understand what they are experienc-

ing, and very likely they will also mythologize it in a variety of ways. But

such objectives are ancillary to the main ones, which are to enjoy, to sur-

vive, hit a homerun, kill a foreigner, pass an exam, cross a street. The

motives that propel individuals and that often (although not always) take

an important part in the shaping of their life experiences are infinite in

their diversity.

They are also easily distorted, especially by mythologizers, but as well by

historians, who, however vigorously we may guard against it, can scarcely

help coercing the motivational consciousness of the past into alternative,

more or less streamlined, post hoc systems of narrative meaning. The
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moment we perform this operation, the moment we begin to reeonstruet
the past, even at the most nominal level— were the Boxers an “uprising," a

"rebellion," a “fiaseo," or a "eatastrophe"?i8_we invest it with “assoeiations
that both illumine and deeeive.-^^ That is, the eoneepts we introduee to

make the past intelligible, to "interpret," as Riehard Madsen puts it, “the
messy flow of eonerete events,"^^ are generally (if not invariably) quite dif-

ferent from those m the heads of the people who ereated the past in the first

plaee, and have m eonseqiienee an unavoidable distortional effeet on the
very reality they are designed to explieate. Madsen, in his superb book
Morality and Power in a Chinese Village, makes extensive use of siieh
abstraet notions as “diseourse," “ideal type," “paradigm," “eeremonies of
innoeenee," “moralistie revolutionary," and “rituals of struggle" to deepen
our understanding of the moral and politieal dynamies of a village in South
China in the 1960s and 1970s. But the villagers themselves, ineluding their
key leaders during these years, would never deseribe their world in sueh
language or, for that matter, seek the kind of understanding of it that
Madsen offers his readers.

One other eharaeteristie of the partieipanfls perspeetive on the past, as

eontrasted to the perspeetive of the historian in partieular, merits notiee. I

refer to biographieal eonseiousness, as opposed to historieal eonseiousness.
Individual partieipants m past events eome together at a point not only in

historieal time but also in their respeetive biographieal trajeetories.

Through a proeess of eoaleseenee," their individual lives merge in eollee-
tive aetions that we refer to as “events." These events, variably defined and
labeled, aequire lives of their own, partly as symbols and metaphors, partly
as organizing eoneepts that enable historians and other serutinizers of the
past to deseribe and analyze “what happened." Although on one level

important eomponents in the strueture of our apprehension of the past,

events, on another level, are suprahistorieal, in that they represent a eon-
flation of fragments of people s aggregate experieneed lives. The people
themselves, the original experieneers, the individuals who made the his-

tory m the first plaee, eventually fade from the pieture. They walk off the
set into the wings, their part in the drama finished.

This IS the “dispersion" phase of the proeess, the phase in whieh indi-

viduals (assuming they survive) return to their ordinary biographieal exis-

tenees, retreating onee more into the shadows of unnotieed, “uneventful"
history. Boxers are reabsorbed into their loeal eommunities, members of
the Manehu eourt who fled the eapital in August 1900 return to take up the
day-to-day business of governing, foreigners in the besieged legation quar-
ters resume their lives in China or leave the eountry to take up lives else-
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where, Ameriean marines brought from the Philippines to take part in the

foreign relief operation are transported baek to the Philippines. All who

survive, in short, go on to do other things, to eonstruet other parts of what

will beeome “the past,” to partieipate in other events (mueh as aetors move

in no preestablished pattern from play to play), leaving the “Boxer experi-

enee” to the realm of memory, forgetting, reeonstruetion, distortion—

a

brief, explosive, perhaps trivial, possibly paradigmatie moment in lives that

will eneompass many other experiences before they are over.^^

One other facet of this coalescence-dispersion process is important.

Although historians frequently create discrete boundaries around events,

beginning them and ending them at specific (although not necessarily

unchanging) points in time, individual experience tends to be basically

continuous in nature. It operates according to its own logic, which is very

different from the logic structuring events and the interconnections among

events. Indeed, the kinds of connections formed at the experiential level

will, from the standpoint of the historian, often seem downright bizarre.

Among historians, surely, there would be a general consensus that the

American Civil War, as an event, had nothing whatever to do with the

Boxer uprising, as an event. Yet when a group of missionaries in Fenzhou,

Shanxi, were trying to decide in early August 1900 whether to mount an

armed defense against the Boxer threat, it was considered relevant that one

of their number, Charles Price of the abcfm, had had experience as a sol-

dier in the War Between the States.

Other instances of this curious interplay between experience and his-

tory abound. One frequently encountered by Americans in the early

months of 1991 was the impact of “Vietnam consciousness” on the waging

of the Culf War. Again, as historical events, the Vietnam War of the 1960s

and early 1970s and the Culf crisis and conflict of 1990—91 were not con-

nected. At the experiential level, on the other hand, the connections were

manifold. Lt. Cen. Charles A. Horner, commander of the American Air

Force in the Persian Culf, in an interview given some months prior to the

outbreak of the fighting, stated: “Many of us here who are in this position

now were in Vietnam, and that war left a profound impact on our feelings

about how our nation ought to conduct its business.” A war in the Culf, he

said, “should not be dragged out in an effort to achieve some political

objective.” HorneFs views, shared by other commanders and by millions of

Americans, became a central feature of U.S. strategy in the short-lived Culf

War. They also, on the level of national psychology, spoke to broader issues

of credibility and self-confidence, as implied by President Bush's jubilant

declaration on March 1, 1991, that “By Cod, we’ve kicked the Vietnam syn-
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drome once and for all/ and the epitaph he proudly delivered a few days
later, after the fighting in the Gulf had ceased; “The specter of Vietnam
has been buried forever in the desert sands of the Arabian Penmsula."^^

The aspects of the experienced past discussed above certainly do not rep-

resent a definitive inventory. They are aspects that occurred to me over sev-

eral years of reading mainly about the Boxers. If I had been reading, instead,

about the reform movement of 1898 in China or the founding of thJ
Chinese Communist Party or, to move farther afield, the 1988 presidential

election campaign in the United States-all events of a very different sort

-

my guess is I would have come up with a slightly different set of character-
istics. And if my focus had been on an altogether other kind of history, his-

tory not organized around events at all but around long-term, impersonal
developments— say, the growth of commerce in the last centuries of the
imperial era in China or the Industrial Revolution in England -the differ-

ences would have been greater still. This variation— and more specifically

the degree to which the Boxers may be viewed as illustrative of the experi-

enced past in general— will be taken up in the conclusion.

Here I want to try to convey, however inadequately and impressionisti-

cally, something of the character of the experiential world inhabited by
the Boxers and their Chinese and foreign coparticipants m the making of
this segment of the past. My account will be fragmentary and incomplete,
in a sense mimicking the fragmentary and incomplete quality of the
actual experiences of the people involved. Even this parallelism, more-
over, will at best be partial. Although, from the perspective of the Boxer
episode as an entire event (the Boxers as constructed by historians), the
experiences of the individual participants possessed this fragmentary, dis-

continuous, and ultimately incoherent quality, from the perspective of the
individuals themselves, such can hardly have been the case. Cognitive sci-

ence tells us that, if nothing else, individuals must have their experience
coherent and meaningful.

In what follows, something of this individual biographical coherence
will occasionally be suggested, at least on the foreign side. On the Chinese
side, because of the nature of the materials available, the best I can do is

attempt to limn certain facets of a collective experiential world I believe
most participants in the Boxer movement, as well as many contemporary
Chinese observers of it, shared. Eor tens of millions of inhabitants of the
North China plain, the period culminating in the spring and summer of
1900 was extraordinary in a number of ways. Protracted drought through
much of the region had brought hunger and illness to many, and fear and
anxiety to many more. An expanding foreign presence, manifested in dif-
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ferent ways in different plaees and at different points in time, ereated

opportunities for some but for sizable numbers of Chinese beeame

inereasingly identified as the primary souree of pollution and evil in their

world. The Boxer phenomenon, whieh emerged in this context, in some

degree as a response to it, combining elements of folk religious belief cen-

tered on spirit possession, martial arts practice, and magic ritual, both

reflected and contributed to the atmosphere of uncertainty and anxiety

that crescendoed as the old century drew to a close. In much of the area in

which the Boxers were active, rumor and suspicion became rampant

among the population, occasionally reaching epidemic proportions. One

other way, finally, in which the times were out of joint was that this was a

period stalked by untimely death, as a result both of small-scale acts of vio-

lence and of war. Although most persons managed in the end to escape

actually being killed, anxiety associated with fear of death was pervasive,

among foreigners as well as Chinese, the rich as well as the poor, and in

many parts of the region the sight and smell of death affronted the senses

of those who survived.

These characteristics of the experiential world of North China at the

turn of the century— prolonged drought, a growing foreign presence, the

spread of a religio-military movement whose members practiced spirit pos-

session and trusted in the power of magic, rumor and mass hysteria, and

premature and/or violent death— converged and mushroomed in intensity

in the spring and summer of 1900, feeding on each other in complicated

ways. Although they impinged very differently on the lives of different

groups of people— Chinese Christians, Boxers, the majority of ordinary

Chinese who were neither one nor the other, elite Chinese, foreign mis-

sionaries, foreign and Chinese soldiers and officials— few were able to

elude their impact entirely, and contemporary witnesses, both Chinese

and foreign, repeatedly took note in their accounts of the unusual levels of

excitement, anger, jitteriness, and above all fear and anxiety that prevailed.

In the pages that follow I hope to capture something of this extraordinary

emotional climate.



CHAPTER 2

Drought and the Foreign Presence

I was eleven or twelve sui^ at the time of the Big Sword Soeiety distur-

banees. People began learning Spirit Boxing before the eoming of the

flood. The Spirit Boxers got started when I was sixteen or seventeen sui;

they grew rapidly after the flood.” "The earliest that there was Spirit Boxing
at the Liuli Temple was during the first half of the year of the flood, when
I was seventeen or eighteen sui. We had a boxing ground in this plaee;

the Spirit Boxers were here already before the flood. But they only prae-

tieed, it wasn t until after the flood that they beeame aetive. It was the flood

of the sixth month of the year in whieh I was eighteen

These statements were made by elderly inhabitants of northwestern
Shandong in response to questions put them by members of the Shandong
University History Department in surveys eondueted m early i960 and the

winter of 1965—66. The flood referred to by the respondents, and used by
them (signifieantly) as a memory marker to loeate the point in time at

whieh the Spirit Boxers beeame aetive in their loealities, was that of the

Yellow River, whieh burst its dikes at several loeations beginning on August

8, 1898. Deseribed by contemporary foreigners as "more appalling and
DISASTROUS than any within living memory,” the Yellow River flood of 1898
wreaked devastation on large portions of western Shandong. ThirR-foiir

counties in all were affected, thousands of villages inundated.^ Millions of

people who were lucky enough not to drown or die from disease or starve

were reduced to a diet of willow leaves, wheat gleanings, and cottonseed

mixed with chaff and pits;^ matiy others abandoned everything and, like

disaster-afflicted farmers since time immemorial in North China, migrated

elsewhere and begged (or even stole) to survive. By the winter of 1898-99

" Chinese are considered to be one sui (year) old at birth; they then add another sui at

the start of every new lunar year. The age count in sui is therefore always at least one
year greater than the Western age count.
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the northwestern seetion of Shandong was saturated with refugees made

homeless not only by the great flood of August 1898 but by a sueeession of

lesser inundations that had taken plaee annually sinee 1892^

Neighboring Zhili was also beset by persistent flooding during the

1890s, to the point where large stretehes of the provinee had beeome heav-

ily waterlogged by 1898. In the summer of that year the same drenehing

rains that had resulted further south in the flooding of the Yellow River

eaused the waters of the Hutuo River southwest ofTianjin to overflow their

banks, submerging portions of Shenzhou, Raoyang, Anping, Xian, and

Daeheng. Serious floods also oeeurred between Beijing and the eity of

Tangshan (to the east) and just north ofTianjin at the junetion of the lower

reaehes of the Yongding River and the North Grand Canal. In the latter

area, aeeording to an offieial report, several dozen villages were eompletely

submerged, “nine out of ten homes were deserted,” and the suffering was

extreme. In Zhili as a whole, fifty-two departments (zhou) and eounties

were affeeted by the floods.^

Agrieulture in North and Northwest China had always depended on

“timely” preeipitation; the right amount of rain falling at the right time.^

During mueh of the 1890s in western Shandong and Zhili there had been

too mueh rain, and severe flooding and waterlogging had resulted. After

the winter of 1898-99, however, this pattern abruptly reversed, too little or

no rain falling in a vast region embraeing Shandong, Zhili, Shanxi, and

Henan in North China, Shaanxi and Gansu in the northwest, and Inner

Mongolia.^ Insuffieient preeipitation was eertainly no stranger to this

area. The great famine of 1876-1879, brought on mainly by drought, is

said to have taken as many as nine and a half million lives, Shandong and

Shanxi being espeeially hard hit.® The drought at the turn of the eentury,

although less severe than the one a quarter eentury earlier, was, like it, dis-

tinguished by its geographieal extension and duration. Drought was the

eommon fate of millions of farmers and their families over a long period

of time. And for the vast majority of these people, many ofwhom were old

enough to have vivid reeolleetions of the famine of the 1870s, it was a

frightening experienee.*^

Flood and Drought

Although both flood and drought are ealamities that take huge tolls in

human suffering, they differ from one another in important ways.^° For one

thing, floods originate in speeifie geographieal loeations: partieular rivers

whose waters beeome so swollen by the spring thaw or by heavy summer
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rains that they overflow their banks or burst their dikes (at speeifie loea-

tions) and temporarily form alluvial lakes eovermg limited (though not

neeessarily small) stretehes of low-lying land. Droughts, by eontrast,

although eertainly influeneed by the elimatie eharaeteristies of a given

geographieal region, are not tied (like floods) to the partieular physieal fea-

tures of a region. There is the potential, therefore, for a major drought, like

the one that struek North and Northwest China in i8pp—ipoo, to embraee
a mueh vaster territorial area than a major flood and, eorrespondingly, to

infliet harm on a far greater number of people.^'

If one basie differenee between flood and drought has to do with spatial

plaeement, another derives from the very different ways in whieh they are sit-

uated in time. Floods oeeur at speeifie moments m time, and if they are of

suffieient gravity ean (as we have seen) beeome permanent memory mark-
ers m the minds of their vietims. This time-speeifie eharaeter of floods is

2.1 AND 2.2 Images of Starvation from North China Famine of Late 1870s. These
images originally appeared in a Chinese pamphlet. In figure 2.1 the starving stand in pools

of blood; in figure 2.2 a eorpse is being earved up to provide food for the living. From
Committee of the China Famine Relief Fund, The Famine in China (London: C. Kegan
Paul, 1878).
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strengthened by the faet that they are generally of limited duration. The suf-

fering floods eause may be terrible, but when the rains stop and the flooding

subsides survivors are often able to return to their villages, repair and rebuild

their homes, and resnme their work routines, sometimes even benefiting

from a new layer of rieh allnvial soil deposited by the retreating flood waters.

If severe enongh to result in famine, droughts, too, may beeome mem-

ory aids, espeeially in oral traditions. ''The oeeurrenee of other events of

personal or pnblie signifieanee,” David Arnold reports, are often reealled

"by loeating them in relation to the date of a partieular famine, whieh aets

as the pole around whieh all other experienees and impressions are orga-

nized and eolleeted.” The eapaeity of famine to form "a link between the

world of personal memory and the broader domain of eolleetive eon-

seiousness” is exemplified by the Indian and Afriean peasant habit of nsing

sueh tranmatie ineidents as "personal referenee points’" for telling their

ages or reealling other dates and events.

Still, as eompared to floods, droughts behave very differently and have

a very different kind of impaet on people’s lives. "The major diffieulty in

preparing a quantitative definition of dronght,” William Dando writes,

"stems from drought being a 'non-event’ as opposed to sueh a distinet event

as a flood.”^^ Dronght is in faet such a paradigmatic nonevent that it is fre-

quently used as a metaphor, in sports and other spheres, for all manner of

things that are expected or counted on to happen but don’t. When in the

spring of 1991 New York Yankee rookie Hensley Meulens, widely touted as

the team’s "next great home-run hitter,” went fifteen games before hitting

one out of the park, it was almost predictable that the next day’s headline

would read "After 15 Long Games, Meulens Ends Drought.”^"^ (Conversely,

in business, politics, and other areas, "rainmaker” has come into the lan-

guage as a metaphor for someone who makes good things happen.

While it is not generally difficult to pinpoint the termination of a dronght,

drought does not, like flood, have a sharply defined onset. Indeed, a

drought doesn’t become a drought until a certain amount of time has gone

by— exactly how much depending on a wide range of physical, biological,

and subjective factors.'^ This is one reason why the incidence of drought,

both spatially and temporally, is so unpredictable and governments and

peoples are so often unprepared for it, witness the "near panic” of the

British government when confronted with the drought that afflicted the

United Kingdom in 1976.'^

Similarly, the suffering occasioned by drought is not sudden and dra-

matic, like that generally resulting from flood, but slow-moving, incremen-

tal, and of indeterminate duration. Dronght, in fact, is a snperb example of
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the indeterminacy— uncertainty with respect to the future— that charac-

terizes experience in general. The longer a drought lasts, the more urgent
and pressing become such questions as: When will it rain? When will the

drought end? Will it end in time? Put succinctly, the focus of disasters cre-

ated by flood {shuizai) is on something that has happened, while the focus

of disasters resulting from drought (hcinzcii) is on something that has not

happened. The latter, arguably, is harder to deal with psychologically.

The Times ofIndia in the summer of 1899 captured the combination of
anxiety, hope, and a misplaced trust sometimes resulting in paralysis that

often characterizes the human response to drought. “While hope has not
yet been relinquished,'’ the paper editorialized in late July, “great anxiety is

felt on all hands lest the rams ... in western India and the Deccan should
be a failure. A month further into the drought, the Kathiawar correspon-

dent summed up the desperate situation occasioned by the failure of the

monsoon rains: “From week to week the hope of ram continued. Now it

was bound to come, they said, because such and such a festival fell on such
and such a day. Then it was another date on which the rain could not pos-

sibly fail. Finally, the festival of Shri Krishna, they held, was bound to bring
it. And while the people were procrastinating, the cattle were dying, the

land was unirrigated where it might have been artificially moistened, and
there was no preparation."’^

Yet another difference between flood and drought with emotional ramifi-

cations is that the former, unlike the latter, is often, in part at least, a conse-

quence of human failing; when flood prevention measures— forestation,

dredging, dike construction and repair— are possible but are not taken,

either because of insufficient experience and skill or because of negligence

or outright corruption on the part of those responsible for flood control

administration, preventable flooding sometimes occurs. When this happens,
the victims, once their immediate fears for their safety and survival have sub-

sided, are apt to become angry and to direct their anger at the local authori-

ties. Drought, on the other hand, is not as easy to account for in terms of strict

human agency (although human beings can under certain circumstances
do a great deal to mitigate its effects) and historically has more often been
understood as resulting from the ktion of supernatural forces that need to be
propitiated or cosmic imbalances that require correction.

The Religious Construetion of Drought

In China, where it had been widely believed for centuries that there was a

link between human behavior and the actions of Heaven, as expressed
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through nature, it was not at all uncommon to blame droughts and other

natural calamities on official misconduct and to seek to alleviate the crisis

by changing either the conduct or the official. 'd have heard/’ one censor

commented in response to the drought of 1876-1879, “that if one woman

suffers an injustice, for three years there will be no rain.” Another censor,

citing the precedent of a three-year drought during the Han dynasty fol-

lowing the unjust execution of a filial wife, connected the 1870s drought to

the disruption of heavenly harmony caused by excessive judicial torture.

In the spring of 1901, in the changed political climate that emerged after

the suppression of the Boxer movement, a teacher in Taiyuan, which was

still experiencing severe drought conditions, complained that local offi-

cials (presumably under foreign pressure) were providing famine relief to

the Christian population but not to non-Christian farmers, who were left

to starve to death in the fields. “With human affairs thus,” he intoned, “can

one hope that Heaven will let fall a timely rain?”^^ A similar pattern of

explanation was encountered in the aftermath of severe flooding. In the

wake of a flood in Fuzhou in July 1900, a lengthy poem was circulated

attacking the crimes of Covernor-Ceneral Xu Yingkui and expressly link-

ing the flood to Xu’s support of the policy of containment of the Boxer War,

which in turn was seen as occasioning Heaven’s anger.^^

Correction of human misconduct in order to reestablish cosmic har-

mony has been one means of responding to drought. Another, which

seems almost universal in societies regularly afflicted by drought, has been

direct propitiation of the gods through prayer and other rain-inducing cer-

emonial practices. In precolonial Botswana in southern vAfrica, where rain-

making was considered to be “the most important” of all the magico-reli-

gious functions of the chiefs, such ceremonies ranged from the sacrifice

of a black ox on a former chief’s grave to the ritual murder of a child (or

exhuming of an already dead one) and use of its body parts in rainmaking

medicines. Millions prayed for rain during the drought that extended

over western India in the summer of 1899.-^ In Massachusetts a day of pub-

lic fasting was proclaimed on June 15, 1749, “on occasion of extream

drought,” and on August 24, 1749^ a day of “general thanksgiving” was

announced “for the extraordinary reviving rains, after the most distressing

drought ... in the memory of any living. Even in modern secular

America, with its general trust in scientific explanation of the physical

world and its extraordinary technological capability, when a serious

drought hit the Midwest in the summer of 1988, Jesse Jackson, then cam-

paigning for the Democratic nomination for president, prayed for rain in

the middle of an Iowa cornfield, and an Ohio florist flew in a Sioux medi-
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cine man from one of the Dakotas to perform a rainmaking eeremony,
whieh thousands eame to watch.

Similarly, m China, prayer and other rituals, both offieial and popular,

were routinely offered to eounter the effeets of drought. Kenneth Pomeranz
has written about the Handan rain shrine in southern Zhili, where in the late

Qmg the popular eustom of eombating drought by taking water from the

Shengjinggang well (in Handan) and then putting it baek after it rained was
inereasingly overtaken by offieial rituals, eentering on the removal of a tablet

from the well and its return with an additional tablet following the fall of

ram.-'^ In response to the famine of the late 1870s, the young Guangxu
Emperor offered publie prayers at five state temples, ineluding the

Dagaodian near the rear entranee to the imperial palaee, where he pros-

trated himself before an image of the Jade Emperor. Prayers were also

offered by the governors-general and governors of the stricken provinees.^°

And there are reports of eomparable efforts (ineludmg bans on the slaughter

of animals) made by the eourt and by provineial and loeal officials in vari-

ous parts of Zhili, Shandong, and Shanxi in the spring and summer of1900.^^

Drought, Anxiety, and the Spread of the Boxer Movement

Prayer, however, even when offered up by the most powerful people in the

realm, does not always work. And, as a drought eontmues and people
beeome more and more desperate, restlessness, anxiety, and ultimately

panie easily set in. To imagine how profound the panic can be among
impoverished farmers and poor eity folk living in a soeiety with little in the

way of a ''safety net,” it is illuminating to look at the reaetions of the newly
unemployed m California m the early stages of the reeession that began in

the latter half of 1990- The hardest thing, observed the part owner of a

small marketing company in Huntington Beach that had recently gone out
of business, is to see how panieked people are. . . . Right now, I don t have
a dime. Pm worried about buying things like sugar. Pm that close to losing

my home. Now is when the nerve systems are really going.” A young film

editor from Hollywood, noting the "prevailing air of uneertainty,” expressed

a lack of confidence "about the futiire.”^^

Uneertainty about the future governs virtually all phases of human
experienee. But it does not always prodnee anxiety. Eor anxiety to result,

the uneertainty must bear on an aspeet of life that is of vital importanee; a

ehild s safety, one's performanee in a play or a sporting event, the fate of a

loved one engaged in eombat, the time frame of one's own mortality’, the

seeurity' and dependability of one’s livelihood. It was the last-named area of
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76 uncertainty that was shared by Californians in 199^ Chinese farmers

in North China almost a century earlier. Different soeieties, however, are

differentially suseeptible to the effects of natural or social disasters, and in

the ease of the drought of 1899-1900 in China (or that of 1899 in western

India), beeause of the absenee of a well-funetioning crisis support system,

it was mueh more a matter of life and death.

2.3 Rain God. The Chinese prayed and offered saerifices to a variety of gods in

time of drought. The one whose rainmaking responsibilities were most speeific is

shown here, standing amid the clouds with a watering can in his hands. From C.

A. S. Williams, Outlines of Chinese Symbolism and Art Motives, id rev. ed.

(Shanghai, 1932).
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A wide range of sources, including gazetteers, diaries, official memori-
als, oral history accounts, and the reports of foreigners, indicate a direct link

between the spread and intensification of the Boxer movement, beginning

in late 1899, and growing popular nervousness, anxiety, unemployment,
and hunger occasioned by drought. As early as October 1899, Luella Miner
(abcfm) identified drought as one cause ofgrowing Boxer-related unrest in

northwestern Shandong. In the Beijing area, where for many months very

little rain had fallen and the wheat seedlings had completely withered,

popular feeling was described as unsettled and volatile, owing to drought-

induced hunger, and from late April 1900 contagious diseases began to

break out with increasing frequency and seriousness.^" In other parts of

Zhih it was much the same. American legation secretary W. E. Bambridge,

noting that during the preceding year “there had been insufficient rain’'

and that 'the entire province was on the verge of famine,” concluded that

conditions were “peculiarly favorable to its [the Boxer uprising s] friendly

reception. ... As Spring advanced and early Summer approached with no
rains to aid the crops, the excitement . . . reached a fever heat.”^® From
Zhuozhou, just southwest of Beijing, apprehensions were expressed in

early June that, if it did not rain soon, it would become increasingly diffi-

cult to control the thousands of Boxers who had gathered in the area.^'^ A
gentry manager of a haojia^ bureau just west of Tianjin reported that in the

spring of 1900 young farmers idled by the drought often took up boxing

because they had nothing else to do with their time.^*^ The relationship

among drought, idleness, and augmented Boxer activity found blunt cor-

roboration m the testimony of a former Boxer from the Tianjin area:

“Gengzz [1900] was a drought year and there was nothing to do, so we
began to practice Yihe Boxing.”^^

Liu Mengyang, a reform-minded (and anti-Boxer) member of the local

Tianjin elite, in one of the most detailed eyewitness accounts of the

progress of the movement in Tianjin, used the persistent drought, almost

as a drum roll, to periodize the escalation of Boxer activity and support in

the city:

During the second month [of the 26th year ofGnangxn, March 1-30, 1900]

there was no rainfall. Rumors proliferated. ... A comparatively large number
of people began to practice boxing, and since the authorities didn't look veiy'

closely into what was going on, the bandits became increasingly intrepid.

During the third month [March 31-April 28] there was still no rain. Epi-

demic disease spread and the calamity began, d’he Boxer bandits, taking ad-

1 he haojia was a local-level mutual security system.
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vantage of the situation, fabricated a formula which went: ''Drive out the for-

eigner and, in due course, the rains will fall and dispel our misfortune.” . . .

During the fourth month [April 29-May 27] there was still no rain.

Officials from the governor-general down to the county magistrates repeat-

edly . . . offered up prayers. But the severe drought persisted and was even

made worse by fierce winds. The Boxer bandits everywhere started to set up

altars. . . . They lorded it over everyone in the streets, making the population

nervous. Yet all looked up to them as gods, and even the authorities dared

not mess with them ....

During the first ten days of the fifth month [May 28-June 6] the severe

drought continued. The railway between Beijing and Tianjin was de-

stroyed. . . . The Boxer bandits in Tianjin now became still more violent and

unreasonable.^^

Drought conditions in large areas of Shanxi had by summer 1900

beeome, if anything, even worse than in Zhili. In many places there had

been no rain at all sinee winter. Farmers were without work. The priees of

wheat and riee had shot up. Hunger was widespread and popular anxiety

at a high piteh. A missionary report stated that the "organization of the

Boxer soeieties spread rapidly throughout the provinee when so many were

idle beeause of the drouth.”'^^ The gazetteers of Qinyuan, Quwo, Lin, Jie,

Linjin, Xiangning, and Yuei eounties all eonneeted the first emergenee of

the Boxers in mid- or late June to the protraeted drought in their areas.

Moreover, it was alleged that famine vietims regularly joined in when the

Boxers stirred up trouble.'^'^

I do not at all want to suggest that the expansion of the Boxer move-

ment in the spring and summer of 1900 was due to drought alone. Within

a given area, the offieial stanee toward the Boxers, pro (as in Shanxi) or

eon (as in Shandong), played a role of perhaps equivalent weight.

Nevertheless, drought— and the range of emotions assoeiated with it—

was a factor of crucial importance. It is signifieant, in this eonnection, that

in a number of instanees when rain fell to interrupt the drought and pos-

sibly bring it to an end. Boxers (as well as Big Sword Soeiety members)

dropped everything and returned to their fields. Esheriek observes that

when "a substantial penetrating rain” fell in early April along the Zhili-

Shandong border, peasants went home to plant their spring erops, “quiet-

ing things down eonsiderably.’”^^ After being defeated by the foreign forees

in Tianjin during a torrential downpour on July 4, fleeing Boxers are

reported to have said to one another: “It’s raining. We ean return home

and till the soil. What use is it for us to suffer like this?” The following day,

accordingly, most of them dispersed.
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Oral history accounts from Shandong tell a similar story. In late Jnne

1900, during the drought in the western part of the provinee, a Big Sword

Soeiety leader from Zhili named Han Guniang (Miss Han) was invited to

a Big Sword gathering at the hemp market at Longgu, jnst west of the Juye

eounty seat. Rumored to be a Red Lantern with extraordinary magical pow-

ers— it was said that^ in addition to being able to withstand swords and

spears^ when she mounted a beneh it turned into a horse^ when she strad-

dled a pieee of rope it turned into a dragon, and when she sat on a mat it

turned into a eloud on whieh she eould fly”— Han Guniang took eharge

of food distribution. Within a short time, upwards of a thousand people

joined her Big Swords. The grain she handed out had been seized from the

supplies of rieh families. ''After two or three days,” one aeeount eontinnes,

"there was a big downpour. The next day there were no Big Swords any-

where in sight. They were all gone. The reason these people had eome in

the first plaee was to get something to eat. As soon as it rained, they all went

baek to tend their erops.”^^

Lin Dunkui, who has made a speeial study of the role of natural disas-

ters in the history of the Boxers, eoneludes that "from the time of the first

outbreak of the Big Sword Soeiety right up to the high tide of the Boxer

movement, a sizable number of peasants were prompted to take part in

these movements mainly by the weather.”^^

The Missionary Response to the Drought

Although the experienee of missionaries in North Ghina in the summer of

1900, especially ones stranded in isolated areas of the countryside, was very

different from that of Ghinese farmers, the missionaries, too, faeed a situa-

tion defined by life-and-death nneertainty. And they too hoped desper-

ately— and prayed— for rain. The immediate fear of the missionaries, of

death not from hunger but at the hands of hungry Ghinese.

This fear and the eorresponding one on the Ghinese side were amply
expressed by Rowena Bird of the abcfm in letters and journal entries writ-

ten from Taigu, Shanxi, only weeks before her death (on July 31). On June

25 Bird wrote: "These are most trying times— famine threatens the people

with starvation— the dry, hot weather makes all ill, and the Boxers are

threatening the destruetion of the eonntry by robbing and killing mission-

aries and Ghristians. ... 1 he eonntry is full of the wddest rumors and

threats, dhe people have nothing to do but talk and they talk of killing the

foreigners and Ghristians and we feel that the end may not be far off for any

of ns . . . things grow worse and worse and if the rains hold off it is hard to
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say what violence may not ensue. We know God could send relief thru rain

if He thot best, and we know all our interests are in His hands.'"'^'^

If the absence of rain aroused feelings of fear and anxiety on all sides,

the opposite was also true. When, a few days after the above lines were

written, a light rain began to fall, the relief among the Taigu missionaries

was palpable. ''We are hoping much from this blessed rain,” Bird wrote,

"that possibly has come just in time to save us all . . . there is still a chance

to plant late millet if enough rain comes. In a similar vein, (Mary)

Louise Partridge wrote from Liman, a village near Taigu, on June 19: "It

clouded up last night & began to rain. This morning I was so thankful

because a good rain would mean safety. IPs because its [szc] so dry that they

make any disturbance here, not Boxers. . . . You must know that this is ordi-

narily a quiet people but now they are rendered desperate by hunger and

fear of starvation.”^'

In a journal entry of June 30, Eva Price, an abcfm missionary stationed

in Fenzhou, Shanxi, contributed her ruminations on the meaning of the

drought for Chinese and foreigners: "If copious rains would fall and now!

Crops could be sown, the idle starving people would have field work, and

the prospect ofgood fall crops would relieve the situation for us here as noth-

ing else could do. Oh, that our merciful Heavenly Father would bless us by

adding to what He has so mercifully done for us, this other great blessing.”^^

Other Shanxi missionaries also focused on the connection between

drought, Chinese hunger, and foreign fear. As early as June 1899, shortly

after she and her husband opened a mission station in Yongning, Olivia

Ogren of the China Inland Mission (cim) reported: "This region was suf-

fering from famine, caused by long-continued drought. This kept increas-

ing in severity after our arrival, and people began gradually to blame us for

keeping away the rain.”” In the jittery mood then prevailing, mobile

unemployed people were particularly subject to suspicion. "In conse-

quence of the drought,” observed E. H. Edwards of the Baptist Mission

Society, ".
. . many people were wandering about picking up a precarious

living, and not a few of them were accused of being in the pay of foreign-

ers for bad purposes, and killed at sight.””

Missionaries elsewhere in North China experienced the drought in

much the same terms as their Shanxi coworkers. "The joint powers,” Sarah

Boardman Goodrich wrote on May 25 from Tongzhou, a dozen or so miles

east of the capital, "have discovered they have no power. Not a seed planted

and starvation staring thousands in the face helps to increase the dislike to

foreigners. We simply feel it our duty to stand in our places, not knowing

what a day may bring forth.”” Euella Miner, also in Tongzhou, reported
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that after the burning on May 28 of the Fengtai station (on the Beijing-

Tianjin rail line)
—

''the first overt act of the Boxers in this region”— mis-

sionaries and Chinese Christians prayed "earnestly for rain, which might

improve the situation by sending some of the Boxers into the field to

work.”^^ Three weeks later, after relocating to the capital. Miner observed

that on the afternoon and evening of June 18 the first substantial rain in

nearly a year fell in the Beijing area, and expressed the hope that it would

avert famine and furnish employment to some of "the idle hordes for

whom Satan has been finding mischievous work. Perhaps there would be

fewer Boxers in the land,” she added, "but for the long-continued drought

and the desolate brown fields.”^^

In Baoding it was much the same story. Mrs. F. E. Simcox (American

Presbyterian) wrote in mid-April: "There is great need of rain. The igno-

rant attribute this drought to the foreigners who have 'offended heaven.’
”

In a letter of June 2, Horace Pitkin (abcfm), after describing the growing

threat in the area to Protestants and Catholics alike, commented with

terse urgency: "Dry as powder— oppressive duststorm—Cod give us rain.

That would quiet things a moment. . . . We can’t be sure of a single day’s

life. Pray for us. Pray for rain.” After the killing of all fifteen foreign

Protestants in Baoding on June 30 and July 1, according to Luella Miner,

it rained, confirming, from the Boxer point of view, the rightness of their

cause and conduct.

Missionary fear of drought-related unrest extended to Henan as well.

Prolonged droughts had destroyed the prospects of a good harvest,” a CIM

medical missionary observed on the eve of his hurried departure for

Hankou, "and the people were in a restless condition, ready for anything in

the way of uprising and excitement. They were incensed at the failure of

all their prayers and rain processions; no rain had fallen. 'It must be the for-

eigners’ fault,’ they said; 'let us get rid of them.’

The consensus missionary assessment of the critical importance of

drought in 1900 was cast in more general terms by Arthur H. Smith

(abcfm) in his retrospective effort to account for the timing of the Boxer

outbreak: "There were special causes for a popular rising during the spring.

The drought was great and practically universal. For the first time since the

great famine in 1878 no winter wheat to speak of had been planted in any

part of northern China. . . . The ground was baked so hard that no crops

could be put in, and at such times the idle and restless population are ready

for any mischief”'^^’

Fundamentally the same analysis was also made in the reports of the for-

eign ministers in Beijing to their governments. The American minister,
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Edwin H. Conger, in a dispatch of May 8, 1900, described the situation in

Zhili in the following terms: ''The people are very poor; until yesterday

practically no rain has fallen for nearly a year, plowing has not been and

can not be done, crops have not been planted, the ground is too dry and

hard to work in any way, and consequently the whole country is swarming

2.4 Report on Drought. In a missionary’s postcard to his parents, dated June 23,

1900, note is taken of the continuation of the drought in south and central Zhili.

From Archibald E. Glover, A Thousand Miles of Miracle in China (London:

Hodder and Stoughton, 1904).
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with hungry, discontented, hopeless idlers, and they ... are ready to join

any organization offered. . . . If the rain, now eommeneed, eontinues eopi-

ously, I apprehend we will hear little more of the 'Boxers.’

Even after the Chinese government in mid-May began to take more

serious suppressive measures against the Boxers, Claude M. MacDonald,

the British minister, stated his eonviction that "a few days’ heavy rainfall, to

terminate the long-continued drought whieh has helped largely to exeite

unrest in the eountry distriets, would do more to restore tranquillity than

any measures whieh either the Chinese Covernment or foreign Covern-

ments eould take.”^^

In one important respeet the understanding of the diplomats differed

from that of the missionaries: it was east in eompletely seeular terms. For

Christians at the elose of the nineteenth eentury Cod’s hand was literally

everywhere. If He wanted His floek to survive. He would deliver them from

danger. If He wanted the missionaries to eontinue in their work. He would

see to it that their material needs were satisfied. And if, as Rowena Bird had

written, "He thot best,” He "eould send relief thru rain.”^^ Conversely, if

the Christians faeed a deadly threat like that of the Boxers— "so plainly the

work of the devil, saturated with superstition and witeheraft, reeking with

eruelty, diabolieal to the last degree, an open revolt against Jehovah and his

Anointed”^^— it was not beeause Cod was asleep on the job. Cod did not

sleep. The Boxer uprising took plaee beeause He had permitted it to take

plaee. His dealings were sometimes "mysterious,” and it was not always

easy for mere mortals to understand why He allowed eertain things to hap-

pen. But good Christians knew that, although it was neeessary in sueh eir-

eumstanees to walk "by faith, not by sight,”^^ in the final analysis everything

that transpired "must be,” as Luella Miner put it, "among the all things’

whieh are working together for the good of Cod’s kingdom, and of China,”

or, in Dwight Clapp’s phrasing, "for the glory of Cod in the end, tho we
ean’t see how now.”^^

The Boxer Construetion of the Drought

What is faseinating is the degree to whieh contemporary Chinese— non-

Boxers as well as Boxers— also viewed everything that happened in the

world, ineluding whether it rained or not, as being in the eontrol of Heaven

or the gods.” Indeed, although the Chinese eonstruetion of realiR differed

greatly in speeifies from that of the missionaries, in a nnmber of broad

respeets it formed almost a mirror image of the missionaries’ eonstruetion.

Where the missionaries saw themselves as representatives of the Lord,
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84 sometimes deseribing themselves as “God’s soldiers”^^ and often believing

quite literally that they had been ealled by Jesus Christ to go to China to

labor for that eountry s salvation, in jingles repeated and notiees eireulated

throughout North China in 1900 the Boxers were often portrayed, in eom-

parably salvifie (as well as martial) terms, as “spirit soldiers” (shenbing) sent

down from Heaven to earry out a divine mission or, whieh amounted to the

same thing, as mortals whose bodies had been possessed by spirits (thereby

rendering them divine) for the identieal purpose.

Again, where the missionaries eonstrueted the Boxer movement as a

satanie foree, whose eapaeity for evil knew no bounds, the Boxers (and, one

presumes, millions of Chinese who were not aetive partieipants in the

movement) saw the missionaries, and by extension all other foreigners (as

well, of eourse, as Chinese Christians and other Chinese who in one way

or another had been tainted by foreign eontaet), as the root souree of evil

in their world, the immediate reason for the anger of the gods. The expla-

nation of the drought found in Boxer notiees was embedded in a full-blown

religious strueturing of reality; the notiees also provided partieipants in the

movement with a elear program of aetion designed to mollify the gods and

restore the eosmie balanee. Sueh notiees began to be widely eireulated at

least as early as the beginning of 1900. (It is doubtful that one would

eneounter drought-related notiees mueh before this date, as it was proba-

bly not until the late months of 1899 people in North China began to

experienee the protraeted dry weather as a “drought.”)^® In February of this

year the Tianjin agent of the Ameriean Bible Soeiety reported the follow-

ing text to have been “posted everywhere” in North China: “On aeeount

of the Protestant and Catholie religions the Buddhist gods are oppressed,

and our sages thrust into the baekground. The Law of Buddha is no longer

respeeted, and the Five Relationships are disregarded. The anger of

Heaven and Earth has been aroused and the timely rain has eonsequently

been withheld from us. But Heaven is now sending down eight millions of

spiritual soldiers to extirpate these foreign religions, and when this has

been done there will be a timely rain.”^'^

Boxer notiees were often written in doggerel, whieh made them easier

to eireulate orally. A portion of one of the most widely disseminated exam-

ples (in Esheriek’s translation) went as follows:

They proselytize their sect,

And believe in only one God,

The spirits and their own ancestors

Are not even given a nod.
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Their men are all immoral;

Their women truly vile.

For the Devils it's mother-son sex

That serves as the breeding style.

No rain eomes from Heaven.

The earth is parehed and dry.

And all beeause the ehurehes

Have bottled up the sky.

The god[s] are very angry.

The spirits seek revenge.

En masse they eome from Heaven

To teaeh the Way to men.^°

Sometimes the essenee of the notiees was distilled in jingles that even a

small ehild eould reeite from memory. Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao

supply two of these: ‘'Shale yangguitou, Mengyu wang xia liu' (When the

foreign devils have been killed, A heavy rain will fall); and “Yangren shajin,

Yu yu huan yu, Yu qing jiao qing' (When the foreigners have all been killed

off, Rain will eome when we eall for ram. And it will be elear when we
want it to be elear).

Frequently Boxer notiees took the form of a personal reprimand from

the Jade Emperor, widely regarded by the Boxers as their guardian deity.^'

In the following broadside, whieh appeared in late spring 1900 in Beijing,

Tianjin, and other loeations in Zhili and Manehuria, the target of the Jade

Emperor’s admonishment is Prinee Oing, who was head of the Zongli

Yamen at the time and strongly opposed to the Boxers:

Prince Qing during the zi hour [11 p.m.-i a.m.] of the night of the 9th day

of the 4th month [May 7] had three dreams in succession.

The Great Jade Emperor instructed him to switch from CatholicisnT and

return to the orthodox Way of the Great Qmg: You have a Ghinese official's

salary, and yet you lend assistance to the foreigners. If you don't change your

ways, it will be too late to repent. Since the Gatholics and Protestants do not

abide by the teachings of Buddhism, violate the Way of the Sages, and every-

where treat the common people of the Qing just as they please, now the

Lord on High is very angry and prevents the rain and snow from falling. He

1 rince Qing was not in fact a Christian, dlie notice refers to him as sncli to discredit

him because of his involvement in the management of foreign affairs.
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has sent down 80,000 spirit soldiers to instruct the sacred society of the

Boxers, with a view to using human strength to protect China, drive out the

foreigners, and sweep away the hunch [who follow] the devil images of other

countries [i.e., Chinese Christians]. Before long hostilities will commence.

. . . The Jade Emperor has a merciful heart. Wishing to save the world and

bring relief to the people, he issues an advance notice: Starting from the 18th

day of the 4th month [May 16], don’t take trains in the interest of speed, lest

you meet with death on the rails. On the 18th day of the 5th month [June 14],

all railways throughout the area will be destroyed. When this date arrives you

are enjoined absolutely not to ride the trains. Pass on one copy [of this

notice] and avert calamity to one family; pass on ten copies and avert disas-

ter to a whole area. If you read [the notice] and don’t disseminate its con-

tents, calamity will surely strike you. After waking up from your dream, write

down [these words] in order to save the world.

Occasionally Boxer notices were pitehed directly at Chinese Christians.

The following plaeard was posted in Taigu, Shanxi, at the height of the

movement in the summer:

The gods of happiness and wealth issue these instructions for the informa-

tion of the members of the Catholic and Protestant religions: You have aban-

doned the gods and done away with your ancestors, causing the gods to be

angry so that the rains do not fall from the sky. Before long heavenly soldiers

and heavenly generals will descend to earth and wage a great battle with the

adherents of your two religions. It is a matter of great urgency that you

quickly join the Boxers and sincerely mend your ways, so that when the time

comes [for the great battle], your entire families do not suffer harm.'^

The writings of the Boxers were numerous and diverse, and not all of

them attempted to link foreign religious ineursions, heavenly anger, and

drought. A great many of them, however, did.^^ Chen Zhenjiang and

Cheng Xiao suggest that this linkage was a propaganda deviee used by the

Boxers to eneourage the masses to burn down ehurehes and drive out the

missionaries,'^ the implieation being that the Boxers themselves did not

fully aeeept the premises of the narrative strueture embedded in their writ-

ings. While it is entirely possible that some of the authors of these plaeards,

as well as some rank-and-file Boxers, did not in faet subseribe to the

analysis eontained in them, the likelihood is that the great majority did.

Esheriek maintains that '"without a doubt” the plaeards “refleeted the

beliefs and hopes of most Boxers in the Beijing-Tianjin area.”^^ There is

every reason to believe, moreover, that this judgment held true for the pop-

ulation at large as well. “There eome the foreign devils,” a missionary

reported hearing a street boy eall out on a visit to the Chinese eity of
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Tianjin in May 1900, ''that[’]s why we don’t have any rain.”^® Chen and

Cheng themselves aeknowledge implieitly that the ''propaganda” of the

Boxers eould only be effeetive if it appeared eredible to large numbers of

people. And eontemporary observers^ both Chinese and Western, were

quite explieit in their eonfirmation of this supposition.^'^

I would take it a step further and argue that in an eeological setting in

whieh people periodieally suffered from severe hunger, owing to aetions of

nature that were unpredietable and beyond human eontrol, the most nat-

ural thing in the world for many of soeiety’s members was to predicate a

supernatural connection between the immediate cause of the hunger

—

lack of precipitation— and some form of inappropriate human action— the

intrusion, in this case, of a foreign religious rival— that was perceived as

upsetting the normal balance of the cosmos. Such a pattern of thinking

had been deeply etched in Chinese cultural behavior for centuries. It is

also a pattern that has been widely displayed in other cultures (especially

agrarian ones) in many different historical eras.

It would be a mistake, I believe, to characterize this mode of thinking as

supracultural or intrinsically human. In late twentieth-century societies, in

which modern science exerts a profound shaping influence, there are vast

numbers of people who would not seriously entertain any explanation of

drought cast in other than strictly natural terms. Supernatural agency is,

nevertheless, a very widely encountered cultural construction. A classic

statement of the logic informing this construction is found in the Old
Testament, where God announces to His chosen people:

Ifyou will earnestly heed the commandments I give you this day, to love the

Lord your God and to serve Him with all your heart and all your soul, then

I will favor your land with rain at the proper season— rain in autumn and

rain in spring— and you will have ample harvest of grain and wine and oil. I

will assure abundance in the fields for yonr cattle. You will eat to content-

ment. Take care lest you be tempted to forsake God and turn to false gods in

worship. For then the wrath of the Lord will be directed against you. He will

close the heavens and hold back the ram; the earth wdl not yield its produce.

You will soon disappear from the good land which the Lord gives yon.^°

Other exampi es abound. Muslims m Nigeria m 1973 interpreted the

drought of that year as a sign of "the wrath of Allah against mankind.” For

Christians in late Elizabethan England, the famine ofthe 1590s "showed that

God was angry with the people.”^’ Among the Beng of Ivory Coast, where the

gravest of all possible offenses to the Earth is the act of sexual intercourse in

the forest or in the fields— an act certain to result in a drought threatening

to the entire Beng people— a minor drought in 1980 was brought to an end
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only after the meting ont of appropriate punishment to a guilty eouple.^^ In

Botswana in the nineteenth eentury it was widely believed that a prolonged

drought was eaused by the ineursions of Christianity, espeeially after a

renowned rainmaker, upon being baptized, abandoned his rainmaking prae-

tiees. When, after a series of disastrous years, the loeal missionary (David

Livingstone) left and the tribe of the eonverted rainmaker also moved else-

where, sure enough, the drought broke.

“Whatever the preeise eause,'" generalizes David Arnold, “there was no

doubting the divine provenanee of famine. . . . The involvement of the ele-

ments— the failure of the rains, the unseasonal frosts and floods— seemed

to plaee eausation beyond human reaeh and to provide sober eonfirmation

of man’s subordination to god and nature.”^"^ Still, while the basie premise

that natural disasters are to be aeeounted for by some supernatural ageney

aeting in response to human wrongdoing appears with great frequeney, the

partieularities of a soeiety’s response to sueh disasters, the “struetures of

meaning” (to use Geertzian language) within whieh it interprets them,®^

will be shaped by the speeial eultural forms and historieal experienee of

that soeiety. Thus, in China in 1900 the faet that the gods were angry was

not distinetive; what was distinetive was that this anger was oeeasioned by

the disrespeet foreigners were pereeived to have shown sueh speeifieally

Chinese teaehings as Confueianism and Buddhism, in whieh native gods

had a strong proprietary interest, and the alleged defeetions from these

teaehings of growing numbers of Chinese. Similarly, while in more ordi-

nary times the human ageney responsible for the disruption of eosmie har-

mony might typieally have been identified as the miseonduet of Chinese

offieials, in 1900, at a time of inereasing foreign pressure and mounting eri-

sis in China’s foreign relations, it was not surprising to find the blame for

drought shifted from the domestic' to the foreign arena.

The same sort of analysis may be applied to the instruetions for erisis

remedy that we find in many of the Boxer notiees. The first reeourse for

people faeed with drought is, as we have seen, to offer up prayers and per-

form a range of rain-indueing rituals. But when sueh eonventional means

fail to produee relief, and the anxiety oeeasioned by the drought deepens,

people often resort to more heroie measures. The generie element here is

seapegoatism, the identifieation of a human ageney deemed responsible

for the erisis and the punishment of that ageney. But the forms of seape-

goatism vary enormously in different eultural and historieal settings. In

some plaees, Arnold tells us, old women have been aeeused of being

witehes who malevolently drive away the rain elouds with their sorcery.

The drought in the southeastern African country Malawi in 1949 was
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blamed on old men with gray hair or bald heads and on briekmakers, both

of whieh eategories were seen as gaining from the absenee of rain. 'When
the monsoons failed in Gujarat in western India/’ Arnold eontinues, “the

Bhil adivasis or tribals suspected Bania traders of stopping the rain delib-

erately so as to profit from the resultant dearth and high prices. To break

this spell the Bhils forced a Bania to hold a water pot on his head at which

they fired arrows until the pot broke and released the rains.”^^

Far more extreme measures were taken in late medieval European mil-

lenarian movements, as analyzed by Norman Cohn. In 1420 in Bohemia,

Cohn writes, “people saw themselves as entering on the final struggle

against Antichrist and his hosts No longer content to await the destruc-

tion of the godless by a miracle, . .
.
preachers called upon the faithful to

carry out the necessary purification of the earth themselves. . . . 'Accursed

be the man [stated one widely circulated tract] who withholds his sword

from shedding the blood of the enemies of Christ. Every believer must

wash his hands in that blood.’

Boxer Motives: Anti-Imperialism, Antiforeignism, or Anxiety

Over Drought?

The crisis remedy proposed by the Boxers in 1900 reveals a close kinship to

that described by Cohn for the millenarian movement of 1420.®® In one

placard after another, the Chinese people are enjoined to kill off all for-

eigners and native Chinese contaminated by foreigners or foreign influ-

ence. Only after this process of physical elimination of every trace of the

foreign from China has been completed will the gods be appeased and per-

mit the rains once again to fall.

What is peculiar here and needs somehow to be accounted for is why at

this particular moment in Chinese history there was such an extreme

response to the foreign presence. Chinese had often shown a tendency,

during times of military or cultural threat, to lapse into a form of racial

thinking that categorized outsiders as fundamentally different and called

for their expulsion, and this tendency had been greatly magnified in the

nineteenth century with the appearance of “physically discontinuous
”

Westerners, who also happened to be carriers of a symbolic universe that

diverged radically from the Chinese and, directly and indirectly, chal-

lenged the validity of the Chinese cultural world. From the early 1800s,

people who had had contacts of any sort with Westerners were regularly

referred to as “Chinese traitors” iHanjian)^^^ More specifically, there had

been efforts prior to the Boxer era to link natural disasters (as well as the fail-
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Lire of Chinese prayers to relieve them) with the presenee of Christians.'^^

And of eoiirse there had been no end of anti-Christian and antiforeign inei-

dents in China in the deeades leading up to 1900. Never before, however,

had there been a movement like the Boxers, uneompromisingly dedieated

to the stamping out of foreign influence and backed, all the evidence indi-

cates, by the broadest popular support. How do we explain this?

The reasons are without doubt very complex. Chinese historians, insist-

ing upon the ''anti-imperialist and patriotic” (fandi aiguo) character of the

Boxer movement, tend to assign primary responsibility to the intensifica-

tion of foreign imperialism in the last years of the nineteenth century.^^ My
own view is that the vocabulary of anti-imperialism is so deeply colored by

twentieth-century Chinese political concerns and agendas that it gets in

the way of the search for a more accurate, credible reading of the Boxer

experience. This is not to deny that imperialism was a fact of life in China

at the turn of the century or that it formed an important part of the setting

within which the Boxer movement unfolded. It was only one causal agency

among several, however, and its gravity relative to other causal forces var-

ied considerably from place to place and over time. Furthermore, action

taken against the more tangible reflections of imperialism— missionaries

and Chinese Christians, railways, telegraphs, foreign armies, and the

rest— could, when it occurred, derive from a range of possible motives; it

need not have been inspired by either "patriotism” or "anti-imperialism.”

To superimpose this vocabulary on the Boxer movement, therefore, is to

risk radical oversimplification of the complicated and diverse motives

impelling the Boxers to behave as they did.

There are really two problems here, although they are easily conflated.

One, just alluded to, is the problem of oversimplification, the assignment

(sometimes explicitly, sometimes implicitly) of a dominant or even uni-

form set of motives to the participants in events, even when the evidence is

fairly strong that their motives were not in fact unitary at all. It is reasonable

to suppose that some Boxer behavior may, indeed, have been actuated by

patriotic or anti-imperialist impulses. But it also makes sense, as we have

seen in the preceding pages, to interpret Boxer actions as having, possibly

to a quite considerable degree, been the product of a religious construction

of the world in which foreigners— outsiders— were seen as holding the key

to the cosmic disturbances that were troubling and frightening Chinese in

1899-1900. And finally, no different from the participants in other major

historical events, the Boxers and their immediate antecedents sometimes

acted— and there is ample evidence to support this— from motives that

were notably idiosyncratic, self-serving, highly personal, even trivial in
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character, flinging mud in the faces of historians intent upon finding

important and eompelling meaning in the events of the past.*^^

Figuring out which kind of motive was uppermost in the minds of

Boxers in any given instanee is no mean task. The task is made vastly more

difficult by a second problem, whieh I will call the impenetrability of expe-

rience. Experience is sometimes thought of as the basie empirieal data of

the past, whieh it is the historian s job to interpret and explain. What is left

out of this formulation is the degree to whieh experience itself incorporates

interpretation, before the historian ever gets to it. People are not the pas-

sive reeipients of the experienee they undergo. They engage, rather, in an

active process of structuring and ordering, assigning to their experience

meaning that, in turn, is eonditioned by relevant prior experience, the eul-

tural framework within whieh they funetion, their emotional state and

individual psyehie (as well as physieal) needs at the moment, and so on. As

if this subjeetive, often highly ambiguous, quality of experienee were not

enough of a problem for historians, we are also faeed, very often, with a sit-

uation in which the immediate experieneer of the past remains mute or

articulates what a partieular experience was like, what it meant, only after

a eonsiderable period of time has elapsed, at whieh point the articulation

is likely to be subject to new environmental forees (not to mention mem-
ory loss) that signifieantly alter the experience’s original meaning.

Thus, to eite again the example of the Salem witcheraft outbreak of

1692, although the adult inhabitants of Salem Village eventually deeided

that the bizarre actions of their ehildren were a consequenee of witeheraft,

nobody knew then, or knows now,” in the judgment of Boyer and Nissen-

baum, “preeisely what it was the girls were experieneing. They never told;

perhaps they did not know themselves.”*^"^ Another example may be drawn

from the behavior of millions of Chinese farmers who, during the Sino-

Japanese War of 1937-1945, beeame supporters of the Communist ParW In

an influential book published in 1962, Chalmers Johnson argued that the

main reason for this was Communist identification with (and exploitation

of) the politieal foree of nationalism, whieh the Japanese invasion— and in

partieular the brutality of Japanese “mopping up” eampaigns in the coun-

tryside— had aroused among the Chinese peasantry. Other seholars, how-

ever, have been sharply critical of the “Johnson thesis,” insisting that, at

least in eertain parts of China, faetors such as social and economic reforms

or the organizational strength of the CCP were more important m generat-

ing peasant baeking. There have been attempts to resolve this controversy

by pointing out that different faetors were more eritieal in different places

and at different times. A major problem with the whole debate, however.
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has been that the subjects whose behavior is under scrutiny, the Chinese

peasantry, have from the outset been largely voiceless.

The Boxers present a closely analogous problem. We have hundreds of

samples of Boxer writing— handbills, wall notices, charms, slogans, jingles,

and the like. And even though most if not all of these may be assumed to

have been composed by Boxer leaders or elite Chinese sympathetic to the

Boxer cause rather than by rank-and-file participants in the movement,

there is, as argued earlier, little doubt that they incorporate values and

beliefs widely shared among the Boxers in general, not to mention millions

of Chinese who witnessed and often supported, but were not directly

engaged in, the activities of the Boxer movement. Still, as crucially impor-

tant as these materials are in establishing the mindset of the Boxers, they

fall well short of supplying the kind of intimate tracking of experience that

we get, say, from the memoir literature of participants in the Cultural

Revolution or the heresy trial testimony of the sixteenth-century Italian

miller Menocchio or the letters, journals, and even poems composed by

British soldiers in the trenches in World War In fact, it was not until

after r949 that elderly survivors of the Boxer uprising, mainly in western

Shandong and Tianjin and other parts of Hebei (Zhili) province, were

finally given a chance to describe more or less in their own words their

experiences at the turn of the century. As useful as these oral history mate-

rials can sometimes be, however, their value is circumscribed by the

advanced age of the respondents, the remoteness in time of the events

under discussion, the political and ideological constraints built into the

environment within which the interviewing was conducted, the specific

questions the interviewers posed, and the editorial process by which the

resulting responses were structured.

Consequently, in attempting to get at the range of motives that impelled

the Boxers to attack foreigners, foreign-made objects, and foreign-influ-

enced Chinese, we are regularly faced with the necessity of inferring these

motives from Boxer actions, of reading back, as it were, from behavior to

intent. This is one of the more dangerous kinds of business in which his-

torians must unfortunately all too often engage, as it presents us with an

open invitation to discern in the experience of the past the values, thought

patterns, and psychological orientations that make the greatest sense to us

in our own day.

Although on a macrohistorical level we hear much of the intensifica-

tion of foreign imperialism that took place in China in the years following

the Sino-Japanese War of 1894, it is arguable that, unlike drought, a con-

spicuously growing foreign presence was not, in rSpp-ipoo, the common
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experience of the vast majority of Chinese inhabiting the North China

plain. Whether we train our sights on expanded communities of native

Christians or the growth in strength of the Catholic and Protestant mis-

sionary bodies or the construction of railways and telegraphs or the intru-

sion of foreign armies, the experience of direct confrontation with the for-

eign or foreign-influenced remained, for those living away from large

urban centers, a sporadic and highly localized one in these years. Despite

a substantial increase in the numbers of Protestant and Catholic converts

in China as a whole in the 1890s— from approximately 37,000 Protestants

in 1889 to 85,000 in 1900,'^® and from about 500,000 to over 700,000

Catholics between 1890 and 1900'^'^— there were still, in 1899-1900, large

stretches of North China that had Christian communities of negligible size

or none at all. Similarly, in the case of both the Catholic and Protestant

missionary efforts in the empire, although impressive growth occurred in

the last decade of the century,^°° this growth was far more in evidence in

certain areas— the greatly expanded Catholic presence in southern

Shandong, for example'^'— than in others. Again, as of 1899-1900, the only

railway lines that had been completed in North China were the Beijing-

Baoding line, the Beijing-Tianjin line, and the line extending northeast-

ward from Tianjin, through Tangshan, into Manchuria. And, leaving out

the military activities of the Russians in Manchuria, foreign troop move-

ments in the Boxer summer were largely confined to Tianjin and Beijing,

their immediately surrounding areas, and the corridor connecting these

two cities (although in the months following the lifting of the siege of the

legations, as we have seen, punitive expeditions were carried out in other

parts of Zhili and in eastern Shanxi).

In other words, despite an overall expansion in the opportunities for

direct contact with foreigners, foreign-influenced Chinese, and foreign

technology in the last years of the century, these opportunities were not

evenly distributed throughout North China. Furthermore, there is the

curious circumstance— curious, at least, if one interprets the behavior of

the Boxers as having been guided in significant measure by anti-imperial-

ist impulses— that the areas where the impact of imperialism was greatest

often did not coincide with those areas in which the Boxers were most

active. This was especially true in Shandong, where the arenas of greatest

foreign economic activity— the eastern and southern coasts— were con-

spicuously free of Boxer involvement and where approximately half of the

missionized areas also were left untouched by the Boxers. Mark Elvin,

who includes southern Zhili as well as Shandong within his purview, is so

struck by the weakness of the link between “Boxerism and the religious and
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foreign irritant usually supposed to have eaused it” that he questions

whether it ean serve as “a convineing suffieient explanation” of the move-

ment s originsd^"^

I am not partieularly eoneerned here with the origins of the Boxer

movement. I do, however, believe that there is room for a fresh under-

standing of the range of motives that lay behind what was perhaps the

Boxers’ most distinetive and defining eharaeteristie: their antiforeignism.

The reality of Boxer antiforeignism— and the antiforeignism of many mil-

lions of Boxer supporters and sympathizers— is not at issue. What is at issue

is the underlying meaning of this antiforeignism. Was it a refleetion of sim-

ple hatred of foreigners owing to their foreignness? Or did it result from

anger over speeifie foreign aetions? Or did it spring from fear and anxiety

and the need for a eredible explanation for the problems— above all,

drought— oeeasioning this fear and anxiety?

My own view is that antiforeignism, in the sense of fear and hatred of

outsiders, was there all along in China in latent form, but that it needed

some disturbanee in the external environment, a rearrangement of the
' _1<9.

overall balanee of forees within a eommunity or a geographieal area, to

beeome aetivated. Chinese antiforeignism thus funetioned in much the

same way as fear of witchcraft in late seventeenth-century Salem or anti-

Semitism in 1930s Cermany. In each of these instances outsiders—
Westerners in China, people accused of being witches in Salem, Jews

in Germany— lived more or less uneventfully within their respective

communities when times were "'normal.” But when something happened

to create an “abnormal” situation— economic insecurity in Germany,

apprehension concerning the enormous economic and social forces

transforming New England in the late 1600s, anxiety over drought in turn-

of-the-century North China— and people sought in desperation to

address their grievances and allay their insecurities, outsiders became

especially vulnerable.

The specific circumstances favoring outbreaks of antiforeignism in

North China in 1899-1900 varied from place to place. In Shandong, esca-

lating Boxer anti-Christian activity in late 1899 resulted (under foreign

pressure) in the replacement as governor of Yuxian, who had followed a

policy of leniency toward the Boxers, with Yuan Shikai, who, after the

killing of the British missionary S. M. Brooks on December 31, pursued an

increasingly strong policy of suppression. In Zhili province, especially in

the Beijing and Tianjin areas and the corridor connecting the two, there

was a relatively high level of exposure to the full range of foreign influences

and, from the winter of 1899-1900, to rapidly growing numbers of Boxers.
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In Shanxi, where there were no signifieant manifestations of foreign influ-

enee apart from the missionaries and native Christians, there was a gover-

nor (Yuxian having been transferred there in Mareh) who was deeply

antiforeign and pro-Boxer.

Althongh the preeise mix of faetors was thus variable, the drought was

shared in eommon throughout the North China plain. It was this faetor,

more than any other, in my judgment, that aeeounted for the explosive

growth both of the Boxer movement and of popular support for it in the

spring and summer months of 1900. Missionary reports and oral history

aecounts oeeasionally used the term “famine” to deseribe eonditions in

North China at the time.^°^ This was, for the most part, a loose usage;

severe famine did not appear until the early months of 1901, mainly in

Shanxi and Shaanxi. The evidenee is overwhelming, on the other hand,

that fear of famine, with all its attendant bewilderment and terror, was

extremely widespread. As has often been the ease in other agrieultural soei-

eties, moreover, the uneertainty, anxiety, and inereasingly serious food

deprivation aeeompanying the Chinese drought— the deh'rio de fome or

“madness of hunger,” in the arresting formulation of Naney Seheper-

Hughes'°^— seem to have inelined people to be receptive to extreme expla-

nations and to act in extreme ways.^^*^ The year 1900 was not a normal one

in China. The menace of inopportune death was everywhere. And, as can

be seen in the periodic eruptions of mass hysteria and the apparent readi-

ness of many members of society to give credence to the most spectacular

religious and magical claims of the Boxers, there was a strong disposition

on the part of the population to depart from normal patterns of behavior.



CHAPTER 3

Mass Spirit Possession

When we took up Spirit Boxing [Shenquan], we were first told ... to write

down on a piece of red paper our names, home villages, and how many we

were. The six of us then kneeled down and burned incense; we didn’t burn

white paper. We requested teachers. I requested Sun Bin.® They requested

Liu Bei, Zhang Fei,*^ and such people. We requested the gods to attach them-

selves to our bodies [qiushen futi]. When they had done so, we became Spirit

Boxers, after which we were invulnerable to swords and spears, our courage

was enhanced, and in fighting we were unafraid to die and dared to charge

straight ahead. This is how it was when the six of us became Spirit Boxers.

Xie jiagui, former Boxer, Chiping county, Shandong

It is reported that when they practice boxing they assemble several untutored

boys who stand facing the southeast. The teacher pulls the right ear of each

youngster with his hand and has him recite a charm three times. The charm

goes as follows: “I beseech the Holy Mother of the West Emituofo [Amita-

bha].” When they’ve completed the charm the boys fall to the ground on their

backs and almost stop breathing. After a brief interval [the teacher] makes

them get up and dance or he gives them sticks to serve as swords and they pair

off and fight, as if engaging an adversary. They really behave as if they are

drunk or in a dream state. After a long while the teacher strikes each boy’s

upper garment with his hand and calls out his real name. Thereupon the lads

suddenly return to their senses and stand erect like wooden chickens. They

have no recollection of the boxing techniques [they’ve just used]. It’s as if they

are completely different people from the ones fighting a few moments earlier.

Sawara Tokusuke, Japanese resident. North China

On that day [May iq, 1900], after arriving in Xiong county [in Baoding pre-

fecture, Zhili], the members of my family went to have a look at the boxing

® A one-legged warrior of the Warring States period (403-221 b.c.).

Liu Bei was a political leader, Zhang Fei, a general, during the Three Kingdoms period

(third century A.D.). Both were also characters in the Romance of the Three Kingdoms.
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ground at the temple. They were told that boys ten or so years of age, after

praeticing there for seven or eight days, beeame invulnerable to swords. I

eertainly didn’t believe this. But on the first day of the fifth month [May 28],

as we passed through the village of Gaoqiao, the driver said that there was a

boxing ground at the temple there. So I got down from the cart to go see. I

saw that the people there were all young lads of thirteen or fourteen, the

youngest of them no older than eight. On an altar there were three tablets

arranged, one in honor of Guansheng,^ another in honor of Huanhou [the

posthumous title of Zhang Fei], and a third in honor of Zhao Zilong.^^ After

paying their respects to these gods, the boys positioned themselves solemnly

on either side of the altar. Suddenly . . . their faces turned red and they stared

straight ahead. Frothing at the mouths, they began to shout and laugh and

strike blows with their fists and feet. Even those who were only seven or eight

years of age leaped several feet into the air. They moved forward and

retreated, got up and lay down, turned to the front or to the rear in unison,

as if directed by a single person. Some of the local elders, seeing that I had

come to look, asked whether we had anything like this in the south. I asked

them: “Who teaches the boxing?” In reply they said: “There is no boxing

instructor at all. Only gods who attach themselves to the boys’ bodies, after

which the latter are able to do the [boxing] exercises. It is called Spirit

Boxing [Shenquan], After eighteen days of practice, they achieve mastery.”

Local official, Zhili

The method of the Boxers is as follows: They write an incantation on a piece

of paper. After rinsing their mouths [for ritual purification] and chanting the

incantation they suddenly fall to the ground. After a short while they get up

and begin to dance in a frenzied manner and talk as if in their sleep. Then

they either state that Guandi has descended [xiajiang] or that Kongming®

has attached himself to their bodies [fushen].

Anze county (Shanxi) gazetteer

From the time of the arrival of the Senior Brother-Disciple [da shixiong] in

Taiyuan, the numbers of Boxers in the streets of the city grew. They practiced

their boxing in small groups on the streets. One time as I was going from

Willow Lane to Xixiao Wall I saw a youngster of fifteen or sixteen going

Also known as Guandi or Guangong, the God of War. By late Qing times, Guansheng
had become possibly the most popular god in the northern Chinese pantheon. He was

the deified version of the historical figure, Guan Yu, a famous general of the Three

Kingdoms period. Guan Yu also was a character in the Romance of the Three Kingdoms.

The courtesy name of Zhao Yim, a famous general of the dTree Kingdoms period,

also a character in the Romance of the Three Kingdoms.
^ dTe courtesy name of the Three Kingdoms prime minister Zhuge Liang, who also was

a character in the Romance of the Three Kingdoms.
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through his hoxing drills. Facing toward the southeast he performed the

koutou and chanted Tangseng, Shaseng, [Zhu] Bajie, [Sun] Wukong/ and

the like. After this he fell to the ground, scrambled to his feet, and then with

greatly increased energy practiced the martial arts.

]ia Xianju, resident ofTaiyuan

The foregoing aeeounts,^ the first from Shandong, the next two from Zhili,

the last two from Shanxi, deseribe in different ways and with different

details the eore religions experienee of the Boxers as they spread aeross the

North China plain in the spring and summer of r900. Whether one

ehooses to eonstrue the Boxers as ''a religious uprising"' with antiforeign

aims (the position taken many years ago by Jerome Ch'en)^ or as an antifor-

eign (or anti-imperialist) movement that expressed itself in religious terms

(the stand of many Chinese historians),^ there is no disputing the fact that

the world the Boxers inhabited was one saturated through and through

with religious and magical beliefs and practices. The Boxers counted on

these beliefs and practices for protection in an environment fraught with

danger; they also used them as their main cognitive apparatus for under-

standing and explaining— to themselves and to others— what transpired in

this environment (see chapter 4).

The Spirit Possession of the Boxers

Central among the religious practices of the Boxers was spirit possession,

which by the summer of 1900 appears to have become virtually ubiqui-

tous within the movement. The phrase most often used in the sources to

denote ''spirit possession"— /z<3ngs/ze?7 /uh— refers to a process whereby a

god descends and enters (literally, "attaches itself to") the body of a Boxer.

The possession ritual varied widely. The individual seeking to be pos-

sessed by a god might face southeasP or recite a charm or perform the

koutou or burn incense or engage in some combination of these and

other actions. Cenerally the god would be "requested" {qiu) or "invited"

iqing) by name to attach itself to the person's body. Once it had done this,

the Boxer entered an altered state of consciousness, accompanied by

behavioral changes (similar to those attending spirit possession in other

cultures where it occurs)^ and often greatly enhanced physical prowess.

Wangseng was the Tang-dynasty monk Xnanzang; Zhn Bajie and Sun Wukong were two

of his disciples. Along with Shaseng, they figured centrally in the novel journey to the

West, Tangseng as the "Tang monk” (or “Tripitaka”), Shaseng as “Sha Monk,” Zhu Bajie

as “Bajie,” and Sun Wukong as the “Monkey King” (or “Monkey”).
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This change in state was sometimes referred to as shangfa or “entering

into the magie.”

Boxer possession rituals were generally eondueted in the open for all to

see. Guan He, an astute (albeit unfriendly) eyewitness ehronieler of the

movement in Tianjin, deseribed the range of different behaviors possessed

Boxers in that eity manifested:

There are those who move slowly with their eyes closed and those who stare

straight ahead and walk forward with erect bearing. There are cases in which

a few people hold one person up and cases in which a person supported by

two other persons staggers like one who has had too much to drink. In some

instances, holding a sword, they dance about wildly, and pedestrians don’t

have time to get out of the way. In other instances several of them, clutching

weapons, walk in single file. Sometimes, mounted on horses, they provide

people with protection and guidance. Sometimes they place those who have

been wounded or are already dead on their shoulders and take them home.

There are even cases in which a bandit [i.e., a Boxer] will hold a stick

embellished on the top with a bloody object which he claims is the heart and

liver of a foreigner. Coming or going, they are unaware of what they are

doing. Confused, disoriented, they don’t seem like normal people.^

Guan He, in addition to supplying interesting detail on the external

appearanee and behavior of possessed Boxers, also exemplifies a problem

we faee in attempting to probe the Boxers' religious world. We have a fair

amount of data relating to this world. But, apart from the occasional oral

testimony of former Boxers recorded a half century or more after the orig-

inal experience, almost all of our information has been filtered through the

minds of hostile (or at best unempathetie) outsiders: contemporary native

and foreign observers, in the first instanee, and more reeently Ghinese and

foreign scholarly analysts. How confident ean we be that sueh information

is reasonably free of distortion?

Quite eonfident, I believe. For one thing, the oral history testimony,

mainly from northwestern Shandong and the Tianjin area, while of per-

haps questionable utility when it presents information that is fully eonsis-

tent with the ideologieal mindset of the Gommnnist historians soliciting

it (graphic depictions, for example, of the outrageous behavior of foreign

missionaries and Ghinese Ghristians), may be assumed to be somewhat

more reliable when it deseribes Boxer practiees (sueh as spirit possession)

that fly in the faee of Gommnnist values and beliefs. One example, from

Shandong, appears at the head of this ehapter. Another eomes from a for-

mer Boxer from the Tianjin area, who was eaptain of a ride unit under

the eommand of Lin Shijin (Nineteen Lin). This man deseribed the
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100 harangues Liu would deliver to his Boxer troops before they entered eom-

bat; “When youVe reaehed the field of battle/’ he shouted^ “as soon as the

gods have entered your bodies you’ll go up to heaven, and the devils [for-

eigners] will have no way to attaek you.”^

For another thing, there is a remarkable degree of eonsisteney in the

eontemporary Chinese and foreign aeeounts of Boxer religio-magieal

beliefs and praetiees, despite the faet that these aeeounts were produeed

independently in different geographieal loeations. It seems reasonable to

suppose, therefore, that the Boxers’ behavior as well as verbal elaims are

refleeted in these aeeounts more or less faithfully, espeeially when (as is not

infrequently the ease) eonfirmation is found in the oral history testimony

of the Boxers themselves. Again, in the half eentury sinee World War II,

there has been a great deal of seholarly interest in Chinese popular reli-

gion, espeeially among Western anthropologists and historians, and

although mueh of this interest, at least initially, foeused on the southern

rim of the Chinese eulture area, there appears to be a substantial eorre-

spondenee between eertain popular religious beliefs in the South and

those attributed to the Boxers in North China. Finally, there is a eonsider-

able seholarly literature pertaining to spirit possession in other parts of the

world, and the parallels in this literature to aspeets of Boxer religious expe-

rienee are often quite illuminating.

Boxer Religion and Chinese Popular Culture

The last two faetors, by diminishing the otherness of Boxer religious behav-

ior with respeet, in the, first instanee, to China and, in the seeond, to

broader human norms, take us a long way toward the demystifieation of

this behavior. Certainly, in the eontext of prior Chinese experienee, the

Boxers were not nearly so unique as Westerners— and perhaps, in more

reeent times, many Chinese as well— have imagined. Whether one focuses

on the Boxers’ martial arts activities— their “boxing”— or their invulnera-

bility claims or their attraction to the heroes of Chinese popular literature

and theater (opera) or their spirit possession rituals— all prime contributors

to Boxer exceptionalism in the minds of Westerners— an examination of

Chinese popular culture discloses an abundance of comparable phenom-

ena, not only in the Boxer homeland in the North but also in South China,

and not only prior to the Boxer uprising but right up to the present day.

A few examples relating to invulnerability rituals may be cited to illus-

trate the point. In the Wang Lnn rebellion of 1774 in Shandong, the insur-

gents used a variety of magical techniques, including spells, a group of
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women warriors waving white fans, and the chant “guns will not fire,” to

avoid injury.® The members of the Qinglianjiao (Azure Lotus Sect),

which was active in South China during the Daoguang reign (1821-1850),

had a tradition of Spirit Boxing, used charm water (fushui) to spread their

teachings, and, once possessed by the gods, acquired a range of martial

arts skills that (they claimed) made them unafraid of firearms {bu wei

cjiangpao)!^ Among the participants in an armed tax revolt in the southern

Hunan county of Leiyang in 1843 was a monk who was able “to stop up the

muzzles of guns” with incantations. The Armor of the Golden Bell

(Jinzhongzhao), which began to be used in the mid-Qing and was based

on a mix of “hard” {ying) qigong, secret formulas, and charms, was (as

pointed out in chapter 1) the basis for the fighting methods and invulner-

ability rituals of the Big Sword precursors of the Boxers in southwestern

Shandong in the 1890s.

A similar mix of qigong, training in self-defense, religious rituals and

magical techniques, and invulnerability claims has also frequently been

encountered in the twentieth century. In southern Zhejiang in the mid-

1930s the main adversaries of Communist guerrilla bands were Big Swords,

who fought with double-edged swords and red-tasseled spears and before

battle swallowed magic pills made of herbs, cinnabar, and the ashes of

paper slips on which incantations had been written. The pills were believed

to confer invulnerability to bullets, but their efficacy could be countered

either by bamboo pitchforks or dirty cloth. During the same years, in east-

ern Fujian, Big Swords fought in a state of trance induced by magic

potions, charms, and incantations; their sense of invulnerability wore off if

they either tripped or came into contact with water. The Red Spears,

active in North China during much of the first half of the twentieth cen-

tury, made extensive use of a variety of invulnerability rituals, including

spirit possession.'® The members of the Tieguanzhao (Armor of the Iron

Gate), an offshoot of the Red Spears composed of unmarried women,

believed that if, on the field of battle, they recited a magic formula, enemy

bullets would fall harmlessly into the baskets they held in their hands.

Another group ofwomen affiliated with the Red Spears, variously known as

the Lanzihui (Basket Society) or Hiialanhiii (Flower Basket Society),

dressed in white and, carrying a basket in one hand and fan in the other,

were able by waving the fans to cause bullets to drop into their baskets.’®

Invulnerability to bullets was claimed for the virtuous among members of

the Xiantiandao, a sect organized for community self-defense against ban-

ditry in Shunyi county (north of Beijing) in the late 1930s. Similar claims

were made by some qigong masters in the 1980s and early 1990s.’'
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102 Some of the eonelusions derived from the serious study of Chinese pop-

ular eulture in the postwar deeades are relevant to our understanding of the

embeddedness of Boxer religious experienee in this eulture. One sueh

eonelusion is that, at the village level, the sharp boundaries between the

''seeular” and the ''saered,” to whieh modern Westerners are aeeustomed,

simply did not exist. The gods of popular religion were everywhere and

''ordinary people were in eonstant eontaet” with them.^^ These gods were

powerful (some, to be sure, more than others), but they were also very elose

and aeeessible. People depended on them for proteetion and assistanee in

time of need. But when they failed to perform their responsibilities ade-

quately, ordinary human beings eould request that they be punished by

their superiors. Or they eould punish them themselves. "If the god does

not show signs of appreeiation of the need of rain,” Arthur Smith wrote

toward the end of the nineteenth eentury, "he may be taken out into the

hot sun and left there to broil, as a hint to wake up and do his duty.”^° This

"everydayness” of the gods of Chinese popular religion and the easual,

matter-of-faet attitude Chinese typieally displayed toward their deities

doubtless eontributed to the widespread view among Westerners both in

the late imperial period and after that the Chinese were not an espeeially

religious people. It would be more aeeurate, I believe, to deseribe the fab-

rie of Chinese soeial and eultural life as being permeated through and

through with religious beliefs and praetiees.^^

But not always with the same degree of intensity and eertainly not with

equal discernibleness in all settings. This is another facet of Chinese pop-

ular religion that, because it does not entirely square with the expectations

of Western observers, has occasioned a certain amount of confusion and

perplexity. Sometimes religion appears to recede into the shadows and to

be largely, if not altogether, absent from individual Chinese consciousness.

But at other times it exercises dominion over virtually everything in sight.

Thus, the martial arts, healing practices, and the heroes of popular litera-

ture and opera often inhabit a space in Chinese culture that seems unam-

biguously "secular.” But it is not at all unusual, as clearly suggested in the

accounts of Boxer spirit possession transcribed at the beginning of this

chapter, for these selfsame phenomena to be incorporated into a fully reli-

gious framework of meaning.

Although this may, at first glance, seem puzzling, it ought not to be. In

China, as elsewhere, when life is more or less problem-free, either on an

individual or a collective level, religious belief tends to find less overt

expression. But when personal problems (such as infertility or family ill-

ness or a failing business) arise or a communal or societal crisis (such as
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natural disaster or foreign invasion or, on a more abstraet level, a growing

sense of national eynicism and alienation) materializes, people are more

apt to have recourse to a range of options of a religious nature. These

options are always there in a dormant state, and belief in their efficacy,

although by no means universal, appears to be widespread.

Spirit Possession and Spirit Mediumship

The two different types of crisis just referred to, individual and collective,

have elicited different forms of spirit possession in response. When faced

with personal crises, individual Chinese in all parts of the country have for

centuries sought out the services of spirit mediums (often referred to in

Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong Kong by the Hokkien term tdng-ki)}^ These

people, when in the possessed state, serve as intermediaries between ordi-

nary human beings and the supernatural. They heal the sick, exorcise evil

spirits, predict the future, mediate interpersonal conflicts, enable barren

women to become pregnant. Mediums in the Canton area, as described

by Jack Potter, also have the power in certain circumstances to command
the services of “spirit soldiers,” who are able to perform such tasks as recov-

ering the souls of children that a hungry ghost has kidnaped for ransom.

Although mediums perform a range of different services and spirit medi-

umship has assumed different forms in different parts of the Chinese cul-

ture area,^"^ in general the accent is on communication between the super-

natural and human worlds. Spirit mediumship is a “helping profession,”

and the individual spirit medium, by virtue of his or her training and apti-

tude, is not infrequently seen as performing a protective function on

behalf of the local community, safeguarding the community against the

whole array of dangerous and malevolent forces to which ordinary people

are subject.^^

Although the physical symptoms accompanying trance, as experienced

by the Boxers, seem very much like those presented by Chinese spirit medi-

ums, suggesting a common neurophysiological basis, the sociocnltural

meaning of Boxer spirit possession was fundamentally different. Prior to

the winter of 1898-99, it is true,*.the Spirit Boxers were much concerned

with healing the sick, especially after the disastrous flooding of the Yellow

River that took place in August and September 1898. Also, even after this

date, as the purpose of Boxer possession shifted increasingly to invulnera-

bility (as a consequence of the rising levels of violence betM/een Boxers and

Christians), possession trance continued to be seen as serv ing a protective

function with regard to the community. In other respects, however. Boxer
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104 possession functioned in very different ways from the possession accompa-

nying Chinese spirit mediumship. For one thing, even before the winter of1898-

99, possession among the Spirit Boxers was a mass, not an individual,

phenomenon. And, for another, although the Boxers in their placards and

public notices and on their flags frequently referred to their role as protec-

tors of the Qing dynasty or of China, one senses very strongly that, on a

personal level, the overwhelming object of Boxer invulnerability rituals

was less community protection than se/f-protection.

Erika Bourguignon, looking at possession trance globally, distinguishes

between societies, such as Palau (in the western Pacific), in which posses-

sion trance plays a predominantly public role, serving the needs of the

community, and societies— the Shakers of St. Vincent in the West Indies

or the Maya Apostolics of Yucatan— in which the function of trance is a

mainly private one, focusing on its importance for the individual, “who

believes himselCsaved’ as a result of the experience and . . . derives eupho-

ria and personal strength from it.''^*^ Bourguignon sees these ideal-typical

functions of trance, the public and the private, as endpoints of a contin-

uum and she recognizes that, in some societies, possession appears to serve

both roles simultaneously. Certainly this was the case with the Boxers. In

fact it would not be wide of the mark to argue that the broad range of indi-

vidual (private) needs spirit possession satisfied within the context of the

Boxer movement (the precise mix varying from one Boxer to another) con-

stituted a major reason for the ease with which Boxer possession developed

into a mass (public) phenomenon in the last years of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Self-preservation, in an immediate sense, and national preservation,

on a more abstract level, were mutually reinforcing.

Spirit Possession, Theater, and Personal Empowerment

The appeal of spirit possession and its rapid spread, first among the Spirit

Boxers in northwestern Shandong and increasingly, after the winter of

1899-

1900, among Boxer groups in Zhili, Manchuria, Shanxi, and else-

where, was clearly related to the intensified sense of crisis that swept over

the North China plain at this time, the result in part of worsening relations

in certain locales between Christians and non-Christians, in part of the

growing visibility of Boxers (and boxing) in villages, cities, and on major

thoroughfares across the region, and in part of mounting anxiety and suf-

fering throughout the North China countryside owing to drought.

A major attraction of spirit possession to prospective Boxers was that it

dramatically enhanced the power of individuals who, socially, were at or
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near the bottom of the seale, biologieally, were often in a weakened eon-

dition as a result of prolonged drought, and, militarily, stood at a generally

primitive stage in terms of training and weaponry. On the most obvious

level, the empowerment resulting from possession took the form of

improved fighting skills and invulnerability to sword and bullet. Less obvi-

ous, but no less erueial, the exereise of divinely assisted Boxer military

power against foreigners and the manifestations of foreign influenee was,

as we saw in ehapter 2, widely believed to be the most effeetive means of

addressing the problem of drought. Least obvious, but perhaps most eru-

eial, spirit possession was immensely empowering psyehologieally. Robert

Weller, who has studied the mass possession movement that took plaee in

Guangxi on the eve of the Taiping uprising and personally witnessed the

eolleetive possession experienee of members of the Religion of Com-
passion (Cihuitang) on Taiwan, argues persuasively for “the emotional and

aesthetie power of tranee performanees.” Other forms of eommunieation

with the gods, Weller writes, pale before the “thrill of the arrival of extra-

ordinary beings” that takes plaee when the spirit speaks through the mouth
of a possessed person.^®

Again we see here the intimate relationship between the individual and

the eolleetive sides of spirit possession. Weller's main emphasis is on the

role that tranee plays in attraeting followers to possession-eentered reli-

gious movements— the powerful appeal of “the visible ability of the gods to

transform human personality.”^' But it is elear that the underlying basis of

the appeal is the witness's reeognition that he or she, too, ean experienee

this form of empowerment.

Crueial to Weller's argument is the premise that spirit possession makes

good theater. “No one,” he assures us, “sleeps through the serviee when pos-

sessed Holy Ghost people in the West Virginia mountains begin to pass rat-

tlesnakes around. Examples from other eultures confirm this. Robin

Horton witnessed a complex “war-game” enacted by Kalahari (West Africa)

in the context of possession, which featured changing drum rhythms, con-

vulsive shaking, wild (and potentially dangerous) swordplay, and dancing.

After the final bout of swordplay, the drummers work up to a climax and

the spirit rushes headlong into tli€ cult-house. In a few minutes the priest

emerges, dressed once more in his everyday clothes, no longer possessed,

and looking exhausted.” “Every move of the game,” according to Horton, “is

followed with delight by the spectators.”” John Beattie and John Middleton,

on the basis of a wide range of other data, emphasize the “dramatic qualit)
”

of much African possession ritual, which they feel provides “lively enter-

tainment,” “a means of catharsis,” and a therapeutic “relief of anxieR.””
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The situation in China is not dissimilar. In a discussion of 'dhe tdng-ki

as spectacle/’ David Jordan reports that, in the late Qing, Taiwanese tdng-

ki, called from one village to another to perform, were said to have been

carried in sedan chairs in stately procession along country roads, accompa-

nied by banners and large drums; he also describes the physical abuse pos-

sessed tdng-ki in late twentieth-century Taiwan inflict on themselves in the

context of religious processions and the overall atmosphere of fun and

excitement that characterizes the mood of those watching such perfor-

mances.^^ Jordan makes the additional point, not unrelated to Boxer pos-

session experience, that the rapid healing of wounds resulting from tdng-ki

self-mortification is interpreted by onlookers as an indication of “the

miraculous nature of the performance.”^^ Along similar lines, Margery Wolf

observes that the purpose of lying on a bed of nails or lacerating the body

with swords or a prickball “is not to subjugate the flesh as in early Christian

ritual, but to prove that the gods do not allow their vehicles to feel pain from

these injuries and will protect their tang-ki from permanent damage.”’^

The relationship between Boxer spirit possession and theatrical perfor-

mance was, if anything, even more complex than the above-noted exam-

ples, providing a splendid illustration of David Johnson’s observation that

“the distinction between entertainment and religion” so natural to

Westerners “did not seem that obvious to most Chinese.”^® Certainly, pos-

sessed Boxers, with their strange physical behavior and often high levels of

martial arts accomplishment, put on a good show for the crowds of people

who gathered to watch them. But, beyond this, the cultural language in

which Boxer possession was expressed, its cultural patterning,^*^ showed the

deep imprint of Chinese popular theater. The locations of altars and box-

ing grounds at which possession rituals were commonly enacted were, as

often as not, the very same places— the open spaces in front of temples—
at which village theatrical performances were staged, in conjunction (usu-

ally) with religious festivals and fairs. The gods by whom Boxers were

most frequently possessed— Cuandi, Monkey (Sun Wukong), Zhang Fei,

Zhao Yun, Zhu Bajie, and the like— were the heroes of such works of pop-

ular fiction as the Romance of the Three Kingdoms {Sanguo yanyi), Journey

to the West {Xiyouji), and Enfeoffment ofthe Gods {Fengshen yanyi), which

in turn were the main sources of material for the itinerant storytellers, pup-

pet shows, and village operas familiar to all inhabitants of the northern

Chinese countryside. The stylized swordplay of popular theatrical perfor-

mances was virtually indistinguishable from the swordplay of possessed

Boxers. Even the latter’s speech, a contemporary tells us, was “like the

declamatory delivery of opera actors on stage.”^' Small wonder that, in the
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early years of the twentieth eentury, Chinese intelleetnals hostile to the

Boxers identified popular opera as a erueial faetor in both the origins and

eventual defeat of the movementd^

The Martial Patterning of Boxer Possession Ritual

The fighting teehniques the Boxers learned (at least in part) from the eom-
hat seenes in village opera performanees may well have served them poorly

in real eomhatd^ But the powerful gods into whom possessed Boxers were

transformed were an enormous souree of psyehie strength. As in other parts

of China, and, indeed, other eultures in whieh possession takes a promi-

nent part, the possessed Boxer underwent a true ehange in personality and

status, becoming emancipated from an existence that was in all respects

miserable and identified, however temporarily, with the ''rich and power-

ful figures of legend and history.’'"^

3.1 Boxer/Performer. This stylized rendering of Liu Shijiu, a Boxer leader in the

Tianjin area, conveys nicely the theatrical dimension many observers saw in the

physical movements of Boxers. From Jing-Jin quanfei jiliie.
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What is interesting is the degree to whieh, in this as in other respeets,

the possession experienee of the Boxers was less distinetive^ in the eontext

of Chinese popular eulture overall, than one might think. C. K. Yang

observed long ago that the mythology and lore found in fietional literature

were “an outstanding souree of religious knowledge for the Chinese peo-

ple.’'"^^ A speeifie instanee of this has been supplied by Wen-hui Tsai, whose

researehes reveal that, as of the 1970s, a sizable pereentage of gods with his-

torieal baekgrounds worshiped at temples in Taiwan were also heroes in

the three popular novels. Enfeoffment of the Gods, Romance of the Three

Kingdoms, and Romance of the Sui-Tang (Sui-Tang yanyi)d^ The first two

of these, it will be reealled, were also important sourees for the Boxer pan-

theon. Even more telling for our purposes, of the four gods most often

invoked by spirit mediums in Singapore, two. Monkey and Cuandi,"^^ were

equally favorites of possessed Boxers.

Aside from the apparent popularity of eertain gods throughout China,

partly as suggested above beeause of their links to works of historieal fie-

tion of universal appeal, like Journey to the West and the Romanee of the

Three Kingdoms, and partly as a result of the role of the state in late impe-

rial times in promoting eountrywide the worship of sueh gods as Cuandi,'^®

another eharaeteristie of Boxer religious ritual that was less speeifie to the

Boxer experienee than one would suspeet was its martial flavor. Although

Cuandi was possibly the most popular god in the Boxer pantheon,^*^ it is

not elear that this was beeause he was the Cod ofWar; Cuandi may indeed

have been worshiped with partieular intensity in periods of armed eon-

diet, but he happened also, in Duara's words, to be “probably the most

popular god in the villages of North China’’ in general. Conversely, it

appears to be eommon in possession ritual in widely seattered parts of the

Chinese eulture area to appeal for the aid of “heavenly armies,” “eelestial

generals,” and “spirit soldiers” in eountering problems that have no mili-

tary bearing whatever. We have already seen one example of this in the

ease of a medium in the Canton region who ealled on spirit soldiers to

reeover the kidnaped souls of a elient’s ehildren. The daggers that medi-

ums in southern Fujian in the late nineteenth eentury thrust through their

eheeks, upper arms, or shoulders were ealled “general’s heads” [junjiang

tou) and had hilts eonsisting of the head of a eommander of the heavenly

army; sinee the “eelestial generals” these daggers represented were,

aeeording to de Croot, the most “powerful and dangerous enemies” of the

whole range of evil and harmful influenees, when implanted in the body

of the medium they endowed him with all the terrors the eelestial armies

themselves inspired.^'
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Elliott cites other examples from his researeh in Singapore. A mid-twen-

tieth-eentury Singapore medium’s invocation to Sun Wukong (Monkey)
stated m part: “We, your human followers, respeetfully invite you. You ean
ehange into seventy-two different forms. We . . . heseeeh you to deseend
speedily, for we know that when the order is given the Heavenly Army will

come to our aid as quiekly as we hope. Another invoeation, aequired from
the same temple in Singapore and addressed to the Third Prince (San
taizi),s stated: “All your generals are exereising their powers above the altar.

They make sand fly, stones roll and eaves open. Come quickly to cure onr

siekness and save us from misery. May 80,000 soldiers eome riding down
from Heaven. We, your followers, respeetfully invite you.”^^ In an unam-
biguously military eontext. Boxer notiees, as we saw in ehapter 2, also made
frequent referenee to 80,000 or 8 million spirit soldiers deseendmg from
Heaven to help the Boxers extirpate the foreign religion and drive all for-

eigners from China.^ But it seems likely that sueh allusions to divine mili-

tary assistance in the ease of the Boxers represented less a eompletely new
ereation than an adaptation of an already militarized religious ritual to a

historieal setting in whieh real military help happened to be needed.

Popular Attitudes Toward Spirit Possession

An important question that is often raised in diseussions of spirit possession

is: Does possession really occur? Or is it only simulated? There are really

two questions here, one having to do with what the person alleging to have

been possessed believes, the other having to do with what is believed by the

people watehing possession behavior. There is no simple answer to these

questions. Nor should it be assumed that the answer is the same for all eul-

tures or for any one eulture at all times. For example, genuine dissoeiation

IS reported among a number of West Afriean peoples and the Aim of East

Afriea. But among other East Afriean peoples the situation seems more
ambiguous. A former Nyoro medium, aeknowledging a measure of decep-

tion, stated: I thought that all the same it would be good for the patient if

I did what I was required to do.” John Beattie, commenting on this admis-

sion, eonjeetured that the religious ritual or drama” the woman per-

s T'he third son of a general who fought for the Zhon dynasty' in the tw'elfth century b.c.,

the I hird I mice was widely known in Daoist and Buddhist legend for his great strength

and miraculous powers and was a celebrated hero in stories and on the stage.

The number eight, viewed as auspicious in Chinese popular culture, is often found in

Boxer writings.
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no formed might be ''pleasing to the spirits and an effeetive means of influ-

eneing them, even when it is recognized ... to be a dramatic performance,

and not taken to be literally 'true.’
””

John Middleton, on the basis of his study of the Lugbara (also of East

Africa), went a step further, judging the distinction between "real” or "sim-

ulated” possession to be "a somewhat meaningless one”: "Lugbara diviners

are putting on a dramatic performance of some skill, and this would seem

to be as important, if not more so, than [sic] being 'really’ possessed. ... in

Lugbara perhaps no possession is 'real’ in any medical sense, yet is [sic] per-

fectly 'real’ in the context of divination.”^"^

In China we find a comparable spectrum of possibilities. Margery Wolf

has recounted an event that took place in i960 in a northern Taiwanese vil-

lage in which she was carrying on research. A woman in the village sud-

denly began to display symptoms of "mental illness, spirit loss, possession

by a god, and shamanism.” The woman’s fellow villagers, who witnessed

her aberrant behavior, were divided as to whether she had become men-

tally ill, her claims to being possessed only a pathological fantasy, or had

been truly possessed by a god. What is of interest about Wolf’s account is

that the central issue faced by the villagers (at least most of them) was not

whether it was possible to be possessed by a spirit or a god, but whether pos-

session was actually occurring in this instance.'"^ Belief in the possibility of

possession appears to have been a given not only in Wolf’s village in north-

ern Taiwan but in many other parts of the Chinese culture area as well.^^

Certainly this was the case in North China at the turn of the century.

Virtually all accounts of the lightning-quick spread of the Boxer move-

ment, first, in the winter of 1899-1900, from Shandong into Zhili, and,

thereafter, from Zhili into Manchuria, Shanxi, and other areas, refer to the

broad acceptance among the common people of the entire range of Boxer

supernatural claims. A careful observer from Tianjin estimated that eight

out of ten people, including officials, believed that the Boxers were emis-

saries of the gods.^^ Another Chinese chronicler of the movement, from

just west of Tianjin, remarked on the astonishment of observers at the

"whirlwind” speed with which the Boxers spread through the cities and

towns of the entire region from late January 1900: "Youngsters only a few

years old performed the koutou and invited the gods [to possess them].

They had no proper teachers, but their boxing techniques and swords-

manship were as if the result of long training. Their activities spread instan-

taneously and in a completely spontaneous fashion over hundreds of

miles. It seemed a phenomenon incapable of being brought about by

human agency, only by the agency of Heaven.”^®
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Among foreign witnesses, it was rnueh the same. “Though professing to

know nothing beyond the domain of sense,” Robert Hart proclaimed in

1900, “the Chinaman is really an extravagant believer in the supernatural,

and so he readily credits the Boxer with all the powers he claims.”^*^ One of

the more astute missionary observers, Rowena Bird (abcfm), wrote in July

rpoo from T'aigu, Shanxi: One of the strongholds the Boxers have got here

is through superstition— they teach their tactics first to young boys, and
these boys take the lead in every desperate deed, and elder people stand in

awe of them and believe that they have supernatural powers. Then the

rapid spread of the movement springing up as it has in village after village,

hundreds in a day, makes even intelligent people believe it is the revenge

of the gods against the religion that disregards their power.”^*^

Boxer Attitudes Toward Possession

And what of the Boxers themselves? Did they believe that they were truly

possessed by the gods? Or were they only play-acting? Or, as in the case of

the Lugbara diviners discussed by Middleton, was the distinction essen-

tially a “meaningless” one? Although former Boxers, in their references to

the possession ritual in the oral history materials, don’t offer an explicit

answer to this question, there is little doubt in my mind that all of these

alternatives embody some measure of truth. The Boxers, it is important to

remember, were a very heterogeneous movement, including not only ordi-

nary peasants but also Daoist priests, Buddhist monks and nuns, demobi-

lized soldiers, members of martial arts organizations, seasonal farm labor-

ers, transport workers hurt by the advent of the railway and steamship,

urban gang members, and vast numbers of unemployed drifters (youmin)

made destitute by the successive natural disasters that impinged on North

China in the last years of the nineteenth century.^^

Not only did participants in the Boxer movement come from a wide

range of social strata and occupational backgrounds, they also, as one
might expect, brought to their involvement a great diversity of motives.

Poor people sometimes joined the movement to put food into their stom-

achs. Rich people, afraid of being Victimized by the Boxers, established (or

made contributions of grain and money to) altars and boxing grounds as

protection for themselves and their families. Sometimes, as the following

statement by a former Boxer from an affluent Tianjin merchant family

makes clear, they even went further: “My family, in order to obtain pro-

tection, sent me to join up with the Boxers. A few other sons of wealthy

merchants went along with me, also for the purpose of gaining protec-
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112 There were undoubtedly individuals who, as reported with tire-

some regularity by Chinese and foreigners hostile to the Boxers and oeea-

sionally aeknowledged by the Boxers themselves, used their partieipation

in the movement as a eover for the avenging of old grievanees that had

nothing to do with the Boxers' stated aims.^^ And it is no less eertain that

many of the adoleseent males who eonstituted sueh a large proportion of

the movement's following were attraeted by the sheer noise and exeitement

(renao) of beeoming a Boxer, the opportunity to praetiee and attain exper-

tise in the martial arts (espeeially weleome to farmers rendered idle by the

drought),^'’ the exhilaration of performing in front of erowds of eredulous

onlookers, and the satisfaetion that eame from lording it over a population

that, by the summer of 1900, had either beeome supporters of the Boxers

or thoroughly eowed by them.^^ These personal motives, however, did not

neeessarily displaee or eompromise motives of a more publie and widely

shared nature, sueh as loyalty to the dynasty or antiforeignism or the related

eonvietion (diseussed in ehapter 2) that the Boxers had it in their power, by

stamping out foreign influenee, to bring an end to the drought plaguing

mueh of North China at the turn of the eentury.

By the same token, there is no reason in my judgment to assume that only

Boxers who joined the movement out of the “purest" of motives were eapa-

ble of being possessed. My strong suspieion, admittedly unprovable, is that

there was a eontinuum in this respeet that stretehed from those Boxers, on

one end, who eonsistently entered a full tranee state, to those, on the other

end, who deliberately faked possession in order to win over their audienees

or aehieve some other advantage. As an example of the latter, Liu Mengyang

says that, from the time in June 1900 when the rumor beeame widespread in

Tianjin that Cuandi was assisting the Boxers in the fighting then in progress,

there was a veritable epidemie of Boxers elaiming to have been possessed by

this god: “One Boxer bandit attaehed to the Creat Awakening Temple got

into an argument over this with a Boxer bandit from some other plaee, and

neither would give ground. Boxer A said to Boxer B: 'You're just pretending

to be Cuangong,' to whieh Boxer B rejoined: 'You're the one who's doing the

pretending.' Unable to resolve their dispute, they asked a bandit ehieftain to

deeide for them. The bandit ehieftain said: 'I am the one who has been truly

possessed by the spirit of Cuangong. You two are eharlatans. You have the

audaeity to assume the name of another in order to triek people. You should

be killed!' He then brandished his sword and made as if to ehop off their

heads, whereupon A and B refrained from further wrangling."^^

In between the endpoles of those who beeame truly possessed and those

who engaged in out-and-out deeeption were probably the vast majority of
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Boxers who sometimes aehieved a tranee state and sometimes did not, and
who, in a eulture in whieh life” and '^art,” '“reality” and "performanee,”

were so deeply intermeshed, were very possibly ineapable of elearly distin-

guishing the one from the other. David Johnson’s analysis is extremely per-

tinent here. Johnson’s researches into the relationship between "opera”

and ritual have led him to conclude that these two institutions, which he

regards as the "most important institutions of non-elite community life” in

the imperial era, "were profoundly akin because for both, performance was

fundamental. Opera, Johnson continues, "had a great advantage over

ritual as a master metaphor: it portrayed all facets of life, it was intention-

ally life-like.’ As opera became more dominant, religion, and the rest of

Chinese life, began to be 'operaticized.’

The Rapid Spread of Boxer Possession in 1900:

Contributing Faetors

There is one other issue, closely related to the above, that needs to be

touched on briefly before we leave the subject of Boxer possession. "Even
the dogs in the street in West Kerry know that the 'otherworld’ exists,” Irish

poet Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill writes, "and that to be in and out of it con-

stantly is the most natural thing.” In much the same spirit, Katherine

Gould-Martin has observed that Taiwanese "consider it quite easy to go

into trance.”^° Gould-Martin’s assertion— as also Dhomhnaill’s— is about a

specific society or culture. Others have made similar statements about the

circumstantial factors facilitative of possession, irrespective of culture. Can
we point to anything either in the cultural traditions of North China or the

circumstances present in that area in that may have made it

comparably easy” for Boxers to become possessed?

Cheng Xiao has contended that in North China, as compared to the

south, it was relatively easy for the possession ritual to spread. In South

China, according to Cheng, shamanism was a more specialized and struc-

tured phenomenon. The ability to act as a shaman was passed on by teach-

ers to their followers, and, because of the procedures that had to be mas-

tered, it was difficult for the general run of people to "become gods.” In the

north, by contrast, it was much simpler to achieve this end. There were, in

general, no strict rituals or standards to be followed. All that was necessary

to become possessed by a god was to write out charms or recite incanta-

tions, and these were so simple and easy to memorize that even illiterate

people had no trouble mastering them. Thus, when the Spirit Boxers

moved out of Shandong in the winter of 1899-iqoo, the possession ritual
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they took with them eaught on rapidly among the inhabitants of Zhili and

other parts of North China.

Cheng Xiao eites, as an earlier preeedent for the rapid and easy spread

of spirit possession in North China during the Boxer period, a possession

ease involving a Patriareh's Assembly (Zushihui) in Xineheng eounty (in

Baoding prefeeture) in 1826. The originator of the group was one Hu Jijiao

(Oxhorn Hu). Hu had heard that ealling down the gods was an effieaeious

way of healing people, so he made off with a few spirit tablets from a patri-

areh’s hall in another village and set up his own assembly, gathering fol-

lowers and using possession to eure people of their assorted ills. Aeeording

to Zhili Covernor-Ceneral Nayaneheng, who investigated tl)e ease, the

Patriareh’s Assembly migrated from Henan to the Baiyangdian Lake region

in Zhili (just east of Baoding), and from there eontinued to spread north-

ward through one eounty after another. It used the same methods as origi-

nally used by Hu Jijiao; as a result, Nayaneheng eomplained, it was next to

impossible to delve into its aetivities. The model of dissemination followed

by Hu Jijiao's movement, Cheng Xiao eoneludes, had distinet similarities

to that used by the Boxers later on. Both were forms of propagation by ''radi-

ation,” without strong organization or artieulated leadership; people sim-

ply patterned their own behavior after the behavior observed in others.

Part of Cheng Xiao’s argument is that the phenomenon of mass posses-

sion, as it emerged in the first years of the twentieth eentury, not only in the

north but in other parts of China as well, was generally linked to an antifor-

eign agenda. The national erisis of these years was widely pereeived as a

eonsequenee of "foreign aggression,” and calling down the gods for help

and protection against such aggression was the most accessible and power-

ful weapon available to ordinary Chinese caught up in the crisis.^'

I would, as earlier indicated, strongly support this view. However, I

would add to it two other factors that may possibly have had a significant

bearing on the ease with which the possession ritual spread at the turn of

the century. One was the extreme youth of many of the Boxers, as noted in

numerous accounts, both Chinese and foreign. (According to an oral his-

tory informant from the Tianjin area, contemporaries called the Boxers the

tongzijun or tongzituan, "youth army” or "youth militia.’y^ The motives

that attracted adolescent males to the Boxer movement in general also

applied to their participation in the possession ritual. It was exciting. It alle-

viated the anxiety that was the constant companion of many in North

China in 1900. And it afforded an opportunity for a relatively powerless ele-

ment in society to alter dramatically its moral, political, and social position.

Something very similar to this was to happen in the early stages of the
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Cultural Revolution, as adolescent Red Guards, for a brief time, achieved 115

a heady and quite unaccustomed dominance in local Chinese society. It

was very likely also a factor in the part adolescents took in the Salem witch-

craft outbreak of 1692 and the religious revival known as the “Little

Awakening” which began in Northampton, Massachusetts, m 1734. In both

the Salem and Northampton cases, according to one highly regarded

analysis, young people experienced a “breathtaking” “reversal of status,” as

they at least momentarily broke out of their 'normal’ subservient and def-

erential social role to become the de facto leaders of the town and (for

many, at least) the unchallenged source of moral authority.”^^

It may be worth noting that in all of these historical episodes young peo-

ple behaved in ways that were viewed by at least some members of their

surrounding communities as odd or “abnormal.” Given the very different

constructions different societies have placed on “adolescence” (in some

3-2 Child Boxer. Since many Boxers were little more than boys, contempo-
raries often used such terms as “youth army” (tongzijun) and “children’s brigade”

(wawadui) to characterize them. From Yihetuan, vol. 1.
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instances raising the question whether sueh a developmental stage even

existed)/^ I am more than happy to leave it to the child psychologists to

speculate about any general propensity teenagers may have to be experi-

mental in their behavior, to 'dry on different identities/' and so forth. I am
less hesitant, on the other hand, to entertain the view that young people,

in a wide range of eultural settings, may be more inelined than adults to

sueeumb to group pressure, get eaught up in mass movements, even "lose

themselves" in one eraze or another. A psyehologieal link between the

youthfulness of many members of the Boxer movement and the ease with

whieh the possession ritual became a mass phenomenon in 1900 does not

seem at all far-fetehed.

One other aspect of this link that is of interest is the belief apparently

still found in some parts of China that young males have a speeial faeility

for beeoming possessed. It is possible that this belief is related to the

ancient Chinese notion that ehildren who were still virgins possessed an

undisturbed quality that made it easier for them to serve as mouthpieees of

the gods and assist the latter in the eombating of evil.^^ It is worth noting,

in any ease, that a number of widely used terms for spirit medium in the

southern Chinese eulture area inelude the term tong or "youth" (despite

the faet that many mediums today are not male or partieularly young). One

sueh term, introdueed earlier in this ehapter, tongji (Mandarin for tdng-ki),

literally means "youth diviner" or (with the two eharaeters reversed) "divin-

ing youth" and is used in Fujian, Taiwan, Singapore, and elsewhere in the

south. Another, jiangtong, or "the youth into whom [the spirit] descends,"

is encountered in southern Cuangdong. Elliott, writing about Singapore,

states that, although anyone may beeome a spirit medium, "youths of

under twenty are the most suitable candidates," espeeially those with

unfortunate horoseope readings. "Sueh people are expeeted to lead blame-

less but unhappy lives, and to die young. They are ehosen by the shen

[gods] because they ean at least be of value to soeiety by lending their bod-

ies for this purpose."^^

In North China at the turn of the century a similar eonneetion may

have existed in people s minds. Sawara and Ouyin elaimed that when the

Boxers established an altar in Zhili, their primary method of reeruiting

new members was, in a possessed state, to seour the immediate area for

young males. Upon finding sueh persons, they entered their homes and

seized them. If family members protested, the possessing god, speaking

through the month of the Boxer, announeed that the boy in question had

a predestined affinity with the god, whereupon the family dared not resist

further.^^ In Shanxi a CIM missionary reported that in early July a Boxer
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placard posted in Daning called on “schoolboys” to form a “Children’s

Witchcraft Band.”^^ Another Shanxi missionary supplied an interpretation

of this concentration on young lads that was current at the time: “A large

proportion of the Boxers were boys, as they were more susceptible to the

spirits than mature men. Many children were won from among the poorer

people, by the promise of perpetual safety from all calamity if they would
give their sons to this righteous crusade.”^'^ Although a number of histori-

ans of the Boxer movement also have alluded, at least in passing, to the

greater susceptibility of young people to the possession ritual, we still

await a systematic investigation of the importance of this factor in account-

ing for the ritual’s rapid spread across North China in 1900.

A second factor that in all likelihood contributed to this spread has

received even less attention from scholars. I refer to the severe hunger expe-

rienced by large numbers of people in North China at the time. In the liter-

ature on possession, it is interesting to note, a connection is often drawn, in

the most widely disparate cultural settings, between food deprivation and dis-

sociation. “Most Africans who hope to be possessed,” M. J. Field tells us, “are

careful to fast.”®^ Informants in North Palau claim that a person can induce

trance by “fasting and then chewing a large quantity of betel rapidly.”®^

Umbandists in Brazil, although they don’t abstain completely, prepare

themselves for trance by avoiding heavy meals and alcohol on days when
they hold public sessions.®^ Fasting is sometimes part of the preparation fol-

lowed by shamans in Siberia prior to calling on their spirits.®^ And a tdng-ki

in Singapore, according to Elliott, is supposed to vomit all of his food and

experience a significant drop in body temperature before entering trance.^^

In fiction as well we find occasional evocations of a relationship between

food deprivation and dissociation, a classic instance being Wuthering

Heights, in which the demise of the central character Heathcliff is related

to, if not directly brought on by, his refusal in the last four days of his life to

consume any food. During this period, in which he becomes paralyzed—
we might indeed say possessed”— by memories of his “immortal love”

Catherine, Fleathcliff’s manner and expression combine the extremes of

anguish and euphoria. He is described as having an “unnatural . . . appear-

ance of joy under his black brows;’the same bloodless hue, and his teeth vis-

ible, now and then, in a kind of smile; his frame shivering, not as one shiv-

ers with chill or weakness, but as a tight-stretched cord vibrates— a strong

trilling, rather than trembling.” “I’m animated with hunger,” he observes,

“and, seemingly, I must not eat.”^^

I here is, in short, persuasive evidence of a direct physiological connec-

tion between food deprivation and altered consciousness, the onset of dis-
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118 sociation conceivably being faeilitated by the lowered blood-sugar level

resulting from abstention from food.®^ Although food deprivation in the

above eases was, with the possible exeeption of Heatheliffs, self-indueed,®^

there is no reason why the same physiologieal relationship should not per-

tain in the eontext of involuntary hunger, as experieneed by the inhabi-

tants of North China at the turn of the eentury.^'^ There is, moreover, the

further possibility, elearly relevant to the latter group, that possession,

through release of the body's natural painkillers, the beta endorphins,*^®

may reduee the pain of hunger, thus serving as a kind of self-therapy.

The biophysieal linkages between hunger and tranee remain poorly

understood. Mueh better doeumented are the psyehologieal eonnections

between the two. Sometimes these are eulturally patterned in distinetive

ways. For example, among the Ojibwa Indians of North Ameriea, who are

hunters and gatherers, failure in the quest for food provokes a double anx-

iety, resulting in part from the threat of starvation and in part from the low-

ered self-esteem of the unsueeessful food-provider; this anxiety is alleviated

by a form of therapeutie possession (by the wiitiko spirit), whieh is aeeom-

panied by the ravenous eonsumption of food. An analogous therapeutie

possession oeeurs among the Gurage of Ethiopia in response to the intense

anxiety experieneed by Gurage men (again for soeial as well as physiolog-

ieal reasons) in eonneetion with prolonged food deprivation.®^ But, as

William A. Shaek who has studied the Gurage observes, although there

may be good '"soeial anthropologieal explanations of spirit possession

among soeially deprived persons . .
. ,

the bread and butter issue is that an

empty belly and gnawing hunger pains will stimulate anxiety behaviour

among most normal men in any soeiety."®^

This, eertainly, appears to have been the ease in North China in rqoo.

The epidemie of spirit possession that took plaee in eonneetion with the

spread of the Boxer movement aeross the region was unquestionably a reli-

gious phenomenon. But it was also anxiety behavior of the first magni-

tude.®^ The vast majority of individuals who partieipated in the "possession

eraze" {jiangshen rc)®^ of the time were not aeeustomed in their previous

existenees to being possessed by the gods; they got eaught up in sueh

behavior now owing to a number of faetors, among whieh hunger anxi-

ety— along with the desire to use supernatural sanetions against those

deemed responsible for the hunger®^— may well have been paramount.



CHAPTER 4

Magic and Female Pollution

At midnight on the eighteenth day [June 14, 1900] three churches [in

Tianjin s Chinese city], the one inside the West Gate, the one in front of the

garrison headquarters, and the one at the entrance to the granary, were

burned down by the Boxer bandits. . . . While the church at the granary

entrance was burning, the flames spread to a dozen or so private residences

next door and across the street. The bandits passed the word around that, just

as they were setting fire to the church in question, some woman from across

the way had come out of her home and spilled dirty water. Their magic was

therefore destroyed, and the misfortune extended [beyond the church]. On
the basis of this [explanation], the families whose homes had been burned

down didn’t resent the Boxer bandits; they all cursed the woman. People who
have complete faith in the Boxer bandits’ claims say that, as [the Boxers]

were on the point of setting fire to the churches, several dozen Red Lanterns

ascended high into the air and circled around each church once. After this

the Boxer teacher recited an incantation and pointed toward the doorway of

the church with a stick of incense, at which point the fire started. . . .

After burning down these churches, the Boxer bandits issued orders to all

families not to eat meat for three days. They also instructed women not to go

out of their homes at night and not to throw dirty water into their courtyards,

lest they give offense to the gods and incur blame. ...

On the twenty-second day [June 18], from early morning until noon, the

sound of gunfire was constant. Supporters of the Boxer bandits said: “When
the fighting began between the Boxers and the foreigners, the foreigners were

unable to hold their own. Then, suddenly, in the midst of the foreign army

there stood a naked woman. The Boxers’ magical powers were thwarted, and

they dared not advance.”

Liu Mengyang, resident of Tianjin^

Boxer Magic and the Question of Efficacy

Chinese, as well as foreigners, who have written on the Boxer movement,
either as eontemporary witnesses or latter-day seholars, have eonsistently—
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120 it sometimes seems almost instinetively— ridieuled the movement’s

vaunted magieal powers. Ai Sheng, a native of Dingxing eounty, southwest

of Beijing, for example, reeounted an ineident in whieh several hundred

Boxers set fire to a few dozen Christian homes in a village (Cangju) in the

eounty in May 1900. While the fire burned, a strong wind rose up and

fanned the flames. Everyone in the village said that this was beeause of the

magie wrought by a group of Red Lanterns who had ereeted a mat shed

near the site of the fire. ''While the Red Lanterns slept in the shed,” they

reported, "their souls mounted to the elouds and ealled on the strange

wind to help [the Boxers] in battle.” Ai Sheng later interrogated the regi-

ment eommander who investigated the ineident: "When you went to

Cangju and pulled the Red Lantern women out [of their shed] and

stripped them of their elothes and flogged them with a large whip until

their flesh was raw, did you see any evidenee of their being able to ride the

elouds?” The regiment eommander smiled and did not respond.^

This moeking stanee has, for reasons that are plain enough, been dis-

played with greatest frequeney in eonneetion with the Boxers’ invulnera-

bility elaims. "If the bandits’ magie ean proteet against gunfire,” the

staunehly anti-Boxer offieial Yuan Chang intoned, "how IS it that on the

seventeenth and eighteenth days [of the fifth month of gengzi, i.e., June

13-14, 1900], when the bandits launehed repeated assaults against the lega-

tion quarters on East Jiaomin Lane [Legation Street], the foreign soldiers’

firing instantly killed several bandits?”^ The Ameriean missionary, Luella

Miner, after reporting that a band of thirty to forty Boxers had seattered

when fired on by marines in Beijing on June 14, quipped: "These bullet-

proof Boxers don’t seem to like the smell of foreign powder!”^ And, along

similar lines, L. W. S. O’Neill of the Irish Presbyterian Mission in

Manehuria wrote in early July 1900: "Young girls also enter the [Boxer]

Soeiety, and they espeeially are said to be bullet-proof. On the oeeasion of

[the] first attaek at Tiehling [Tieling] the Chinese troops were led by a

maiden on horsebaek. She was shot in the head, and died, of eourse. But

the story was that she beeame alive again.”^

Chinese seholars in the late twentieth eentury, while honoring the

Boxers for their patriotie resistanee to foreign aggression, have been equally

dismissive of Boxer magieal elaims. "The 'magieal powers’ of the Boxers

weren’t magie at all,” writes one historian, "they were simply a eombination

of traditional qigong, soreery, and martial arts. Although that aeelaimed

mystery of mysteries, the Boxer teehnique of rendering oneself impenetra-

ble to swords and spears [daoqiang bum], had a eredible eomponent, it was

mostly a matter of deliberate exaggeration and artful deeeption.”^
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The assault on Boxer magieal elaims is remarkable for two reasons.

First, there is its astonishing eonsisteney, all the more striking beeause of

the diverse quarters from whieh it has emanated. Skeptieal Confucian
elites in the late Qing pereeived Boxer magie as evidenee of the eredn-

lousness of the “ignorant populaee.” Christian missionaries, operating on
the eomfortable assumption that people outside the West “know no true

spiritual religion,’’^ dismissed Boxer magie as rank superstition. Seholars in

the People s Republie of China, friends neither of Confueian elites nor of

Christian missionaries, have taken from the former the view of Boxer

magie as an expression of the generally “low eultural levek’ of the Chinese

people at the time,® and from the latter the eharaeterization of it as “super-

stition (though more, to be sure, in the sense of its being unseientifie than

of its being the handiwork of Satan). And yet, despite their differenees, for

ah^of these erities, the bottom-line standard to whieh Boxer magie has been

held— and against whieh it has invariably been found wanting— has been

empirieal effieaey. As Ai Sheng expressed it, the Boxers' invulnerability rit-

uals “frequently worked in ineonsequential trials but not in real fighting."^^

The trouble with the empirieal-effieaey test— and this is the seeond

remarkable aspeet of the attaeks on Boxer magie— is that it largely misses

the point. When the rites of medieval Catholies failed to result in miraeles,

people didn’t stop performing them. When Protestant prayers for deliver-

anee in the summer of 1900 went unanswered, the Christian faith of those

who survived often beeame even stronger. Prayers and other eeremonies

designed to induee rain sometimes “work” and sometimes don’t, yet it

seems an invariable rule the world over that when drought eonditions pre-

vail, the stoek of rainmakers goes up. And, on a more mundane level, it

often takes but a single victory to convince sports fans and players that

“wearing a certain article of clothing, or doing or not doing a particular act

can influence the results of a game,”^° despite repeated empirical proof that

it does not. Empirical efficacy, as a test of magico-religious validity, is the

ultimate cheap shot and as such has been universally used to discredit

other people’s beliefs. And yet people, even of “high cultural level,” con-

tinue to believe. They continue to make, as hardheaded psychologists who
study superstition are wont to put- it, “false correlations betw^een a particu-

lar act and a particular result.”'’ Why?
This is a difficult question, and it is answered differently in different reli-

gious settings. One answer questions the very premise on which the chal-

lenge to magico-religious ritual is often founded, to wit, that such ritual

must be immediately and discernibly efficacious. Thus, Mary Douglas

writes of the Dinka herdspeople of the southern Sudan; “Of course Dinka
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122 hope that their rites will suspend the natural eourse of events. Of eourse

they hope that rain rituals will eause rain, healing rituals avert death, har-

vest rituals produee erops. But instrumental efficaey is not the only kind of

effieaey to be derived from their symbolie aetion. The other kind is

aehieved in the aetion itself, in the assertions it makes and the experienee

whieh bears its imprinting.’' “So far from being meaningless,” Douglas

adds, “it is primitive magie whieh gives meaning to existenee.”^^

In responding to the same question, Christian missionaries at the turn

of the eentury, although they would not have disagreed entirely with

Douglas’s formulation (assuming replaeement of the phrase “primitive

magie” by the term “prayer”), would eertainly have put the emphasis else-

where. Prayer, for Christians, might indeed inform existenee with subjee-

tive meaning. But the inner logie of events, in objeetive terms, was know-

able only to God. God eould be eounted on to “bring forth the good to the

greatest number,”^"’ and one eould be eertain that, whatever transpired, in

the end it would be for the furtheranee of His Kingdom. But, in the daily

workings ofhuman life. His plan was often beyond eomprehension, and all

Ghristians eould do in the faee of this was trust in it absolutely, even when

their prayers were of no avail.

The Boxers had yet other ways of aeeounting for the ineffieacy of their

rituals without imperiling the belief system on whieh they were based.

Sometimes, when Boxer rituals failed to work properly, it was explained in

terms of the insuffieient training or insincerity or spiritual inadequacy (or

impurity) of the person enacting them. But much more often, as we shall

see presently, the Boxers pointed to sources of pollution in the external

environment, countervailing magical forces that had the power to

the efficacy of the Boxers’ own magic.

For all that separated the Dinka, the Ghristians, and the Boxers, in the

ways in which they dealt with the issue of ritual efficacy, there was one

thing that drew them— and perhaps all other religious practitioners—
tightly together. Their religious and magical practices had as a paramount

goal the affording of protection and emotional security in the face of a

future that was indeterminate and fraught with danger and risk. Through

their rituals, each sought to exercise some degree of control over the uncer-

tainty— or, as I called it earlier, the outcome-blindness— that is one of the

defining marks of human experience.'^

destroy

Magic as a Means of Environmental Control: Fighting and Burning

The resourcefulness of the Boxers in this regard— the array of magico-reli-

gioiis means they used to control their immediate environment, to make it
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less dangerous, more predietable— was impressive. The two areas of aetiv-

ity in whieh Boxer magie was deployed most extensively were, not surpris-

ingly, also the ones in whieh the danger, either to individual Boxers or to

the Boxer eause, happened to he greatest. I refer to fighting, mainly against

Chinese Christians and foreign expeditionary forees, and to the destrue-

tion hy burning of ehurehes and the homes and shops of native Christians.

The need for magieal proteetion in the ease of the former aetivity was self-

evident.^^ In the ease of the latter, it was more indireet, having to do with

the Boxers relationship to the popnlation of a given loeale. If the Boxers

were able to burn down Christian buildings through magieal means, this

would redound to the eredit of the movement and garner loeal support. If,

on the other hand, the fires they set, by whatever means, spread to the

homes and shops of non-Christians, the Boxers ran a substantial risk of

ineurring popular enmity.

The Boxers were reported to have eommand of a wide range of magieal

skills in eombat situations, apart from their possession-eonferred invulner-

ability powers. Frequently, as they were about to go into battle, they

ehanted rhymed ineantations, sueh as the following (whieh was widely

used in Yanqing, Huailai, and other eounties northwest of Beijing in the

summer of 1900): “Diseiples in the world of men, stop up the barrels of

guns; guns m unison sound, bullets seatter all hound.”'^ Many Tianjin res-

idents apparently aeeepted the elaim that when a rank-and-file Boxer

received a bullet or shell wound the teacher had only to rub it and it healed

instantly, and the additional claim that when a Boxer was killed in action

it was only necessary to recite an incantation to restore him to life. The
magical skills of some Boxer teachers and brother-disciples were more
highly developed still: approaching bullets and shells simply followed the

contours of their clothing and dropped harmlessly to the ground,'® or, alter-

natively, the foreigners’ guns were stopped up so that they were unable to

fire.''^ In Beijing it was said that when the Boxers went into battle, men and

horses were more than ten feet tall and the swords of the former were so

numerous that it was impossible to resist them. Like their brothers in

Tianjin, moreover, when bullets struck their clothing, they rolled off like

rain drops, not injuring them in the slightest.^''

Cao Futian and Zhang Decheng, the top Boxer commanders in the

Tianjin region, were alleged to have exceptional magical powers. They
were able to make themselves invisible and to disappear into the earth.

They had the power to he in two places at once. While they slept their souls

roamed about and reconnoitered foreign troop deployments. When Cao
Futian went into battle, he carried in his hand a millet stalk two feet long

which, he said, was really a precious sword given him hy the Jade Emperor;
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all he had to do was point the stalk in the enemy’s direetion and one after

another their heads fell to the ground. In a similar vein, aeeording to one

former Boxer, Cao is said to have announeed to his men, as they were

advaneing toward the Laolongtou Railway Station to attaek the Russians:

“All ofyou who are empty-handed, with no weapon, take a stalk oigaoliang

4.1 AND 4.2 Boxer Leaders in Tianjin Area. Zhang Decheng and Cao Futian

(on horseback). The banner next to Zhang’s sedan chair is inscribed “Number One

Unit Under fieaven,” the name of the famous Boxer altar Zhang founded in Duliu

in spring 1900. From Jing-]in quanfei jiliie.
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and continue your forward advance. When you get to the front lines, it will 125

turn into a real gun [or spear]

No less powerful than the magie of Cao and Zhang was that of the

female auxiliaries of the Boxers, the Red Lanterns. These young women
and girls, it was maintained, were able to protect the Boxers during eom-
bat. “Eaeh time we went into battle,” a former Boxer reealled, “a brother-

disciple would hold a pieee of rope in his hand and . . . direet the fighting.

The Boxers would fight down below, while the Red Lanterns would watch

from above, appearing, suspended in the sky, no larger than a ehieken’s

They could send swords flying through the air without looking and
from a distance lop off enemy heads. They were also able to hurl bolts of

fire and, using their magie, make off with the serews holding together the

foreigners’ artillery. When the Red Lanterns stood ereet and did not move,

their souls left them and engaged in battle. Foreign guns were paralyzed in
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126 their presence. They also had extraordinary healing and restorative pow-

ers. Zhao Qing, a former Red Lantern from Ziya in Jinghai county,

recalled that, once the senior sister-disciple of the Ziya Red Lantern altar

had gone into trance, all she had to do was clap her hands in the direction

of a sick person and the person became well. The leading Red Lantern in

Tianjin, Huanglian shengmu (Holy Mother of the Yellow Lotus), was said

to be able to heal wounds by sprinkling clear water on them; she also had

the power, by rubbing the bodies of the dead, to restore them to life.^^

Arson in China at the turn of the century, especially in cities like

Tianjin and Beijing, where homes and shops were often flimsily con-

structed and crowded together in close proximity, was exceptionally hard

to control. The Boxers, therefore, had to take special magical measures to

contain the fires they set in these cities. Liu Yitong, who was more recep-

tive to Boxer claims than most Chinese elites, insisted that the Boxers had

a remarkable capacity to know which homes belonged to Christians and

which did not and that, by burning slips of paper and invoking the help

of their gods, they were able to ensure that only the former were burned

down. As an example, Liu recounted an incident in which the Boxers on

June 9-10 set fire to two churches in Tongzhou (some miles east of the

capital). One of the churches was located very close to a granary. The
local magistrate performed a koutou in the direction of the fire and

prayed to the gods to protect the granary. Suddenly, as it was related to

Liu, there appeared in the air a god in golden armor who stood atop the

flames and then disappeared. Neither the granary nor the homes on

either side of the church were damaged. Everyone said it was Cuandi

making his power manifest.^^

Tang Yan, a skeptical visitor to Beijing from Jiangnan, reported that on

June 13 the Boxers set fire to a church in the eastern section of the capital.

Tang was not present at the scene. But everyone, according to his account,

said that all they saw was the senior brother-disciple of the Boxers reciting

incantations over and over again in front of the church, whereupon all of a

sudden the fire broke out. They also said that the fire didn’t spread to the

homes of neighbors on either side of the church and that only church mem-
bers were killed in the conflagration.^^ Thinking this most bizarre, on the

next day Tang Yan himself watched as the Boxers set fire to two churches.

There was a sizable crowd of onlookers, he reported, all shouting their

encouragement. Yet the owners of the homes nearby were content to burn

incense outside their doors, seemingly secure in the faith that they would

not be harmed. As of mid-June, it would appear, there was still a high level

of acceptance of Boxer claims on the part of the Beijing populace.
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One of the more detailed general aceounts of the Boxers’ fire-setting

methods was supplied by Zhongfang Shi. First, aeeording to him, the

Boxers ealled down their gods to possess them. Immediately thereafter their

eountenanees ehanged. They looked very angry and appeared strong

enough to lift a weight of one thousand jin. They made huffing and puff-

ing sounds. Then they grasped double-edged swords and pointed them in

the direetiori of the homes of non-Christians for the purpose of safeguard-

ing these homes from the flames. After doing this, they eaeh held a long

stiek of burning ineense and knelt in a row in front of the home to be

burned down. Bystanders were also ordered to kneel. The Boxers, with

their burning ineense stieks in their hands, then performed the koutou,

mumbled ineantations, and threw the ineense stieks into the home desig-

nated for destruetion. The home immediately burst into flames. If anyone

tried to extinguish the fire, the Boxers, assuming this person to be a Chris-

tian, seized him and had him put to death.

There were also aeeounts of more powerful ineendiary teehniques avail-

able to the Boxers. It was reported, for example, that when they destroyed

the seetion of the Bei jing-Baoding railway running from Liulihe to the eap-

ital on May 28, they simply went along the traeks pointing stieks oigaoliang

and shouting “burn, burn” (shao, shao), whereupon the traeks burst into

flame.

A

Boxer teaeher in a eertain eounty was said to be able to set fire

to churehes by reeiting an ineantation, stamping his foot on the ground,

and shouting burn.”^^ A former Boxer from Tianjin reealled that when the

Boxers burned ehurches m that eity, all they had to do was point at their

target and it would eateh fire.^^ An eyewitness to the burning on June 14 of

the large ehureh at the base of the wall inside Xuanwu Cate in the eapital

reported that the Boxer leader stuek a eharm written on yellow paper on

the ehureh door, then waved a red banner and shouted “burn,” at whieh
point the fire broke out.^^ Other Boxers were able to set fire to people’s

homes by simply bowing three times with hands elasped, while faeing

southeast, and shouting “burn, burn, burn.”^^

The most powerful magie of all, in ineendiary as in eombat aetivities,

was that possessed by the Red Lanterns, whose specialties— possibly reflect-

ing a response to the “world-shrinking” magic implicit in the telegraph,

powerful weaponry, and steamships of the foreigners— were flying and

controlling the strength and direction of the wind. One observer reported

on June 8 from the capital that there had been much talk of late about

these young women, who every night between the hours of nine and one

were said to cruise through the heavens and serve as intermediaries in the

setting of fires; it was for this reason, people said, that there had been such
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an increase in the number of ehurehes and Christian homes burned down
in the Beijing aread^

On June i8 during the fighting in Tianjin a dust storm made the blaze

in the foreign seetion of the eity (eaused by Chinese gunfire) burn with

great intensity. Boxer supporters, aeeording to Liu Mengyang, eireulated

word that the fires had been set by the magie of the Boxer teaeher and that

Red Lanterns perehed on the southeastern corner of the city wall, by wav-

ing their red fans, had made the fires burn all the more fiereely. Upon hear-

ing this, people repeatedly offered up prayers to the Buddha.

The most impressive elaims with respeet to the incendiary magie of the

Red Lanterns related to their ability, by waving their fans, to fly. Mer beeom-

ing aeeomplished at this, they soared through the sky to other lands where

they set fire to foreign buildings and homes. By mid-June, aeeording to one

tally, sixteen of eighteen foreign eountries had already been destroyed by this

means. In a variation on the same theme, young women elad entirely in red

and with red kerehiefs in their hands were said to have deseended from the

heavens in Baoding. When they threw them, their red kerehiefs turned into

red lanterns, and with red lanterns everywhere a great fire instantly ignited.

The Frustration of Boxer Magie; Female Pollution

Boxer magieal rituals, of eourse, frequently did not have their desired

effeet, and in sueh instanees the Boxers were regularly ealled upon to

explain why. Sometimes, as already noted, they did this by pointing to

some moral failing in the person performing (or otherwise involved in) the

ritual. When a Boxer was killed in the fighting in Tianjin, for example, and

people asked the Boxer teaeher how it was that, if the Boxers were invul-

nerable to bullets, there were still easualties among them, the teaeher

replied that the person in question must have been a eorrupt man and

therefore the gods would not possess him.^° A speeifie instanee of this was

reealled by a former Boxer from the Tianjin area, who said that one day he

had seen a senior brother-diseiple take part in the beating of a fat man,

without making any effort to verify that the man was a Christian {ermaozi

zhiyan).^ Later, in the fighting at Zhangjiawo, the senior brother-diseiple’s

invulnerability teehniques didn’t work and he was wounded by a foreign

Maozi, or “hairy person,” in late Qing times was a derogatory eolloquialism for West-

erners; ermaozi (“secondary hairy person”) generally referred to Chinese Christians or

to other Chinese who were in the employ of or had dealings with Westerners. Zhiyan

(“straight eye”) was an epithet for Chinese Christians which appears to have been used

mainly in the Tianjin area.
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bullet.-^’ Along similar lines, when the Holy Mother of the Yellow Lotus’s

healing methods were of no avail, she is said to have asserted; H^his person

has eommitted transgressions in his life. The gods will not help and there-

fore he eannot be made better.”^^ Oeeasionally, the Boxers attributed the

failure of their magie to a malfunction m cosmic timing. In late June some-
one asked Cao Futian to explain why, although the fighting had gone on
for a long time already, the Boxers still hadn’t been able to destroy Zizhulin

(the foreign concession area in Tianjin). Cao replied that the Boxers had
confronted the foreigners prematurely, that the proper time had not yet

arrived, and that it was therefore impossible to destroy Zizhulin. The
proper time, he added, would be the eighth month.'^^

Far more often, the Boxers accounted for the inefficacy of their magic
by reference to something m the environment that, because of its dirtiness

or impurity, was inimical to it. After being defeated on July 4 in a battle in

Tianjin that took place during a downpour, the Boxers said that, because of

the heavy rains, the gods had refused to possess them {shen bu fushen)P‘^ On
the morning of June 16 the Boxers set fire to a foreign-affiliated building in

the southern section of the capital. The manager of a neighboring estab-

lishment, apparently fearful that the fire would spread, tried to douse the

flames with urine from a chamberpot that happened to be sitting nearby.

This provoked the anger of the gods, according to the Boxers, and the fire

quickly spread to many other buildings. When the Boxers found out who
had splashed the urine, they are said to have seized him and thrown him
into the flames. But it was already too late.^^

A more detailed account of this conflagration, which resulted in the

destruction, according to official estimates, of over 1,800 shops and "7,000

homes in one of Beijing’s most affluent districts,^^ was supplied by Nigel

Oliphant, a British employee in the Chinese postal service:

It appeared that the Boxers first intended only to burn the patent medieine

stores, where the fire started. Their leader explained to the erowd that by

standing round the burning buildings and holding their hands in a eertain

way with the fingers elose together, and also by muttering eertain eharms,

they would prevent the fire from spreading to the adjoining buildings. Later

on, when a theatre next door eaiight, the people aeeiised them of being

frauds; but they explained by saying that one of the erowd had thrown a

bueket of dirty water on one of the burning houses, and that their leader,

notieing this aet of insolenee, had opened his fingers, and that now the fire

must be allowed to do its worst.'^^

Dirty water, as a destroyer of magic, was unquestionably related in Boxer
minds to the most powerful magic-inhibitor of all: women,'^^ and more par-
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ticularly uncleanness in women, a eategory that, for the Boxers, ineluded

everything from menstrual or fetal blood to nakedness to pubie hair. Water

was of eourse a symbol of yin, the primeval female prineiple in China, and

there was a long-held belief that the symbolie representations of yin eould

be used to overeome the effeets of sueh phenomena as fire (ineluding gun-

fire), whieh was symbolie of the male prineiple, yang^"^ Several groups of

rebels in the late Ming had used women to suppress the firepower of gov-

ernment troops. During the insurgency of 1774 in Shandong, Wang Lun s

forces used an array of magieal techniques, ineluding strange ineantations

and women soldiers waving white fans, in their assault on Linqing. The

imperial defenders of the eity were at first frustrated by the effeetiveness of

the rebels’ fighting taeties. An old soldier, however, eame to the reseue with

th is adviee: 'Tet a prostitute go up on the wall and take off her under-

elothing ... we will nse yin power to eounter their spells.” When this pro-

posal was earried out and proved effeetive, the government side adopted

additional measures of a like sort, including, as later reeounted by Wang
Lun himself, “women wearing red elothing bnt naked from the waist

down, bleeding and urinating in order to destroy our power.”^^

Sueh magie-destroying strategies were elearly well established in

Chinese minds. The nurse who took eare of the famous writer Lu Xun
when he was a little boy onee told him the following story about her expe-

rienee with the Taiping rebels: “When government troops eame to attaek

the eity, the Long Hairs [the Taipings] would make us take off our trousers

and stand in a line on the eity wall, for then the army’s eannon could not

be fired. If they fired then, the eannon would burst!”^^ More generally, the

Taiping praetiee of strietly segregating males and females, until the insur-

geney was over, was almost eertainly related to fear of the subversive prop-

erties of the yin prineiple in a eombat environment.”

The power of women, above all menstruating women, to eounter ritual

effieaey— a power eommonly eneountered in other eultures as well”—
eontinued to be widely reeognized in the twentieth eentury. When invul-

nerability rituals were in progress among the Red Spears, females were for-

bidden to look, as it was held that “if a female (the yin element) watehed,

the spirit would never deseend into the male’s body.”” In Singapore it was

said that if a tdng-ki ent himself as part of his tranee performanee and there

happened to be a menstruating woman nearby, he might have great diffi-

eulty stopping the bleeding.”A similar danger was reported by Emily Ahern

for the northern Taiwanese village in whieh she earried on her researeh.

From time to time, aeeording to Ahern, the villagers believed it neeessary

to purify the image of one or another of their gods by earrying it over a bed
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of hot coals. Ordinarily^ the men who performed this firewalk were not

bnrned, despite being barefooted, beeause the god’s spirit possessed them.
The presenee of a menstruating woman, however, eoiild prevent the god’s

spirit from entering them and their feet might be severely burned.

At issue in all of these eases was, to borrow Ahern’s phrasing, “the gods’

extreme sensitivity to pollution. For the Boxers, completely dependent as

they were on the gods but unable in the last analysis to ensure a pollution-

free environment for them to operate in, this turned out to be a major
stumbling bloek.^'^ When the flames from burning ehurehes in Tianjin on
June izj. spread to non-Christian homes in the vicinity, the Boxers’ explana-

tion, as presented in Liu Mengyang’s ehroniele (exeerpted at the beginning
of this ehapter), was that a woman had eome out of her home and splashed

dirty water on the ground. Other loeal aeeounts of the same event omitted

the referenee to dirty water and gave as the Boxers’ explanation of the dis-

aster either simply that a woman had eome out of her home or that there

were women m the neighborhood who were unelean” (wuhui) and that

this had “destroyed the magie” {baifa).^^

On June i6, the date of the great fire in the eapital, Liu Yitong reported,

there were two water vats loeated at one end of the bridge at Zhengyang
Gate (popularly known as Qian Gate). As the Boxers together with the fire

brigade were about to try to put out the blaze, an old woman led four young
girls over to the water vats. They knelt around them and by some mysteri-

ous means eounteraeted the power of the gods. The water vats broke, the

buildings in the Zhengyang Gate area burned down, and several thousand
homes outside the gate also were redueed to rubble.^'

Although in the seeond of these two lapses in Boxer ineendiary magie,

women apparently operated as intentional polluters, it was mueh more
eommon, as in the first, for them to be portrayed as unintentional ones (or,

as Mary Douglas says at one point, “involuntary sonree[s] of danger”). In

eontrast with this, in most of the examples that we have of female pollution

m eombat or eombat-related situations, the pollution was elearly inten-

tional, women— or, what amounted to the same thing, some objeet assoei-

ated with women— being used by the Boxers’ enemies to overeome them.

The Boxers regularly attributed the easiialties they suffered in fighting

with the foreigners in Tianjin to the latter’s plaeement of a naked woman
in the midst or in front of their forees, whieh broke the power of the Boxers’

magie.^^ The story was also eireiilated and widely believed by the popnlaee
that a naked woman straddled each of the many eannon mounted in the

foreign buildings in Zizhulin, making it impossible for the “gunfire-

repelling magie” {hipao zhi fa) of the Boxers to work properly.
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According to another story that made the rounds in Tianjin in early

June, when Nie Shieheng (who, it will be reealled, was firmly anti-Boxer)

was preparing to engage the Boxers in battle, he was fearful of their magie

and therefore had the proprietor of a riee shop in the eity go to the red-light

distriet to obtain a supply of menstrual eloths (jingbu). The Boxers main-

tained that when they fought Nie s army the offieers and soldiers all had the

eloths wrapped around their neeks, as a result of which the power of the

Boxers’ magie was broken (po qi fa) and they sustained heavy easualties.^^

The most frequent referenees to the polluting power of women in

Beijing were in eonneetion with the Boxers’ siege of the Northern

Cathedral, in whieh approximately 3,400 people, mostly Chinese Catho-

lies, more than half of them women and girls, had taken refuge in June.^^

Among the various explanations the Boxers are said to have offered for their

repeated failures to take the eathedral and the heavy losses they suffered in

these attempts were the following: Naked women had eome out of the

building. The defenders had hung the skins ofwomen [furen pi) and other

“dirty things” (huiwu) from the spires (tacties also employed, it was alleged,

in the defense of the foreign legations). Naked women were nailed to the

ehurch faeade. Countless naked women with “dirty things” in their hands

stood on top of the walls. The foreigners had eut open the bellies of preg-

nant women and nailed them to the building. The foreign defenders had

a “ten-thousand woman flag” {wan nil mao), woven from women’s pubie

hair, which, when they used it to direet the fighting from the ehureh

steeple, prevented the Boxers’ gods from possessing them.^^

From the perspeetive of the Boxers, the fighting they were engaged in

in the summer of 1900 was not to be understood as a military eonflict in

the eonventional sense (eonventional, that is to say, in our sense). Much
more fundamentally, it was to be seen as a eontest to determine whose

magieal skills— and by extension, in the ease of foreign and Chinese

Christian adversaries, whose gods— were more powerful and would pre-

vail. There is some evidenee, it is interesting to note, that the Christian

antagonists of the Boxers operated from a broadly similar perspeetive:

Chinese Catholie survivors in southeastern Zhili apparently believed that

the appearanee of the Virgin Mary above their ehureh was instrumental in

proteeting them from a number of Boxer attaeks between December 1899

and July 1900,^® and foreign missionaries, threatened by fire, regularly

attributed life-saving shifts in the direetion or strength of the wind to the

hand of Cod.^*^ For their part, the Boxers, when they experieneed setbaeks,

at the hands of Chinese government troops (prior to the throne’s “deelara-

tion of war” against the foreign powers) or foreign forees or armed Chris-
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tians, attributed them not to their adversaries’ superior firepower but,

almost invariably, to their more effeetive magie. Repeatedly, we are told.

Boxer efforts to overpower ehurehes in southeastern Zhili were thwarted

by the image of a white-elad woman, whose presenee stopped them in

their traeks and deprived them of their powers7*^ And the white-bearded

leader of the Catholie defenders of the Northern Cathedral, Bishop Favier,

was transformed into a ''devil prinee” {guiwang), two hundred years of age,

who, in addition to being highly skilled as a strategist, praetieed sorcery,

was expert at divination, had the power to render himself invulnerable by

daubing his forehead with menstrnal blood, and had gained complete

ascendancy over the minds of the other "devils.”^^

4.3 Bishop Favier. From
J. Freri, ed.. The Heart ofPekin: Bishop A. Favier s Diary

of the Siege, May-August igoo.
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A similar sort of analysis can, I believe, be made with respeet to the

Boxers' ineendiary aetivities. These aetivities were, from the Boxer point of

view, not something separate from the larger eonfliet in whieh they were

engaged; indeed, given the primitive state of their weaponry, arson was,

quite literally, the most potent form of firepower generally available to the

Boxersd^ There was, however, one erueial differenee between the magieal

dimension of fighting and the magieal dimension of burning. In the ease

of the latter, the polluting forees that thwarted the Boxers' magie were for

the most part not, as in the ease of the former, deliberately brought into

play; rather, they appear to have been inadvertent, introdueed as often as

not by people who were supporters of the Boxers (or at least wished it to

appear as sueh).

Measures to Ensure the Effieaey of Boxer Magie

Despite this difference, the measures adopted by the Boxers to eounter the

agents of pollution that threatened their magieal powers did not elearly dif-

ferentiate between intentional and inadvertent pollution. The effects of the

pollution, after all, were the same either way. All the Boxers eould do,

therefore, was to take any and all available preeautionary steps to negate

these effeets and fashion as favorable an environment as possible for the

operation of their magie.

To aecomplish this purpose, the Boxers in the summer of 1900, in the

repeated instruetions they issued to the populations under their eontrol

(most eonspieuously, though by no means exelusively, in Beijing and

Tianjin), had reeourse alternately to intimidation, appeals to the ealamity-

aversion psyehology ofpeople and their instinet for self-preservation, and to

elaims on the populace's overall support of the Boxer cause. On the last day

of the fifth month, for example, the Boxers sent people through the streets

ofTianjin shouting out orders that all households were to burn ineense and

ehange the following day from the first day of the sixth to the first day of the

eighth month, the number eight being viewed as auspieious and the eighth

month as the most propitious time for the Boxers to vanquish their ene-

mies. Cao Futian and Zhang Deeheng announeed that with this ealendri-

eal change, before three days had passed, they would destroy Zizhulin and

drive the foreigners to the sea. All Tianjin residents, aeeording to one

aeeount, aceommodated themselves to the ehange. Even pawnshops wrote

'"eighth month" instead of "sixth month" on the tiekets they issued their

eustomers. No one dared any longer to refer to the sixth month.^^

To maximize the number of people reaehed by their instruetions, the

Boxers frequently coneluded their plaeards with one or another version of
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a standard formula designed to induee people to disseminate the plaeard s

eontents. A typieal example went: “After you have seen this notiee, pass it

on quiekly. Pass on one eopy and avert ealamity to one family. Pass on ten

eopies and avert ealamity to a whole village. If you fail to take the notiee

down and eireulate it, you ean eount on losing your head.’'^^

4.4 Boxer Notice. This fairly representative Boxer notice, issued from Shandong,

contains a variety' of instructions to the populace. Those who disobey the instruc-

tions, the notice asserts, will he defenseless against foreign gunfire. By circulating

the notice people will safeguard themselves and their families against calamity.

From Yihetuan dang an shiliao, vol. 1.
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36 In the period from June 16 to June 19, the Boxers in Tianjin suffered a

number of military reverses and popular eonfidenee was shaken. The
Boxers therefore ordered all households to plaee on their doors a “doorway

ineantation to keep out gunfire'' {bihuo men zhou):

The cave entrance in the north is open,

The iron buddha is requested to come out,

The iron buddha is seated on the iron lotus throne.

Iron helmet, iron armor, iron-walled fortress.

Stop the gunfire so it cannot come in.^^

In both Tianjin and Beijing the Boxers frequently instrueted residents

to burn ineense (sometimes for the entire night), abstain from meat on

speeified days or for a speeified number of days,^^ koutou faeing the south-

east,^® not set off fireeraekers,^*^ and not use dirty water or throw it in the

streets or eourtyards, for fear of offending the gods.®° People were also

ordered to affix various objeets eolored red (auspieious and life-giving) to

the outsides of their homes and to other plaees, as a proteetion against dan-

ger.®^ On July 7, for example, all households in Beijing were notified that

they were to light red lanterns eaeh evening in front of their entraneeways,

to assist in the Boxers' magieal efforts to exterminate the foreigners.

Heneeforth, after nightfall, the roads and streets of the eapital beeame like

so many fiery dragons.®^ A Boxer notiee first posted in Zhengding prefee-

ture and then eopied and eireulated in Shanxi instrueted people to put

realgar, lime, blaek soybeans, green pepper, and priekly ash in red eloth

bags and suspend the bags, along with five willow twigs, behind their front

doors, to eounter the blood-smearing blaek magie of the “devils."®® Zhong-

fang Shi reported that on June 15 the Boxers ordered all households in the

eapital to make little bags of red eloth, fill them with einnabar, mung
beans, tea leaves, and sueh things, and either nail them to their doors or

earry them on their persons; on June 29 they issued instruetions for all

houses and shops to nail a pieee of tapered red eloth to their door fronts;

on July 11, in eelebration of apparent damage to the Northern Cathedral as

the result of a mine explosion, they ordered all shops and homes to affix

over their doorways red eloths inseribed with the words “Preeious Sword of

the Red Heaven” (hongtian baojian).^^

Sometimes, in the prevailing exeitement and eonfusion, eonflieting

orders were issued. In Tianjin it was said that the Boxers went around one

evening spreading the word that everyone should eover their ehimneys

with red paper in order to safeguard against foreign artillery. But some indi-

viduals insisted that if people eovered their ehimneys the eyes of the female
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immortals would be closed, making it impossible for them to move
through the sky. Therefore, everyone climbed up on their roofs and tore off

the red paper they had just put in place. Yang Diangao, reporting from

the capital, suggested another reason for conflicting orders to the popu-

lace. On July 11, according to Yang, groups of one corps of Boxers distrib-

uted magic charms consisting ofyellow paper with vermillion writing to all

homes with instructions, if they wished to avert misfortune, to paste them
on the crossbeams above their doors. On the following day another corps

of Boxers, while patrolling the streets, saw the charms. They said that the

orders to put them up had not come from the “true corps” and issued

instructions for them to be removed at once.®^

Because of the danger women posed to the effective operation of the

Boxers magic, restrictions were repeatedly placed on their activities. After

the burning down of the three churches in Tianjin on June 14, women
were instructed not to go outside their homes after dark and not to splash

dirty water into their courtyards, “lest they give offense to the gods and
incur blame. If a woman left her home in a sedan chair, she was to cover

the opening in front with a square of red cloth, so as not “to break the power
of the Spirit Boxers' magic.”®^ At a later point, Guan He reported that, to

safeguard against defilement, women in Tianjin were forbidden to go out-

side their homes at any hour, and that those who violated this injunction

(sometimes unknowingly) were killed. As a result of this order, Guan com-
plained, he was unable (initially) to move his family to a safer location.

According to the anonymous author of An Account of One Month in

Tianjin, during the Battle of Tianjin, the wind blew constantly from the

southeast; since the foreign forces were situated to the southeast, the

Ghinese side was always going against the wind and it was hard for the sol-

diers to keep their eyes open. The Boxers therefore walked through the

streets, calling on all residents and shopkeepers to burn incense and pray

for a northwesterly wind. The incense was to be burned every night, con-

tinuously without interruption. When people lit the incense, they were to

koutou 360 times and in the middle of a table place five bowls of clear water

and five steamed breads. These weren’t to be moved. Nor was it permitted

for women to take charge of the incense-burning ritual, “for fear of destroy-

ing the magic” (kong po qi shu).^"^

A particularly comprehensive set of restrictions on the behavior of

women was supplied by the same chronicler: “The Boxers suddenly issued

orders that women inhabitants of all shops and homes were not to enter the

market for seven days, that they were not to stand outside their doorways for

seven days, that for seven days they were to sit cross-legged on their beds
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138 with their feet not touehing the ground, that for seven days they were not

to eomb their hair or wash their faees, and that for seven days they were not

to hind their feet. For seven days men and women were to wear red eloth-

ing and eat vegetarian meals.”‘^°

It is perhaps signifieant that in Chinese numerology the number seven

is assoeiated with women as a yin element: ''At 2x7 years = 14 'the yin path

opens’ (i.e., onset of menstruation). ... At 7 x 7 years = 49 the menopause

ensues.”'^^ This may aeeount for instruetions designed to weaken the yin

foree during the preseribed seven-day period. By the same token, depend-

ing on eontext, the same number (seven) was eapable of being linked to a

quite different set of injunetions and prohibitions. In July in various plaees

in Zhili (ineluding the eities of Zhuozhou and Beijing and ffuolu eounty

in Zhengding), the Boxers issued orders that on the seventh day of the sev-

enth month (August 1), whieh was the festival of the Cowherd and the

Weaving Cirl, everyone, young and old, male and female, was to wrap red

eloth around his/her head, keep eandles burning eontinuously, and faee

southeast and koutou three times. No one was to sleep the entire night. If

people failed to do any of these things, the Cowherd and the other gods and

immortals would be unable to deseend to their altars and proteet them

from ealamity. Also, on this day, no one was to light fire for eooking; if peo-

ple lit their fires it would not be possible to stop the bullets of the foreigner.

The eausal relationship between eonstraints on women’s behavior and

Boxer sueeess was neatly summed up in a jingle the Boxers of Tianjin led

the populaee in singing as they walked through that eity’s streets: "When
women don’t dress their loeks, we ean ehop off the foreigners’ bloeks; when
women don’t bind their kiekers, we ean kill all the foreigners with sniekers:

ha, ha.’”^^

The Magical Power of Virginal Women: The Red Lanterns

If, in China in general in the latter years of the imperial era, the foreigner

eame to be seen as the quintessential "other,” frightening and dangerous

but also powerful and admired, mueh the same eould be said of women
and girls as they appeared in the more delimited magieo-religious world of

the Boxers at the turn of the eentury.'^*^ As in Chinese popular religion gen-

erally, the power of females in the Boxers’ world was eomplex and many-

sided. In the examples just eited, adult women were eonsistently portrayed

as potent hindranees to the effieaey of the Boxers’ magieal repertoire and

therefore in need of severe restrietion in their daily aetivities. Younger

females, often no more than girls, on the other hand, in their guise as Red
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Lanterns, were viewed as the possessors of magic that was even more pow-
erful than that of the Boxers themselves. As one account put it; “Although

the magic of the Boxers is great, they still fear dirty things. The Red
Lanterns are in fear of nothing. As a concrete expression of the high

regard the Boxers placed in the power of the Red Lanterns, a notice was

posted in the capital toward the end of July, announcing that since the

Boxers had been unable to overpower the Northern Cathedral themselves,

they had issued a special request to two of the leading Red Lanterns in the

Beijing area, the Holy Mother of the Golden Sword (Jindao shengmu) and
the Venerable Mother of the Pear Mountain (Lishan laomu), to assist them
in this undertaking. The Holy Mother of the Golden Sword is said to have

entered the capital on July 2q with a large retinue of Red Lanterns and
Boxers and to have taken part in the siege from that date.'^^

Although there is evidence of a modest Red Lantern presence in Shan-

dong and Shanxi, by all accounts the main center of Red Lantern activ-

ity was Zhili, in particular the area in and around Tianjin. Liu Mengyang,
who although hardly a friend of the Boxers wrote one of the fullest and
most reliable chronicles of their activities in the Tianjin area, maintained

that there were numerous Red Lanterns in the villages and towns north and

west of the city in the spring of rqoo.'^'^ Liu's description of the interaction

of these mostly adolescent females with the population of Tianjin, includ-

ing the Boxers, speaks volumes for the awe in which they were held at the

time; When they walk through the streets, they avoid women, who are not

allowed to gaze upon them. The people all burn incense and kneel in their

presence; they call them female immortals and dare not look up at them.

Even the Boxer bandits, when they encounter them, fall prostrate on their

knees by the side of the road.”^°°

How do we account for the remarkable power attributed to the Red
Lanterns at the time, at least in the popular imagination? The term

Hongdengzhao, which I have generally translated as “Red Lantern," has a

number of meanings in the context of the Boxer movement. In the earlier

phases of the movement, in Shandong, it was the name of a martial arts

organization. But it also referred to a technique used to confer invulnera-

bility to bullets, and as such had some of the same protective qualities as

the Iron-Gloth Shirt (Tiebu shan), the Armor of the Golden Bell, and
other forms of hard qigong. Indeed, it was sometimes known (as late as

the summer of 1900) as the Armor of the Red Lantern (also “Hongdeng-

zhao" in Ghinese, but with a different character for “zhao”).'”'

It was not until the spring of 1900, apparently, that “Hongdengzhao"
first took on the new meaning of a separate organization of female teen-
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agers allied with the Boxers. In writings that eireulated in Zhili in the

eourse of this year it also referred to a religious belief, elearly influeneed by

White Lotus millenarian ideas, that light would triumph over darkness and
that, on the arrival of the kalpa on the fifteenth day of the eighth month,
the Red Lanterns would rise in rebellion and light up the world. The suf-

fering that would be experieneed at that time would make the suffering of

the present look like ehild s play. This suffering,” a typieal announeement
that appeared in Beijing began, “is not to be reekoned suffering. On twiee

four add fifteen [that is, the fifteenth day of the eighth month], the streets

will be lit up by red lanterns. Then there will be real suffering.” All peo-

ple, it was understood, if they wished to eseape the horror of kalpa ealamity,

should plaee their full faith and trust in the Red Lanterns.

It is not implausible to suppose that the awe in whieh the Red Lanterns

were held in Tianjin and elsewhere in the summer of 1900 was, in some
measure, owing to the beliefs just deseribed. For some reason, however,

these beliefs are barely referred to in the major eontemporary ehronieles of

the Boxer movement, in spite of the faet that the authors of these aeeounts

were generally hostile to the Boxers and would happily have seized the

opportunity to blaeken the “bandits’” reputations even further by identify-

ing their female eounterparts with the illegal White Lotus seet.'°^ My guess

is that the reason the religious meanings attaehed to “Hongdengzhao ”

oeeupy sueh a small plaee in eontemporary aeeounts is quite simply that

they did not have very wide eurreney at the time. Ifwe seek a souree for the

unusual popular deferenee paid to the Red Lanterns, therefore, we are

probably best advised to look elsewhere.

A good plaee to begin, in my view, is with the speeial status the Red
Lanterns had as young females who, being presexual and in many eases

very probably also prepubeseent, were largely if not entirely free of the rit-

ual uneleanness eharaeteristie of adult women in China. The Red
Lanterns were said to range in age generally from 12—13 17-18 sui

(roughly 11—12 to 16—17 t>y Western eounting).''^^ This age spread, together

with the probability of a relatively late onset of menstruation owing to eon-

temporary dietary standards (not to mention the added effeets in 1900 of

the protraeted drought in North China), meant that some portion of these

teenage (and preteenage) females, possibly a quite sizable one, had still not

experieneed (and, even more important, would not generally have been

perceived by sociefy as having experieneed) menarche.'”^

Menstruation, in any case, was viewed as far less polluting than sex and

chddbirth in China, partly (it appears) because of the vastly greater quan-

tities of blood involved in the latter."'" It was possible, therefore, in certain



4-6 Red Lantern. This mannered representation, unlike the Red Lantern earlier

shown (figure 1.3), projects an impression of elegance and glamour (epitomized by
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circumstances even for menstruous women, by rejecting marriage, to

purify themselves. This was the path followed by sueh heroines of popular

Chinese religious literature as Miaoshan and He Xiangu.^°® It was also the

road taken by the silk-reeling marriage resisters of southern Guangdong,
although their motives appear to have been more eeonomic than spiritual

in nature. While I eertainly do not wish to argue that the girls and young
women who joined the Red Lanterns in 1900 did so expressly in order to

avoid the pollution attendant upon marriage— many of them were too

young to be coneerned about sueh matters and, in any ease, we have

scareely any Red Lantern voiees directly talking to us about their inner feel-

ings''°— whatever their motives, the end result was the same. In an envi-

ronment in whieh the paramount danger was thought to derive from

female pollution, the Red Lanterns, unexposed to the sexual and ehild-

birth defilement resulting from marriage and, in the nutritional eonditions

prevailing at the time, very likely in many instanees even premenstrual,

were, relatively speaking, pollution-free.

Indireet support for this analysis is furnished by the faet that when
unfriendly observers of the Boxer movement wanted to diseredit the Red
Lanterns, they did so not by pointing to the apoealyptie— and dangerously

antidynastie— religious ideas with which they were oeeasionally identified

hut rather by emphasizing their illieit sexual behavior. One eontemporary

told the story of a Red Lantern aged seventeen or eighteen sui who disap-

peared one night and only returned a few days later. When her parents,

who were suspieious, questioned her elosely, she said that she had flown to

Russia and had burned down the capital of that country. This was official

business, she added, and her parents had best not try to plaee obstaeles in

her path or she would have to kill them. The mother and father believed

their daughter and henceforth did not interfere in her aetivities. Afterward,

however, it was alleged by some people that the young woman was really

having an affair and only pretended to be a Red Lantern so that she eould

go to meet her lover.

Other eontemporaries alluded to the Holy Mother of the Yellow Lotus’

long history of promiseuous eonduet.**^ Still another, Guan He, who
repeatedly disparaged the Holy Mother as a “loeal Tianjin prostitute,”

described the respeetful treatment she had reeeived in eneounters with

Zhili Governor-General Yulu and with the son of Li Hongzhang (for

deeades Chinas leading offieial), and took note of the report that the for-

eigners, after eapturing her, had decided to send her on tour through the

eountries of the West. He then reeouuted a humorous exehauge with a
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friend. The friend said that for a prostitute to flout eeremony in an audi-

enee with a governor-general and be treated with deferenee by a nobleman

(Li’s son) was enviable. Guan replied that, in his judgment, even more

enviable was the ehanee to travel to Europe and Ameriea, to visit famous

plaees like London, Paris, Berlin, and Washington. That he, Guan He, had

never had the good fortune to be appointed to the retinue of a diplomatie

envoy and had also negleeted to seek a position as one of the Holy Mother’s

ineense-serving boys, so that he might travel the globe, was truly to be

regretted. Guan’s friend responded that, if it were in faet as he deseribed it,

then Guan was evidently not on the level even of a loeal prostitute. The

two men elapped their hands and laughed heartily."^

The issue, of eourse, is not whether the eontents of stories sueh as these

were “true.” What is important is the eultural belief system the stories

ineorporate. For the Boxers and doubtless many non-Boxers as well, the

souree of the Red Lanterns’ speeial power was their purity. For Ghinese

hostile to the Boxers, therefore, there was no better way to ehallenge the

foundation of Red Fantern power— and by extension the legitimaey of the

Boxer movement overall— than by ealling into question this very purity.

(The same taetie was used ineidentally against the Boxers themselves in

eontemporary woodeuts depieting them visiting prostitutes and stealing

grain. The key point, however, is that, although the two sides, pro-Boxers

and anti-Boxers, disagreed on whether the Red Lanterns were pure, they

appear to have shared a eommon eultural belief that purity (moral/sexual)

was good and, in some sense, empowering.

An analogous point may be made with respeet to the material on Boxer

magieal beliefs and praetiees in general, as introdueed and elaborated in

the pages of this ehapter. Gertainly, there were skepties among the popu-

lation, and there was unquestionably a great deal of intimidation and eoer-

eion.^^^ Moreover, there is ample evidence of people suspecting individ-

ual Boxers of fraud when the latter were unable to demonstrate convinc-

ingly the efficacy of their magic. But not having faith in this or that Boxer’s

magic was a very different thing from not believing in Boxer magic at all.

The overwhelming testimony of contemporary observers, Ghinese and

foreign, is that, as we saw in chapter 3, the great majority of Ghinese at the

time were quite prepared to accept the premises underlying the Boxers’

magico-religious claims. Many of these premises were deeply rooted in

beliefs that had long been a central feature of Ghinese popular culture

and constituted, in the language of Levi-Strauss, a shared “gravitational

field” of belief.^'^ Even among people who, in calmer circumstances,

might be resistant to such beliefs, moreover, there was a greater inclina-
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tion than usual to pay them heed in the tense, jittery atmosphere that

enveloped North China in the spring and summer of 1900— an atmos-

phere marked by extreme fear and anxiety, credulousness, rumor, and

even, at certain moments and in certain places, something approaching

mass hysteria.



CHAPTER 5

Rumor and Rumor Panic

The month before last Yizhong told me that when a eertain photographie

studio [in the capital] had been set on fire some fresh litchis from Guang-

dong were found inside. When they were passed around and examined, the

consensus was that they were gouged-out human eyeballs.'' Everyone bris-

tled with anger. People didn’t realize that what they had found was a food

product that was sweet and refreshing. It was like mistaking a camel for a

horse with a swollen back. In the unsettled conditions of the present, eight

or nine out of ten things one hears are rumors of this “tiger-in-the-market-

place”' sort.

Ye Changchi, Beijing official

On a certain day red-colored marks that looked like bloodstains suddenly

appeared on people’s doorways. On account of this rumors sprang up all over

alleging that the blood had been smeared by Christians. One rumor had it

that, if there was a bloodstain on a doorway, the Boxers’ magic would not

work. Another claimed that in only a hundred days time [the people within

the house] would kill each other off. Still another alleged that in only seven

days the house would catch fire. No one knew who had said “in only a hun-

dred days” or “in only seven days.” Those who repeated these statements did-

n’t realize how absurd they were; those who heard them believed them to be

true. How detestable is the ignorance of these foolish people.

Liu Mengyang, resident of Tianjin

Various stories were set afloat as to the power of the missionaries to prevent

rain, ascribing almost superhuman strength in the way of controlling the ele-

ments. Clouds were constantly being driven away by fierce winds, which led

to the story— thoroughly believed by all the people— that we went into our

upper rooms and drove the clouds back by fanning with all our might. The

" For years one of the most widely circulated charges against Catholic missionaries had

been that they removed dying converts’ eyes (usually under cover of administering

extreme unction), which they then used for medicinal and other purposes.
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story was changed as regards the T’ai Yiian Fu [Taiyuan] missionaries, that

they were naked when doing the fanning.

C. W. Price, American missionary, Shanxi

One day a rumor spread from Tianjin to certain places in the Beijing area to

the effect that, when the foreign soldiers and Boxers fought, the Boxers only

had to bow and, without taking a step, could advance forward. If they bowed
once, they advanced several hundred steps. If they bowed three times, they

engaged the foreign soldiers directly, and before the latter had a chance to

fire their guns they were killed. . . . Therefore the foreign armies all went

down to defeat.

Guan He, resident of Tianjin

On that night [the seventh day of the seventh month (August i, 1900)], . .

inhabitants [of Taiyuan, Shanxi] became alarmed for no reason. The men
howled and the women cried. All night long they remained agitated. The next

morning when they were questioned they said a black wind [heifengkouf^ had

come, but in fact no one had seen it. Also, they didn’t know what evil spirit the

black wind represented. Nevertheless, from this time on, the mood of the peo-

ple in the city remained unsettled. They said the blaek wind emerged at night

to bring harm to people. Everyone, male and female, old and young, carried

leather whips to protect themselves and drive off the black wind. (Word hav-

ing gotten around that the black wind feared leather whips, whips for a time

became very expensive.) This strange situation lasted for half a month.

Liu Dapeng, teacher, Taigu, Taiyuan^

Ralph L. Rosnow, summarizing recent research in the field of rumor gen-

eration and transmission, characterizes rumors as “public communications

that are infused with private hypotheses about how the world works.’'

Rumors, he elaborates, “give vent or expression to anxieties and uncer-

tainties as people attempt to make sense of the world in which they live.”

The creation and passing of rumors, he hypothesizes, occurs when there is

an optimal combination of four variables: personal anxiety, general uncer-

tainty, credulity, and “outcome-relevant involvement” (by which he means
an individual’s personal stake in whether a rumor’s content turns out to he

true or false).

^

Rosnow, in another context, distinguishes “rumor” from “gossip,” sug-

gesting that while rumors tend to he about a topic of emotional importance

The black wind or, as here, “mouth [^01/] of the black wind” was a terrible wind that

was believed to accompany or signal the arrival of a kalpa calamity. It was associated with

White Lotus teachings that frequently became intermingled with Boxer beliefs at the

height of the uprising; it was also related to popular wind-divination beliefs.
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48 to the teller, gossip need not be. “Gossip ” he observes, “is small talk, a kind

of intelleetual ehewing gum, while rumors have the feel of something of

great substanee.”^ More pertinent for our purposes— and also more diffi-

eult to eharacterize with eonfidenee— is the distinetion between rumor

and belief. Ordinarily (although not invariably) we think of rumors as

being spread, beliefs as being held. Rumors, by definition, contain unveri-

fied information, while for beliefs that are held with conviction the ques-

tion of verification generally does not arise. Of course, it is often the case

that beliefs are not held with conviction. Or they may be so held under

conditions that are temporary in nature— a period, for example, of high

anxiety, when people are more apt than otherwise to suspend disbelief,

especially when other members of their communities are engaged in a sim-

ilar suspension of disbelief— and then relinquished when these conditions

have subsided.

Beliefs, in the form of stereotypes, also may influence the degree to

which a rumor finds acceptance and what sort of spin the person who hears

and transmits the rumor chooses (often quite unconsciously) to put on it.

Rosnow tells of an especially grisly rumor that erupted in Detroit in the

winter of rqhy-hS: A mother and her young son were in a department store.

The boy at one point went to the lavatory. When he did not return, the floor

supervisor, at the mother’s request, entered the lavatory, where he found

the boy lying unconscious on the floor, castrated. Salespeople recalled

some teenage boys having gone into the lavatory shortly before the boy

entered and then leaving prior to the boy’s discovery. What is interesting is

that, almost predictably, when this rumor was told in the white community,

the teenagers were black, the boy and his mother, white, while the exact

reverse occurred when it was told in the black community. “Given that

such rumors are intrinsically disturbing,” Rosnow observes, “passing them

may be a way of validating one’s prejudices as much as sharing one’s fears

... in an attempt (not always successful) to dissipate discomfort.”^

The Number and Variety of Rumors in 1900

Li Wenhai and Liu Yangdong, in their very interesting analysis of the social

psychology of the Boxer period, point out that at no other juncture of mod-

ern Ghinese history did rumors flourish as they did at the turn of the cen-

tury.^ This unusual proliferation of rumors was widely noted at the time. In

Dengzhou, on the northern coast of the Shandong peninsula, “rumors fell

like snow in winter.”' In Beijing, in the early summer of 1900, Ye Ghangchi

observed (as we have already seen) that “in the unsettled conditions of the
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present, eight or nine out often things one hears are rumors/’ As the influ-

enee of the Boxers spread in May, aeeording to Guan He, “rumors and

falsehoods filled the ears on a daily basis/’ Guan speeulated on the reasons

the population of his eity, Tianjin, now beeame sueh easy prey to rumor-

mongering: “The root evil is still that the people are unedueated and know
of nothing but ghosts and spirits, while the edueated do not understand the

times and lack fixed views about anything. Deceiving them is therefore

easy and frightening them not hard.”^ Liu Dapeng, a local teacher who
supplied over a dozen examples of rumors that circulated in the villages of

Taiyuan county in July and August, described a population in that area that

was in a state of near total panic, inclined to sudden outbursts of violence

and prepared to believe almost anything. “For the rampant spread of

rumors, Liu declared, no time was worse than the juncture of summer
and autumn of the 26th year of Guangxu [July-August 1900].”'^

Foreign observers also attested to the widespread rumors. The North-

China Herald’s Tianjin correspondent reported in early June: “The public

mind (native) here is almost inconceivably excited. No rubbish is too pre-

posterous for belief— the Boxers can fly, they can spit fire; even the most

sober-minded, sensible Ghinese are persuaded that they (the Boxers) are

immune to steel and lead. The infection is running to craziness.” Grace

Newton (American Presbyterian) wrote from Beijing on May 30 that the

city was so full of wild and exaggerated rumors that it is next to impossible

to tell the truth and again on June 2: I could fill a mail bag with the

rumors we have heard.”i° Luella Miner wrote (in May) of the “absurd

rumors with which the town of Tongzhou and surrounding villages had

become filled. Foreigners were accused of hiring people to poison wells.

Foreigners were “responsible for the terrible drought.” If people burned

kerosene, which was all imported from abroad, their eyes would drop out

after two days, and if they inhaled the odor from foreign matches, some
other dreadful thing would happen to them. Miner, who was exceptional

among the missionaries of the day for being possessed of a highly devel-

oped sense of humor, recounted a fantasy that struck her during the hymn-
singing at a Sunday afternoon women s meeting: “I could hardly keep from

shaking during the singing of the first hymn because I had a vision of a

roomful of people with their eyeballs all rolling down into their laps and

around on the floor like marbles.”'^

d’he great variety of rumors that circulated in North Ghina in the spring

and summer of 1900 may usefully be seen as a symbolic roadmap to the

wide-ranging emotions buffeting people at the time. As always, in a setting

characterized by a scarcity of reliable information and an abundance of
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credpility, there was, for eertain individuals, an irresistible temptation to

fabricate rumors for the sake of material gain or some other form of per-

sonal advantage. During the Battle of Tianjin, it was reported that the face

of the Guandi statue in one of the temples in the Tianjin area had sud-

denly broken out in a profuse sweat, it being claimed that this was because

of Guandi's efforts in behalf of the Ghinese side in the fighting. As word of

the miracle spread, worshipers converged on Guandi temples in droves to

express their gratitude. According to the recorder of this rumor, what actu-

ally had happened was that the Buddhist monks in the original temple

were having difficulty making ends meet, as a result of the sharp fall-off in

temple incense-burning (occasioned presumably by the extreme scarcity

and resulting price inflation of incense owing to the heavy emphasis the

Boxers placed on family incense burning for protective purposes). The

monks, therefore, secretly placed ice inside Guandi’s hat, and when the ice

melted in the summer heat it ran down the statue’s face, looking just like

sweat. The monks spread the word all over, to publicize the miracle and

encourage people to come to the temple with their alms.*^

Another example of what we may call the charlatan syndrome was

reported by Luella Miner during the siege of the legations. Because of the

complete cutoff in communication between the besieged and the outside

world during the initial weeks of the crisis, the legation quarters were aswirl

with rumors and Ghinese “soldier-spies” were regularly despatched to find

out what they could about the anticipated relief expedition from Tianjin.

Miner’s sense of the absurd again rose to the occasion in a journal entry (of

August 1) describing the report of one such individual: “The soldier-spy

came as usual to give his information and collect his dollars, but having

marched our foreign troops too rapidly, so that we ought to be able to hear

their cannonading from the city wall, he was obliged to have them retreat.

He landed them back at Ma-t’ou [Matou, less than halfway from Tianjin

to the capital] this morning, and if we had given him time, he would

doubtless have marched them in good order all the way to Tientsin.” The

soldier-spy, confirming foreign suspicions, was revealed to be “a yellow-

journalist of the worst type” when a letter arrived from the Japanese gen-

eral in Tianjin dated July 26 and announcing a delay in the departure of

the relief force because of transport difficulties.

People also generated rumors to explain phenomena that seemed to

them otherwise inexplicable.'^ Sometimes, as in the Detroit example cited

earlier, such rumors gave expression to people’s stereotypical beliefs and

prejudices; at other times, they were deeply conspiratorial in nature. Thus,

in June iqoo, when Nie Shicheng, in response to telegraphed orders from
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Zhili Governor-General Yulu, took his well-armed modern forees to

Tianjin to deal with the mounting crisis in that city, the Tianjin population,

keenly aware that Nie, a steadfast opponent of the Boxers, had recently

fought a series of bloody battles against them along the Beijing-Tianjin rail-

way, reviled him as Devil Nie” (Nie guizi). The Boxers, against this back-

drop, fabricated the rumor that Nie was in league with the foreigners and

had been bribed by them to suppress the movement in Tianjind^ Ironically,

Nie Shicheng fought against the foreigners in the Battle of Tianjin and was

killed in action on July 9. A former Boxer s recollections managed to pre-

serve the conspiracy rumor intact, while at the same time accounting for

Nie’s death at the hands of his alleged coconspirators: Nie had made a

secret peace with the French, so the foreigners would not attack him. Nie's

army was outside the south gate of the city. As the French forces

approached, Nie, to disguise the conspiracy, waved his flag and ordered his

men to fire in the air. The French, not realizing that this was a ruse, thought

Nie^ s men were firing on them. They attacked and Nie was killed!

Wish Rumors

Many rumors, as we might expect, were energized by wishful thinking.

Among foreigners trapped in the legation compound in the hot summer
months, such thinking quickly became a staple of life. “Rumors of troops

coming to our relief,” reported Sarah Goodrich in late June, “are the order

of the day.” On July 8, weeks before the foreign relief force even left

Tianjin, she wrote in her journal: “Yesterday the French Minister was sure

he could hear artillery not farther than six miles away. Last night some said

Russian troops were at the Western Hills, and would come in this morning

by seven o'clock.” After hearing “good rumors,” according to Emma
Martin (Methodist Episcopal), people often sang “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
the Boys are Marching,” to try to make themselves believe it was so.'^

In a particularly elaborate example of wish rumor on the Ghinese side,

the Tianjin Boxers on July 4 told people that their teacher, after rendering

himself invisible, had entered the foreign concession (Zizhulin), where he

came upon a tall building that was vacant. Making himself visible again,

he went inside. The building had four stories. There was nothing on the

first two floors. But the third floor was filled with gold, silver, pearls, and

precious gems, aud on the fourth floor he encountered an elderly foreign

couple seated facing each other. The couple performed the koutou before

the teacher. They said that they were husband and wife and were over one

hundred years of age. Suddenly bursting into tears, they said they knew that
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the teacher’s magic was very powerful and also knew that he was to come

on that day. Therefore, they were waiting for him. They said that the for-

eign countries had only firearms to rely on. Today the foreigners were to be

destroyed. Heavenly soldiers had come into the world. The firearms would

not fire. The foreign countries had therefore resigned themselves to being

extinguished. They invited the teacher to go to the middle floor and help

himself to the gold, silver, pearls, and jewels. They then announced that

they were going to die. When they had finished talking, they both seized

pistols and shot themselves in the chests.

“The Boxers,” we are told, “took much pleasure in telling this story and

the people of Tianjin were convinced it was true. Suddenly, they spread

the word that the government forces and Boxers had repulsed the foreign

armies and that the Chinese had taken Zizhulin. . . . The news circulated

noisily through the streets of Tianjin. Only after a long time had passed did

people discover that it had no basis in fact.”

A related rumor that circulated at the same time asserted that the for-

eigners had fled Zizhulin, that the government forces and Boxers had

entered the area and quartered themselves there, and that within the con-

cession they had found forty crates, each containing 280,000 Hang of gold

(1 Hang = 50 grams). Neither the government troops nor the Boxers took

the gold; instead they presented it to the governor-generaks yamen (office)

to be used for relief purposes.

There were a number of wishes symbolized in these rumors, and they

had to do with people’s deepest and most pressing concerns. On the most

obvious level, of course, there was the wish, shared by both the Boxers and

the population at large, that the Chinese side would be victorious in the

Battle of Tianjin and the foreigners go down to defeat. (This wish was also

given expression in the woodcut art of the day, which frequently showed

the foreigners being overwhelmed by the Chinese in military encounters

or humiliated by them in some other way.)^° In an area suffering from the

effects of protracted drought, there was also the wish, expressed in the sec-

ond rumor (and implying a possible divergence of interest between the

Boxers and the general population), that ordinary people (not the Boxers

or the government soldiers) would be the beneficiaries of the precious-

metal windfall discovered in the foreign concession. Finally, and perhaps

least obvious, the first rumor incorporated the fantasy that the foreigners (as

represented by the truth-telling elderly couple) accepted the efficacy of

Boxer magical claims and had bought into the master narrative of the heav-

enly nature of the Boxer movement and its mission, thereby confirming in

the most powerful way the validity of the Boxer cause.
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Another wish rumor, from the same souree, disputed the report that

after the foreigners’ vietory in the Battle of Tianjin in mid-July the Boxer

leader Zhang Deeheng had been eaptured and put to death. On the eon-

trary, aeeording to the rumor, after his eapture Teaeher Zhang had made
himself invisible and gone to the market town of Duliu, where under his

leadership the Boxers experieneed a revival. (Duliu was the base for

5 . 1 Battle ofTianjin. This is a detail from a larger patriotic print depicting the use

of a variety of weapons (including explosives) by glowering Chinese troops in a vic-

tory over the foreigners. Frona C. P. Fitzgerald, The Horizon History of China. By

permission of The British Library.
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Zhang’s famous “Number One [Boxer] Unit under Heaven/’ whieh he had

established there in the late spring.)’^ Several tens of thousands of new
recruits joined up. Boats coming from Tianjin were detained and their car-

goes of clothing and other articles seized.

In this rumor, we find encoded not only the fantasy of the indestruc-

tibility of the Boxer movement- but, again, the notion that participation in

the movement would be materially rewarding. The author of the account

in which the rumor is reported states that on July 21 he journeyed to Duliu

himself and found it completely quiet, with no trace of Boxers.

At the time of the circulation in the Tianjin-Beijing corridor of the

rumor alleging bowing to be part of the Boxers’ magical repertoire when
engaged in combat against foreigners, a story was told of a Tianjin rickshaw

puller who inadvertently offended a foreigner and was about to be

rewarded with a thrashing. The frightened rickshaw puller instinctively

bowed, whereupon the foreigner threw away his stick and fled in panic.

Although comical from our perspective and doubtless also from that of the

skeptical Chinese writer who recounted this rumor, from the standpoint of

Chinese who believed in Boxer magic, the story’s deeper symbolic mean-

ing was that, like the fable about the ancient couple in the building in

Zizhulin, it confirmed foreign acquiescence in the Chinese worldview.

Some of the “wish rumors” spread in the summer of 1900 had a decid-

edly political cast and appear, from their contents, to have been generated

by elite supporters of the Boxer movement. One such, playing on wide-

spread hostility to Li Hongzhang for allegedly having betrayed China’s

interests at the Shimonoseki peace conference of 1895, claimed that Li’s

nephew was the son-in-law of the Japanese emperor. Another was the

“Twenty-Five Article Treaty,” printed and circulated in Hengzhou, Hunan,

on July 3-4, 1900, in conjunction with the burning down of Italian,

French, and British church buildings in that city. This was a completely

fabricated document, assuming the form of an edict issued by the Empress

Dowager. Patriotic and intensely antiforeign in tone, it called for an almost

complete rollback of the imperialist incursions of the preceding decades,

including cancellation of all of China’s indemnity obligations, Japan’s

return of Taiwan to China, Cermany’s return of Jiaozhou, Russia’s return

of Dalny (Dalianwan), foreign payment to China of 400 million taels to

compensate it for its military expenses in the Boxer War, payment of an

additional 400 million taels to the Boxer forces to compensate them for

their expenses, confiscation of all churches in China and expulsion of all

missionaries, restoration of Chinese supervisory power over Korea and

Annam, Japanese payment of tribute to China as in Qianlong times, the
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56 performance of the koutou by Japanese and Westerners when received by

Chinese officials, a donbling of the dnties collected on foreign imports into

China and also of those collected on goods exported from China to foreign

countries, a prohibition of foreign travel in China for pleasure, and so

forth. That the “Twenty-Five Article Treaty'’ went beyond the simple

antiforeignism of most Boxers is indicated by its clear acceptance of trade

and other forms of intercourse with foreign countries, provided Chinese

sovereignty was fully respected. That it represented wishful thinking is

clearly shown in the Boxer Protocol of 1901, which reflected far more faith-

fully the harsh realities of the Sino-foreign relationship at the time.

Dread Rumors

It is no surprise to learn that, in an environment stalked by drought and the

threat of untimely death, another major category of rumors that were epi-

demic in North China in the spring and summer of 1900 were those driven

by fear and anxiety. The connection between drought and the explosive

growth of rumors was made by many observers, Chinese and foreign. In

Tianjin Liu Mengyang reported that, when the rains still did not fall in

March, “rumors proliferated,” generally targeting the foreigners and

Christians. C. W. Price of the abcfm in Shanxi wrote in his diary in the

second half of June: “It was about 1st June that we began to hear vague

rumours of unusual unrest and talk against the foreigners and Church.

This was caused by the continued drought, which was already being felt in

the scarcity of food, and also by the lack of any useful employment for the

people, so that they could congregate in the streets and talk over grievances,

seeking to find a reason why this suffering should come upon them.”’^

Olivia Ogren of the CIM in Yongning, Shanxi, after noting the growing rest-

lessness of the local population owing to the “long-continued drought and

threatened famine,” described some of the specific rumors that began to

circulate shortly after the first arrival of Boxers in the area in mid-June:

“Whispers soon were repeated ... to the effect that the Boxers wore buttons

which kindled fires (celluloid), and that they were stealing girls to recruit

[into] the 'Red Lantern Society.’ Absurd stories stating [szc] the arrival of

foreign soldiers in packing-cases, and that 'the Heavenly Soldiers,’ as the

Boxers were called, had flown away into heaven at their approach.”^®

Fear rumors, as the observations of Ogren suggest, were greatly encour-

aged by violence and the threat of harm. Roland Allen recounted a story

initially related by the friend of a Christian in the capital in early June: The

friend was returning home one evening when he saw a boy of about sixteen
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walking down a street marking eertain doors (but not others) with a pieee

of white ehalk and then bowing before eaeh marked door. Presently, as the

boy’s behavior was noticed, people came to their doorways in a state of

great agitation and began to discuss what it portended— whether the

marked houses signified friends or foes of the Boxers, the saved or the

doomed. The Christian’s friend went up to the boy, seized him by his

queue, and asked him what he meant by such foolishness. The onlookers

seemed astonished at the boldness of this man who dared to interfere with

the secret emissaries of the Boxers, and the boy himself at first tried to

brazen it out, but when the man threatened to take him to the police sta-

tion, he fell to his knees and protested that he was only doing it as a practi-

cal joke to frighten people. “So men lived in those days,” commented

Allen, “ignorant what might be the meaning of the simplest acts, a prey to

wild terrors roused by any unusual sight or sound.”^^

Sometimes being “prey to wild terrors” had dire consequences. As a

small detachment of American marines was about to set out from Tanggu

to relieve the foreign community in Tianjin in June, all sorts of rumors were

spread about the fate (including ambush by fanatical Boxers) that awaited

them. One frightened young marine, with little if any combat experience,

rushed about from one Chinese to another at the marine camp, desperately

seeking details on what might be expected if the marines were indeed

ambushed and he were captured. The natives accommodated him with a

generous supply of bloodcurdling tales of all the tortures to which captured

enemies were subjected, and the poor fellow was soon on the verge of a

breakdown. No sooner did the marines get under way than a shot rang out.

The agitated young man, “after hysterically shouting something about

ambushes,” had put a bullet through his heart and died instantly.^°

Recent research on rumor control indicates that, while anxiety is often

a source of rumors, it can also be aggravated by them.^' Indeed, it has been

suggested that rumors may be viewed as “a kind of opportunistic informa-

tion virus, thriving because of their ability to create the very anxieties that

make them spread.”^^ This reciprocal action between rumor and anxiety

was a familiar experience in North China in iqoo. In the Tianjin area in

late May-early June, at a time when people’s nerves were already frayed

owing to the drought and the rising incidence of Boxer-related violence,

rumors calcidated to further aggravate popidar anxiety rose on all sides:

“There was a rumor that the [Boxer] bandits cut off men’s queues" when

" It was widely believed among the populace that sorcerers used queue-clipping to steal

men’s souls.
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58 they weren’t looking. There was a rumor that red eireles drawn by the

Boxers at night had suddenly begun to appear on people’s doors. And there

were also eountless other rumors designed to terrorize their hearers, with

the result that the Christian inhabitants of Sanyi village in the vieinity of

Tianjin, in great fright, fled their homes under eover of dark. Popular anx-

iety intensified owing to this.”^"^ In the area around Taiyuan in July and

August there were frequent alarms sounded that the foreigners were about

to enter the eity or that the Christians in sueh and sueh a village had risen

in rebellion. Eaeh time a rumor started, aeeording to Liu Dapeng, the peo-

ple beeame frenzied with fear. Two ineidents reeounted by him follow:

On the ninth day of the sixth month (July 5), after the sounding of the sec-

ond watch, a rumor suddenly spread among the residents of Wangguo vil-

lage that the Christians from Dongji Gully were coming to kill them. The

people were panic-stricken and everyone fled. Before long the inhabitants of

Three Family village. Long Lane village, North-South Great Monastery,

Little Station Camp, and Little Station village were in a state of utter tur-

moil. People screamed and cried out for help. Men, carrying their wives on

their backs, sons their mothers, fled by the light of the stars in all directions.

Some hid in nightsoil pits, others in pigpens, still others in reed fields, rice

paddies, and lotus ponds. The bedlam lasted the entire night. Only when

dawn broke did people discover that it was a false alarm.

On the fifteenth day of the seventh month [August 9, 1900], in the dead of

night, someone reported that several hundred armed Christians from

Willow Grove village [in the vicinity of Taiyuan] had taken advantage of the

night to cross the Fen River in a westward direction and, to avenge their

group’s grievances, were acting in a wantonly brutal manner. The villagers

upon hearing this became agitated and a thousand of them assembled and

went to the southeast corner of the village, where they arranged themselves

in several rows and waited with their weapons. When they peered toward the

distant banks of the Fen in the bright moonlight, it seemed as though there

were people there, a row ofwhom were swarming toward them. When they

wiped their eyes and looked again, it seemed that the people had stopped

and were no longer advancing. They were by turns afraid and suspicious, but

no one dared to go and investigate. When dawn broke, they realized that

what they thought had been people were actually young millet stalks in the

fields swaying in the breeze. They had been so nervous that “every bush and

every tree looked like an enemy.” This really happened.

Tang Yan, a teacher enroute from Beijing to Huaian county (in western

Zhili) in mid-June, noted a similar condition of jitteriness in the localities

through which he passed. Twice in two nights rumors circulated that
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armed Christians were about to launeh an attaek on the town in whieh his

inn was loeated. The first night this proved to be a false alarm. On the sec-

ond occasion, just as Tang was about to go to bed, he suddenly heard the

jingle of horse bells, followed by someone knocking with urgency on the

inn door and shouting: ''Several hundred secondary hairy ones [Chris-

tians] have already gone up the mountain. Theyhe not far away. Hurry and

make yourselves ready.” The innkeeper awoke in a state of fright and

became agitated. Tang and his traveling companions told him of the rumor

of the previous night (which, as it turned out, had been ignited by the

sound of gunfire from a neighboring county) and eventually persuaded

him to calm down and go back to sleep.

Rumors that were linked to a sudden change in circumstance had

unusual potency and were widely believed. On August 15, the day after the

arrival of the foreign expeditionary force in Beijing, word spread far and

wide that the foreign soldiers were trigger-happy and were going to blow up

the entire population. Those who valued their lives, therefore, abandoned

their homes and possessions and fled the city."’' In Tianjin, after the for-

eigners took the city in mid-July, it was much the same, except that the tar-

get of the rumors shifted. Chinese Christians, according to Covernor-

Ceneral Yulu, were reported to have disguised themselves as Boxers by

putting on red or yellow turbans ("It was impossible to identify them”) and

to have concealed mines both inside the city and in the area immediately

surrounding it.^® In another, more elaborate, rumor, word spread that on

such and such a day Chinese government troops were going to attack

Tianjin with hea\y artillery. Cen. Song Qing had carried nine cannon into

the city. Land mines had been hidden in certain places. A huge force of

Boxers was coming from somewhere to seize the city by force. The resi-

dents of Tianjin, according to Liu Mengyang, were terrified and the num-

bers of those seeking to escape from the city soared.

Rumors similar to the “total destruction” ones just described were also

rampant in early June among foreigners in Beijing, as tensions mounted in

that city. Mary Porter Camewell (Methodist Episcopal) described the pre-

vailing mood: "Rumors fill the air. A new edict only seems to give permis-

sion for further violence. At the Post Office they say we are safe. At the lega-

tions they say we are safer in Peking than in Tientsin. Yet the Chinese say

tomorrow is set as the day for the destruction of all foreigners in Peking!”'^'’

In situations where there was no change of circumstance and the same

rumors were spread day in and day out, 011 the other hand, there was some-

times a tendency to discount the rumors. “Were it not that the day has been

set for onr extermination at least fifty times since I came to China,”
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Courtenay H. Fenn (American Presbyterian) wrote from Beijing on May 3,

“it would be difficult to keep a restful mind.”'^' When Fei Qihao (Fei Ch’i-

hao), a Christian associated with abcfm missionaries in Fenzhou, Shanxi,

was urged on August 14 to flee for his life, as his foreign patrons in Fenzhou

were all to be killed, Fei said that this made little impression on him, as he

“had been hardened to hearing such rumors. For two or three months

there had not been a day when men had not been saying on the street:

'Today the foreigners will be killed,’ or 'Tomorrow the houses will be

burned.’ In somewhat different circumstances, it was of course possible

to dismiss the specific timing incorporated in a rumor but still give cre-

dence to its underlying message. In the journal of Rowena Bird, although

rumor after rumor proved unfounded, the death that the rumors predicted

closed in on the author with fearsome inevitability.'^^

Danger, Uncertainty, and the Proliferation of Rumors

All the rumors so far discussed, whether circulated among foreigners or

Boxers or ordinary Chinese or Chinese Christians, and whether centering

on wishes or on fears, flourished because of the crisis situation virtually

everyone in North China faced in the spring and summer of 1900. Like

many crises, this one was made up of two essential ingredients: a sense of

immediate danger and an agonizing shortage of information either about

what was happening (or had already happened) elsewhere in space or

about an indeterminate future that held tightly within its grip the answers

to people’s most pressing questions.

The agony of uncertainty in such situations and the role that rumor

plays as a palliative appear universal and have been attested to again and

again. Rosnow asserts that “rumors flourish in an atmosphere of uncer-

tainty because they attempt to relieve the tension of cognitive unclarity.”'^

“In circumstances where numbers of people are together without adequate

information, such as concentration or prisoner-of-war camps,” Custav

Jahoda writes, “a series of rumours almost invariably arises. Although most

of these tend to be largely untrue, they do at least serve to still for a while

the suffering caused by uncertainty.”"^^

“War rumors” present a special case, but one that is highly pertinent to

the situation in North China in iqoo. Paul Fussell confirms the judgment

of Rosnow and Jahoda in the following insightful commentary: “In the pre-

vailing atmosphere of uncertainty for all and mortal danger for some,

rumor sustains hopes and suggests magical outcomes. Like any kind of nar-

rative, it compensates for the insignificance of actuality. It is easy to under-
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stand why soldiers require eonstant good news. It is harder to understand

why they require false bad news as well. The answer is that even that is bet-

ter than the absenee of narrative. Even a pessimistic, terrifying story is

preferable to unmediated actual ity.”"^^

The most dramatic instance of the “false bad news” phenomenon on

the foreign side in 1900 was the announcement in mid-July that all for-

eigners in the capital (save two) had been killed on July 6-7. Headlines

such as the following appeared in much of the world’s press: “all MASSA-

CRED IN PEKING,” “PEKING MASSACRE IS CONEIRMED,” “MASSACRE STORY

ACCEPTED AS TRUE,” “aLL BELIEVED TO HAVE PERISHED.” AcCOUntS of the

massacre were filled with details: The attack had been launched by the

Boxers’ main supporter at court. Prince Duan. The streets around the lega-

tions were strewn with dead bodies ofChinese as well as Europeans. Prince

Qing, a leading anti-Boxer figure, upon hearing of the assault, had brought

in his own troops, but these were outnumbered and defeated and the

prince himself slain. In celebration of his victory. Prince Duan had dis-

tributed 100,000 taels and huge quantities of rice to the Boxers. The New

York Tribune, in an article datelined London, July 17, after denouncing the

“utter worthlessness of all the detailed accounts which have been, or may

be, published,” stated authoritatively that, despite confusion over the date,

“the fact that the massacre was complete and ruthless cannot be ques-

tioned.” There was “profound gloom” at the highest official levels in

Washington, London, and other world capitals. As the rumor panic con-

tinued, the accounts of what happened became ever more detailed. Then,

magically, news was received that nothing at all of what had been reported

contained even a grain of truth.'^^

One of the things that happens in situations marked by great danger and

an almost complete absence of reliable information is that “standards of

plausibility” change. Just at the moment when the hunger for information

is greatest, as a result of the danger, access to information is cut off. In such

circumstances, people become far more suggestible than they would oth-

erwise be, prepared to accept as fact assertions that in a calmer state they

woidd instinctively challenge.'^® They hope for the best, but imagine the

worst. And if the predisposition to think badly of a particular category of

people is already in place, certain kinds of rumors, which attribute terrible

acts to such people, are much easier to accept as factual. In the United

States in the 1980s charges of cannibalism, the eating of human feces, and

the drinking of urine and human blood, leveled against Satanic crdts, were

believable to many people because of widespread prior acceptance of the

symbol of Satan as evil incarnate coupled with a long-standing fantasy that
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162 there aetually existed groups of human beings in America pledged to

Satan’s service.'^'^ In much the same fashion, in the Western world in July

1900 it was relatively easy to be persuaded that a massacre of all foreigners

in Beijing had been carried out because Westerners at the time assumed

that the Chinese were entirely capable of just such behavior.

Generic Rumors: Antiforeign and Anti-Christian Lore

Predictably, a similar pattern may be discerned on the Chinese side in 1900:

the “false bad news” about foreigners and Christians that was widely dis-

seminated in this year was readily believed by masses of Chinese in part

because they had long been conditioned to think ill of precisely these cate-

gories of people. In contrast with many of the rumors dealt with so far in this

chapter, which have tended to be situation-specific and nonrecurrent, these

rumors were more generic both in nature and in content. Also, because

they threatened not just the Boxers but the entire Chinese population, the

former, by spreading them and not infrequently portraying themselves as

protectors against their injurious effects, were able to use such rumors to

broaden support for their cause. One variety of “false bad news” rumor

drew on the venerable Chinese tradition of scabrous, harrowing, often racist

lore about foreigners in general and Christians in particular. The other,

although also in this instance targeting foreigners and Christians, may best

be represented as a form of mass panic or hysteria of a sort commonly

encountered in previous periods of Chinese history (not to mention crisis

situations elsewhere in the world) and focnsed unequivocally on death.

The Chinese store of anti-Christian and antiforeign lore embodied a

number of themes. Although some of these themes were traceable as far

back as the late Ming, they became especially pronounced after i860 when

foreign missionaries for the first time in over a century were given permis-

sion to operate throughout the Chinese empire. Sometimes this lore

focused on the weird social and sexual practices of foreigners— and by

extension Chinese Christians, who had in one way or another been conta-

minated by foreign contact. These practices included improper mixing of

the sexes, copulation during religious services, mother-son incest, the

smearing of menstrual fluid on the face, serial copulation with young girls

who had been purchased and placed under a spell, and so forth. People

who engaged in such behavior were defined explicitly or implicitly as ene-

mies of the moral and civilized orders; lest there be any doubt as to their

lack of qualification for being considered human, they were often repre-

sented pictorially as sheep, pigs, and other animals.
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Another theme of anti-Christian and antiforeign lore was more sinister, 163

direetly threatening the Chinese populaee at large in the most gruesome

ways and presenting Westerners (the external enemy) and Chinese Chris-

tians (the enemy within) as the very essenee of evil. A Christian in Hunan
was said to have eut off the queues of men, the nipples of women, and the

testieles of little boys. The praetiees of Catholie priests were partieularly

suspeet. The administration of last rites was, as we have seen, easily mis-

eonstrued as masking the priests’ real purpose, whieh was to gouge out the

dying person’s eyeballs. The establishment of orphanages for abandoned

ehildren was another Catholie praetiee that was readily misunderstood. In

the aftermath of an antimissionary ineident that took plaee in Nanehang,

Jiangxi, in 1862, some of the inhabitants of that eity, when asked by repre-

sentatives of the governor whether the missionaries’ praetiee of rearing

abandoned ehildren was not a good thing, replied: “Loeally, our rearing of

abandoned ehildren is limited to taking in and nursing the newly born. But

in their orphanage the boys and girls bought are all over ten sui. Do you

think that their purpose is to rear ehildren or to avail themselves of this as

a pretext for eutting out their vital organs and severing their limbs?”^^

During the rhajor ineident that took plaee at Tianjin in 1870, suspieions

surrounding the Catholie orphanage in that eity were again a faetor, aggra-

vated in this instance by an epidemic in the orphanage in June that raised

significantly its already high death rate and a rash of kidnappings that had

broken out in Tianjin in the spring and that many residents (including

non-Catholic foreigners) believed had been encouraged by the impru-

dence of the Catholic sisters in offering monetary “inducements to have

children brought to them in the last stages of illness, for the purpose of

being baptized in articulo mortis!'"’^

Mutilation of the human body and traffic in its parts, often associated in

China with kidnapping scares, and done for a variety of medicinal purposes

(such as the concoction of immortality pills and potions), struck at the

deepest fears of the Chinese people and had been capital offenses since the

Ming period. Barend
J. ter Haar has shown that these fears were part of an

oral tradition stretching back at least to the Song dynasty and has argued

persuasively that dismemberment, disfiguration, drugging for nefarious

purposes, and other horrific charges were consistently used by ingroups

(social or ethnic) to attack and demonize the members of outgroups.

Rumors alluding to such behavior thus fit not only into a tradition of lore

about Christians and Westerners hut also into a wider tradition that had

been evolving for centuries and of which the nineteenth-century anti-

Christian and anti-Western tradition was but au adaptation.
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164 Such rumors proliferated in the summer of 1900. Two Catholic nuns liv-

ing north of Tianjin were killed by a erowd of angry Chinese after (aecord-

ing to a former Boxer from the area) eharges eireulated that, among their

other erimes, the nuns speeialized in the kidnapping of ehildren, whom

they then turned over to ehureh members to gouge out their hearts.

Liu Yitong, one of the eontemporary observers most sympathetie to the

Boxers, wrote that on June 10, as tensions mounted in Beijing and the sur-

rounding region, a large group of Christians streamed into the eapital. The

women's noses had been piereed and a eord passed through them. The rea-

son for this was that, when their husbands had been haeked to death by the

Boxers, the women beeame terrified and wanted to apostatize. The for-

eigners, furious at them for betraying the faith, gave them a drug, where-

5
. 3 Catholics Gouging Out Eyes of Chinese Christians. According to the righthand text

of this late nineteenth-century poster, the gods cannot be fooled: people who gouge out

the eyes of others will have their own eyes gouged out in return. The text on the left goes

on to warn “dead devils” (Chinese Christians, who have become dead to all virtue) that

while those with sight may seek to become blind, the blind can never recover their sight.

To drive the point home, in the foreground are two converts whose eyes have already been

removed by the foreigners, after whom they now crawl submissively. From Jinzun shengyu

bixie quantu.
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upon they pierced their own noses and passed the cord through them, 165

enabling the foreigners to lead them like camels. After reaching the capi-

tal, the foreigners concealed the women in the Northern Cathedral. They

covered the women’s bodies with a medicinal plaster. When the plaster was

pulled off, the women died. The plasters were then sold to people for two

foreign dollars. Many of the people who bought them also perished.

On July 1, Liu reported, three bricklayers presented themselves at the

camp of one of the Chinese commanders in Beijing. They said they had

worked for the foreigners for twenty-one years, but now they were so hun-

gry they couldn’t stand it any longer. The food and water supplies of the

foreigners in the legation quarters were already exhausted. Therefore, the

foreigners hid in the tunnels underneath the city and butchered people

and horses to eat.^^

One of the names the Boxers had for Christians, as we have seen, was

“straight eyes” (zhiyan). They explained this, according to Cuan He, by

alleging that, after joining the Christian religion, Chinese often took for-

eign medicine, whereupon they could only stare straight ahead and no

longer had the eye movements of normal people. This was one of the ways

in which the Boxers were able to distinguish Christians from the rest of the

Chinese population.^'

Ye Changchi, one ofwhose friends in the capital related to him the story

of the litchis in the photographic studio that had been mistaken for human
eyeballs, was told by another friend that, after the Boxers burned down a

dispensary, they found a stiff object which they thought was a cure-dried

human being. There was much noise and excitement, but later it was dis-

covered to be only a wax figure. Still another acquaintance told Ye of the

formation of a “dead spirit column” {yinhun zhen) to defend against the

Boxers. The people who formed the column, presumably Christians,

ripped open the bellies of pregnant women (perhaps to generate dead spir-

its) and chased each other around naked to prevent the gods from possess-

ing the Boxers.^®

Since the Boxers believed that human eyeballs were needed for photo-

graphic work, they were said to have tied up the manager of a photo shop

and forced him by means of torture to show them where he hid his supply

of eyes.^‘^ It was also reported that, in an effort to make reality conform to

fantasy, some of the girls in a missionary-run school for the blind in the cap-

ital were detained and “urged to confess that the foreigners took out their

eyes.”^'’ In Tianjin in the summer of 1900 people said that the top leader of

the entire Boxer movement, a 108-year-old man with unrivaled magical

powers, on a secret inspection trip to Zizhnlin had gone into a foreign

building in which he came upon three earthen jars, one containing
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166 human blood, another, human hearts, and a third, human eyes.^^ A partie-

ularly grisly body-parts story that eireulated in Beijing alleged that Western-

ers eonfined the female members of ehureh eongregations and, after ent-

ting out their vaginas, sold the women for three taels apieee.^^

The anonymous author who reeorded the last rumor eommented eyni-

cally that the rumor had deliberately been spread by the Boxers “in order

to enrage the people and eause them to hate the Westerners.”^^ Sueh skep-

tieism was not uneommon among elite eontemporaries. But it was by no

means nniversal. There were many other individuals, ineluding highly

edueated ones, who although strongly disinelined to give eredenee to the

more miraeulons elaims of the Boxers, aeeepted without hesitation the

aeeusations they eireulated about Christians and Westerners. Thus, Yun

5.4 Catholics Removing Fetus. Foreign missionaries were often aeeused of extraeting

the fetus and placenta from pregnant women for medicinal and alchemical purposes and

for soreery. In this poster, circulated in the late nineteenth century, the foreigners are

depicted wearing green hats, symbolie of a person who has been cuekolded. The text on

the right artieulates the importanee in the Confucian tradition of bearing sons; that on the

left urges the speedy elimination of heterodoxy (Christianity) and the destruction of the

foreign devils. From Jinzun shengyu bixie quantu.
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Yuding, who frequently disparaged Boxer magie in his diary, deseribing it

at one point as “blaek arts to stir up and delude the foolish people,” in an

entry dated June 14 (5/18) observed without a hint of skeptieism that the

Boxers, in ransaeking ehurehes, had found “numerous vile objeets, inelud-

ing several dozen jars eontaining sueh things as human eyeballs, hearts

and livers, and penises. There were even instanees,” he wrote, “of flayed

human skins and hollowed out pregnant wombs, thought to be objeets

used by soreerers to bring harm to their vietims. These things were too

ghastly to look at. Passersby were all overeome with grief and rage.”^^

Rumors sueh as the ones just deseribed operated in eomplex and often

eontradietory ways. On one hand, they intensified popular fears and anxi-

ety that were already present at the turn of the eentury as a result of other

faetors. On the other hand, they beeame a means of alleviating tension and

stress, partly by enabling individuals to share their fears eolleetively and

partly by transforming popular fear into popular anger eoneentrated on the

aetions of hated outsiders.

The rumors thus operated in a way somewhat analogous to “eontempo-

rary legends,” as diseussed by folklorists and soeiologists.^^ Although some

eontemporary legends (also ealled urban legends or modern legends or

exemplary stories) are quite benign, more frequently they eontain horrifie

subjeet matter of one sort or another: Babies, kidnapped in Latin Ameriea,

are used to provide spare parts for organ transplants in the United States.

Children
( or sometimes more speeifieally blonde, blue-eyed, virginal

female ehildren) are abdueted and saerifieed by satanie eults in Ameriea.

Young female elients ofJewish elothing shops in Franee are kidnapped and

sold by the proprietors of the shops into foreed prostitution.^^ And in

China, at the turn of the eentury, the body parts of human beings are eru-

elly extracted by China s enemies for a range of fiendish purposes. Legends

such as these often draw on centuries-old archetypal myths and vary in

detail as they are told and retold over space and time. They serve, to a

degree at least, to contain the chaos characteristic of situations pervaded by

fear and uncertainty by naming the stress (even if only metaphorically) and

locating its source. Thus they offer a clarifying narrative in a murky and

threatening setting in which “even a pessimistic, terrifying story,” to repeat

the apt phrasing of Fussell, “is preferable to unmediated actuality.”

Generic Rumors: The Well-Poisoning Scare

'Fhe second form of generic rumor that was very widely circulated in

North China in 1900 also focused on actions allegedly taken by foreigners
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168 and Christians for the purpose of bringing dire harm to the Chinese pop-

ulation. Sometimes, as we have seen, foreigners and Christians (and ocea-

sionally, in an ironie reversal. Boxers) were aeeused of smearing blood or

some other red substanee on the doors of people’s homes. The rumors

triggered by sueh aets, although various, always foeused on the harm

promised to the homes’ oeeupants: either they would fall sick and possibly

die or they would go mad and kill each other or they would burn to death

or their children would be kidnapped. A Boxer notice announced that in

the prefectural city of Zhengding (in western Zhili near the Shanxi bor-

der), on the night of June 22, everyone went insane after touching the cir-

cles and crosses smeared in blood on their doors. The Boxers, in addition

to spreading such charges, in their other role as society’s protectors also

counseled people that, if they found blood markings on their doors, they

could prevent further harm by removing them with a mixture of lime and

human urine.

Similar rumors accused the foreigners and Christians of cutting human

figures out of paper and placing them in the streets, where after coming to

life they would bring death to large numbers of people,^® of depositing on

the roads cakes laced with poison for unsuspecting people to pick up and

eat,^* and of stealing children.^^ But by far the most widely circulated rumor

of this genre was one that charged foreigners and Christians with contam-

inating the water supply by placing poison in village wells. This rumor

appeared in Caozhou, Shandong, as early as 1899, where it was readily

believed owing to the prevalence of typhus and “a certain sort of plague.”^^

During the spring and summer of 1900 the well-poisoning charge became

“practically universal” in North China “and accounted for much of the

insensate fury” directed by ordinary Chinese against Christians.^"^

Well-poisoning was regularly alluded to in Boxer notices, which not

infrequently incorporated recipes for herbal remedies to counter the effects

of the poison. Thus, a placard posted in Beijing concluded with the fol-

lowing warning and guidance: “At present there are foreigners who secretly

have placed poison in the wells. To neutralize the poison simmer seven

smoked plums, five qian [1 qian = 5
grams] of eucommia bark, and five

qian of maocao [coarse grass?] in water and swallow.”^^ Such information,

of course, while again putting the Boxers forward as society’s guardians and

saviors, also served, inevitably, to confirm and exacerbate the populace’s

worst fears.

In addition, the well-poisoning charge supplied a ready-made vehicle

for people to avenge private grievances that had nothing to do with the

Boxer movement and its publicly professed goals. Liu Dapeng reports that.
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in the latter half of July, every day brought reports of villages in Shanxi

putting to death poisoners.^*' Liu’s assertion, however, needs to be plaeed

alongside Rowena Bird’s observation, frequently reiterated in her letters

and journal, that the people killed were often “outside” people, who had

nothing whatever to do with the local foreign community. Conditions, Bird

wrote from Taigu on July 6, “are growing more and more desperate, new
outrages are committed each day, till not only Christians but people gen-

erally are fearful for their lives. . . . Last night two men, not Christians, were

killed in a village near[by], on the charge that, hired by the foreigners, they

were poisoning wells and scattering medicines. These men had no con-

nection with us, and respectable men in the village went security for

the[m], but it was no use, they were at once burned to death.”^”

The well-poisoning scare in North China in 1900 came as close as any-

thing at the time to a mass panic. Elvin has suggested that the population

of the area in which the Boxers were most active in the latter part of 1899

and early 1900, stretching from Qingzhou and Weixian in northwestern

Shandong to Tianjin and Tongzhou (outside the capital) in Zhili, was par-

ticularly prone to mass hysteria.^® In support of this hypothesis, he draws

attention to two other panics that erupted in the region in the latter years

of the nineteenth century. One was a flood scare fomented in 1872 by the

Shengxian sect, which was active in the area south of Baoding. The lead-

ers of this sect, according to the North-China Herald’s Baoding correspon-

dent, proclaimed that “on a certain date a flood of waters would devastate

the country, and only the faithful few who prepared themselves for its com-

ing by building boats, [szc] could escape— like another Noah— from the

ruin that would overtake the land. Boats were built in immense numbers,

and far and wide provision was made for the fated day.” This day came and

passed, however, to the confusion of those whose arks, ready provisioned

for a voyage, stood unconcealed before their doors. Many broke up their

boats at once, but every here and there in that district you still [twenty years

later] come across them half-decayed and used for all sorts of purposes.”^*^

The second instance of mass hysteria cited by Elvin was a kidnapping

panic that began in Tianjin in 1897 and spread rapidly to other parts of Zhili

and Shandong. This panic targeted foreigners as the main culprits and was,

in many ways, a dress rehearsal for the rumor scares of the Boxer period.

“From Tientsin,” the North-China Herald reported in late June, “we hear

. . . that a state of absolute panic reigns in the city. The natives cannot sleep

at night for fear of kidnappers, and they are being urged on by anti-foreign

intriguers, and rascals who have baser ends to serve, to vent their spite on

foreigners.” Such kidnapping rumors apparently were circulated annually
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in Tianjin, 'about the time of the advent of the grain junks from the south
”

when there was in faet a greater or lesser amount of buying and kidnapping

of ehildren mainly by Cantonese junkmen. This year, however, the rumors

were "unusually virulent,'’ owing to the imminent reopening of the Roman

Catholie eathedral that had been destroyed in 1870, unemployment fears

attending the eompletion in June of the Beijing-Tianjin railway, and a

number of other faetors. The eompletion of the railway had given rise to

tales in the eapital "about ehildren buried under the ties and slain to solid-

ify the bridges.” The old stories of hearts and eyes being dug out for foreign

use were revived "and found ready eredenee.” In one part of Shandong a

eaptured kidnapper was said to have eonfessed to having sold a heart and

two eyes to the foreigners for roo taels, and in another part a notiee was

posted stating that 500 hypnotists had been dispatehed from Tianjin to vie-

timize ehildren. Many unfortunate Chinese wrongfully aeeused of being

kidnappers were subjeeted to horrible judieial deaths. Then, by late sum-

mer or early fall, like the flood seare of 1872 and eomparable outbreaks of

mass hysteria in other plaees and times, the kidnapping rumors died out, as

suddenly and enigmatically as they had begun.®^

That there were prior instances of mass hysteria in the same region in

which the Boxers were active from late 1899 into the summer of 1900 is

undeniable. The question is: How unusual was this? Did the bouts of mass

panic that can be documented for the Zhili-Shandong region result, as

Elvin suggests, from the special characteristics of the inhabitants of this

area or was such hysteria encountered more generally in China in situa-

tions in which, for whatever reason, collective anxieties were at a high

pitch? This is not the place to attempt a comprehensive answer to these

questions. It is enough to note that the researches of a number of scholars

suggest that such mass panics occurred in many parts of China and with

considerable frequency. The queue-clipping scare of 1768 studied by Kuhn

had its origins in Zhejiang province and was mainly concentrated in east-

central China. Ter Haar has documented a wide range of mass panics from

the late sixteenth century onward, some centered on queue-clipping, many

on kidnapping fears, and erupting not only in North China but also in

Fujian, northern Hubei, Guangxi, Guangdong, and especially the lower

Yangzi region.®^

Ter Haar also makes several other points that are pertinent here. One of

his key arguments— a thesis which, incidentally, the main thrust of Elvin’s

analysis supports— is that violent action taken against Christian missionar-

ies and converts was, more often than not, an adaptation ot preexisting cul-

tural and social patterns that were_^of long standing and, in their origins, had
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nothing to do with foreigners or Christians. Even more pertinent for our

purposes is ter Haar’s fnsistenee upon the importanee of situational fae-

opposed tQ the behavioral proelivities of the populaee of a given

region— in generating eonditions eonducive to mass hysteria. Thus, the

antiforeign disturbanees that took plaee in the Yangzi River valley in 1891

oeeurred against a baekground of heightened tension owing to drought

(whieh hit eity-dwellers, the main perpetrators of the riots, espeeially hard)

and were part of a pattern of intensified criminal violence in the area that

was unconnected with missionaries or foreigners. More generally, ter Haar

points out that rumors spread more rapidly— and rumor panics tended to

break out with greater frequency— in densely populated areas with well-

frequented channels of trade and travel, which would apply, of course, not

only to North China but also to the other regions in which the panics he

discusses took place. Another situational factor bearing on the extent and

rapidity of rumor circulation, which my own reading of Boxer-era materi-

als strongly suggests, is the response of the authorities, both central and
local, to the initial appearance of rumors. One reason why North China
experienced such an epidemic of rumors in the spring and summer of 1900

was the uncertainty of the court at the outset as to how to respond to the

Boxer movement and its eventual decision to support it, which, from the

populace s point of view, seemed to throw a cloak of legitimacy over even

the wildest of Boxer claims. The spread of rumors, in such circumstances,

instead of being contained (which was usually the Chinese government s

interest with respect to rumors), was encouraged, and nowhere was it

encouraged more than in Shanxi province, which had a governor (Yuxian)

well known for his strong pro-Boxer and antiforeign feelings. This may
help to account for the exceptional jitteriness of the Shanxi population, as

documented by Liu Dapeng, on the Chinese side, and Rowena Bird and

other missionaries, on the foreign.

Leaving aside the question of whether the population of North China,

or at least large portions of it, showed an unusual susceptibility to mass hys-

teria, I would suggest that a question that is of at least equal interest has to

do with the content of the hysteria in this case. Why mass poisoning? And
why, in particular, the poisoning of public water sources? Ifone accepts the

view that rumors convey messages and that rumor epidemics, in particular,

supply important symbolic information concerning the collective worries

of societies in crisis, one approach to answering such questions is to try to

identify the match or fit between a rumor panic and its immediate context.

In the case of kidnapping panics, which have a long history not only in

Ghma but m many other societies as well, the focus of collective concern
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is the safety of ehildren, who (as the term kidnap seems to imply) are

almost always seen as the primary vietims.®"^ Rumors of mass poisoning, on

the other hand, are far more appropriate as a symbolie response to a erisis,

sueh as war or natural disaster or epidemie, in whieh all the members of

soeiety are potentially at risk.

Sueh is, in faet, exactly what we find to be the case. Charges of well-poi-

soning and similar crimes were brought against the first Christians in

Rome and the Jews in the Middle Ages at the time of the Black Plague

(r348). During the cholera epidemic in Paris in 1832 a rumor circulated

that poison powder had been scattered in the bread, vegetables, milk, and

water of that city. In the early stages of the Creat War, rumors were spread

in all belligerent countries that enemy agents were busy poisoning the

water supplies. Newspaper accounts in 1937, at the onset of the Sino-

Japanese War, accused Chinese traitors of poisoning the drinking water of

Shanghai. Within hours of the great Tokyo earthquake of September 1,

1923, which was accompanied by raging fires, rumors began to circulate

charging ethnic Koreans and socialists not only with having set the fires but

also with plotting rebellion and poisoning the wells. And rumors of mass

poisoning proliferated in Biafra during the Nigerian civil conflict of the

late 1960s.

In many of these instances, the rumors targeted outsiders (or their inter-

nal agents), who were accused, symbolically if not literally, of seeking the

annihilation of the society in which the rumors circulated. This, of course,

closely approximates the situation prevailing in China at the time of the

Boxer uprising. Like the charge that the foreigners were the ones ultimately

responsible for the lack of rain in the spring and summer of 1900, rumors

accusing foreigners and their native surrogates of poisoning North China s

water supplies portrayed outsiders symbolically as depriving Chinese of

what was most essential for the sustaining of life. The well-poisoning rumor

epidemic thus spoke directly to the collective fear that was uppermost in

the minds of ordinary people at the time: the fear of death.



CHAPTER 6

Death

Several thousand Boxers had assembled in Zhangdeng [township in

Qingyuan eounty, Zhili], It was the eighth day of the fifth month [June 4,

1900]. At sundown there was a huge eommotion along with sounds of shriek-

ing and wailing. It was diseovered that the Boxers had burned several dozen

Christian families to death. A workman who went to have a look reported

that the men of the families had fled, leaving only the women, who were

incinerated in their homes. When one young woman escaped from the

flames, her belly was cut open with a sword by the Boxers. One could hear

the sound of skin separating from bones. Several Boxers grabbed the woman

by the thighs and arms and threw her back into the flames. The savagery was

unspeakable. The stench traveled for several li.

Ai Sheng, resident of Dingxing county, Zhild

The Boxers didn’t kill people indiscriminately. We killed people with a pur-

pose in mind. . . . When we wanted to kill people we made sure they were

secondary hairy ones [Christians].

Li Yuanshan, former Boxer, Tianjin^

On the way [from the capital to Tianjin in late August 1900] we passed vil-

lages and scattered farms, all absolutely deserted. The crops were ripening in

the fields, but there was no one to look after them or to reap them. They were

left to rot. At a season when in ordinary years the country is alive with busy

folk, when every field has its watcher’s booth, when every threshing-floor is

rolled afresh, and men, women, and children, all turn out to bring in the

harvest, now not a soul was to he seen. We went into house after house, bro-

ken cups and plates lay upon the floor, an evil stench warned the intruder

from corners, the water from the wells had a strange taste savouring of dis-

ease and death.

Roland Allen, British chaplain, Beijing''
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On this day [GX 26/5/29 or June 25, 1900] someone saw a corpse on the slope

by the Liizu Hall.^ It was a man who had been killed by the [Boxer] bandit

chief Cao Fiitian. His testicles had been cut off and his head severed and

placed between his thighs, facing upward stiff and motionless. It was

unspeakably horrible. These people regard life as a trifling matter. When
they kill a person, they rarely dispatch him with a clean blow of the sword;

more often they slash indiscriminately with their swords and chop the body

into pieces. The horror of the slaughter they perpetrate is even worse than

that of the punishment of death by dismemberment.

Liu Mengyang, resident of Tianjin^

Within the capital and in an area outside it extending over a hundred li in

all directions, the dead numbered in the tens of thousands. Corpses were

piled up everywhere with no one to bury them . . . and the stench of the rot-

ting flesh and bones strewn across the roadways was unbearable. The

extreme suffering of the common people was everywhere in evidence.

Thousands ofhomes were burned down by the raging flames, which day and

night lit up the sky. In my judgment, the capital has not suffered such cruel

devastation since the beginning of the Qing.

Hong Shoushan, resident of Beijing^

The Boxers cut our Christian babies in pieces and now the Japanese and

Russians have returned double, quadruple, for all they gave. The stories the

soldiers tell us are too horrible to put on paper.

Sarah Goodrich, American missionary, Beijing^

When the story of the Boxer uprising is told, the high points, depending on

one’s point of view, are generally the eharaeteristies of the Boxers as a

movement (their superstition, baekwardness, xenophobia, patriotism) or

the martyrdom endured by the Christian eommunity or the righteousness

and heroism of the foreign military response or the eonsequenees of the

uprising (or more preeisely its diplomatie settlement) for China’s subse-

quent history. We of eourse hear of the deaths that oeeurred. But, more

often than not, this part of the story is told in the flat, impersonal language

of statisties, even when, as in the following statement by Harold Isaaes, a

eertain amount of feeling informs the telling: ''Before the bloodletting of

1900 was over, more than 200 foreign devils and a reported total of some

30,000 secondary devils (Chinese Christians) had been killed, and an

Allied punitive expedition that marehed from Tientsin to Peking, and later

A shrine in honor of Lii Dongbin (Tang or Song), one of the Eight Immortals of Daoist

tradition. Located just west of the Tianjin city wall, the Liizu Hall was the site of a major

Boxer headquarters, established by Cao Lutian in the first half of June.
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fanned out over northeastern China, took many times more that number

in gross retribution. There was Christian martyrdom; then there was loot-

ing, rapine, and slaughter by the avenging Christian armies.”^

Death, in sueh aeeounts, beeomes a eolleetive marker. It stands as a

metaphor for the eruelty of the Boxers or the brutality of the foreign relief

forees or the suffering of the Christians or the slaying of innoeents. But its

meaning as an expression of individual experienee is largely lost. It is this

experiential side of death that I want to try to reelaim in the pages that fol-

low, foeusing on the death and destruetion that resulted from eombat and

other aets of violenee.

Apart from sueh aetualized death, there was of eourse the mueh broader

phenomenon of death anxiety, whieh, as we have seen in the immediately

preceding chapters, was on a lot of people s minds in North China in 1900.

Farmers idled by the continued failure of the rains in the spring became

progressively more hungry and also progressively more nervous, especially

(one imagines) those of them over thirty who retained vivid memories of

the death and horror wrought by the famine of the late 1870s. Young Boxers

spent many hours learning and practicing invulnerability rituals designed

to confer immunity to death, and much of the Boxers' magic was specifi-

cally directed either at ensuring the death of their foes or protecting against

the death of their supporters among the general population. The anxiety

rumors that were rampant throughout the region in the spring and summer

typically had as their central content images of death or grave bodily harm;

even the wish rumors that also had wide circulation may plausibly be seen

as providing emotional release from the fear of death. Finally, as if other

sources of death anxiety were not already abundant enough, notices posted

all over North China repeatedly concluded with dire warnings of the cata-

strophic end sure to befall those who chose to ignore the Boxers' message.

The actual experience of death was not as pervasive as the death con-

sciousness just described. But it was pervasive enough. Decreed public exe-

cutions either of anti-Boxer officials or of foreign missionaries were, it is

true, carried out in only a few places (Beijing in the case of the former,

Taiyuan and other localities in Shanxi in the case of the latter). And in

many parts of North China, where the Christian population was of negli-

gible size or nonexistent or the Boxer movement had not taken firm root,

there was relatively little major violence. But in many other parts of the

region, there were Boxer pogroms against Chinese Christians— and some-

times reverse “pogroms" led by Christians against non-Christians. More-

over, although the parts of North China that had direct experience of full-

scale warfare— principally the Tianjin and Beijing areas and the corridor
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76 connecting them— were fairly limited in geographical scale, mueh vaster

areas, ineluding parts of Manehuria and Shanxi and mueh of Zhili, expe-

rienced the terror of foreign eampaigns of retribution from late summer

1900 until the spring of 1901— a subjeet that, although often alluded to, still

awaits eomprehensive study by Western seholars.®

What is noteworthy about the experienee of violent death in 1900 is not

that it was not widespread but that it was not uniform. Different individu-

als experieneed death in different ways. Some were vietims, others perpe-

trators, still others witnesses. Some wrote of the sights and sounds of

death— and of death’s distinetive smells. Others deseribed the terrors that

they personally or people they knew or had observed had gone through in

the faee of death. And many reeounted the fearful ehoiees that had to be

made. The experienee of death, in short, like the experienee of anything,

was a highly individual matter. It was also, more perhaps than any other

form of experienee, supremely biographieal. ffistory, after all, does not die,

nor does soeiety. It is the individual who dies. Beeause of death’s unique

properties as the terminator and terminus of life, the fear and apprehension

surrounding it are key to the formation of biographieal eonseiousness; they

tend to pull people away from history and soeiety, toward an intense eon-

eern with their own personal destinies.

Mueh of the literature on death, I diseovered when I first looked, has to

do with the formal and informal rituals people in different eultures have

devised to ease the transition aeross this greatest, and most final, of life’s

divides. A disproportionate share of the death that people in China experi-

eneed in the summer of 1900, however, was raw death, unadorned by rit-

ual of any kind. And, so, death, the ultimate object of the anxiety that was

so pervasive at the time, also, beeause of the way in whieh it was encoun-

tered, beeame an added souree of this very anxiety.

Witnesses

Images of horror— of brutality, physieal destruetion, and immense human
suffering— presented themselves to millions of inhabitants of North China

in 1900. Ai Sheng, in his ehroniele of Boxer aetivities in Dingxing and

neighboring Laishui county, described several ineidents that oeeurred in

his area. On May 12 an armed group of several hundred people led by

Boxers killed over thirty Catholic families in Caoluo village in Laishui,

then stuffed the bodies into a wellpit and burned down the vietims’ homes.

On July 13 a friend returning from Yizhon, just west of Laishui city,

reported that the Boxers there had beheaded four female members of a
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Christian family and hung the males from a tree. Then they made a ban-

ner, killed the men, and offered them as a sacrifiee to the banner. “The

whole town turned out to wateh, thinking they eould now look forward to

peaee and well-being. How,” the friend intoned, “ean popular sentiment

be moved by sueh evil aets?”

On August 17, three days after the entranee of the foreign relief foree

into the eapital, fleeing Chinese troops arrived in the Dingxing area in

large numbers, ereating a good deal of havoe. A loeal Boxer leader, Wang

Luoyao, stole into the eounty seat and, together with bandits, smashed the

loek on the south gate, permitting the routed soldiers to pour in. The sol-

diers looted the markets and there was mueh firing of guns. Ai Sheng had

managed to evaeuate his immediate family from Dingxing two days earlier.

Four members of a eousin's family, less fortunate, threw themselves into

the aneestral well and died.*^

Cuan He reeounted an ineident in the Tianjin area in whieh Boxers,

after robbing several dozen Christians, dug a huge pit, drove their vietims

into it, and filled it with earth and stones. “The sounds of the sereams and

the sight of the suffering,” he wrote, “were unbearable.”'*^

Also in the Tianjin area, a man named Zhang reported that, when pass-

ing through Yang Family village on July 1, he eame upon two eorpses by the

roadside, one male, one female, with fresh sword wounds all over their

bodies. Two small ehildren, a boy and a girl, lay crying next to the bodies.

Horrified at the sight and afraid the children would starve to death, Zhang

took them home with him."

Foreign missionaries, not surprisingly, had especially fearsome stories

to relate about Boxer cruelty to Christians. Olivia Ogren (cim), in Yong-

ning, Shanxi, reported that the man who had worked as postman for the

local missionaries “had been caught by the Boxers, dragged from prison,

where the official had sought to protect him, and beheaded. His head was,

along with many others, nailed to the city wall, until his widow was

released from prison, when she took it down.” Some Christians, Ogren

continued, “had been maimed for life. One grey-headed old man had

been hanged by his thumbs for half a day. Others had had a cross cut on

the forehead by a sword.”'^

In Beijing, Courtenay Fenn described the consequences of the terror

unleashed by the Boxers on the night of June 13: “In the following days . . .

there came into our compound the straggling remnants of our native

Church, wives without husbands, husbands without wives, parents without

children and children without parents! The Boxers, with prepared black-

lists, had gone throughout the city, hunting down all who had been con-
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78 nected with the foreigners, eutting them down, haeking them to pieees, or

earrying them off for more terrible torture in a Boxer eamp/"'^

During the early days of the Battle of Tianjin, aeeording to Liu

Mengyang, many inhabitants of the eity tried to flee. It was hard to take the

river route out of the eity, however, as the Boxers had bloeked it with boats.

At Yangliuqing, a market town not far to the west, the Boxers insisted on

searehing all boats passing through. The pretext was that they were looking

for spies, the real reason (aeeording to Liu) was plunder. Sometimes the

Boxers falsely aeeused people of being Christians, killed them, and threw

their bodies into the river; if enough people were dispatehed in this way in

sueeession the waters of the river ehanged eolor. Liu also reported (on June

26) that, ever sinee the onset of the Boxer rising, almost every day corpses

could be seen floating in the Grand Canal in Tianjin. Most of them were

missing limbs. All had been killed and disfigured by the Boxers. ''On one

day a female corpse without its head, still clutching the dead body of a

child, came downstream. It was a dreadful sight to behold.”^'^

According to James Ricalton, a photographer sent by his publisher to

China to obtain a visual record of the Boxer uprising, several times a day

coolies with poles were sent to a particular spot on the Baihe (White River)

in Tianjin "to set free the accumulation of bodies and allow them to float

down stream.’’ Ricalton claimed to have seen "heads and headless trunks

in th is flotsam of war.” Although in the stereograph he took, there were

only a few bodies in view, at other times he reported having seen much
larger numbers, "especially in the morning, after a night’s accumulation.”

Many of the dead, according to him, had been killed by the foreign relief

forces, many others by the Boxers, and "doubtless a considerable number”

were suicides.

Earlier, on July 5, Ricalton had taken a military barge from Tanggu to

Tianjin. Here is his graphic account of what he observed along the way;

"Many mud villages were passed . . . ,
from most of which the inhabitants

had fled back into the country. We were constantly passing dead bodies

floating down, and, on either bank of the river, at every turn, hungry dogs

from the deserted villages could be seen tearing at the swollen corpses left

on the banks by the ebb tide. It was forty miles of country laid waste,

deserted homes, burned villages, along a river polluted and malodorous

with human putrefaction.”^^

Prior to the conclusion of the Battle of Tianjin in mid-July, Guan He
and his wife fled the city and made their way south by boat. Guan described

what they saw: "There were many corpses floating in the river. Some were

without heads, others were missing limbs. The bodies ofwomen often had
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their nipples eiit off and their genitalia mutilated. . . . There were also bod- 179

ies in the shallow areas by the banks, with floeks of erows peeking away at

them. The smell was so bad we had to eover our noses the whole day. Still,

no one eame out to eolleet the bodies for burial. People said that they were

all Christians who had been killed by the Boxers and the populaee dared

not get involved.’’^^

On her way by boat from Beijing to Tianjin on the North Grand Canal

in late August, Emma Martin, who had nursed wounded foreigners in the

makeshift legation hospital during the siege, deseribed the results of the

6.1 Bodies Floating in Baihe in Tianjin. This photograph, taken by James Ricalton, also

shows shell-damaged buildings along the French bund. Courtesy ofthe Library of Congress.
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180 relief foree s northward trek earlier in the month: ''Seores of dead Chinese

had been shot along the way and their bodies left to rot in the sun or be

eaten by dogs and worms. Many of the bodies were in the water and some-

times the steneh was dreadful. We had to use this river water for eooking

and I had to drink it onee.”^^

Not all deaths were the direct result of combat. On July 11, during the

siege in Beijing, Nigel Oliphant reports that the French captured twenty

Chinese on Customs Road and, as they would not give any information,

slaughtered the lot in cold blood,” one corporal ''polishing off fourteen

with his bayonet in record tirne.”''^ Only a little less summary was the jus-

tice meted out in Tianjin after a Chinese assassinated a French officer on

a foreign settlement street. A dozen or so coolies were promptly rounded

up and rushed to military headquarters, where they were executed "on evi-

dence,” according to the assessment of Herbert Hoover, an engineer in

China at the time, "that merits rank with the Salem witchcraft, and again

demonstrates that the foreigner himself can be a barbarian.”^°

For the residents of Beijing and Tianjin, the horror of the summer of

1900 was divisible into two phases: an initial period during which effective

control was in the hands of the Boxers and a later one, beginning in mid-

6.2 French Interrogation of Chinese Prisoners. After questioning, according to

the source of this photograph, prisoners were routinely shot. From J.-J. Matignon,

La Defense de la Legation de Franee (Pekin, du 13 Juin an 15 Aout igoo) (Paris:

Libraires Associes, 1902).
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July in Tianjin and mid-August in Beijing, during which both cities came

under foreign occupation. The point of transition between the two phases

was particularly gruesome. With the foreign conquest of Tongzhou (a

dozen or so miles east of the capital) on August 12, routed Chinese soldiers

began to flood into Beijing, and the inhabitants of the city became panicky.

The gates were closed. There were few people on the streets. Boxer altars

were demolished and all other signs of the Boxers’ existence destroyed.

Shops were closed for trade, families barred their doors. Many thought of

fleeing. But with the city gates barred, it was hard to leave, and with sol-

diers all about looting and killing, one wouldn’t have wanted to step out of

doors anyway. Boxers not native to Beijing vanished. Boxers native to the

cit)^ changed their dress. In a day and a night, according to one account, all

traces of the Boxer presence had disappeared.^' An old soldier accompa-

nying the imperial entourage on its flight west described the circum-

stances attending the foreign assault when it came. People in the Imperial

City lit fires and burned themselves to death. Many women, unable to flee,

threw themselves into the moat, which became so clogged with bodies that

the water stopped flowing. Corpses from the fighting were piled high along

the roadways. Luella Miner, after climbing up the tower of the Qian

Cate, shared her reactions to what she saw on the afternoon of August 16:

“It was a sad afternoon, and I know now that war is hell. . . . There were

bodies of Chinese soldiers and Boxers lying below the wall, the buildings

on the side nearest the legations were a mass of ruins, and we saw party

after party of poor refugees, men, women, and children, fleeing from the

doomed city. We watched some of the towers over the city gates burning,

and many other fires.”^^

In Tianjin, a month earlier, it was much the same. A Chinese eyewit-

ness described in some detail the pandemonium that ensued with the final

burst of foreign troops into the city on July 14:

People rushed about in all direetions, in dread of what was to eome next.

When someone shouted that the North Gate was open and that it was possi-

ble to leave by it, the whole eity converged on the North Gate. In an instant

the press of the crowd was such that one couldn’t move. . . . The foreigners

and Ghristians climbed the drum tower [in the center of the city]. From this

vantage point they saw the crowd at the North Gate unable to get out and

fired repeatedly on it, each volley resulting in the deaths of several tens of

people. . . . The greater the numbers of people killed, the greater became the

numbers of those fighting to escape. Some were killed by the shells. Some

lost their footing and were trampled to death. Some people were hacked to

death by the swords people were using to slash their way through the throng.
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Some were thrown to the ground. . . . When those in front fell, those behind

also fell. The more people were trampled upon, the more people died. The

pile of trampled bodies grew higher and higher. ... A woman led a child by

the hand. Just as they were pushing and squeezing their way forward, a shell

struck and the child fell to the ground. Wailing and weeping, the woman
said: “I fled for the sake of this piece of flesh. Now it s gone.” She then turned

around and went back home. Another woman held an infant in her arms.

The woman was hit by a shell and dropped to the ground. The infant at her

breast continued to make baby sounds and cry. The pedestrians trampled on

them and the infant died, too. Dead from bullets, dead from artillery shells,

dead from swords, dead from trampling. It was horrible. . . . The corpses were

piled several feet high. After three days of cleaning up, following the for-

eigners’ entry into the city, the streets still were not clean.

Liu Mengyang’s recounting of a walk he took through the city on the

morning of July i6 supplied additional detail. Strolling eastward along

Needle Market Street, he saw white flags hanging from all the shopfronts.

The atmosphere was gloomy. There were few pedestrians. Continuing east

he reached the beginning of Needle Market Street and turned south. He
saw dead bodies lying helter-skelter by the roadside. Going further south,

he came to the bridge outside the North Gate. The city moat was filled

with corpses, a head sticking ont here, a foot there. There were foreign sol-

diers everywhere, also some Chinese mercenaries in foreign uniform. Liu

felt afraid as he walked and dared not look into the soldiers’ eyes. When he

got to Wooden Bridge Lane, he thought he would cut through and return

home via Needle Market Street, the way he had come. However, halfway

down the lane, he came upon three bodies blocking his path. Unable to

proceed, he retraced his steps and took a more roundabout route home.

''Although I didn’t see many sights on this stroll,” Liu wrote in the con-

cluding lines of the main part of his chronicle, "the atmosphere of gloom

and desolation was unbearable. After I got home, I chanced to think back

over everything. It was as though a great many dead bodies were ranged

before my eyes. Recalling the painful experience [of the preceding few

months], I felt heartbroken and depressed.”^^

As both Chinese and foreign observers noted, there was little to choose

between Chinese and foreign brutality in the summer of 1900. During the

occupation of Tianjin, foreign soldiers constantly humilated and harassed

the local population, frequently raping the women, especially in the

Hedong section (east of the river), which was occupied by Russian and

German troops. In August a foreign force went to Duliu, Zhang Decheng’s

base, and burned down more than half the town. Many inhabitants, includ-
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ing law-abiding subjects, were killed or injured and many women raped. 183

In the terror visited upon Tianjin after the foreign victory, some residents

apparently hid their valuables in coffins along with the remains of dead fam-

ily members. The foreign soldiers, on getting wind of this, broke open vir-

tually every newly buried coffin in the suburban and guild cemeteries, fling-

ing the bodies by the roadside to be eaten by wild dogs and pigs. When the

relatives of the deceased came to identify the corpses, the skeletal remains

were already incomplete. The coffin of a former Tianjin prefect, Li Shao-

yun, was reported to have been broken into on three separate occasions. “If

6.3 Dead Defenders at South Gate of Tianjin's Chinese City. Riealton, who elaimed

that the bodies belonged to Boxers, took this photograph immediately after the foreign

entry into the city. Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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we look at this in light of the doetrine of karma,” a Japanese ehronieler

intoned, “what did this man do while alive that was so bad as to merit sueh

eruel treatment?”-^

The day after the arrival of the foreign relief foree in Beijing, Luella

Miner wrote in her journal:

The conduct ofthe Russian soldiers is atrocious, the French are not much bet-

ter, and the Japanese are looting and burning without mercy. . . . The Russians

all the way up from Tientsin butchered women and children without mercy,

and women and girls by hundreds have committed suicide to escape a worse

fate at the hands of Russian and Japanese brutes. Our American soldiers saw

them jumping into the river and into wells, in Tungchow [Tongzhou] twelve

girls in one well, and one mother was drowning two of her little children in a

large water jar. ... It is easy to say that China has brought this calamity on her-

self— that this is not war but punishment— but when we can distinguish the

innocent from the guilty why stain the last pages of the century's history by

records which would disgrace the annals of the dark ages? Sweet lessons in

“western civilization" we are giving to the Chinese.

Lest it be thought that Amerieans were invariably above reproaeh in

their conduet during and after the Boxer War (as contemporary American

accounts generally seemed to imply), one British officer in Beijing entered

the following comment in his diary for August 15: “The Americans I

watched some time, lying in wait at the end of each street and shooting

every Chinese that showed his head.”^° Americans, moreover, including

even some missionaries, were among the most vigorous defenders of the

reprisals and looting that took place in the war s aftermath.^' It is only fair

to note, on the other hand, that Washington prohibited its forces from par-

ticipating in punitive expeditions against the Chinese population in the

winter of 1900—1901, and the record of the American occupation force in

the capital received high grades from the Chinese officials of the day.^^

There was broad agreement among contemporary Chinese and foreign

observers that Cerman conduct in the months after the war was far less

exemplary.^^ Cao Shaochen, who served as magistrate ofYongqing county

(directly south of Beijing) from mid-June 1900 until late the following year

and wrote a detailed account of his efforts to contain the violence in his

jurisdiction, described a serious incident that took place on February 13,

1901. On this day more than a thousand Cerman troops arrived at the west

entrance ofYongqing city and, without warning, opened fire, killing some

two hundred Chinese soldiers and civilians. The population, stunned,

scurried frantically in all directions. Cao ran into an officer of the Chinese

garrison leaving the city on foot. Suddenly, Cerman soldiers started to beat
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the two men with their rifle butts and then tied their queues together and 185

kieked and punehed them, to the point where they sustained serious

injuries. After this, the German offieers made them kneel for a long time

in the snow. They then ordered their troops to surround the eity, in whieh

four hundred people were still trapped, and to fire eontinuously. Gao, after

payment of a generous sum of money, obtained his release from his foreign

eaptors. On reaehing the west entranee of the eity, he heard eries and eame

upon the four hundred trapped residents, kneeling in rows, about to be

shot. After some melodramatie moments, ineluding (as Gao tells it) an

offer on his part to saerifiee his own life to save the lives of his people, the

German offieer was moved and, praising Gao for his eourage and eompas-

sion, pardoned them all and eounseled them thereafter to be good people.

The Germans then beat their drums, blew their horns, waved their flags,

and left. '"When I went baek into the eity,” Gao eoneluded, '‘dead bodies

were strewn everywhere, ereating a heartrending seene.” He quiekly issued

burial instruetions for those eorpses that eould be identified and gave fur-

ther orders for the thirty or so dead soldiers to be interred together and a

joint stele ereeted at the gravesite.^”^

The eruelty, extreme violenee, and generally unpredietable behavior of

German soldiers was also eneountered in the area direetly west of Tianjin.

Liu Xizi, a gentry manager of the Yanglinqing baojia bureau, wrote that,

when the Germans passed through a plaee, “it was like the sudden arrival

of a hurrieane.” Everywhere, offieials, gentry, and eommoners had been

killed or injured by them. Although, in the end, Liu’s own village was

spared, partly beeause of good luek and partly beeause it had taken the pre-

eaution of stoekpiling supplies that the Germans would be likely to requi-

sition, the villagers lived in a state of eonstant fear and wariness.

Perpetrators

Up to this point, I have mainly foeused on death as experieneed by wit-

nesses. What about the emotional reaetions of those more immediately

involved in the business of killing and being killed, the eombatants them-

selves? It seems abundantly evident that, among the latter, a combined

process of depersonalization and demonization often took hold, making it

possible to kill, mutilate, and otherwise violate fellow human beings with

little or no sense of remorse. Years later a former Boxer gave symbolic

expression to this process when, in recalling an angry mob’s killing of two

Gatholic nuns near Tianjin, he used the term zai, normally reserved for the

slaughtering of animals, to describe the crowd’s action.
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Dehumanization operated, it is elear, on all sides of the eonfliet.

Although “Boxerism” in the twentieth-eentury West beeame, in the minds

of many, emblematie of the savagery and barbarism speeifieally of the non-

Western world, to more than a few Westerners aetually on the seene in

China in rpoo the human raee resisted sueh tidy bifureation.^^ Indeed, it

seems fairly plain that all human beings, without regard to raee, eduea-

tional level, elass, ethnieity, or eultural baekground, have the eapaeity in

eertain situations— war perhaps being the most eommon— to define their

adversaries as less than human and then treat them aeeordinglyd®

Even more remarkable, perhaps, than the ability of human beings to

behave as savages toward other human beings is their eapaeity, in the faee

of death, to experienee simultaneously the more familiar emotions of fear,

sadness, compassion, courage, even shame. Laurie Lee, who fought in the

Spanish Civil War, described the climactic moment of his experience in

that conflict: “I headed for the old barn where Fd spent my first night. I lay

in a state of sick paralysis. I had killed a m.an, and remembered his shocked,

angry eyes. ... I began to have hallucinations and breaks in the brain. . . .

Was this then what Fd come for, and all my journey had meant— to

smudge out the life of an unknown young man in a blur of panic which in

no way could affect victory or defeat?’’^*^

One possible starting point for unraveling the paradox of the contradic-

tory behavior of men in war is the recognition that death has two faces,

which are experienced in fundamentally different ways. Death is ordinary,

in the sense that it happens to all human beings without exception. This is

the face of death that people who grow beyond childhood encounter on a

virtually daily basis. It may occur as a result of natural causes or unnatural

ones. It may happen singly or plurally. It may be impersonal in the sense

that one does not know the individual who has died and only reads about

it in the newspapers or sees it on television, or it may be intensely personal,

as in the death of a family member or friend. It may inspire horror or

anguish or, since it is someone else’s death and not ones own, profound

relief. Or, especially in the case of mass death that repeats itself to the point

of becoming routine, it may elicit a response of pervasive numbness. But,

however it manifests itself, ordinary death has one characteristic that is

defining: it is the death that happens to others.

The other face of death, far from ordinary, is the death that each of us,

individually, experiences. This death occurs only once. Because it entails

not only the end of physical existence but also a complete rupture of con-

sciousness, its prospect is profoundly disturbing and people respond to it

with powerful emotions.
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Ordinary death and extraordinary death are, of eourse, two sides of the

same thing, in the sense that eaeh individuals death, although unique and

therefore extraordinary for that individual, is an "'ordinary” death for every-

one else. Moreover, to the extent that, at some level of our eonseiousness,

when we eneounter the death of others we are reminded of our own mor-

tality, there is also a deep subjeetive eonneetion between these two faees of

death. This subjective link is, I would guess, especially strong in situations,

such as warfare, where death is not a by-product of other activities but the

paramount objective of the central activity everyone is engaged in. Killing

and getting killed, after all, are what war is ultimately about.

Viewed in this way, it is not at all remarkable to find, alongside the

heartlessness and cruelty so conspicuous among combatants both Chinese

and foreign in 1900, a range of other behavioral characteristics of a more

"human” nature. Although it was common, as we have seen, for elite

Chinese and foreigners to deride the performance of the Boxers in combat,

there were those, within both groups, who took at least partial exception to

this judgment. Yang Mushi, a Qing army officer who fought against the

Boxers in the Xincheng area in late May and early June, reported to Nie

Shicheng that the Boxers’ main strength lay in their numbers and the fact

that they were "not afraid to die.” Ai Sheng, a persistent Boxer critic, also

conceded that, when in a possessed state, the Boxers "invariably faced

death unflinchingly.”'^^ Herbert Hoover made much the same point, at

least implicitly, in his account of the behavior of Boxer fighters on the first

day of the Chinese assault on the railway station in Tianjin (June 18): "The

Boxers came in front, and their charges, almost up to the muzzles of the

Russian guns, were the charges which only fanatics can perpetrate. In

charging, when one was shot his companions would raise him from the

ground, shake him, and try to set him on his feet, apparently believing that

it could not be death.”*^' A Cerman officer who had participated in the

Seymour expedition confirmed that the Boxers simply did not believe they

coidd be killed: "I . .

.

saw some of the Boxers running up to our men armed

only with knives. They would be hit by a bullet, but woidd get up again and

recommence running; sometimes even after three or four shots they would

rise. In one body I counted no less than four wounds.”'^^

Roland Allen supplied a similar appraisal of Boxer fighting valor in his

recounting of a battle that took place on August 20 between Bengal

Lancers and a small band of Boxers armed only with swords and spears in

the imperial hunting park south of the capital: "T he Boxer, inflamed with

fanatic zeal, is almost as mad as a Dervish. One of them, it was said, though

pierced right through the body, yet struggled free and renewed the attack.”

187
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188 “Spich conduct/’ he added, “was unknown in the Japanese war, and prob-

ably had not been seen since the rising of the T’ai P’ings. It was only

another proof that the Chinese ean fight and will fight, in his own cause,

whilst he will not fight when led by offieers in whom he reposes no trust,

in a eause which he does not understand.”"^^

Along with frequent demonstrations of personal eourage, the Boxers, as

their easualties mounted in fighting against adversaries who were almost

invariably better armed, also beeame progressively more frightened. Dur-

ing one of the elimaetie battles in the eonfliet in Tianjin, we are told, some

two thousand Boxers were killed. Chinese government troops, having pre-

viously sustained very high easualties themselves, were scornful of the

Boxers’ invulnerability elaims and ordered the Boxers to the front lines, on

pain of death. The Boxers advaneed with their swords and, when the for-

eigners fired on them, got down on their knees and prayed to Heaven for

protection. This, however, was of no avail, and after the Boxers up front

were killed, the ones behind were terrified and tried to flee. When the gov-

ernment soldiers saw this, they were furious and fired their guns at the

retreating Boxers. The huge number of Boxer deaths in the battle, there-

fore, was only partly owing to the firepower of the foreigners.

On another oeeasion, aeeording to Liu Mengyang, when Qing eom-

mander Song Qing ordered them to defend a eertain loeation, the Boxers

all fled to eseape foreign artillery. Creatly angered. Song instrueted his

troops to kill the Boxers, whereupon the latter threw their turbans, sashes,

and weapons into the streets and seattered. Some Boxers hid in lanes and

tossed their identifying clothing over the walls into people’s eourtyards. In

the upshot, several hundred Boxers were killed, prompting the following

eaustic pun from Liu; “The Boxer bandits ean’t hamper [bi] guns, but they

can scamper [bi] from guns.”"^^

On August 19, a group of Boxers under the leadership of Liu Shijiu

(Nineteen Liu) ran into a foreign foree of over a thousand soldiers west of

Tianjin. The Boxers were armed with antiquated rifles (eommandeered

from the gentry of Yangliuqing), whieh did not have mueh range and

sounded like fireeraekers when diseharged. The foreigners waited until the

Boxers’ ammunition was spent, then surrounded them and fired volley

after volley into their midst. “Unfortunately,” wrote Liu Xizi, “the spirit sol-

diers ofyore were suddenly turned into spirits [gui].” But “the most unbear-

able thing of all to see and hear,” he added, in a grim reminder of Melville’s

assertion that “All wars are boyish, and are fought by boys,” was the “ehil-

dren in their early teens lying by the roadside, with wounds to their arms

and legs, erying out for their fathers and mothers.”*^^
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Like Liu Xizi— and Laurie Lee— the Boxers also were eapable of hol-

lowing out a quiet spaee in the noise of war for the demonstration of per-

sonal eompassion. Luella Miner reeounted an incident involving the thir-

teen-year-old son of a Chinese pastor from Baoding, whose entire immedi-

ate family had been killed by Boxers. The boy was later caught by a group

of Boxers sixteen miles south of Baoding and was about to be put to death

when one of his captors, after discovering that he was all alone in the world,

stepped forward and announced that he would adopt the boy as his own

son. The boys deliverer, whom Miner identifies as one of three bachelor

brothers, “all notorious bullies,” kept the boy in his home for three months,

“tenderly providing for every want,” and, when it was subsequently found

out that he had an uncle, also a pastor, who was still living, personally

escorted him to Baoding to reunite them. The interesting thing about

Miner’s account is its demythologization of the Boxers. Even as Boxer

behavior in general is represented by such characteristically lurid adjec-

tives as “cut-throat” and “blood-thirsty,” a lone Boxer, described in the

account as “the terror of the region,” is shown to have feelings of tenderness

and compassion.'^'

On the foreign side, too, there was a wide range of reactions in situations

shadowed by death. The young American marine who was so frightened at

what he had heard about Chinese treatment of captives that he killed him-

self before ever experiencing combat was surely not the only foreigner ter-

rified of meeting a horrible end.'^® There were others, on the other hand,

who clearly had greater stores of fortitude. At the climactic point in the

Battle of Tianjin, Ricalton described a scene of flatboats filled with

wounded Japanese being evacuated from the front: “The spectacle they

present is pitiful in the extreme; the bottoms of the boats are crowded with

wounded men, some sitting, some lying, all in the hot sun; they are just

brought from the muddy field where they have lain and moaned away a

dreary night. The silence is funereal; they are not dead men; they are the

wounded, many of them mortally; yet no word is spoken, even by the men

poling the boats slowly along.”^^^ Lt. Richard A. Steel, a British subaltern

who was part of the foreign relief expedition that left Tianjin for Beijing on

August 4, confirmed the stoic courage of the Japanese: “Their wounded

never uttered a sound, and I saw lots carried past me with horrible wounds,

some actually joking with the stretcher bearers.”^°

Emotions of a quite different sort, reflecting the process of demoniza-

tion earlier noted, were expressed by U.S. Marine Pvt. Oscar Upham

when, during the pause in the fighting in Beijing on July 17, the Chinese

began removing their dead from the Qian Cate wall: “its about time as they
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190 have been lying there under our noses for near three weeks as they lower

them off the wall in straw matting we ean see heads and limbs fall out and

flatten when they hit the ground, we are very thankful to them for remov-

ing their dead as the steneh has been something awful for a dead chinaman

has a peeuliar oder [szc] all his own some of the bodies were lying within
3

or 4 feet of our barrieade and were quite an indueement to the flies and I

think all of the flies in Peking were here/'^^

Upham, as he described his own behavior in his log, was almost a cari-

cature of the hardbitten marine for whom killing was part of a day’s work.

He related an incident that took place on August 14: “One of the Chinees

[szc] had taken shelter behind the fence that faced Legation St. and was

pumping away at us as fast as he could load, one of the 14th Inf. men spot-

6.4 Japanese Doctors Attending Their Wounded after Battle ofTianjin. Courtesy

of the Library of Congress.
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ted him and pointed him out to me, and said 'there he is! shoot him! shoot

him!’ I asked him why he didn’t do a little shooting himself, he did[n’t]

answer but kept jumping up and down and yelling 'shoot him!’ I tried two

shots without affeet [sic] but the third did the business, he was afterward

found with a bullet hole through his head.”^^

Other foreign soldiers showed themselves to be more vulnerable.

Riehard Steel, who in January had been appointed aide-de-camp to Lord

Curzon, the British viceroy of India, and was then assigned in June to

China to serve as orderly to General Gaselee, the commander of the

British contingent of the foreign relief force, related his personal responses

to the action he saw enroute from Tianjin to the capital: In the fighting on

August 5 a Chinese shell "burst just a few yards from me, killing and

wounding several followers and mules and made me feel devilish uncom-

fortable for a bit. I’d never seen a man killed before!” And several days later:

"The heat was awful, the whole road being littered with men fallen out,

Americans, Japs, and ours. The country is so dense with crops we couldn’t

see anywhere, and the flies and bad water made life pretty sickening.

Everywhere one came across dead bodies of Chinese and mules and horses

in various degrees of foul decomposition. I nearly catted dozens of times.

We couldn’t go on, as men and beasts were absolutely cooked.””

In a letter to his sister. Pvt. Harold Kinman of the First Marine

Battalion, who initially saw combat in the Philippines, then in China, and,

after recovering from a wound in the U.S. Naval Hospital in Yokohama,

again in the Philippines, provided an American perspective on the march

from Tianjin to Beijing: "That march is imprinted on my memory that

nothing can efface. It was full of terrible experiences, short of water, and

forced to march after you were almost unable to walk. Fighting for your life

every day, surrounded by Chinese Imperial troops numbering from 30,000

to 40,000 strong. Cutting your way out at the point of the bayonet while the

shot and shell were flying all around you.” On one occasion, after "putting

the Chinese to utter rout,” the marines watched as the crack British cav-

alry, composed of Sikhs, turned and fled in the face of a Chinese charge.

Appalled at the "cowardice” of the Sikhs, the Americans, according to

Kinman, sprang to their feet and charged the Chinese cavalry with fixed

bayonets: "There were hundreds killed and wounded we gave no quarter

nor asked for any so you see we took no prisoners we killed them all that

fell into our hands. I will now close my letter by wishing you all a Meny'

Christmas and a Happy New Year.””

The last line of Kinman’s letter calls attention to one of the more bizarre

characteristics of death when, as in war, it is encountered in wholesale
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192 form: death, even the most appalling death, beeomes in sueh eireum-

stanees routine and is readily ineorporated into the dailiness of life. Fussell

tells of the American sailor on dangerous duty in the Pacific in World War
II who, just after annihilating a Japanese with his 20-mm installation,

records in his diary news from his hometown paper: ''Waltham [Mass-

achusetts] High is still undefeated [in football]. It looks like they will be

state champs this year.'’ He then, a page later, sets down dispassionately the

details of the carnage suffered aboard the nearby USS Denver: "Men with

broken backs, eyes blown out, bodies crushed, etc.”^^

Similar juxtapositions, equally discordant, were not uncommon in

1900, at least in the more personal accounts that we have from foreign pens.

Sarah Goodrich reported a "comparatively quiet" day in the June 26 entry

of her siege diary: "Desultory fighting. Sand-bags the order of the day.

Cleaned up the yard. Also cleaned up a men’s and a ladies’ toilet room.

Visited the north part of the compound, and looked through the loop-hole.

Saw seven dead horses, and as many dead Boxers, dogs, and deserted

streets. Treachery expected tonight.’’^^ Oscar Upham described the killing

of a Russian soldier at the next loophole over from his in late June: "he was

smoking a cigarette and blowing the smoke out through the loophole we
told him to knock it off, one of the Chinees [szc] sharp shooters spotted him
and put a slug through his head he straightened up and turned towards me,

I saw the blood spurting from his head he fell back into Pvt. Moody’s arms,

dead, we buried him in the Russian Legation.’’^^

Richard Steel on August 15 (the day following the arrival of the allied

troops in the capital) went out into the Board ofWar with Dering and shot

some pigeons for dinner and saw some ghastly sights, dead Chinese.’’ And
four days later: "Heard a looting party of marines was going to Prince

Kung s [Gong s] house and went with them along a road horrible with

Chinese corpses in all stages of decomposition and was nearly sick. Kung’s

palace is a perfect wonder of wealth, and we carried away any amount of

treasure for the common fund.’’ On September 17 Steel joined a combined
force of Germans, Americans, and British on a "Boxer-hunting’’ expedition

in the Western Hills. The Boxers were taken by surprise and fifty of them
killed: "I counted thirteen dead Boxers myself. We explored the temples

and pagoda and returned with the German force to Peking. ... I have not

seen any place in China yet to compare with the beauty of this valley.’’^^

Herbert Hoover, amid a sea of Chinese death in Tianjin, accounted for

the negligible number of foreign civilian casualties during the siege of

Zizhulin (two killed and five or six wounded) with an engineer’s humor:

"Of the 900 civilians in the settlement not more than 100 ever went out
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during firing so that we may say that only loo were exposed and these seat-

tered over one square mile— so that supposing the hittable area of a person

is 7 sq. feet then a person had one ehanee in about 1,800,000 of being hit

by any given missile, or the 100 persons exposed would need 18,000 missiles

before one was hit.”^'^

The routinization of death was tied partly to the frequeney with whieh

death was eneountered, its commonplaeeness. “We hear of the slaughter

of the Christians daily,’' wrote Emma Martin in mid-June, “till we are so

aeeustomed to hearing horrible things that we are not shoeked any more.”^°

But the almost lighthearted spirit eharaeterizing the diary entries of

Riehard Steel, not to mention the playful tenor of Hoover’s foreign survival

ealeulus, suggests another faetor, aside from repetition, that may have been

at work in some eireumstanees. I refer to the sense of buoyaney, almost

exhilaration, experieneed by those who, after elose eneounters with death,

felt eomparatively safe. There was nothing lighthearted, eertainly, about

Steel’s earlier reaetions to the fighting he experieneed on the mareh from

Tianjin to the eapital or Hoover’s aeeount of the “blaek fear” that prevailed

among foreign eivilians in Tianjin during the first period of the siege,

before the arrival of foreign reinforeements.^^

As for Emma Martin, although she grew aeeustomed to the ineessant

reports of horrors oeeurring elsewhere, she never beeame jaded in her

reaetions to her own experienees in the legation hospital, where she

worked the night shift. One evening, after sitting beside a young German

bleeding to death from a wound in the liver (“a large overgrown boy with

light hair and blue eyes— somebodys darling”), she was ealled on to assist

in removing the bullet from a Russian shot through the ehest. No sooner

had the Russian been “fixed up” than six Ameriean marines eame in “ear-

rying one of our boys shot in the head.” Martin deseribed what she ob-

served next and her reaetions: “He was vomiting and a little stream of blood

triekeled [sic] along the path and on the veranda. They put him on the

table but he died that very minute and we eonld not help it. Oh, the hor-

rors of war. I felt like crying but there was no time or place for we found the

Russian was having a hemorrhage.”^^

Most of the tears shed in the*summer of 1900 were doubtless of this sort,

tears of sadness and grief. But there were also tears of anguish, even rage.

On June 16, the date of the huge blaze set by the Boxers in the southern

quarter of Beijing, Tang Yan, while at the rice market inside the Eucheng

Gate, came upon a weeping woman who complained with bitterness: “At

first they said they were going to kill the foreigners, but up to now not a sin-

gle foreigner has been hurt. The ones killed have all been Chinese who
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were worshipers of things foreign. What’s more, not a single man has been

hurt. The only ones killed have been women and ehildren. Things being

this way, how ean the turmoil truly be brought under eontrol? I am very

frightened.” When Tang heard this, he elaims to have been left speeehless,

as none of the eomments of his edueated friends in the preeeding several

days had been so elear-sighted and resolute.''^

Victims

The woman with whom Tang Yan spoke made a soeiologieal observation

about the deaths that had oeeurred (presumably in the eapital area)

through mid-June and expressed her fear eoneerning the pattern that seem-

ingly lay behind them. Others in North China in the summer of 1900 artie-

ulated fears of a far more immediate and personal nature, as they faeed the

prospeet of possible— or, in the ease of missionaries away from Beijing and

Tianjin, often almost eertain— death. The level of fear for these individu-

als varied from group to group. It varied over time, in response partly to the

progression of events and partly to a proeess of familiarization that eould

moderate fear even in situations in whieh the aetual threat remained more

or less unehanged. And it varied in aeeordanee with elass, gender, and

raee— poor Chinese, espeeially in eities like Tianjin and Beijing, being

more endangered than their more affluent eompatriots, women being

more at risk than men owing to Boxer pollution beliefs, and Chinese in

general, whether Boxers or Christians or neither, being far more vulnera-

ble than foreigners (with the important exeeption of missionaries stranded

in the interior).

The evidenee, for all of these variables, is most abundant with referenee

to Tianjin and Beijing, where roughly parallel situations prevailed. In both

eities the first distinetion to be drawn, in respeet to exposure to death, was

between the foreign-proteeted areas (the legation quarter and Northern

Cathedral in Beijing, Zizhulin in Tianjin) and the Chinese residential and

eommereial areas. Within eaeh of these areas, however, there were further

distinetions to be made, based partly on timing but mainly on raee or elass

or both.

In Tianjin, Herbert Hoover’s observations are again extremely useful.

The foreign settlement lay along the Baihe, whieh flowed from Tianjin to

the sea. The original site of the settlement had been about two miles south-

east of the walled Chinese eity. But over time the area in between the two

had beeome filled 'Svith a jungle of one-storied Chinese houses and a

maze of narrow alleys,” so that by rqoo the foreign settlement eould be said
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to form one end of greater Tianjin and the original walled eity the other

end (see map 3).^'^

At the beginning of the siege all foreigners not involved in the defense

of the settlement were moved to a small area in the eenter. This was sur-

rounded by a ring, approximately three miles in eireumferenee, whieh was

garrisoned by foreign soldiers. “It was in the eentre,” Hoover wrote, “that

the melodrama and eomedy were played— the rim was nearly all tragedy.”

For the majority of foreigners in the eenter, the most severe “mental shoek”

of the Chinese bombardment was at the very outset. The foreigners knew

they were greatly outnumbered, that they were situated “on a perfeetly

open plain with no natural defenee,” and that if the Chinese eontinued the

level of “frenzy” of their initial assault for two days more, “it would have

been the end.” On the seeond day of the siege, “with the smoke of many

burning buildings pouring over the settlement, with the eivilians ereeting

barrieades aeross the streets for the final rush, the terrifie bombardment,

the eonstant sound of rifle-fire in the distanee, and the knowledge, if not

the sight, of the seores of wounded brought in from the lines, it all seemed

bad— very bad. It was really the climax of terror, of the black fear, as it was

of the fighting.” Mter this, the majority of foreign civilians moved into a

sturdy stone municipal building (Cordon Hall), which had bombproof cat-

acombs underneath. “Here,” Hoover reported, “pandemonium reigned. . .

. Midst the shriek and bang of shells and the distant crack of rifles, the

nearer howls of the babies and sobs of the hysterical, and with the drawn

tenseness of hundreds of faces around, even the nerves of those who might

have been strong if isolated in their own homes, soon gave way.”

Although the worst was now over, this was not known at the time, and it

wasn’t, as earlier noted, until the arrival of foreign reinforcements from the

coast that the “black fear” finally lifted. Foreign civilians were, neverthe-

less, relatively safe, as long as the foreign defense perimeter held and as

long as they stayed indoors. All foreign residences were constructed of

brick and stone, and virtually every house had some nook that was

bombproof. If, on the other hand, one ventured out into the streets, which

Hoover described as “canals of moving lead,” one clearly took one’s

chances. Everyone who did so, 'according to him, had narrow escapes, and

“anything less than the puncture of one’s hat or bicycle tyre by a bullet was

considered of no especial moment.”^^

The situation was far worse for the three or four thousand Chinese—
employees of foreign firms, people who worked in Chinese government

offices, and refugee Christians—who were also sequestered in the foreign

settlement. For these individuals, living in fragile Chinese houses, the “ter-
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rors of the bombardment” were greater and many were killed. None had

laid in provisions for a siege. There was little water available, as the eoolies’

carts which in more ordinary times delivered it from the river were not

allowed on the streets after the beginning of the siege. And, as if this were

not enough, the two main Chinese quarters within the settlement, the one

in the French concession and the one on Dagu Road in the English con-

cession, were set on fire by the foreigners, who were afraid that they har-

bored assassins and offered cover for the approach of the Chinese enemy.

No official measures, according to Hoover, were adopted to relieve the

unfortunate inhabitants of these quarters, who were forced into the streets,

absolutely destitute, ''where they were oft times brutally treated by the sol-

diers.” What succor they received came from Catholic fathers, whose com-

pounds gave shelter to a thousand converts as well as to nonconverts who

sought them out, and individual foreigners "who went from place to place

securing refuge for terrorised Chinese, who took them rice and accompa-

nied them for water, buried their dead, and doctored their wounded.”^^

In Beijing similar distinctions prevailed, although the disparity in cir-

cumstances between Chinese and foreigners appears to have been less

great in the siege of the Northern Cathedral than in that of the legation

compound. The occupants of the Northern Cathedral— 3,q.20 in all (once

the siege began), of whom 71 were Europeans (43 of them French and

Italian marines) and well over half women and children— faced almost

constant shelling from Boxers and Chinese troops. But the structural

strength of the church, combined with the ineffectualness of the Chinese

bombardment, lessened the final death toll from this source. There were,

of course, close calls. Bishop Favier wrote of a twenty-five-pound cannon

ball falling on his bed just after he had left it and of a Mauser bullet pass-

ing through the hat of the other bishop, almost depriving him of his coad-

jutor.^^ On one occasion, moreover, the explosion of a mine killed half a

dozen Italian marines and over eighty Chinese, including many infants.

On the whole, however, the over 400 deaths that occurred during the siege

of the Northern Cathedral were attributable far more to disease and star-

vation than to Chinese bullets. The principal victims, not surprisingly,

were the Chinese. There were outbreaks of smallpox, which took the lives

of many children ("seven to eight are dying every day”), and on August
5

Favier wrote that "the question of food is the only one that now engages our

attention; we can resist balls, bullets, and bombs, but we can make no resis-

tance against famine.” Dogs that had just finished feeding on the bodies of

dead Boxers were by this point being hunted, killed, and eaten by the

Chinese, supplementing a diet that as of early August had been reduced to
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little more than leaves and roots. On the date of the arrival of the foreign

expeditionary foree, after already suffering weeks of starvation rations, the

besieged, now numbering some 3,000 persons, were down to their last 400

pounds of food.^°

As eompared to the situation in the Northern Cathedral, the foreign

eommunity in the legations—473 civilians (mostly missionaries and diplo-

mats and their families) and a little over 400 military personneF^— repre-

sented a much greater proportion of the total number of besieged persons

(3,800-4,500, depending on who was counting and who got counted)^^ it

was also a far more heterogeneous group of individuals.

There were other differences as well between the two sieges. The puz-

zling truce that began on July 17 and resulted in a considerable respite in

the Chinese assault on the legations— the lull in the fighting lasted until

the beginning ofAugust— had no counterpart in the siege of the Northern

Cathedral, which was unremitting. Also, while there was a small medical

staff available in the legation quarter, there was no doctor or surgeon in the

Northern Cathedral to tend to the sick and wounded.

From a psychological point of view, a major difference between the tw^o

sieges was that the people sequestered in the Northern Cathedral remained,

from first to last, totally cut off from the rest of the world, whereas the

besieged in the legations began to receive reliable messages from outside

shortly after mid-July. When, on July 18, a Chinese Methodist courier

returned to the legation quarter with a message from the Japanese consul in

Tianjin announcing that a foreign force of over 33,000 troops would be leav-

ing that city shortly, Luella Miner expressed relief that ''the strain and stress

of this terrible siege is over.'"^^ Such relief eluded the Catholics in the

Northern Cathedral until the very end. (In one of a number of attempts to

establish contact with the outside world, a messenger was dispatched to the

legations on August 10 to inform the French minister of the dire situation of

the besieged; he was captured by the Boxers, flayed, and his skin and head

put on display within a few yards of the cathedral walls.

The build-up of tension in the Northern Cathedral was made all the

more acute, moreover, because of the rapidly deteriorating food situation

there. This points to one other'major difference between the two sieges.

Foreigners in the legation compound complained about the monotony of

a diet which, regardless of a person’s station in life, consisted "mainly of

rice, millet, cracked wheat, brown bread, horse-flesh, and some more

rice!”^^ But they never really had to worry about starving to death.

d'he same was not, unfortunately, true of the Chinese besieged in the

legations, whose living conditions were, in almost every respect, far worse
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198 than those of the foreigners. Chinese in the Northern Cathedral fared

poorly, but so did the Europeans, and when Bishop Favier talked about

''our” situation, he elearly meant to inelude everyone. In the numerous

aeeounts left by foreign partieipants in the legation siege, the several thou-

sand Chinese refugees who shared the experienee seldom got mentioned

at all, and when they were referred to it was almost always as "them” or

"they.” As early as July 1, Nigel Oliphant reported that the Christians

(Chinese) were ''dying like sheep from smallpox &e.” Roland Allen, in one

of the few referenees to the refugees in his diary, deseribed their eireum-

stanees as of early August: "The Christians . . . were beginning to feel the

pangs of famine; they were fed on a mixture of a little grain, ehopped straw,

and other fodder, whieh made a eoarse and revolting kind of bread. Besides

that, they had the entrails and heads of the ponies killed for the foreigners

and a few dogs. The ehild mortality amongst them was said to be high.”^^

Other missionaries depieted the living eonditions of the Chinese

Christians in similar, if less graphie, language.

The food situation was somewhat better for the several hundred male

eonverts who volunteered for heavy labor under eonditions of extreme dan-

ger. These were given eoupons, whieh enabled them to supplement their

diets with a little horsemeat and a bowl of riee. Their family members, who
had to eook for themselves, were also entitled, on presentation of a eoupon

at the eommissariat, to roughly a pound of riee per person per day (but no

horsemeat). People without male laborers in their families or without fam-

ilies at all were apparently not entitled to anything and had to fend for them-

selves, unless they were siek, in whieh case, on presentation of a coupon

from a doctor, they could obtain a little over a pound of wheat flour.^^

Oliphant, while conceding that "we do not reckon Chinese converts

&c. in our casualty lists,” reported that "quite a number of these poor crea-

tures, who really do work hard for us, have lost their lives [to] . . . the ene-

mies’ bullets.”^'^ Miner also heaped praise on the "courage and faithfulness

of our Chinese Christians, in working on barricades and trenches, where

bullets sometimes fell in showers, where they were scorched by the sum-

mer sun, or drenched by the pouring rain.”^° The Christians themselves,

as reported by Lu Wantian, a Chinese Methodist who served as a labor

recruiter and supervisor, complained bitterly of the treatment they

received, especially at the hands of the British during the early days of the

siege. "The work at the British legation is crushing,” they explained to Lu,

and they don’t feed you enough. And if you do not carry out their orders

to the letter, they flog you to get you to do so. Therefore, we don’t want to

go there.” On another occasion, they told Lu: "We’re exhausted. At this
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point we prefer death to life. The British legation mistreats people, and

even if it means dying we don’t want to go there.” The Chinese Christian

workers, it is interesting to note, gave the non-Christian Japanese much

higher grades for compassion; “For them we are ready to risk our lives.”^^

For those inhabitants of Tianjin and Beijing who lived outside the for-

eign enclaves, death was a more or less constant companion from late spring

through early fall 1900, and the fear of it shaped the lives of all individuals.

The racial distinction between foreign and Chinese, of course, did not

obtain here, since everyone was Chinese. But other distinctions, especially

ones derived from class and gender, did. Different people, depending on

their life circumstances, were differentially vulnerable to the threat of death

and were therefore affected by it in different ways and to different degrees.

A partial exception to this rule was susceptibility to fire, which appears

to have been at least as great for the rich as for the poor. The huge confla-

gration that ravaged much of the southern section of Beijing on June 16

destroyed one of the most affluent sections of the city. And the frequent

fires accompanying the fighting in the Chinese city of Tianjin from mid-

June to mid-July attacked the homes and shops of the better-off classes

along with those of the destitute. In fact, Ricalton reports that lower-class

homes in Tianjin, because they were constructed mainly of clay and

unfired brick, often escaped destruction from fire (although not from

shelling). In general, although reliable figures on deaths sustained as a

result of the fires in either Beijing or Tianjin are unavailable, it is not

unreasonable to assume that the total value of property lost was greater

among the wealthy than among the poor. Zhongfang Shi, who witnessed

the large fire of June 16 in the capital, said that although there were only a

few casualties, owing to its having been a daytime fire, the value of the

property destroyed was unfathomable.®^

In the days immediately following the June 16 blaze, the Boxers set fire

to many other sites in the capital. Zhongfang Shi described in graphic

terms the hysteria and fear that gripped the population:

For days on end, during the daylight hours, thick smoke could be seen, bil-

lowing up into the sky one moment, dispersing the next. Everywhere people

circulated stories that such and such a place had caught fire or that so-and-

so’s whole family had been killed; or there would be shouts that the foreign

buildings on East Jiaomin Lane had caught fire, and everywhere people

would cry out “Burn incense, destroy the devils.” One person would start the

shouting, then everyone else would chime in. People were in a constant

state of agitation. At night, the fires glowed brightly in all directions and

everything was red for a long time. Many families stood on the ridges of their
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roofs to see into the distanee. From far offyou eould hear the sounds ofmen
and women yelling. All night long, until daybreak, the households on every

street were in a state of terror, and everyone was petrified. People acted irra-

tionally and forgot to eat and sleep. They were all afraid that near them there

might be Christians residing or property belonging to Christians, that the

Boxers would be provoked to set these places on fire, that the calamity would

spread in every direction, making no distinction between good people and

bad, and that they would die without a proper burial.®'^

Sometimes, aeeording to Zhongfang Shi, bands of twenty to thirty

Boxers would go about identifying homes or shops as Christian, whether or

not they really were, and promptly burn them down. The people who lived

or worked in sueh plaees and their neighbors were naturally terrified. They

would get down on their hands and knees and plead with the Boxers, who
sometimes let them off if they eontributed a eertain amount of silver or

grain to the Boxers’ altar, the amount varying in aeeordance with the fam-

ily’s eircumstances. The more prosperous families lived in eonstant dread

that the Boxers would eome to their homes and strip them bare.®^

In Beijing, at least prior to the arrival of the foreign expeditionary foree

in mid-August, the dangers from shooting and bombardment, as opposed

to fire, were mainly confined to the spaces around the legation quarter and

the Northern Cathedral. During and right after the fighting in Tianjin, by

contrast, the entire Chinese section of that city was exposed more or less

constantly to shelling. Although it stands to reason that the families of poor

shopkeepers and manual laborers were more vulnerable than elite families

(if for no other reason than that they did not have servants to go out and

fetch food, water, and other necessities for them), the exposure of the lat-

ter was not inconsequential. Cuan He, an educated, reform-minded man
who fled south with his household prior to the conclusion of the fighting,

describes the state of fear and paralysis that governed elite lives in the ini-

tial phase of the conflict:

Day after day my family members all lie on the floor on mats, the window

lattices sealed off by wooden furniture to keep shells from entering. We are

very weary but are unable to close our eyes; although we are famished it is

hard for us to swallow food. The women and children face each other but

don’t speak, as if dull of wit. Sometimes I open the door and go out to have

a look around. The people going back and forth are all Boxers, there are red

turbans everywhere, the glitter of swords is blinding, and in every direction

there is the sound of gunfire, like firecrackers going off in rapid succession.

To myself, I figure that, of all the things I have seen and heard in my whole

life, this is the most singular.®^
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As with the inhabitants of Zizhulin, people in the Chinese eity of 201

Tianjin who for any reason ventured outside their homes eourted serious

danger. On one oeeasion, around midnight, hearing that the fires burning

to the southeast were espeeially fieree, Guan He went up to the roof of his

dwelling to have a look. When a bullet suddenly whizzed past his ear, his

body shook and he slipped and almost fell. Guan quiekly went baek down,

bullets flying all about him. On another oeeasion, a bullet narrowly missed

hitting one of Guan’s friends, who had fled with Chinese government

forees after their defeat in a battle against the Russians.

Another Tianjin resident deseribed a harrowing experienee he had on

July 18, after the foreign oeeupation of the Chinese eity. On this date, after

moving his family for safety’s sake to the foreign firm at whieh he was

employed, he returned home to get some things they had left behind. The

shelling was intense. After reaehing his home he heard a huge noise and

loud eries outside. On going out to find out what had happened, he saw his

neighbors fleeing through the streets, sereaming as they ran, some with no

elothes on their bodies, others without shoes on their feet. A shell had hit

and destroyed the roof of the home to the left of his own. As bullets were

flying all over and another shell had struek the ground, eausing his house

to shake, he fled with the erowd and made his way baek to the foreign firm.

When halfw'ay there, he eneountered foreign soldiers who asked to see his

pass (passes having been issued to all Chinese living or working in the for-

eign settlement). In his eonfusion and panie, he of eourse had left it at

home. The foreign soldiers thought he was a spy and were about to shoot

him when an old friend who was a Catholie happened along and per-

suaded them to release him into his enstody.®®

During the summer of 1900, residents of Tianjin and Beijing lived in

dire fear not only of fire and of bidlets and shells but of many other things

as well. The foreigners were not the only ones eoneerned about spies. The

Boxers were positively paranoid on the subjeet. During their oeeupation of

Tianjin, they patrolled the streets by day, summarily exeeuting Christians

if they eneountered them, while at night, as they made their rounds, if they

saw people behaving suspieiously, they aeeused them of being enemy

agents and killed them on the spot.^*^ At Dongfn Bridge, a Boxer eheek-

point, there were Boxers lined up on both sides, armed with swords, look-

ing for spies. When a riekshaw erossed, aeeording to Cnan He, they raised

the enrtain and looked inside: “If they identified you as a spy, yon were not

permitted to defend yonrself.”^^'^’

Sinee the Boxers frequently misidentified people as Christians, this was

another sonree of anxiety at the time, one to whieh no one really was
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202 immune. Ye Changchi, an offieial in the eapital, tells of a elose eall he had

on June 23, as he was eseorting his wife and ehildren to a safer loeation out-

side the eity. On pulling up at an inn for the night, they eneountered ten

Boxers armed with swords who questioned Ye elosely. When one of Ye’s

family members pulled down the riekshaw eurtain, the Boxers beeame sus-

picious and shouted “secondary hairy ones.’' Ye raised the curtain, stepped

down from the vehicle, and explained to the Boxers that he was a consci-

entious official from Beijing who planned to return to his job in the city as

soon as he had made arrangements for the safety of his family. Persuaded

by what they had heard, the Boxers, one after another, called out “Good

man, good man,” and left.'^’^

Guan He and his family had a similar experience. When, during the

Battle of Tianjin, the Boxers relaxed their prohibition against women ven-

turing into the streets, Guan and his wife decided to take their son and

leave the city. To offset the negative effects of his wife’s impurity, Guan, in

accordance with Boxer instructions, had the rickshaw carrying her and his

son covered with a red quilt. Still, the Boxers struck and pierced the cur-

tain over the rickshaw opening several times, and on one occasion one of

them asked: “Who is inside the rickshaw? Is it a straight eye?” Guan bowed

with hands clasped and said, “This young lady belongs to the family of

Master Zhou of the first section baojia bureau,” whereupon the Boxer nod-

ded and left. Guan’s maternal uncle, it turned out, had indeed held this

position, and since he had tried cases at the prefectural and county levels,

most Tianjin people were familiar with his name.^^

Not everyone accused of being a Ghristian was so fortunate. A friend

told Guan He that, after the start of the Battle of Tianjin, some Boxers saw

a woman running in the distance and called out to her: “Where is the

straight eye fleeing to?” The woman heard them and, kneeling, said: “I am
not a straight eye. I am the wife of so-and-so of such-and-such a place.” To

this the Boxers replied: “Your forehead is marked. How can you deny it?”

They thereupon seized her, took her to the area outside their altar

entrance, and killed her forthwith.

The forehead marking was explained when, after the killing of a hus-

band and wife named Gui in the vicinity of the Wenchang Temple in

Tianjin, someone asked a Boxer: “In looking for Ghristians to kill, how do

you know a person is a Ghristian before killing him [her]?” The Boxer

replied: “Ghristians all have a cross on their forehead. You people with

ordinary eyes can’t see it, but we [Boxers], once we get into our magic

[shangfa], are able to make it out clearly.”'^'^

Since it was not in fact possible to differentiate between Ghristians and

non-Ghristians, a common practice during the Boxer summer, attested to
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in numerous accounts, Chinese and foreign, was that of settling old scores

by falsely accusing people of being followers of Jesus. The fear of being so

charged was greatly aggravated by one of the more common Boxer meth-

ods of ascertaining the validity of such indictments. The accused party was

hauled off to a Boxer altar, where he or she was made to burn slips of paper.

If the ashes flew upward, the charge was determined to be false and the

accused was given a reprieve; if, however, the ashes failed to rise (after,

according to some accounts, three burnings), the person was judged to be

a Christian and was beheaded. Many innocent (that is, non-Christian) per-

sons were wrongly killed in these circumstances, prompting Zhongfang

Shi to remark: “How cruel to treat human life as a child’s sport and rely on

whether ash rises or not as the basis for deciding whether a person should

live or die.”^^

A form of vulnerability generally more applicable to upper- than to

lower-class Chinese was the Boxer injunction against owning or trading in

anything foreign or even, in the case of shopkeepers, using the term “for-

eign” (yang) in their shop signs. People violating this order were liable to

be killed. Shops that violated it were sometimes burned down, sometimes

looted by the poor. Since kerosene-burning lamps were included in the

prohibition (kerosene being a foreign import), people in the capital spilled

their kerosene into the streets. When word was circulated that, after the

Christians had all been killed, students who read foreign books would be

next, many families owning such books consigned them to the flames.

After the Beijing Boxers put his Sino-Western primary school to the torch,

the future philosopher and rural reconstructionist, Liang Shuming, only

seven at the time, furtively burned all his English textbooks.

Although it was the exception, sometimes even the poorest elements of

society ran afoul of the Boxer abhorrence of things foreign. Since rickshaws

were frequently referred to as Dongyangche (“Eastern vehicles”), a name

containing the character for “foreign,” rickshaw pullers in Tianjin changed

the name of the vehicles they pulled to taipingche (“great peace vehicles”)

and affixed to them a piece of red paper with the new name written on it.'^®

Sometimes the Boxers were able to capitalize on the terror they sowed

among foreign-contaminated elements of the populace. On one occasion,

the Tianjin Boxers, led by Zhang Decheng, looted two businesses that dealt

in foreign goods and burned some of the items. They then seized the man-

ager ofone of the businesses, along with his entire family, and planned to put

them all to death. After mediation by a number of bystanders, however, they

agreed to spare their lives in exchange for payment of a 10,000-tael fine.'^'^

Apart from being a spy, a Christian, or a person who possessed or traded

in things foreign, one other source of death fear at the height of the Boxer
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movement was being female. This was the eomplaint of the woman at the

Beijing riee market whose perspieacity so impressed Tang Yan. Espeeially

vulnerable were women with unbound feet. “If any were killed/’ a eon-

temporary from Dengzhou, Shandong, later recalled, “it would be the

women with natural feet. For a woman to have natural feet was then a sure

sign of being connected with the foreigners.”^°° Being female appears to

have been a special problem in Tianjin, where, as we saw in chapter 4, the

Boxers, to safeguard against defilement, placed repeated restrictions on the

movements ofwomen. A number ofwomen who were either unaware of or

chose to violate the proscription against venturing out of doors were actu-

ally killed, according to Guan He.'°^ As an ironic reflection of the unre-

lenting vulnerability' of Tianjin women in the summer of 1900, women
fleeing the city on July 14, as the Battle of Tianjin reached its climax, wore

red to avoid being killed by Boxers and, as a result, were frequently shot by

foreign soldiers, who suspected them of being Red Lanterns.

The personal jeopardy in which many individuals in Beijing and

Tianjin found themselves during the summer of 1900 forced them to con-

front difficult, often painful choices, choices that were far more biograph-

ical than historical in meaning. As a person with a strong interest in foreign

learning, Guan He claims that he had in his home some three thousand

volumes {juan) of English-language books and books printed lithographi-

cally or from movable type, all objects, according to him, sufficient at the

time to place one’s life in jeopardy. Nevertheless, even though everybody

in the neighborhood knew about his interests, he chose to risk not destroy-

ing his library and in the end managed to elude discovery (although, he

claimed, members of his extended family in South Ghina were sure that,

as a result of his exposed position, he had met up with some terrible fate).^°^

As the military situation in Tianjin deteriorated in the early summer, a

neighbor confided to Guan He that if they didn’t find a way of escaping,

they were sure to meet with disaster. Guan He, agreeing, returned home to

talk matters over with his wife. But their servants, still feeling themselves in

danger from the Boxers, were unwilling to leave. Guan’s wife, moreover,

said: “I would prefer to sit tight and die in this room than be disgraced and

victimized by the bandits [Boxers] in the streets.” “Her words,” Guan com-

mented, “were fitting but full of sadness.”^'^'^

Zhongfang Shi faced a similar situation some weeks later, after news of

the fall ofTongzhon and the imminent arrival of foreign troops reached the

capital. “Although ordinarily a calm individual,” he wrote, “when faced

with this chaotic, life-and-death situation, with ten family members, includ-

ing an elderly mother and a wife and children, all depending on me to take
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care of them, I was in a state of some emotional turmoil, anxious and con-

fused, not knowing what was the best course of action. All I could do was

make a elumsy effort to console them, relieve my mother's anxiety, quiet

the turbulent feelings afflicting everyone, and commit our lives to fate."*°^

Foreigners, above all foreign missionaries, also faced hard choices in

iqoo. Sometimes these ehoices, as with Guan He's books, had to do with

things. Emma Martin tells of the visit she and a physician colleague made

in the second week of June to the Methodist Episcopal hospital in the cap-

ital to collect drugs, dressings, and instruments that might be of use in ease

of hasty flight or siege: “It is hard to tell just what one ought to take and

what leave. ... It is strange how things, beautiful and costly things, lose

their market value when one stands face to face with death. So we . . . try

to select what we think will be most useful to us or will keep life in us the

longest if we should be besieged."^°^

The choices were more excruciating when they had to do with human
beings, often, in the ease of missionaries, eonverts, who in the event of

flight would have to be left behind. On the eve of the murder on June 20 of

Clemens von Ketteler, the German minister, the Chinese government had

circularized the diplomatic corps, giving the foreign community twenty-

four hours in which to vacate the capital. A number of missionaries penned

urgent letters to the American minister, pleading with him not to leave.

“Oh! how we prayed," wrote Sarah Goodrich, “knowing that to remain

meant death— massacre— while going meant forsaking our Chinese,

wronging their souls, for they could die happily if we died with them. It

made it a hard question, the hardest I ever met." With the killing of von

Ketteler, the dilemma was eased, as it was quickly decided that for the for-

eigners to travel from Beijing to Tianjin was too dangerous and that the

wiser course was to congregate in the legation quarter. “God again deliv-

ered us," commented Goodrich with evident relief, “for they said the

Chinese could go [to the legations] with us."‘°^

Missionaries in the interior, away from the large and to some degree

protected cities of Beijing and Tianjin, also confronted agonizing choices

in the summer of 1900, foeused mainly on whether staying where they

were or leaving for the hills or the coast offered the greater chance for sur-

vival. The ones who chose to stay in place described with poignancy the

emotional strain of waiting for almost certain death. “Nights are continual

hours of anxious suspense," wrote Eva Jane Price in Eenzhou, Shanxi, on

June 30, “starting at ever)' sound, and imagining an unruly mob surround-

ing us and taking onr lives. . . . Our friends at home will have suspense but

not such as ours when the heart refuses to act properly and knees and legs
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and perils of all kinds are so great. What eould we do?” “If yon never see

me again,” she eoneluded what was to be her last letter, “remember I am

not sorry I eame to China. Whether I have saved anyone or not. He knows,

but it has been for Him and we go to Him.”^'^

Bird, like other foreign vietims of the events of the Boxer summer, at

least got to put into words for posterity the thoughts in her head and the feel-

ings in her heart on the eve of her death, whieh, along with the deaths of

five other Ameriean missionaries and several Chinese Christians, oeeurred

in Taigu on July 31, at the hands of a eombined foree of some three hun-

dred Boxers and soldiers. The final thoughts and feelings of the great pre-

ponderanee of people whose blood was shed in rQoo— the Boxers them-

selves, native Christians, government soldiers, and many ordinary Chinese

who fell into none of these eategories— remained unreeorded. This mute-

ness, so eharaeteristie of the experienced past in general, has been evoked,

with special referpnr^^^ f- <^1-- 1 .
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Rebellion. Everyone there is dead now.

What was it those unbodied mouths were saying?

A million arteries stain the Yellow River.

One answer to the question eoneluding Hoffman s poem has, of eourse,

been supplied by historians, in their efforts to understand and explain the

Boxer episode. Another, as we shall see in the next part of this book, has

been provided by mythologizers, operating from a quite different set of

premises and guided by motives of a more plainly presentist eharaeter.

Unfortunately, the answer of the unbodied mouths themselves, giving voiee

to the thoughts and feelings of the immediate Chinese experieneers of this

moment out of the Chinese past, must forever remain loeked in silenee.
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The Boxers as Myth





PROLOGUE

The Mythologized Past

Historians, much like art restorers removing the grime from old masters, not

infrequently set for themselves the express task of stripping away the layers

of myth that eoneeal from view the true faee of the past. This is what John

Keegan and Paul Fussell attempt in their elassie studies of the boredom,

eruelty, and fear of ordinary soldiers at the front. ^ It is what Vera Sehwarez

had in mind when she wrote, referring to the demythologization of May

Fourth, that it "'might yet beeome what it really was: the halting, eonfused

movement of a small group of intelleetuals trying to awaken themselves.'’^

But there is a potential downside to this proeess of historieal restoration,

whieh Sehwarez herself, in the same pieee, alluded to. “To bring May

Fourth baek down to human seale,” she wrote, “.
. . is to risk redueing it to

a tridy marginal event ... an event of merely historieal signifieanee, with

no elaim upon the values, loyalties, ideals of the present.”^ Other examples

of this negative aspeet of demythologization abound, from all areas of life.

Gabriel Gareia Marquez's fietional portrayal of Simon Bolivar as a foul-

mouthed, flatulent hypoehondriae “eapable of erossing the Andes bare-

foot, naked, and unproteeted, just to go to bed with a woman" threatened

to deprive Latin Americans of one of their few genuine heroes. The

Library of Congress's release of Thurgood Marshall's papers shortly after

his death, by unveiling in the most intimate detail the proeesses by whieh

the Supreme Court operates, risked stripping the Court of an aura thought

by some to be essential to its authority and legitimaey.^ And the eleaning of

the freseoes on the eeiling of the'Sistine Chapel dispossessed art lovers per-

manently of a Miehelangelo they had known and cherished.^ The dis-

mantling of the mythologized past, in short, is seldom pain-free: It entails

a loss, often irreversible, not unlike that resulting from death, that ean be

severely disturbing and may, beeanse of this, he stubbornly resisted.^

“Myth," in everyday parlanee, often implies something “fabricated" or

“not true." My use of the term here, although not excluding this connota-
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212 tion, is broader, more ambiguous, and foeused on a somewhat different set

of eoneerns. Not the least of these eoneerns is the very issue of what,

indeed, ''truth’’ is in a historieal sense. Onee assertions about the past enter

deeply into people’s minds (and hearts), it is arguable that they aequire a

truth of their own, even if this truth does not at all eoineide with what aetu-

ally happened at some point in past time. At the very least sueh assertions

are true statements about what people believe and therefore must oeeupy a

eentral plaee in any history of human eonseiousness.

Beyond this, insofar as what people believe (regardless of whether it is

"true” or "false” in the ordinary sense) exerts a powerful influenee not only

on how they feel and think but also on their behavior, sueh beliefs beeome

agents that generate and eondition historieal aetion of the most undeni-

ably "real” sort. "The past is a malleable substanee,” observes one writer,

"whieh we work into expressive shapes that in turn shape us.”® During the

twentieth eentury the myth of the Ameriean frontier has more than onee

influeneed Washington’s foreign poliey and also through books and films

shaped popnlar beliefs eoneerning violenee, maseulinity, raee, material

progress, and a host of other matters.'^ The legends ereated and eireulated

in China’s treaty ports in the early deeades of the eentury helped the

British inhabitants of eities like Shanghai to define themselves as a eom-

munity and also provided rationales for periodie treaty-port attaeks on

British government poliey. Myths gain their poteney from their ability to

persuade. It doesn’t matter whether the Opium War (i839-r842) in faet

ushered in the beginning of the "modern” era in Chinese history. If most

Chinese believe it did, as appears to be the ease, and if the belief is deeply

enough held, it beeomes, on some level, "true” regardless— an effieaeious

working myth."

Although any aspeet of the past has the potential to live on as myth in

the present," eertain events and persons, beeause they resonate with

themes of broader historieal seope and importanee, have this potential to

a pronouneed degree. Thus, in Ameriean history, where raeism has been

sueh a pervasive historieal foree, figures like Abraham Lineoln and Martin

Luther King who helped to ameliorate the eondition ofAfriean-Amerieans

are often treated in larger-than-life terms. In Franee— and indeed the

world— the Freneh Revolution, although long viewed by historians as a

troublesomely eontradietory event, remains (among other things) serenely

emblematie of the unending quest of human beings for freedom and

demoeraey." And, to take a perhaps more eomplex ease, in China in the

twentieth eentury, where the West has been by turns hated as an imperial-

ist aggressor and admired for its mastery of the seerets of wealth and power.
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the Boxers, because they attacked both the West and its modern secrets,

have been alternately praised and reviled.

On the level of intentionality, the past treated as myth is fundamentally

different from the past treated as history. When good historians write his-

tory, their primary objective is to construct, on the basis of the evidence

available, as accurate and truthful an understanding of the past as possible.

Mythologizers, in a sense, do the reverse. Certainly, mythologizers start

out with an understanding of the past, which in many (though not all)

cases they may sincerely believe to be “correct.” Their purpose, however,

is not to enlarge upon or deepen this understanding. Rather, it is to draw

on it to serve the political, ideological, rhetorical, and/or emotional needs

of the present.

On the level of actual operation, the distinction between history and

myth, as alternate ways of relating to the past, is much less clear-cut. Truth-

seeking, as a god/, may be an absolute for historians. But insofar as the ques-

tions historians ask and the concepts they use to organize the data of the

past are profoundly shaped by such variables as gender, class, country, eth-

nicity, and time, the act of seeking the truth tends to be highly relative.'^

“All historians,” as Eric Hobsbawm has put it, whatever else their objec-

tives, are engaged in “the invention of tradition,” “inasmuch as they con-

tribute, consciously or not, to the creation, dismantling and restructuring

of images of the past^Even the most accomplished of historians, in other

words, in sthe process of challenging one mythologized past, inevitably

fashion others.

This point is made with great succinctness by Stanley B. Alpern in a

discussion of African historiography; “The emotional element in modern

African studies,” Alpern writes, “has too often led to the replacement of

derogatory old myths by patronizing new ones. In an effort to show that

blacks are as good as anyone else, a point that had to be emphasized given

the legacy of pseudoscientific claptrap to the contrary, many serious

Africanists (as distinct from the latest mythmakers) have been tempted

to claim too much. What we have seen, in effect, is historiography as ego

massage.”'^

If the quest of historians for past truth is unavoidably imperiled, to a

greater or lesser degree, by their rootedness in the here and now, mytholo-

gizers, however unembarrassed they may be about their present-minded-

ness, are seldom wholly indifferent to the credibility of the myths they

frame about the past. To begin with, they may not view their reading of the

past as mythologized at all— or themselves as mythologizers. But even

when mythologization is at its least innocent (and most premeditated), it
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achieves its effect typically not through out-and-out falsification but

through distortion, oversimplification, and omission of material that does-

n't serve its purpose or runs eounter to it. The mythologized past need not

be historieally aeeurate. But if it is to be effeetive in persuading or mobi-

lizing people in the present, it must be bound by at least a loose coneep-

tion of “truthfulness." The people marehing in the streets of Beijing in the

spring of rpSp may be described as “prodemocraey demonstrators." Or they

may be deseribed as “eounterrevolutionary rebels." But they may not plau-

sibly be deseribed as “abortion-rights aetivists."

Another difference between historians and mythologizers is that, where

historians deal in (or at least are supposed to deal in) eomplexity, nuance,,

and ambiguity, mythologizers generally operate with a^ one-dimensional

^w of the past, wrenehing from the past single eharaeteristics or traits or

patterns that are then portrayed as the essenee of past reality. This proeess

of essentialization is nieely illustrated in the plethora of myths that have

grown up around Columbus over the years, each catering to the needs of

a partieular group of people. For many Europeans, ever sinee the six-

teenth eentury, Columbus has epitomized “the explorer and diseoverer,

the man of vision and audaeity, the hero who overeame opposition and

adversity to ehange history." For erstwhile Ameriean eolonists who had

suffered under the rule of Ceorge III, Columbus beeame a symbol of

“eseape from Old World tyranny." Italian-Americans in the late twentieth

eentury eelebrate Columbus's Cenoese origins, while African-Americans

and Native Amerieans of the same era, foeusing on Columbus's involve-

ment in the slave trade and his brutal treatment of the Indian populations

of the Caribbean, have refashioned him into a powerful symbol of impe-

rialism and raeist exploitation.^® Eaeh of these mythie representations of

Columbus is, of eourse, in some sense “true" and has genuine links to a

genuine historieal past. But, like photographs, whieh always leave out far

more than they inelude, the kind of truth they eonvey is fundamentally

ahistorieal— subjeetive, one-sided, egregiously ineomplete. It is not until

eontending mythologizations are drawn together, juxtaposed in sueh a

way that they begin to temper and qualify one another, raising questions

instead of dismissing them, that we move in the direetion of a more his-

torieal understanding of the past.

The example of Columbus also calls to mind one of the most durable

myths about the mythologization of the past: that it is more likely to take

plaee and aehieves its most grotesque shapes when the aspect of the past

being mythified is one eharaeterized by a dearth of reliable evidenee.'*^

This mistaken notion is based on the assumption, not at all unreasonable.
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that when a great deal is known about something, there is a built-in safe-

guard against the sort of subjeetive imposition eharaeteristie of myth.

Aeeurate understanding, the argument runs, rests on a foundation of infor-

mation; the more information, the more aeeurate the understanding. As

self-evident as this reasoning may appear, it is, sadly, not at all borne out by

reality. While in the Blaek Athena eontroversy over the ethnie/raeial ori-

gins of Western eivilization mythologization has, perhaps, been faeilitated

by the eomparative sparsity of the evidentiary reeord,^° mythologizers have

never been timid about taking on phases of the past, sueh as the Freneh

Revolution or the life of Martin Luther King or the Boxer uprising, on

whieh the doeumentary reeord is seemingly inexhaustible in its variety

and seope.

Mythologization of the past eomes in many shapes and forms. One vari-

ety, whieh we may eall “everyday"’ mythologization, is embedded in the

storehouse of images of the past that ordinary people in all soeieties earry

around in their heads. It erops up unpredietably, at odd moments, and is

often artieulated in wonderfully inventive, oeeasionally ironie ways.

Geremie Barme reports reading a modernized version of the famous Boxer

invulnerability ehant— “Knives and halberds won’t penetrate us, nor elee-

trie batons shook us” {daoqiang hu ru, diangun bu chu)— on the banner of

a eitizens’ support group parading around Tiananmen Square in the spring

of 1989.^^ In a similar vein, a young protester, expressing the mood of self-

eonfidenee, elation, and invulnerability that had beeome so infeetious dur-

ing the early stages of the demonstrations, told Orville Sehell only half-jok-

ingly: “We are like the Boxers of 1900. We believe that not even bullets ean

pieree us!”^^ The essentializing of Boxer “invulnerability” was also eneoun-

tered, less ironieally, during the eraekdown when aetivist workers, on hear-

ing that the Chinese army was killing eivilians on its way into the eenter of

Beijing, threw wet blankets over their shoulders (presumably for proteetion

against teargas) and jogged down Chang’an Avenue in the direetion of the

soldiers ehanting “daoqiang hu

On the foreign side, Ruth Altman Greene, a daughter of China mis-

sionaries, whose ehildhood was spent in a world in whieh “China” and

“Boxers” and “terror” were inextrieably linked (she was born in 1896), sum-

mons up the ehilling memory of a family meal in whieh suddenly her

“brother— ever of liveliest imagination and flair for the dramatie— rose

from the table, eaught up an apple off his plate, speared it on his knife and,

brandishing it, ran wildly round the table shouting, d’m a Boxer! I’m a

Boxer!’
”
‘“That apple was a head,” Greene eomments, “and it was mine.

For years 1 wineed at the word ChinaT^"'
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In a less morbid vein, the writer Liu Xinwu, in a talk at Harvard in 1987,

mentioned that on a visit to Japan in the early 1980s he had been taken by

his hosts to a department store in Tokyo, where he was flabbergasted by the

rieh array of goods on display. By the time he got to the third floor, Liu said

that he was so filled with rage that he felt just like a “Boxer’' and wanted to

burn the whole store, with all its wonderful eontents, to the ground. The

irony here, of eourse, was that Liu didn’t really feel like a Boxer at all. He
didn’t hate the “modern” eommodities in the department store; nor did he

hate his foreign hosts. What he hated (it was elear from the talk)— and

what eaused him sueh pain— was China’s inability, in embarrassing eon-

trast to Japan, to produee these things herself.^^ (The irony of Liu’s remarks

will be less apparent to observers of Chinese manufaeturing prowess in the

last years of the twentieth eentury.)

Another eommonplaee form of mythologization is autobiographieal,

that is, the mythologization we all engage in as we eontinually rework our

prior lives so as to make them eoherent and eongruent with the ehanges in

self-eoneeption that we pass through as we navigate along our biographieal

trajeetories. In her moving ethnography of an elderly Jewish eommunity in

Veniee, California, Barbara Myerhoff writes that in her subjeets’ quest for

the integrity of the person over time,” the ereation of “personal myths”

often took preeedenee over “truth and eompleteness.”^^ This form of

mythologization, although a vital aspeet of everybody’s personal experi-

enee, is unfortunately not easily gotten at in the ease of the Boxers beeause

of the nature of the materials available.

Still another kind of mythologization, often far more powerful than his-

tory in fixing images of the past in people’s minds, is that found in poetry,

drama, fietion, art, and film dealing with historieal subjeet matter. The
Salem witeh trials, it has been argued, are better known in the late twenti-

eth eentury through the work of a playwright, Arthur Miller, than through

the writing of historians. And yet, ironieally. The Crucible, whieh ap-

peared in 1953; was an effort on Miller’s part to say something not about

Salem but about a far more immediate threat to the well-being of the

Ameriean body politie; MeCarthyism.

Mythologization of the Boxers in the arts in China, like their mytholo-

gization in general, has tended to gravitate between the extremes of vilifi-

eation and praise. Of more than 5,000 poems eomposed by elite Chinese

either during or in the immediate aftermath of the uprising, some 90 per-

eent, aeeording to one study, viewed the Boxers with eontempt, deseribing

them by sueh pejorative terms as “bandits” (daozei), “rebellious people”
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(luanmin), and ''thugs'’ {baotu)}^ This was also true of the novels of the late

Qing that took the Boxers as their central subject matter. On the other

hand, as noted in chapter 5, contemporary popular woodcuts often depict-

ed the Boxers as patriotic heroes who vanquished their foreign adversaries

on the field of battle.-'^

Positive portrayal of the Boxers in Chinese literature had its heyday, as

one might expect, after the Communists came to power in 1949. The edi-

tors of a collection of Boxer stories for young people, published in 1961,

took note of the "heroism, tenacity, simplicity, and resourcefulness” of the

Boxers and evinced the hope that young readers, "inspired and strength-

ened by the stories,” would "throw themselves into the cause of construct-

ing and defending socialism in the motherland!”^® The celebrated writer

Lao She, a Manchu whose father, a member of the Imperial Guards, had

been a casualty of the fighting in Beijing in the summer of 1900 and whose

mother, when he was a boy, had filled his head with grisly stories of the

crimes committed by the foreign forces in the capital, decided in i960 to

write a play commemorating the sixtieth anniversary of the Boxer rising.

Titled Shenquan, or "The Spirit Boxers,” the play revolves about a poor

farmer from the area west of the capital, Gao Yongyi, who, after experi-

encing cruel exploitation at the hands of the local Gatholic church (and its

foreign priest) and the tragic suicide of a niece as a result of the coercive

behavior of a family of local bullies, forms a Boxer unit to take revenge

against his— and his fellow villagers’— oppressors.

Lao She’s romanticization of the Boxers as courageous heroes, anti-

imperialist patriots, and Robin Hoodesque redistributors of wealth— after

burning down the Gatholic church Gao’s Boxers distribute grain and cloth

to the needy— followed the standard Gommunist script in fairly straight-

forward fashion. In the more freewheeling literary world of the 1980s,

Ghinese writers began to depart from this script and, in the process, with

growing temerity to disidentify with the Boxers. In Liu Xinwu’s semific-

tional account of the rioting that took place in Beijing on May 19, 1985, fol-

lowing the Ghinese soccer team’s loss to Hong Kong, the central character

Hua Zhiming emphatically distances himself and the other rioters from

the Boxers of 1900 ("Now they were xenophobes”). The mob’s targeting of

foreigners and Hong Kong people during the 1985 incident had more to do,

the narrator explains, with "jealousy of those who had been making a lot of

money than . . . concerted antiforeign sentiment.” No xenophobes, Hua

and his comrades were "the most ardent consumers of popular Hong Kong

cidture and Japanese products.
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Farcical treatment of the Boxers also became an option in the 1980s. In

Wang Shuo's Qianwan bie ba wo dang ren (No man's land), first published

in late 1989,

a

main theme, again, is China's effort to regain faee vis-a-vis

the outside world— this time owing to her defeat in an international sports

eompetition at Sapporo. The person ehosen to represent the eountry in

this effort, deseribed by Geremie Barme as “a Chinese Everyman who ean

redeem national pride and who is also, in an important sense, a saerificial

vietim to that pride," is Tang Yuanbao. Tang, 'N erooked pedieab driver," is

skilled in the most powerful form of Chinese gong/u— Damengquan (lit-

erally, “Great Dream Boxing")— whieh he has learned from his father,

who has the honor (dubious as it turns out) of being “the last living Boxer."

In the Sapporo martial arts remateh, in preparation for whieh he is put

through the most exerueiating training by his baekers (ineluding eastration

when it is learned that only women are eligible to partieipate), Tang eom-

petes against athletes from all over the world to see who can endure the

most humiliating treatment. After performing “the ultimate feat of self-

humiliation"— with a sharp knife he euts the skin around his neek and

peels off his faee—Tang is aeclaimed “uneontested world ehampion" in a

eeremony that is televised in China and sparks a national eelebration. Prior

to this, Tang's father has been arrested on eharges of betraying the Boxer

movement and eausing the fall of the Qing dynasty— no statute of limita-

tions here— and is eonvieted not only of the former eharge but also of

responsibility for the speetrum of “soeial disorders, evils and general eor-

ruption" in the China of his own day. The elder Tang, already over a hun-

dred years old, is sentenced to life imprisonment!

Wang Shuo's satire is important for our purposes beeause it evokes some

of the most powerfully eontradietory ways in whieh the Boxers survive in

Chinese eonseiousness in the late twentieth eentury. On the most pro-

saieally ideologieal level, the Boxers are treated in the work as a “positive"

foree: the eentral figure's father is, after all, arrested by the authorities for

having betrayed the Boxer movement. But when one pokes a little deeper,

the images in the work relating explieitly or implieitly to the Boxers— fight-

ing teehniques that are unreal (dream boxing), patriotism via national self-

humiliation, victimization by the state (the arrest of “the last living

Boxer"), the seapegoating of the powerless afa means of addressing serious

soeial problems (the pillorying of Tang's eentenarian father as “public

enemy Number One")— are also images of self-loathing that have been

deeply etched in the minds of Chinese intelleetuals and have surfaeed

again and again in this eentury in national diseussions of cultural self-def-
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inition such as (to take the most recent example) the “eulture fever (or

eraze)” {wenhua re) of the 1980s. The fareieal Boxer imagery in No Man’s

Land is used only on a superficial level to attack the Communists; the

more important target of Wang Shuos novel, it appears, is the Chinese

eondition in general.

While mythologization in literature— and also the other arts— eneom-

passes the entire range of tonalities, from the most positive to the most neg-

ative, another form of mythologization inclines generally toward the posi-

tive. I refer to “local boosterism,” as embodied typieally in monuments,

shrines, stela, and memorials, ereeted partly to keep alive the memory of the

loeal boy (or girl) who made (or did) good and partly to enhance the image

and promote the fortunes of the local place itself. The memorial ereated in

the mid-1980s in honor of Boxer leader Zhao Sanduo in his home village

(Shaliuzhai) in Wei county in southern Hebei (formerly Zhili) ineludes a

large white plaster bust of Zhao rendered in the Mao-era heroic mode, a

full-length traditional-style Chinese painting of him (also larger than life),

whieh makes him look for all the world like a mandarin, and, to eomplete

the symbolie reworking of Zhao from illegitimate rebel into respeetable

exemplar of orthodoxy, a formal biography (white eharaeters against blaek

baekground) that immediately ealls to mind the biographies in the offieial

dynastie histories. The irony evoked by the Zhao Sanduo memorial lies in

the diverse and eontradietory sourees of symbolie validation (Maoist and

traditional Chinese) the memorial ineorporates. For a dozen or so foreign

visitors in Oetober 1990 (of whom I happened to be one), there was mueh

irony as well in the warm and spirited welcome extended by the villagers,

many of them direet deseendants of the Boxers, to people who at least eul-

tnrally were deseendants of the Boxers’ arehenemies of yesteryear— a wel-

eome earried even to the point of urging us to sign a guestbook marking our

partieipation in this oddly eelebratory pilgrimage.-

^

Loeal boosterism is, at bottom, an exercise in publie remembering.

Not all eommemoration is eelebratory, however, as evideneed by the

range of activities, both annual and ongoing, designed to keep alive mem-

ory of the Holoeaust.^^ As the example of the Holoeaust also suggests,

eommemoration need not be foeused on individuals. Indeed, anything

that has happened in the past that someone thinks is worth eommerno-

rating ean be eommemorated. No sooner did reliable news reaeh the for-

eigners in the legation quarters in August 1900 that the allied relief force

had left Tianjin and woidd soon arrive in the capital than a notice was

posted offering a prize for the best design for a medal to be struek “as a
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memorial of this strange experienee.” One of the designs entered in the

eompetition had three figures representing Europe, Ameriea, and Japan

standing hand in hand on the head of a dragon^^— a neat example of

instant mythologization, in light of the “miserable international jeal-

ousies’’ that, in the view of one eareful observer, “disgraeed” the “relief of

Peking from its very inception.”^^

In Salem, Massaehusetts, to take a somewhat more complieated ease,

an event which when it happened embodied the very essence of fear, intol-

erance, and blind hatred— the witchcraft outbreak of 1692— has in an odd

twist of fate become the primary reason for which the town is today known
and also over the years a substantial source of commercial profit for its

inhabitants. Every day is Halloween in Salem. The witch-on-a-broomstick

logo appears on everything from the badges of the town’s police force to the

uniforms of its high school football team. As of 1990 a thousand people who
claimed to be witches lived in the town, some making their livings from the

practice of witchcraft. And, as plans were being laid in 1992 for the 300th

anniversary of the witch trials, it was hard for some of the planners to

decide whether what they were planning was a commemoration of an

event filled with horror or a celebration of everything that event had done

to make Salem what it was.^*^

Anniversaries are among the most common— and potentially power-

ful— forms of commemoration of the past. If the event being commemo-
rated is generally viewed by later generations in negative terms, as in the

case of the Salem witch trials, a major purpose of the anniversary com-

memoration is likely to be educational in nature.^° Thus, one member of

the tercentenary committee appointed by the mayor of Salem suggested

“Lest We Eorget” as a working theme for the year-long commemoration

process, and a variety of symposia, lectures, theater performances, and pub-

lic school programs took place. Often, however, people use anniversaries

to reexperience a past with which they feel a strong positive sense of con-

nection. One of the most heralded sporting events of the twentieth century

was the rematch between Joe Louis and Max Schmeling at Yankee

Stadium on June 22, 1938. Even before it took place, the Louis-Schmeling

fight, because it pitted a black American against a white man from Nazi

Germany, was connected in people’s minds with larger contemporary

issues having little to do with boxing. Eifty years later, in 1988, these issues

were directly alluded to when Jesse Louis Jackson, who like so many
African-Americans of his generation was named after Louis and as a presi-

dential aspirant clearly saw himself as a beneficiary of Louis’s knocking

down of racial barriers, recalled his hero’s first-round knockout of Schmel-
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ing in soaring mythical language: “Up from the ghetto of Detroit rose a

young David who slew Hitler s Goliath.”'^^

In other instanees people seize on the opportunity afforded by anniver-

saries to argue for a eompletely revised understanding of the past and to

ehallenge the appropriateness of the way (or ways) in whieh a person or

event has previously been eommemorated. This is what happened on the

oeeasion of the 500th anniversary of Columbus's voyage to the “New

World,” as we have seen. It also happened in 1989, at the time of the bieen-

tennial of the Freneh Revolution, when a profusion of books eonveying a

revisionist, far less upbeat view of that event appeared in print.'^^

In all eases, it seems, anniversaries form an emotional bridge between

present and past that is ever subjeet to reeonstruetion in response to the

shifting preoeeupations of people— and governments— in the present.

After more than a year of listening to foreign eharges of brutality and sav-

agery in its handling of the protest demonstrations that roeked China in

the spring of 1989, the Chinese government deeided to use the 90th

anniversary of the foreign relief foree's invasion and oeeupation of Beijing

at the time of the Boxer episode to launeh a eounteroffensive. In mid-

August 1990 a flurry of artieles appeared in the Chinese press whieh, in

addition to emphasizing the standard post-Tiananmen themes of renewed

vigilanee against imperialist aggression (now taking the more subtle form

of “peaeeful evolution”) and the erueial leading role of the Communist

Party in China's modernization, made a speeial point of reminding read-

ers— sometimes in excrueiating detail and with eareful attention to doeu-

mentary support— of the brutal and savage aets committed by foreigners

against the Chinese people in the summer of 1900. These atroeities snf-

fieed, one artiele eoneluded, to lay bare the sham nature of “the so-called

'Western eivilization' eontinually trumpeted by the allied forees and their

home governments.”*^

One last variety of mythologization— perhaps it is best deseribed as a

genre— is that eneountered in newspapers, periodieals, and books. Some-

times generated in the minds of private individuals, sometimes orehes-

trated with varying degrees of eynieism by the state, this eategory of

mythologization (really two eategories insofar as it may emanate from

either soeiety or the state) has the potential to reaeh a very large number of

people and is also in some ways the most readily aeeessible. For these rea-

sons, I shall eoneentrate on it in the ehapters that follow, describiiig and

analyzing the ways in whieh the Boxers were mythologized during three

different periods of the twentieth century in China; the New Culture

movement (pre-May Fourth), the anti-imperialist struggles of the 1920s,
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and the Cultural Revolution. My purpose in these pages, refleeting the

dual aims of the book as a whole, will be twofold: first, to serutinize the

working proeedures of mythologizers and identify what is distinetive about

their perspeetive on the past (espeeially in eomparison to that of historians),

and, seeond, to explore the part taken by mythologization of the Boxers in

partieular in the history of Chinese eonseiousness in the twentieth eentury.



CHAPTER 7

The New Culture Movement and the Boxers

Joseph Levenson once observed that although Christianity had been

rejected in China in both the seventeenth and the twentieth centuries, the

grounds of the rejection in the two eras were radically different. “In the sev-

enteenth century/’ he wrote, “Chinese opposed Christianity as un-tradi-

tional. In twentieth-century China, especially after the first World War, it

was the principal anti-Christian cry that Christianity was un-modern. In

the early instance, . . . Christianity was criticized for not being Confucian;

this was a criticism proper to Chinese civilization. In the later instance,

Christianity was criticized for not being scientific; and this was a criticism

from western civilization.”^

Certainly, one might quibble with the neatness of Levenson’s formula-

tion. In addition to the contrasting bases for Chinese anti-Christian senti-

ment in the two centuries, there were also important elements of continu-

ity, such as the widely held belief (in both periods) that Christianity was

irrational and superstitious, unworthy of the attention of serious folk.^

Levenson’s basic point, nevertheless, stands: Although there was opposi-

tion to Christianity in both periods, the cultural, intellectual, and psycho-

logical context for the opposition changed in crucial ways.

Paradoxically, an analogous pattern may be discerned in the case of

Chinese^dejiigration of the Boxer movement, itself ferociously anti-

Christian. In the contemporary Chinese press and in the diaries and other

accounts kept by elite chroniclers of the movement, the Boxers tended

almost invariably to be perceived (like Christianity from the seventeenth

through the nineteenth centuries) in the context of the age-old distinction

between orthodoxy and heterodoxy. The whole range of pejorative termi-

nology associated with xiejiao or “heterodox sects” was thrown at them.

They were identified as “Boxer bandits” (quanfei or tuarifei),'’ who stirred up

“turmoil” and “disorder” (luan, hianluanY and “misled” {huo) or “incited”

{shanhuoY the masses with their “deceitfid” (gui) claims.^ Contemporary
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authors, as we have seen, also ridieuled and expressed skeptieism toward the

magieal prowess of the Boxers, although they were quiek to aeknowledge its

effeetiveness in attraeting followers among the benighted masses. The
masses— the “ignorant people'’ (yi/mzn)— were widely portrayed as eredu-

lous folk, who eould be made to believe almost any form of nonsense.^

Boxer leaders were aeeused of deliberately duping their followers with

elaims of invulnerability in order to bolster the latter’s eourage.^ In the view

of one writer, only 20 pereent of the general population— eonsisting of

Muslims, people with a thorough grasp of reason, and people who had a

deep understanding of the overall situation— were suffieiently elearheaded

to withstand the propaganda onslaught of the Boxers.^

This eritieal perspeetive on the Boxers— as well as on Chinese soeiety

more generally— was also found in the writings of reform-minded Chinese

at the turn of the eentury,^° although with the reformers one begins to

deteet a shift in the intelleetual eontext informing the eritieism. For the

philosopher Liang Shuming’s father, Liang Ji, who was an offieial in

Beijing in the summer of 1900, the Boxer movement brought home the

ignoranee and superstition of the masses of his eountrymen and under-

seored the need for national regeneration to go beyond the elite and

embraee the populaee at large. The reform leader Kang Youwei, in an

unpublished essay of late 1900 or early 1901, eonjeetured that the net result

of the “turmoil” {luan) ereated by the “Boxer bandits” (quanfei) and of the

ensuing devastation of the eapital by the foreign relief forees might aetu-

ally be a plus for China: “Heaven’s way of laying the foundation of China’s

modernization and of preparing the ground for the sage emperor’s [Cuang-

xLi s] restoration.”'^ Kang’s diseiple, Liang Qiehao, in an influential essay of

1902, faulted the widespread popularity of fietion for the rampant supersti-

tions that had, on the one hand, hindered the building of railways and the

opening of mines in China and, on the other, eontributed to the ealami-

tous rising of the Boxers. Another of Kang’s followers, Mai Menghua, eon-

demned the Boxers’ “indiseriminate xenophobia” as a barbarie stanee that

eould only be harmful to China’s interests.'^

The reformers’ eritieism of the Boxers was intelleetually transitional:

they saw the Boxers as imperiling the emergenee of a reformed, “progres-

sive” China, but they also betrayed a lingering eoneern for the movement’s

threat to Confueian rationalism and the Confueian soeial order. When
Chinese revolutionaries, who were also beginning to appear on the seene

at the turn of the eentury, eondemned the Boxers, the eondemnation

tended to eome more unambiguously from Western eulture.'^ Zou Rong,

an admirer of the martyred reformer Tan Sitong and one of the most eul-
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turally iconoclastic of the early revolutionaries, set the tone in his famous

1903 pamphlet, The Revolutionary Army (Gemingjun). In this traet Zon dis-

tinguished between barbarie revolutions {yeman zhi geming), whieh were

pointlessly destruetive and intensified people’s suffering, and eivilized rev-

olutions {wenming zhi geming), which engaged in destruetion in order to

pave the way for eonstruetion and, by establishing the rights of freedom,

equality, independence, and autonomy, enlarged people’s basie store of

happiness. Held up by Zon as models of the second kind of upheaval were

the English, Ameriean, and Freneh revolutions. (Zon, in his prefaee,

speeifieally aeknowledged his indebtedness to siieh "'great thinkers” as

Rousseau and Washington.) A prime example of the barbarie form of rev-

olution, as befitted a nation of ignorant slaves, was the Boxer uprising.

Although dealt with only in passing, the Boxers, in Zon Rong’s hands,

took a giant step in the evolution from history to myth. Chronielers of the

uprising sueh as Liu Mengyang, Guan He, and Zhongfang Shi, although

defining it in terms of a preestablished voeabulary ("bandits,” “turmoil,”

“heterodoxy”) that was highly pejorative, nonetheless sought, at least on

some level, to elueidate the Boxer movement— to provide a eontemporary

record of its origins, course, prineipal eharaeteristies, and denouement.

Zon Rong was different. He eould not have eared less about explaining or

understanding the Boxers. The aim of his traet was to eneourage the

Chinese people to engage in a revolutionary aet that would replaee

Manehn rulers with Han, monarchy with republic, and a country of slaves

with a eountry of free people. The Boxers, for Zon, were a symbol of every-

thing in Chinese soeiety he wanted destroyed.

The “eivilized” revolution Zon Rong wanted aetually took plaee in 1911.

Although it resulted in the overthrow of the Manchus and the installation

of a republiean form of government in plaee of the aneient imperial sys-

tem, however, the eonsensus among Chinese intellectuals was that it

worked hardly any ehange at all upon Chinese soeiety, that China as a

human organization had, if anything, gone from bad to worse. Certainly

this was the outlook of Lu Xun, who in his famous short story. The True

Story ofAh Q (A Q zhengzhuan, 1921), ridieuled the superfieiality of the

revolution’s impaet: “The people of Weizhnang . . . knew that, although

the revolutionaries had entered the town, their eoming had not made a

great deal of differenee. The magistrate was still the highest offieial, it was

only his title that had ehanged; . . . the head of the military was still the

same old eaptain. The only eause for alarm was that there were also some

had revolutionaries making trouble, . . . entting off people’s pigtails the day

after their arrival.”’"
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The New Culture movement, in whieh Lu Xun was a major partiei-

pant, is eonventionally said to have begun around 1915, although many of

the speeifie positions with whieh it is identified ean be traeed to the turn of

the eentury. One of the movement’s eardinal objeetives was to refashion

Chinese soeiety, the living embodiment of all the assorted ailments inher-

ited from China’s traditional eulture. The traditional eulture, whieh many

in the movement rejeeted as barbarie (Lu Xun, in another well-known

story, A Madmans Diary [Kuangren riji, 1918], deseribed it as “man-eat-

ing”),^® was to be replaced by a new culture, washed of the noxious influ-

ences contaminating the old and patterned largely if not entirely on the

culture of the modern West. The same objective was also pursued by the

Chinese state during this period. The state’s motives included the tradi-

tional one of wishing to prevent social unrest (frequently associated with

“superstitious” beliefs and practices), but they also embraced the newer

goal, shared with New Culture figures, of removing all hindrances to

China’s becoming a modern society.^'^

The Boxers, in this context, were a convenient peg on which to hang all

that the participants in the New Culture movement found most objec-

tionable and threatening about the old culture. Paramount here, especially

for people wedded to the values of science and reason, were the supersti-

tions and irrationalism they perceived as endemic in Chinese society.

Under the playful title “The Boxers’ Conquest of the Westerners,” the fol-

lowing squib appeared in the first issue of the short-lived Weekly Critic

{Meizhou pinglun) in December rqiS:

Some folks say that at the Freneh embassy at present they indulge in

planchette writing and invoeation of the gods. Doesn’t this imply that the

Westerners believe in ghosts and spirits too? I say, not so at all. Decadence in

official circles, whether in China or abroad, is nothing new. Moreover,

although there is a tiny minority of scholars in foreign countries who are

fond of things strange and are given to discoursing on ghosts and demons, it

isn’t as in China, where ghosts and demons and things miraculous pervade

the thoughts of the entire society.

Two things are noteworthy about this brief item. First, the fact that the

term “Boxers” (Yihequan) occurs conspicuously in the title but not at all

in the text suggests unmistakably that “Boxers” (or “Boxerism”) is intended

to represent the main subject matter of the text: belief in ghosts and spirits.

Second, belief in ghosts and spirits is asserted to be ubiquitous in China;

hence, Boxerism is understood to symbolize a prime trait of Chinese cul-

ture in general.
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Denigration of Boxer superstition from the vantage point of a newfound

eommitment to the seienee and rationalism of the West was eommonplaee

in the writings of New Culture figures. Jiang Menglin (Chiang Monlin), a

reeent eonvert to Western seienee in turn-of-the-eentury Shanghai, referred

to the Boxers as “a fanatieal eult elaiming magieal powers.” Wang Xing-

gong, who studied seienee in England and beeame a ehemistry professor at

Beijing University, took a strong stand against the supernatural and saw sueh

events as the Boxer rising as the tragie eonsequenee of misplaeed relianee

on faith. And Hu Shi, in a speeeh at Yanjing University in 1925, pointedly

eontrasted Boxer superstitiousness to the rationalism of his own day.^^

Sueh disparagement, however, while signifieant, is of less interest to me
than the further— and more erueial— step involving identifieation of the

Boxers with the superstitious, irrational, blindly ignorant, barbarie tenden-

eies of Chinese soeiety as a whole. This was not an identifieation that was

made with great frequeney by New Culture intelleetuals. The truth is, for

most of these persons, the Boxers were sueh an embarrassment they pre-

ferred not to think about them any more than was absolutely neeessary. It

was, however, made by a few influential figures, explieitly and with foree.

In the proeess the existential issue ofwhat a modern Chinese eultural iden-

tity might look like was joined.

Chen Duxiu, Lu Xun, and the Boxers

The most striking example was an essay by Chen Duxiu that appeared in

the fall of 1918 in New Youth {Xin qingnian), the leading journal of the day.

Chen, who had been a eofounder of New Youth several years earlier and

would go on in 1921 to beeome the first head of the Chinese Communist

Party, wrote his essay amid the din ereated by erowds in the streets of

Beijing eelebrating the vietory over Cermany in World War I. He was dis-

inelined to go out and join the revelers, he says, mainly beeause he did not

feel that China had had enough of a part in the Allied vietory to warrant

sueh pnblie jubilation. When he heard people outside elatedly exelaiming

about the destrnetion of the von Ketteler Aloniiment, ereeted at Cerman

insistenee on the spot in the eapital where the Cerman minister had been

killed in June 1900, he was even less inelined to leave the quiet of his study.

Instead, Chen informs ns, he pulled out some old materials on the Boxers,

so that he eould have another look at that 'danghable, frightening, infuri-

ating, tragie” set of events.

After reprodueing lengthy exeerpts from these materials to jog the mem-
ories of his forgetful eompatriots, Chen issued the warning that, if some-
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thing were not done to prevent it, China eould expeet a reeurrenee of the

Boxer unrest, the foreigners would again invade the eountry, and instead of

a single von Ketteler Monument there would be stone memorials every-

where. He then embarked on an extended diseussion of the faetors eon-

tributing to the Boxer rising:

Of the causes leading to the Boxers in the past, the first was Daoism. . . . The

entire array of superstitions and heterodox teachings ... are rampant

throughout society as a result of the efforts of the yin-yang school, the

alchemists, and the Daoist priests down through the ages. The Boxers were

the crystallization of every superstition and heterodox teaching in the entire

society; that is why when they opened their mouths [after being possessed by

spirits] they claimed to have received orders from the Jade Emperor to

destroy the Westerners.

The second cause was Buddhism. Buddhism made two contributions to

the Boxers. The first was Buddhist philosophical theory, which entailed the

acceptance of a spiritual world transcending the material. . . . Another facet

of Buddhism that was an important constituent element of the Boxers was

the whole range of superstitions involving the exercise of magical power. . . .

The third cause was Confucianism. Although Confucius did not speak of

gods and spirits, he also never rejected supernatural beings categorically.

Furthermore, the general idea of the Spring and Autumn [Chunqiu, a

Confucian classic] can be completely summed up in the four words “Revere

the king, expel the barbarian” [zun wang rang yi]. Doesn’t [the slogan]

“Support the Qing, destroy the foreigner” [Fu-Qing mieyang] paraded by the

Boxers have the same meaning as “Revere the king, expel the barbarian”?

Chinese opera . . . was the fourth cause of the Boxers. . . . The gods

invoked by the Boxers were mostly opera heroes with their “theatrical make-

up” and “martial posturing”: Cuan Yu, Zhang Fei, Zhao Yun, Sun Wnkong,

Huang Santai, Huang Tianba, and the like.-^ Opera is particularly popular

in Tianjin, Beijing, and Fengtian, so it was exceptionally easy for the Boxers

to spread. When the Boxer gods presented themselves, their speech was

modeled on the spoken parts in the operas and their gestures were modeled

on the prescribed movements of the opera actors. These were things that

people from Beijing, Tianjin, and Fengtian saw with their own eyes; it’s not

something I’m making up.

The fifth . . . cause consisted of the conservatives with their hostility to

new learning and their magnified sense of their own importance. . . . Since

the barbarians weren’t conversant with the ethical teachings of China’s sages

and wise men, that made them savage beasts; as for those Chinese who fell

in with and advocated emulation of these savage beasts, weren’t they even

more worthy of being killed? Therefore, in 1898 they killed or drove into

exile the members of the reform party who had fallen in with the savage
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beasts, but they still weren’t content; only in 1900, with the appearance of the

Boxers, intent upon preserving the national essence and the three teachings

and determined to kill off all the savage beasts, did these celebrated

Confucian officials become completely content, feeling that [the problem]

had been solved in a fundamental way.

The heart of Chen’s argument was that these five eauses of the Boxer

uprising were all present in r9i8 unehanged: “Although the name 'Boxers’

hasn’t yet reappeared, the ideas of the Boxers and the reality of the Boxers

are everywhere throughout China and are in the aseendarit. Can we be

sure that the Boxers will not reemerge in the future? And if they do

reemerge in the future, ean we be sure that we won’t again have to ereet

a monument to our national shame?” After detailing an array of supersti-

tious and magieal praetiees that he said were still followed aeross the land,

Chen eoneluded:

Looking at it from the point of view of the above facts, it may be concluded

that the causal agencies capable of bringing the Boxers into existence in

present-day China are not a whit less prevalent than they were on the eve of

1900. The future may therefore be foretold. If the people of China wish to

be rid of present and future monuments to national shame, they must see to

it that the Boxers do not reemerge. And if they want to see to it that the

Boxers do not reemerge, they have no choice but to eradicate the whole

range of causes that brought the Boxers into being.

There are at present two paths open to us: one is the path of light that

leads toward republicanism, science, and atheism; the other is the path of

darkness leading toward autocracy, superstition, and theism. If our people do

not wish for a revival of the Boxers, if they are loath again to contemplate the

erection of humiliating memorials like the von Ketteler Monument, which

of these paths, in the last analysis, shall we take?^^

Chen Duxiu’s essay is a elassie instanee of the mythologization of the

past. What he essentially argues is that A— a broad array of superstitions,

unseientifie, eonservative ideas— was the direct cause of B— the Boxer ris-

ing— and that since in his own day A is still widespread in China, if some-

thing is not done quickly to root it out, B is bound to reappear. From the

standpoint of historical logic, Chen’s argument is gravely flawed. However

important certain ideas may have been in the shaping of the Boxer move-

ment, few historians would claim that ideas alone were accountable for the

movement’s origin and development. Furthermore, if the ideas in question

were as deeply and permanently etched in Chinese societal and thought

patterns as Chen suggests, one wonders why “the Boxers” were not a per-

manent feature of Chinese life. The fact that they were not, that they had
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not appeared on the seene prior to 1898-1900 and that they disappeared

after that time, easts a heavy shadow of doubt upon the simplistie and, para-

doxieally, not very “seientifie’' eorrelative reasoning with whieh Chen seeks

to persuade his readership.

None of this, however, would faze Chen in the slightest. Chen’s objee-

tive in this pieee is not to advanee understanding of the Boxers as a histor-

ieal phenomenon. What he really wants to do is bring about a decisive

transformation in the beliefs and attitudes of his contemporaries. Other

Chinese— the throngs in the streets of the capital in November 1918

announcing the demolition of the von Ketteler Monument, Chen Duxiu

himself in 1924 (as we shall see), a long line of Chinese Marxist-Leninists

stretching at least into the 1980s— might argue that the main weight that

needed to be lifted from China’s back before its development could pro-

ceed in a ''normal” fashion was foreign imperialism. In 1918, Chen Duxiu

contested this logic sharply, maintaining that imperialism, as symbolized

by the von Ketteler Monument, was not the cause of China’s difficulties

but the consequence. The cause of China’s difficulties, which made such

monuments possible, indeed probable, was the intellectual condition of

Chinese society as symbolized by the Boxers. China’s energies therefore

should be directed not toward the elimination of superficial emblems of

national shame but toward the creation of a new kind of society— republi-

can, scientific, atheistic— that would, by its very nature, preclude similar

occasions for national humiliation in the future.

The notion that China’s real problem lay deep within its own culture—
and the use of the Boxers to dramatize this notion in symbolic terms— is

also encountered in a brief satirical note by Lu Xun that appeared in the

same issue of New Youth:

Recently, there have been a fair number of people scattered about who have

been energetically promoting boxing. I seem to recall this having happened

once before. But at that time the promoters were the Manchu court and

high officials, whereas now they are Republican educators— people occupy-

ing a quite different place in society. I have no way of telling, as an outsider,

whether their goals are the same or different.

These educators have now renamed the old methods 'dhat the Goddess

of the Ninth Heaven transmitted to the Yellow Emperor” . . . “the new mar-

tial arts” or “Chinese-style gymnastics” and they make young people practice

them.'' IVe heard there are a lot of benefits to be had from them. Two of the

more important may be listed here:

The Goddess of the Ninth Heaven (Jin tian xuannii), according to tradition, instructed

the Yellow Emperor (China’s mythical first emperor) in the martial arts.
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(1) They have a physieal edueation function. It’s said that when Chinese

take instruction in foreign gymnastics it isn’t effective; the only thing that

works for them is native-style gymnastics (that is, boxing). I wonld have

thought that if one spread one’s arms and legs apart and picked up a foreign

bronze hammer or wooden club in one’s hands, it ought probably to have

some “efficacy” as far as one’s muscular development was concerned. But it

turns out this isn’t so! Naturally, therefore, the only course left to them is to

switch to learning such tricks as “Wu Song disengaging himself from his

manacles.”^ No doubt this is because Chinese are different from foreigners

physiologically.

(2) They have a military function. The Chinese know how to box; the for-

eigners don’t know how to box. So if one day the two meet and start fighting,

it goes without saying the Chinese will win. . . . The only thing is that nowa-

days people always use firearms when they fight. Although China “had

firearms too in ancient times” it doesn’t have them any more. So if the

Chinese don’t learn the military art of using rattan shields, how can they pro-

tect themselves against firearms? I think— since they don’t elaborate on this,

this reflects “my own very limited and shallow understanding”— I think that

if they keep at it with their boxing they are bound to reach the point where

they become “invulnerable to firearms.” (I presume by doing exercises to

benefit their internal organs?)^ Boxing was tried once before— in 1900.

Unfortunately on that occasion its reputation may be considered to have suf-

fered a decisive setback. We’ll see how it fares this time around.

In a subsequent number of New Youth a man named Chen Tiesheng,

older than Lu Xun and apparently with some military baekground, wrote

an irate response to Lu, eharging him with having totally eonfused two

things that were as different as night and day: '1 don’t know what sort of per-

son Mr. Lu Xun is; probably he’s a young man. In any ease the mind of this

gentleman seems a bit muddled. How eould he mix up the Boxer bandits

and the art of attaek and defense? I don’t know if Mr. Lu ever saw the Boxer

bandits. If he had he would never make sueh foolish insinuations.” Chen

went on to argue that the Boxers had been savage beasts who seduced peo-

ple with lies and were in the thrall of the supernatural, whereas the practi-

tioners of the art of attack and defense operated according to the most exact

rules and followed the way of humanity. Chen found Lu Xun’s claim that

the foreigners didn’t know how to box “preposterous,” and challenged him,

if he really believed that to be so, to account for the fact that the word “box-

Wu Song, one of the heroes of the novel Shuihu zhuan (Water margin), was famous

for his mastery of the martial arts.

Lu Xun refers here to neigong, a regimen of breathing exercises {qigong) closely asso-

ciated with Chinese boxing.
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232 ing” existed in foreign eonntries. Finally, Chen used satire himself to

ridieule Lu, espeeially for his naivete: ''Firearms must indeed be used. But

when in battle one beeomes involved in elose fighting— this doubtless is

not something Mr. Lu knows about— one must also use the magieal arts of

the Boxer bandits. In army middle sehool, I reeall, they still taught the art

of the sword and spear, and the methods that were used and the diagrams

that were drawn fell well within the sphere of the art of attaek and defense.

Here again Mr. Lu shows himself to be a true foreign Boxer bandit” (in the

sense that Lu had no eomprehension of Chinese boxing at all).^^

In his response to Chen Tiesheng, Lu Xun pointed out that the main

intent of his original note had been to address a "soeial phenomenon” {she-

hui xianxiang), whereas Chen's attaek was a refleetion of his private atti-

tude. Lu explained the distinetion by referenee to a book on the new mar-

tial arts that Chen Duxiu had eited in his von Ketteler Monument artiele.

The author of the prefaee to that book had expressed an attitude of strong

sympathy not only for the Boxers but also for their supernatural elaims.

This would be of little eonsequenee, Lu tells us, if it were just the opinion

of an isolated individual. But the faet that the book had reeeived the gov-

ernment's imprimatur, had been warmly reeeived in edueational eireles,

and was being used as a text all over the eountry made it into a real soeial

phenomenon— a soeial phenomenon, moreover, advaneing the mentalit)/

of'supernaturalism” {guidaozhuyi)

.

Lu went on to say that he realized that

there must be some experts in Chinese boxing who did not believe in the

supernatural. But sinee these individuals did not step forward and state

their position publiely, their views remained hidden by the prevailing trend

in soeiety.

Lu’s defense against the speeifie eharges raised in Chen's attaek was

fairly straightforward. With respeet to the item eoneerning the foreign

word "boxing,” for example, he eountered:
"
'Boxing' is indeed a term that

is found in foreign eountries. But it is not the same as China's daquan [box-

ing]; so with respeet to China's it may be said that they 'don't know how.'

Its very mueh like their using 'Boxer'— one of their own words— for quan-

fei [Boxer bandits]; would one say, beeause they have sueh a word, that the

foreigners also have Boxer bandits?”

Lu eoneluded with a eoneise summation of his position: "If Chinese

boxing is regarded as a speeial skill and there are a few individuals whose

pleasure it is to seek out an instruetor and praetiee it, I have no objeetions

whatever; that is a small matter. What I am at present opposed to are two

things: (1) edueators treating boxing as a fashionable thing whieh all

Chinese without exeeption must take up; and (2) the promoters of boxing
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for the most part embracing the psychology of the 'supernatiirar [guidao] —
which is an extremely dangerous sign.”^^

The fascinating thing about the exchange between Lu Xun and Chen
Tiesheng is that a fair amount of heat was generated, especially on the side

of Chen, between two individuals who, at least with respect to the essen-

tials, were not really that far apart. Chen Tiesheng, after all, was in full

agreement with Lii Xun that the Boxers were to be condemned as purvey-

ors of rank superstition, and Lu Xun, for his part, was prepared to accept, if

warily, a degree of social legitimacy for Chinese boxing. What, then, was

the problem?

The crux of the problem, I would argue, is that Chen viewed the Boxers

as history and therefore dead, whereas Lu viewed them as myth and there-

fore very much alive. For Chen Tiesheng, the Boxer rising was an episode

out of the past that, however horrible and repugnant, was over and done

with. Precisely because the Boxers were a thing of the past, it was possible

to deal with Chinese boxing— the martial arts— as a completely separate

realm of human activity, insulated from, even immune to, the negative

associations evoked by the historical Boxers. What infuriated Chen was

that Lu Xun, a young upstart who clearly knew nothing about either the

historical Boxers or Chinese boxing, had gratuitously collapsed the dis-

tinction between the two, sullying in the process the good name of the mar-

tial arts in China.

Lu Xun, of course, saw things very differently. Born in 1881, he was not

at the time he wrote his piece quite as inexperienced as Chen made him

out to be, although by his own admission he was indeed an outsider as far

as Chinese boxing was concerned. But none of this, in any case, had much
bearing on the matter at hand. What was of consequence was that the two

men had completely disparate areas of concern. Where the paramount

issue for Chen was the reputation of Chinese boxing, for Ln Xun it was the

far broader question of the present and future orientation of Chinese cul-

ture. Lu, like Chen Duxiu, saw Chinese culture as mired in superstition

and irrationality and firmly believed that China’s survival depended on its

capacity to root out these deadly qualities. In such circumstances, a phe-

nomenon like the Boxer movement, so widely understood by New Culture

intellectuals as the quintessential embodiment of these qualities, was hard

to view as mere history. From Ln Xun’s perspective, it was not he that was

guilty of confusing Chinese boxing” and the “Boxers,” but Chinese soci-

eL itself. As long as superstition and irrationality remained ubiquitous in

this society, it would be extremely hard for Ln and others like him to share

the perception of Chen Tiesheng that the Boxers were dead.
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Although my emphasis in the foregoing analysis has been on mytholo-

gization of the Boxers as part of the effort of New Culture figures to bring

about China's eultural renovation, it would be a mistake to view the war

Chen Duxiu, Lu Xun, and others were waging as simply an intelleetual

engagement between the forees of light and the forees of darkness. ''We

edueated ones/' wrote the historian Cu Jiegang in 1925, "are too far from

the people; we eonsider ourselves eultured gentlemen and them as vulgar;

we eonsider ourselves as aristoerats . . . and revile them as mean people."^^

The elitism Cu alluded to had been made explieit a dozen years earlier by

Jiang Menglin when he wrote (not without concern); "our motto is gov-

ernment of the people, for the people, and by the educated class."^® What

the comments of Cu and Jiang clearly suggest is that the negative stance

ofNew Culture intellectuals toward China's traditional culture also had a

social underside. It was not just a matter of modernists attacking tradition,

of the new culture versus the old; it also reflected an elitist antipathy

toward the popular culture participated in by several hundred million

ordinary Chinese.

This pronounced antipopular strain on the part of Chinese elites.

Communist as well as non-Communist, continued long after the New
Culture era was over.^*^ As earlier suggested, moreover, it was not a strain

that was confined exclusively to the private sphere. Assuming a variety of

disguises— the "Superstition Destruction movement" of the Cuomindang

in 1928-29, the campaign against the "Four Olds" during the Cultural

Revolution, the persistent drive to eliminate "feudal superstition" {fengjian

mixin) in Deng Xiaoping's China— it was also embodied in the policies of

a succession of Chinese governments in the course of the twentieth cen-

tury.^° It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that when the Boxers (in absen-

tia) came under attack during this period for their snperstition, backward-

ness, ignorance, and xenophobia, they were being treated as a proxy for a

more generalized popular culture that, not only for intellectual reasons but

also (at least to a degree) for social ones, was heartily despised by China's

intellectual and political elites alike.

The Western Analogue and the Issue of Chinese Cultural Identity

It may be helpful at this point to compare New Culture mythologization

of the Boxers with their (on the surface at least) not dissimilar mytholo-

gization in the West. Although there have been exceptions (generally ema-

nating from people on the political left), the overriding tendency among

Westerners in the twentieth century has been to portray the Boxers in stri-
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dently negative terms. In the years immediately following the uprising,

the Boxers were a prime foeus ofYellow Peril demonology. Throughout the

eentury they have been understood single-dimensionally as an emblem of

barbarism, eruelty, irrational hatred of foreigners, and superstition.

This pattern made its first appearanee while the uprising was still irr

progress. Typieal were the following stanzas from a poem written by a

woman from Dubuque, Iowa, and published in The Independent in August

rqoo during the siege of the legations:

Day after day, while screaming shells are flying.

And throb barbaric drums.

Our own folk wait, amid the dead and dying.

For help that never comes.

Millions of yellow, pitiless, alien faces.

Circle them round with hate;

While desperate valor guards the broken places,

Outside the torturers wait.^^

Similar themes were struek in a eartoon printed in the Brooklyn Eagle

during the siege, whieh depieted the powers wielding the broom of eivi-

lization and sweeping China elean not only of Boxers but of the whole

range of repellent eharaeteristies generally assoeiated with them in

Western minds (see figure 7.1).” Early European film treatments of the

Boxer episode, with titles like 'Toxer Attaek on a Missionary Outpost,” eap-

italized on the eontrast between foreign heroism and Chinese villainy.

Ralph D. Paine s The Cross and the Dragon, a short adventure novel seri-

alized in the popular young people's magazine The Youth’s Companion in

1911-12, pitted Ameriean Protestant missionaries in North China against

the “Big Knives,” who although not explieitly identified with the Boxers

had all of the more distinetive Boxer traits and were dedieated to driving

every foreigner from China. One of the men interviewed by Harold Isaaes

for his elassie work Images ofAsia reealled “the sensation of terror” aroused

by aeeounts of the Boxers he had read as a boy and was so traumatized by

The Cross and the Dragon in partieular that, when some years later he

rmexpeetedly reeeived word that he was to be sent to China, Paine s story—

and the lurid illustrations aeeompanying it— rose to haunt his dreams.

Although the first popular Ameriean novelist to write about China,

Eranees Aymar Mathews (18657-1925), did not treat the Boxers in detail, the

flegaey of the Boxers” was, in one seholar s judgment, clearly seen in her

portrayal of the Chinese as “cruel and revengeful. IT is generally nnflat-
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236 tering characterization continued in other works of fiction published in the

i92osd^ It was also encountered in the foreign journalism of the period,

whieh emphasized the Boxers’ primeval xenophobia (see chapter 8), and it

reemerged several deeades later during the Cultural Revolution, when the

irrational violenee and antiforeignism assoeiated with the Boxers were

eommonly evoked in eritieal Western eommentary on the Red Guards.

Although the speeifie traits linked with the Boxers in the minds of

Westerners were almost identieal with those singled out by Chinese intel-

leetuals in the first deeades of the eentury, the settings within whieh the

two mythologization proeesses evolved were fundamentally different and

this ensured that the meanings of the proeesses would also be very differ-

7 . 1 Anti-Boxer Cartoon: “The Open Door That China Needs.” The unappealing traits

eommonly associated with the Boxers in the West are clearly depicted in this cartoon,

which appeared in the Brooklyn Eagle during the siege of the legations. From The Literary

Digest, July 14, 1900.
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ent. For Westerners, armed with a generally untroubled sense of self-confi-

dence and superiority in the moral and cultural spheres, fueled (and even

sometimes justified) by the West’s position of unquestioned military and

economic preeminence, the threat posed by the Boxers— symbolically—

was to a world already in place. For New Culture Chinese, on the other

hand, it was the very opposite. Intent not on preserving the existing China
but on fashioning a completely new one, along with a new and modern
Chinese cultural identity, from the perspective of Chen Duxiu, Lu Xun,

and others, the threat represented by the Boxers— again symbolically— was

to a world waiting to be born.

In another respect as well the seeming parallelism between the two

mythologizations masked a crucial difference. From the vantage point of

people in the West, the antiforeignism, superstition, savage brutality, and

backwardness of the Boxers constituted a coherent whole, all the parts of

which were equally menacing to a world Westerners held dear. But for

those Chinese in the first decades of the twentieth century who were com-
pletely comfortable rejecting Boxer superstition and backwardness. Boxer

antiforeignism, which targeted not only modern Western culture (which

they were attracted to) but also foreign imperialist encroachment (which

the vast majority of them found abhorrent), presented a more complicated

problem. This problem— the problem of Boxer antiforeignism and its

assessment— was central to the new mythologization of the Boxers that

took shape in the 1920s.



CHAPTER 8

Anti-Imperialism and the Reeasting of the Boxer Myth

When the past is treated as myth, its meaning is governed to an over-

whelming extent by the eoneerns of the present. As the eenter of gravity of

present eoneerns shifts, therefore, the meaning of the past neeessarily shifts

along with it, sometimes to a quite extraordinary degree. Something very

mueh along these lines took plaee in China in the 1920s, as the preoeeu-

pations of the New Culture movement, whieh were fundamentally ori-

ented toward eultural renovation, gave way to a new set of eoneerns that

were far more politieal, both in their underlying premises as to how the

world operated and in their understanding of the aetion program that

flowed from these premises.'

To be sure, the New Culture movement, in the sense of a eolleetion of

individuals who held that the task of remaking China was first and fore-

most a eultural one, did not just disappear. Many Chinese intelleetuals,

ineluding people as diverse as Hu Shi and Lu Xun, eontinued to attaeh

overriding importanee to China’s eultural transformation. Nevertheless,

more and more Chinese, frustrated by the glaeial paee of eultural ehange

and profoundly influeneed by a sueeession of jolts in the politieal sphere

that underseored the eontinuing grip of imperialism on China’s fortunes,

gravitated to the view that the politieal problem had to be dealt with first.

Sueh politieal shoeks as the betrayal of China’s interests at the Versailles

Peaee Conferenee (the immediate oeeasion for the protest demonstrations

that broke out in Beijing on May 4, 1919) and the killing of unarmed stu-

dent demonstrators by British poliee in Shanghai in the May Thirtieth

Ineident of 1925, in eombination with the emergenee of a revolutionary

polities eentered on the fledgling Chinese Communist Party (ccp) and

reorganized Cuomindang and strongly influeneed by Lenin’s theory of

imperialism, ehanneled the anger of politieally engaged Chinese inereas-

ingly in the direction of a bitterly anti-imperialist nationalism. As animos-

ity toward the foreign powers, and in many instances toward foreigners per-
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sonally, reached new levels of intensity^ some of these individuals discov-

ered new and far more positive meanings in the Boxer experience.

Positive mythologization of the Boxers was of course not entirely new in

China. At the turn of the century Prince Duan and other archconservative

figures at the Qing court, identifying with the antiforeign animus of the

Boxer movement, consistently portrayed the Boxers as loyal, righteous, and

patriotic. Their viewpoint was immortalized for the contemporary English-

reading public by the Edinburgh-educated anti-imperialist Gu Hongming:

“The Empress-Dowager, Prince Tuan [Duan] and his Boxer lads are not

the enemies, but the real true friends of Europeans, and the true European

civilization that has been trying to realise itself since the last Great Boxer

rising in Paris in ’89 [!].’' The “real enemies of Europe, of the world and of

true civilization,” against whom (according to Gu) the “Boxer lads” had

risen, were the “modern European usurers, called financiers and capital-

ists”— ”the sneak and the cad who have just entered into partnership to

cheat, swindle, bully, murder and rob the world and finally to destroy all

civilization in the world.”^

Gu’s quirky cosmopolitanism reached its apogee in a Scottish-style bal-

lad celebrating the exploits of Prince Duan and the Boxers, which he com-

posed in iqoo in honor of the sixty-sixth birthday of the Empress Dowager.

The first verse and refrain read as follows:

To the Lords of convention ’twas Prince Tuan who spoke:

E’re the King’s crown go down there are crowns to be broke;

Then each Boxer lad who loves fighting and fun.

Let him follow the bonnets of bonnie Prince Tuan.

Come fill up my cup, come fill up my can;

Come saddle my horses, and call out my men;

Unfurl the banner and let fire the gun.

For it’s up with the bonnets of bonnie Prince Tuan.^

Not only among conservatives but among reformers and revolutionar-

ies as well there were, from the outset, those who discerned in the Boxer

experience at least some redeeming qualities. The famous translator Yan

Fu, although viewing the Boxers (not untypically) as an “uprising of the

superstitious mob and of ignorant and worthless armed bandits,” also was

impressed by the spirit of the Boxer armies: “One cannot say that there

were not patriots among them.”^ And an article of March 1901 in Kaizhilu

(A record of new knowledge), a short-lived journal started by radical

Cantonese students in Yokohama in December 1900 (and the recipient of

a 200-yen donation from Sun Yat-sen),^ gave a glowing account of the
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Boxers’ contributions to Chinese independence: “The Boxers knew very

well that they were hopelessly outnumbered and outpowered. But actu-

ated by patriotic feeling and driven beyond the limits of forebearance,

against overwhelming odds they braved every danger, in the hope that the

Chinese people might enjoy a day in which they would resist the foreigner

and stand up on their own. . . . Although the Boxers suffered a crushing

defeat and are held in contempt by people, do we Chinese realize that

they also planted countless sturdy roots and sowed the seeds of national

independence on China’s behalf?”'^

Sun Yat-sen himself, addressing (in 1903) the question of the preserva-

tion or dismemberment of China, not only praised the Boxers (albeit with

qualification) but also made the all-important shift (at least implicitly)

from treating the Boxers as “them” or “other” to treating them as “us,” as

representative of the spirit of the Chinese people. Such a shift was essen-

tial if the Boxers were to be tapped for their mythic power:

Though the Chinese are meek and not martial, they will resist to the death.

. . . Even though the Chinese submit to a slave dynasty [the Manehus], they

will still defend their villages. . . . Look at the Boxers. Suspeeting dismem-

berment, they rose in violent resistanee to the foreigners and fought like

madmen. . . . Only they were stupid . . . and did not know the value of

firearms and merely depended upon naked blades. ... If they had east aside

these erude weapons and ehanged to modern ones, it is doubtful whether

the allied expeditionary foree would have aehieved sueh quiek results. But

the Boxers eonsisted only of Chihli [Zhili] people. If the entire eountry were

aroused, there Wquld be no eomparison.^

While some patriotic Chinese (like Sun) were able to identify at least

to a degree with the Boxers themselves, others found it easier to draw

inspiration from the memory of the humiliations suffered during and in

the immediate aftermath of the Boxer rising. One of the purposes behind

a meeting of merchants and gentry held in Jiaxing, Zhejiang, in 1910 was

precisely the keeping alive of such memories.^ The short-lived Anhui

suhuabao (Anhui common speech journal), established by Chen Duxiu

in February 1904 and edited by him until its demise in August 1905, ran a

series of pictures marking the humiliation of the nation (guochi) during

the Boxer period (see figures 8.1 and 8.2).*^ By focusing on China’s victim-

ization at the hands of foreign imperialism, rather than on the Boxer

movement per se, the sometimes distasteful particularities of the move-

ment were de-emphasized and the Boxer experience was assimilated to

the broader— and more broadly acceptable— theme of China’s “century

of imperialism.”
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This was the safe harbor to whieh positive mythologization of the Boxer

episode eould always retreat. During the politieized 1920s, however, some

Chinese patriots showed themselves willing to chart a more adventurous

course, portraying the Boxers, even with their shortcomings, as consum-

mate anti-imperialists.

The Spiritual Legacy of Boxer Resistance

The shift from the New Culture perception of the Boxers as backward,

superstitious, and irrational to the post-May Fourth view ofthem as patriotic

anti-imperialists was nowhere more dramatically demonstrated than in an

article of September 1924 by Chen Duxiu, at the time secretary-general of

the Chinese Communist Party. The occasion was the anniversary of the

signing of the Boxer Protocol on September 7, 1901. On the recommenda-

tion of the Anti-Imperialist Federation, the newly constituted Cuomindang,

now closely allied with the CCP and in its militantly anti-imperialist phase,

designated September 7 a “National Humiliation Day” and the week fol-

lowing as an “Anti-Imperialism Week.”'' In this context, the earlier scat-

tered praise of the Boxers as patriots swelled into a chorus in the radical

press, with the CCP-sponsored Xiangdao zhoubao (The guide weekly) point-

ing the way.

Chen Duxiu’s article appeared in a special number of Xiangdao

zhoubao marking the September 7 anniversary. He began by asserting that

the Boxer rising was no less important an event in modern Chinese history

than the 1911 revolution. Most people, however, not only failed to appreci-

ate this but also harbored two mistaken views about the Boxers. The first

such misconception was the tendency to loathe the Boxers for their “bar-

barous antiforeignism” {yeman de paiwai):

They only see the antiforeignism of the Boxers; they don’t see the reasons for

the emergenee of Boxer antiforeignism: the bloody oppression suffered by

the whole of China from the Opium War on at the hands of foreign armies,

diplomatie officials, and missionaries! They only see that the Boxers killed a

German minister and a Japanese secretary; they don’t see that the British [in

rS^S] took Girangdong Governor-General Ye Mingchen in custody to India

where he died, and also paraded him about in public in a glass enclosure!

They only see that the Boxers brought harm to the lives and property of a few

foreigners; they don’t see that the military and commercial aggression of

imperialism has brought harm to the lives and property of countless Chinese!

They only see the brutality and ferocity of the killing and arson committed

by the Boxers; they don’t see the still greater brutality and ferocity shown by
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2/^ the imperialists in their foreed sale of opium, the burning of the Summer
Palaee, their seizure of Jiaozhou Bay, and all the rest! . . . They eriticize as

reactionary and superstitious the Boxers’ call to support the Qing and destroy

the foreigners and their reliance upon the authority of the gods; they forget

that today’s China is still dominated by an Eastern spiritual culture consist-

ing of patriarchal morality, feudal politics, and the authority of the gods!

It is true that the Boxers were unavoidably reactionary, superstitious, and

barbarous; but the entire world (China, of course, included) still exists in a

state of reaction, superstition, and barbarism. Why censure only the Boxers?

Why, especially, given the importance of the Boxers in the movement of

8.1 AND 8.2 ’’National Humiliation Pictures.” Figure 8.1: After the foreign forces took

Tianjin in July 1900, “shameless” Chinese “who cared for nothing except saving their own

skins” carried flags proclaiming that they were “people who submitted” {shunmin) to the

foreign occupiers. The foreigners detested such persons and killed them anyway. From

Anhui suhuabao, October 1905, no. 15. Figure 8.2: Following their occupation of

Manchuria, the Russians seized Chinese and forced them to repair the railways for them.

They did not pay them regular wages and flogged them when their work was unsatisfac-

tory, “treating them no differently from horses and oxen.” From Anhui suhuabao,

September 1905, no. 14.
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national resistance? Instead of loathing the barbarism of the antiforeign

Boxers of those years, we should loathe the civilization of the warlords,

bureaucrats, unscrupulous merchants, universit}' professors, and newspaper-

men who at present curry favor with the foreigners!

In 1918, writing from a perspective that stressed the preeminent impor-

tance of culture and was uncritically admiring of the West, Chen Duxiu

had castigated the Boxers for their barbarism, conservatism, rampant

antiforeignism, and above all their superstition. In 1924, having shifted to a

perspective dominated by nationalism, Chen did not deny these Boxer

qualities that he had formerly found so repugnant; instead, he now found

new ways to legitimize them: Boxer antiforeignism had to be understood in

terms of the foreign oppression and exploitation that had given rise to it.

Boxer barbarism was nothing in comparison to the savage brutality of for-

eign imperialism. If all societies were permeated by conservatism and super-

stition, what was so exceptional about the conservatism and superstition of

the Boxers? And, finally, what did “barbaric” and “civilized” mean anyway?

In a world in which the main source of evil was foreign imperialism, was

uncompromising opposition to imperialism therefore “barbarism”? And

was currying favor with imperialism the mark of “civilization”?
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244 The second widespread misconception, Chen continued, was the view

that, since the Boxer affair was the crime of a minority, the powers should

not, on this account, have punished the entire Chinese people with a huge

indemnity. In challenging this misconception, Chen was explicit— where

Sun Yat-sen had earlier been only implicit— in his identification of the

Boxers with the Chinese people as a whole. All Chinese, he insisted, not

just the Boxers, had suffered from imperialist oppression. The idea that the

Boxers, because they had rebelled against this oppression, should be

treated as culpable and singled out for punishment, while the majority of

Chinese, because they had been subservient to the foreigners, should be

rewarded for their subservience by not being punished reflected, in Chen’s

judgment, a complete failure of logic. ''Thank Cod,” he concluded, "for

the barbarous minority of Boxers, who have preserved a measure of honor

for the history of the Chinese nation!”^^

Chen Duxiu reiterated his revised view of the Boxers several months

later in New Youth. The Boxers, he wrote, were one of four great national

movements in China’s petty bourgeois phase of development (the other

three being the 1898 reform movement, the 1911 revolution, and the May
Fourth movement): "The Boxers, in their contempt for the treaties, their

repelling of foreign force, foreign goods, and Christianity, and their attacks

on Christians and others who had dealings with Westerners— the running

dogs of imperialism— were beyond reproach. The Boxers’ trust in the

power of spirits and their rejection of all science and Western culture were

of course their deficiencies, but these are the deficiencies of all backward

agrarian societies, so we can’t single out the Boxers for special blame.” The

real deficiencies of the Boxers, Chen went on to argue, were their lack of

organization, which caused the movement to disintegrate after suffering

defeat, and their cooperation with, and co-optation by, reactionary ele-

ments, which lost them the good will of the progressive forces of society.

Although his substantive point of view had changed completely from

1918, Chen Duxiu’s object in his 1924 essays on the Boxers was in an oper-

ational sense no different from the object of his earlier piece on the von

Ketteler Monument. Now, as then, his aim was not to probe the events of

the past for greater historical understanding but to use a particular reading

of the past (to which he may well have subscribed with complete earnest-

ness) to change the outlook of educated compatriots in the present. The

most pernicious effect of the defeat of the Boxer movement— an effect that

still in his view shaped the psychological climate in China in the 1920s—
was the pervasive belief among Chinese intellectuals that "antiforeignism

was barbaric and disgraceful.” This psychology had done untold harm to
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the spirit of resistance to foreign imperialism. And it was Chen Duxiu s

intention, using his very considerable powers of persuasion, to change it.^^

Chen was not alone. Other contributors to the special September 7

anniversary number of Xiangdao zhouhao were equally intent upon legit-

imizing anti-imperialist attitudes among the Chinese public and sought

desperately to chip away at the psychological barriers that stood in the way

of such legitimation. Since the most intractable of these barriers, as Chen
Duxiu clearly saw, was the deep-rooted assumption, largely derived from

the Boxer experience, that there was something somehow unsavory or

shameful or uncivilized about being antiforeign— and by extension anti-

imperialist— a major item on every contributor’s agenda was the reshaping

of public memory of the Boxers.

No one made the point more explicitly than Peng Shuzhi, a protege and

close ally of Chen Duxiu in the early years of the Communist movement:

If we want to buoy up the national revolutionary spirit of China and destroy

the slavish mentality of fawning upon foreign eountries, ... we must first

reintroduce the significance of this date [September 7, 1901] in the history of

China’s oppression at the hands of international imperialism, and in partic-

ular we must reassess the true value of the Boxer movement in the history of

China’s national revolutionary movement. We should proclaim on behalf of

the Boxers the wiping out of the bad name given them over twenty-three

years by the imperialists and their running dogs, and clear up the basic mis-

conceptions concerning the Boxer movement harbored in the minds of the

general run of Chinese.'"^

While Peng Shuzhi addressed the attitudinal set of the Chinese popu-

lation as a whole, Cai Hesen focused his efforts more directly on the

Cuomindang and its alleged revolutionary character. Cai, a major figure

in the early history of the Chinese Communist movement and a close

friend ofMao Zedong, began his essay with the observation that the foreign

bourgeoisie and imperialists— the enemies of the Boxer movement— were

not the only ones to proclaim the movement a '"barbarous Chinese antifor-

eign action”; Chinese compatriots, even revolutionaries, were given to

publicly condemning the Boxers in much the same terms. In contrast to

the Boxer movement, which they announced to the imperialists was “an

evil perpetrated by a minority of the ignorant, uneducated populace,” their

own revolution was “civilized behavior, which went even further than the

Manchus and warlords in respecting the foreign treaties and safeguarding

foreign lives and property.”

Cai, like Chen Dnxiu and Peng Shuzhi, acknowledged the defects of the

Boxer movement. Nevertheless, he saw it as having “sacred historical value,”
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46 especially when compared to the Revolution of 1911: “The Revolution of 1911

seems on the surface to represent an advance over the Boxer movement, in

that in form and in spirit it appeared to have undergone a process of mod-

ern bourgeoisification; yet, in actuality, this revolution was a complete fail-

ure, and its significance was not as great as that of the Boxers. The Boxers

failed because they were not modern; the 1911 revolution failed because of

its ludicrously blind imitation of modern bourgeoisification.”

After elaborating on this comparison, Cai explicitly identified the legacy

of the Boxers, focusing in particular on what the Boxers had to offer to the

reconstituted Guomindang of his own day: “Since the Guomindang’s reor-

ganization at its first congress this year, it has been possessed of a first-rate

and clear-cut political program; if in their day the Boxers had had a com-

parable anti-imperialist political program, the Boxers could have led the

Ghinese national revolution to a successful conclusion. Gonversely, if the

present-day Guomindang, possessing such a fine political program, were to

be supplemented by the authentic anti-imperialist spirit of the Boxers, the

Guomindang would be even better fitted to lead the Ghinese national rev-

olution to success.” The great legacy of the Boxers to the history of the

Ghinese national revolution, Gai concluded, was “the spirit of antifor-

eignism”— a legacy he earnestly hoped the Guomindang would inherit.^^

A key event in the development of anti-imperialist nationalism in the

rpzos was the May Thirtieth Incident of r925. The incident had its origins

in a Ghinese workers’ strike protesting low wages at a Japanese textile mill

in Shanghai in February. When a preliminary settlement was rejected by

the milks owner, the workers struck again and on May r5 sent an eight-man

delegation to negotiate with the owners representatives. Violence ensued

and a Japanese guard fired on the Ghinese workers, killing one ofthem and

wounding the seven others. The Shanghai Municipal Gouncil (mostly

British) responded to this clash not by apprehending the Japanese guard but

by arresting a number of the Ghinese workers for disturbing the peace.

Then on May 22, college students and workers held a public memorial ser-

vice in honor of the worker who had been killed and used the occasion to

make speeches attacking the Japanese mill-owner. The arrest ofmany ofthe

participants in the memorial service led to a 3,000-student protest demon-

stration in Shanghai on May 30. British police fired into the crowd, killing

eleven and wounding many more. Also, some fifty of the demonstrators

were arrested. The events of May 30 sparked anti-imperialist protests,

strikes, and boycotts throughout Ghina, which did not finally subside until

December, when the responsible British police officials were dismissed and

the dead and wounded were indemnified by the Municipal Gouncil.'^
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Insofar as the May Thirtieth movement was not only fiereely anti-impe-

rialist but also had the signifieant involvement, at every stage, of China’s

fledgling industrial proletariat and was partly shaped in its propaganda and

strategy by the CCP, it was a quite different event from the May Fourth

movement six years earlier. These differenees had a notieeable impaet on

post-May Thirtieth Communist diseourse on the Boxers. This diseourse

tended to be a good deal more ambivalent than before, much depending

on the immediate context within which a writer wrote. Tang Xingqi, for

example, after noting (in the summer of 1925) that foreign observers of the

May Thirtieth movement were predicting a revival of “Boxer bandit tur-

moil” {quanfei zhi luan), went to some pains to distinguish between the

Boxer and May Thirtieth movements. The former, he contended, was “a

pure antiforeign movement,” opposed not only to foreign oppression but to

all foreign intercourse, while the latter was specifically anti-imperialist in

nature, opposed to all those (domestic or foreign) who exploited and

oppressed China, but not to those nations (like the Soviet Union) that

treated China in a spirit of equality.^^

The problem of the relationship between antiforeignism, which was

sometimes good, sometimes bad, and anti-imperialism, which was always

good, was a difficult one, the resolution ofwhich seemed to hinge on whom
one was addressing at any given moment. Prior to the May Thirtieth move-

ment, when the emphasis of Communist publicists was on the legitimation

of anti-imperialist sentiment among educated Chinese in general (Chen

Duxiu) or among non-Communist revolutionaries in particular (Cai

Hesen), the tendency was to portray antiforeignism in a favorable light,

even to collapse the distinction between antiforeignism and anti-imperial-

ism altogether. During and after the summer of 1925, however, in the face

of persistent efforts in the foreign press to delegitimize the new form of

nationalism that the May Thirtieth movement represented by identifying it

with Boxer-style antiforeignism,^^ Communist writers, although not aban-

doning their positive sense of historical connection to the Boxers, felt con-

strained to draw a clear line of demarcation between Boxer antiforeignism

and May Thirtieth anti-imperialism, as well as between the nature and

characteristics of the two movements.

Tang Xingqi represented one effort in this direction. A far more com-

prehensive analysis was developed by Qu Qiubai in a “special September

yth issue” oiXiangdao zhouhao (1925) marking the twenty-fourth anniver-

sary of the signing of the Boxer Protocol. Qu, who was to take over from

Chen Duxiu as general secretary of the CCP in August 1927 and at the time

of writing was himself a leading participant in the May Thirtieth move-
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248 ment, began his article with a series of questions clearly identifying the

immediate nature of his concern; How could the May Thirtieth massacre

have happened? How can we overturn the Boxer Protocol and the entire

unequal treaty system? Why does the May Thirtieth movement offer

greater hope of success in the struggle to liberate the masses than the Boxer

movement of twenty-six years ago?

The last of these questions is the one that is most pertinent for us. Qu,

like Chen Duxiu, defended the Boxers against the label of “uncivilized

antiforeignism” and lashed out at those educated Chinese who thought

that, by viewing the Boxer movement as the creation of a minority of igno-

rant people, they could distance themselves from the Boxers and in so

doing provide a basis for accommodation of the very historical force, impe-

rialism, that had brought the Boxers into being. Since, Qu retaliated, the

behavior of the imperialists was a necessary consequence of the develop-

ment of capitalism in the West, if there had been no Boxer movement, the

foreigners would have found some other pretext for attacking China and

obtaining the privileges reaped in the Boxer Protocol. It was wrong, there-

fore, to regard the Boxers as a fringe phenomenon, to marginalize them.

The Boxers were a movement of national liberation directed against impe-

rialism, and for their spirit of resistance they deserved to be accorded the

highest honor.

These were the strengths of the Boxer movement. But the Boxers also

had numerous defects in QrPs judgment. They had a superstitious and

reactionary ideology. They rejected all foreign goods and opposed every

manifestation of scientific culture. They espoused a rarified national

essence. They had a quasi-religious organization that required blind obe-

dience to their leaders. And, above all, they lacked a progressive, organized,

and powerful class to serve as the mainstay of the movement, with the

result that their ideology reflected a narrow form of nationalism that

enabled them to be antiforeign but failed to propel them in the direction

of domestic class struggle and opposition to the Manchus and made them
vulnerable to manipulation by the ruling classes.

While the May Thirtieth movement represented a continuation of the

Boxers' movement of resistance to aggression, in its methods, organization,

and tactics it differed from the Boxers in basic ways. The times in which

the two movements occurred also were marked by important differences,

not the least ofwhich was that in 1900 the general run of “scholar-officials”

and civilized people” abetted the imperialists in vilifying the “Boxer ban-

dits” and crushing the spirit of resistance of the masses, whereas, after the

events of the summer of 1925, opposition to imperialism, calls for the abo-
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lition of the unequal treaties, and the general spirit of resistanee had

become increasingly widespread among the population. What was to be

feared in the May Thirtieth context, according to Qu, was the restoration

of a narrow form of nationalism. Views such as “the nation transcends all”

and “workers are not permitted to engage in class struggle” were frequently

to be found in the bourgeois press and were even articulated by Guomin-

dang leaders. This was, he continued, “the new Boxer danger,” the danger

consisting in the possibility that such elements would cause the laboring

masses to compromise with the bourgeoisie, lose their class consciousness,

and abandon the class struggle, resulting in a complete destruction of the

movement for emancipation.'*^

It was characteristic of the complexity of the Boxer symbol in Qu's

hands that in one and the same article the Boxers were honored for their

bold spirit of resistance to imperialism and reproached for their willing-

ness, born of inadequate class consciousness and a too narrowly conceived

nationalism, to compromise with the enemy (the Qing dynasty). This

accorded with what appears to have been the general tendency in

Communist writings of this period to treat the Boxers favorably when the

issue was imperialism and less favorably when the issue (or issues) under

discussion had to do with what later Communists would call “feudalism.”

Qu Qiubai's article dealt with both sets of issues, but since his paramount

concern was with the class consciousness of the May Thirtieth movement,

he spent more time pointing out the deficiencies of the Boxers than

extolling their strengths.

Communist writing in which the principal focus was on the threat to

China’s patrimony as a nation (imperialism) rather than on its evolution as

a society (feudalism) was more likely to distill from the Boxer experience

an affirmative message. Thus, Li Dazhao, one of the cofounders of the CCP,

in an article ofMarch 1926 marking the first anniversary of the death of Sun

Yat-sen— a nationalist, not a communist— referred to the Boxer movement

as part of “the Chinese people’s national revolutionary history of resistance

to imperialism.”^" And even more pointedly. Long Chi, in an article of

September 1926 commemorating the twenty-fifth anniversary of the sign-

ing of the Boxer Protocol and written in the context of the movement for

treaty revision— a movement the appeal of which was first and foremost to

nationalistic impulses— wrote:

The anniversary of September 7 is onee again upon us. No matter how mueh

the imperialists vilify the Boxers, no matter how imperfect the Boxers them-

selves were, their spirit of resistance to imperialism can never be obliterated

and will always be worthy of onr veneration. ... As a consequence of the
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250 defeat of the Boxers, we suffered the imposition hy the imperialists of a still

heavier set of ehains— the 1901 treaty. But if we want to eut through these

ehains, and all the other ehains as well, our only reeourse is to revive among

the people the spirit of the Boxers, adding to it the element of organized,

uneompromising struggle— only then will we be able to make imperialism

yield. ... It is ineumbent upon us at last to ehange September 7 from an

anniversary of national humiliation into an anniversary marking the freedom

and independenee of the Chinese nation.

Although Communists took the lead in the 1920s in reeasting the Boxers

as anti-imperialist patriots, they were by no means alone. Throughout the

deeade a sueeession of overlapping politieal movements was spawned—
anti-Christian, edueational rights, student, treaty abolition— all of which

angrily attacked foreign imperialism and called for the elimination of its

influence in Chinese affairs. It was hard, in the circumstances, not to iden-

tify, at least in spirit, with the Boxers. There was frequent praise of Boxer

anti-imperialism in the pages of Fez Jidujiao tekan (Special anti-Christian

issue), a magazine put out by the Anti-Christian Federation in September

1924.^^ Radical participants in the educational rights campaign of 1924-25

transformed the Boxers, in Jessie Lutz’s phrasing, from ''traditional peas-

ants” into "warriors against imperialism.’’^^ In the aftermath of the May
Thirtieth Incident, antiforeign students in Flunan openly proclaimed

themselves successors of the Boxers. In a circular telegram of December

1925 the Anti-Christian Federation pointed to "the patriotic movement of

the Boxers” as the lone exception to the long-standing tendency of the

Chinese people to allow themselves "to be hypnotized and asphyxiated by

the Christian apostolate.”^^

One of the most intriguing non-Communist treatments of the Boxers as

patriots was an article published some months after the May Thirtieth

Incident by a Chinese student in America, I. Flu. Hu’s piece— which bore

the provocative title "Did the Boxer Uprising Recur in 1925?”— began by

resurrecting the image of the Boxers as cruel and heartless, but then, in a

curious twist, turned this image on the British themselves:^^

The differences between this [Boxer rising] and the other one a quarter of a

century ago are; that the Boxer [i.e., the British] is no longer depending on

spears and swords and defying foreign armed soldiers, but depending on

rifles and machine guns and defying native unarmed students; that he is not

any more ignorant or superstitious but trained and educated under a nation

that carries the epithet “Gentleman.” . .
.
[The Boxers] were the ones who

gave the order “Shoot to kill”; they were the ones who rejoiced in the killing

and tried to justify the actions. Did the Boxer uprising recur in 1925? Yes, it
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did, and with the same if not higher degree of feroeity and eool-bloodedness,

but in an entirely different situation and with a totally diverse motive.

As Hu proceeded to identify the key elements of situation and motive

that distinguished 1900 and 1925, he qniekly shifted in his manipulation of

symbols from a sadistie Boxerism of indiseriminate killing to a romanti-

eized one of eourageous resistance to unjust foreign oppression. In the

proeess, he detaehed the Boxer image from the foreign perpetrators of the

killings of 1925 and affixed it seeurely to the Chinese vietims. By the end of

his artiele, Boxerism had eome to stand for the spirit of patriotie resistanee

to foreign imperialism, wherever and whenever it oeeurred:

The foreign imperialists fooled themselves when they thought that in 1900

the Boxer was defeated onee for all; and they will fool themselves again if

they take the temporary tranquillity in China to mean the abatement and

disappearanee of this nationalistie spirit. With or without obstaele, the spirit

will go on among the people. . .
. Just as the world has witnessed, twenty-five

years ago, our first but unsuceessful battle to eheek imperialism, so will the

world witness, twenty-five years from now, the greatest spectacle in human

history, our last battle that demolishes imperialism forever.^^

Although Hu’s feelings about the British in 1925 and about their

Chinese victims were unambiguous, his feelings about the Boxers— and

Boxerism— were plainly marked by the most profound eonfliet. In this he

was not atypical. The Boxer experience was so eomplex and fed into sueh

diverse and eontradietory themes in the history of China in the twentieth

eentury that it was often hard for Chinese who were both patriotie and pro-

gressive to get a firm handle on it. In the nationalism-eharged deeade of the

1920s, many, like Hu and most of the Communist writers dealt with earlier,

found ways to dispose of their uneertainties and fashioned a vision of the

Boxer experience that was, on balanee, affirming. Many others, perhaps no

less patriotie but not generally as radieal, held fast to a pereeption of the

Boxers that was unambiguously hostile.

The Persistence of the Negative Myth

Characterizations of the Boxers that were of a hasieally deprecatory nature

were put to widely divergent uses in the 1920s. While foreigners repeatedly

evoked fears of a resurgent “Boxerism” to delegitimize Chinese national-

ism, Chinese used the same symbolic associations to dramatize the ongo-

ing barbarism and brutality of foreign imperialism. Local Chinese author-

ities were not averse, on occasion, to raising the specter of Boxerism, in the
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sense of unruly mob behavior (“turmoib’), to justify their suppression of

anti-imperialist politieal aetivity. Finally, on both the Chinese and foreign

sides, there were those whose support of, or sympathy with, the foree of

nationalism impelled them to draw as elear a line as possible between this

foree, whieh they perceived as modern and progressive, and Boxerism,

which they defined as the very essence of reaction.

Foreign disparagement of Chinese nationalism in the 1920s was apt to

be most conspicuous among foreigners actually resident in China, not only

because of their direct exposure to anti-imperialist and antiforeign activity,

but because the local British press, on which they mostly depended for

news and analysis, tended to take a harshly dismissive view of the “new
nationalism.'^^s Even before the May Thirtieth Incident, the North-China

Daily News (January 7, 1925) referred to the appearance of “symptoms

closely resembling those that were noted before the Boxer outbreak . . . for-

mation of secret societies, distribution of violently anti-foreign leaflets and

the hke,”^'^ and the Birmingham Post (March 2, 1925) published an article

expressing its China correspondent’s fears that the “anti-Christian and anti-

foreign propaganda” then being carried on among the educated classes by

Bolshevik agents might precipitate a Boxer-type outbreak. As the May
Thirtieth movement got under way, explicit Boxer comparisons in the for-

eign press became more and more frequent. But, as Wasserstrom points

out, it was not necessary to be explicit. When the North-China Herald and

North-China Daily News described the anti-imperialist activities of

1925-1927 as antiforeign,” “xenophobic,” “savage,” and “irrational,” they

used these terms as code words that clearly invoked the phantom of the

Boxers without having to refer to the Boxers directly.’*

Not only was it unnecessary to name the Boxers in order to draw on their

mythic energy, once the mindset of Chinese antiforeignism became
deeply enough implanted in foreign minds, the mindset itself sometimes

became father to the evidence used to substantiate it. Thus, an American

cameraman, after being expelled from Canton by the local authorities for

his attempts to “frame” pictures showing outrages against foreigners by

Cantonese strikers and pickets after the May Thirtieth Incident, went to

Shanghai, rented one of the local Chinese movie studios, and staged a

whole set of pictures showing the activities of strikers and pickets and the

forcible seizure and confiscation of foreign goods. The pictures, duly iden-

tified as depicting antiforeign activities in Canton, were published in a

double-page spread in a London illustrated paper.

Foreign use of the Boxer image— as well as that of Bolshevism— to den-

igrate Chinese nationalism reached a high-water mark in the early months
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of 1927 3 t the time of the Northern Expedition® and the aeeompanying

upsurge of Sino-foreign tension. A eartoon in the January 27, 1927, issue of

the North-China Daily News combined both images in the form of a

“Russo-Boxer/’ portrayed as an inciter of mob violence (see figure 8.3).

Even more explicit was a special supplement of the same paper entitled

China in Chaos, published in April for the purpose of persuading the West

that military force, not conciliation, was the only medicine that would cure

the Chinese sickness. The supplement editors, realizing that the two most

powerful rhetorical devices at their disposal were the linking of nationalism

with Boxerism and the stirring up of Western fears of Russia and

Bolshevism in general,^^ proposed in the introduction “to demonstrate that

Nationalism' is not a spontaneous Chinese patriotic movement but is a

new form of Boxerism with much Russian inspiration behind it."^'^

The use of Boxer symbolism to discredit Chinese nationalism in China

in Chaos is sometimes implicit, as when “nationalism" (always in quota-

tion marks to highlight its alleged bogus quality in China) is referred to as

“mob action" and described by such terms as “barbarous," “antiforeign,"

“hideous," and “disgusting savagery." Just as often, it is explicit. “The spirit

of the [nationalist] movement, as manifested in propaganda, diplomacy

and mob action, is," we are told, “destructive and malevolent, never hope-

ful nor constructive. It is intellectual Boxerism, for which it is much harder

to find an apology than for the excesses of illiterate coolies and farmers in

1900. A news item recounting a Chinese attack on a Wesleyan mission

compound is headlined “The New Boxerism in Red Hupeh." Another

item, reporting anti-Christian attacks in Eujian in response to rumors of

suspicious activities at a Spanish Catholic orphanage, bears the headline

Boxer Charges Revived." An editorial comment on the Communist inspi-

ration behind Chinese “nationalism" states: “Communism and atheism

among the student intelligentsia, and Boxerism among the semi-criminal

riff-raff (euphoniously known in Red literature as the peasants and workers)

are the obvious ends of all agitation in China as in other fields of Soviet

work." As a final example, a correspondent in Changde (Hunan), after not-

ing that numerous placards of an antiforeign, anti-Christian, and in some

cases pro-Commnnist tenor had been displayed of late in the streets, com-

mented: “Thus are the people being inflamed for a second Boxer uprising

and the authorities do nothing to check all this orgy of hatred and wilful

misrepresentation."^^

® A military campaign, under the eommand of Chiang Kai-shek (Jiang Jieshi), the goal

of whieh was the political reunification of China.

253
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254 The tactic of devaluing the behavior of political adversaries by identify-

ing it with Boxerism was most widely prevalent among foreignersd^ But it

was occasionally encountered on the Chinese side as well, especially in the

aftermath of the May Thirtieth Incident. We have already seen one instance

of this in the article by I. Hu, in which the author charged the British with

8.3 Sapajou, “MAKING THINGS MOVE. The Boxer with the mateh; 'Ah ha!

Something’s going to happen now!’ ” From North-China Daily News, January 27, 1927.
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having staged a rerun in 1925 of the Boxer rising of a quarter eentury before. 255

On June 1, 1925, the Shanghai Exeeutive Braneh of the Guomindang,

elearly responding to foreign eritieisms of Chinese behavior, issued a man-

ifesto stating that the eonduet of the British in May had been “worse than

that of the Boxers.”^^

In a similar vein, in the June 14, 1925, issue ofGuowen zhoubao (National

news weekly), an editorial writer, after noting that ever sinee the uprising of

the Boxers in 1900, “Boxer” (Yihetuan) had been viewed as “a general term

for irrational, uneivilized, cruel behavior” and that in recent years foreign-

ers had taken to applying this label to all organized movements of the

Chinese people, observed: “On the occasion of the May Thirtieth Incident,

Western police from the International Settlement killed students indis-

criminately for several days running and arrested many thousands of

Chinese on their own authority. The only name I can think of for them is

foreign Boxers [yang Yihetuan]P^ In the next issue ofGuowen zhoubao, the

same point was made in cartoon form: A huge foreign soldier was shown

bayonetting a tiny, unarmed Chinese, identified by the soldier as a “Boxer.”

The caption underneath read “Who is the Boxer?” (see figure 8.4).

8.4 “Who is the Boxer?” From Guowen zhoubao, June 21, 1925.
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While the overriding tendeney in the 1920s was to apply Boxer symbol-

ism in the eontext of Sino-Western interaetion, sinee the Boxers stood not

just for antiforeignism but also for turmoil, instability, and the general

threat of ''mob rule,'’ it was not unheard-of for Chinese authorities to use

the Boxer symbol against their fellow eitizens. In Wuhu in 1922, the gover-

nor and ehief of poliee eritieized anti-Christian student aetivists for stirring

up disorder and issued dire warnings of a seeond Boxer rebellion if peaee

were not restored. The same grim speeter was invoked by the Defense

Commissioner of Changsha in Deeember 1924 to justify the banning of a

Christmas Day rally that was to have elimaxed the edueational rights eam-

paign in Hunan. Intramural use of the Boxer symbol appears, however, to

have been a relatively minor theme in the 1920s, and even where it

oeeurred, if the few instanees I have eneountered are an aeeurate indiea-

tion, the Sino-foreign dimension (taking the form in the above two exam-

ples of student anti-imperialist aetivism) was never eompletely absent.

In all the instanees reeounted in this seetion, either of two forms of

politieal behavior— one involving the mobilization of native antiforeign,

anti-Christian, nationalist, or anti-imperialist sentiment, the other, foreign

suppression of the aetions resulting from sueh mobilization— was deval-

ued by identifying it with Boxerism. In other instanees the very opposite

oeeurred, as Chinese nationalists and their foreign supporters sought to

legitimize the foree of nationalism by distancing it from the Boxers. In both

eategories of eases, it is well to emphasize, it was the negative rather than

the positive Boxer symbol that was appealed to.

After explaining why it was neeessary to oppose Christianity, the

author of a pamphlet eireulated in Shaanxi in August 1925 wrote: "But pay

elose heed! I am not eounseling you to rise up in bands like the Boxers or

to massaere the missionaries and set fire to the ehurehes. Those are bar-

barous aetions, whieh are no longer in vogue. Let us be eontent to rip off

the mask that eovers their true eountenanee."'^° In mueh the same way,

student aetivists from Canton reported in 1926 in Wusa jinian (Com-
memorating May Thirtieth) that by striet adherenee in their propagan-

distie aetivities to the Cuomindang program to overthrow imperialism

and warlordism and unite with the world's oppressed, their movement
had avoided the fundamental mistake of beeoming xenophobie and turn-

ing into a Boxer-like phenomenon. Even the "Christian general" Feng

Yuxiang, in a speeeh offline 26, 1925, to his offieers, advocating a Chinese

military response to the May Thirtieth killings, is said to have remarked:

"Can we sit by peacefully in the face of these things? I think not. It is not

a matter of repeating the mistakes of the Boxers. But it cannot be demand-
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ed of us that we permit them to make mineemeat of us without saying or

doing a thing.”"^^

Moderate Chinese intelleetuals of the 1920s also went to some length to

distinguish the nationalism of their own day, whieh they viewed as a whole-

some development, from Boxerism. Hu Shi, in a 1925 speeeh at Yanjing

University aimed at getting mission sehools to seeularize and “forego [sic]

their purpose of religious propaganda,'' asked his audienee to understand

that, although “the Boxers were easily put down beeause theirs was a super-

stitious and undireeted movement ... it would be impossible for any mili-

tary foree to eheek the present nationalistie movement because it is deeply

rooted in the minds of the members of a great nation." Hu further noted

that, while he was not one of those “extreme" types “who praise the Boxer

movement as one of the heroic tragedies in the history of Chinese national

development" or “who advocate the use of the term 'anti-foreign' as a

watchword for mass propaganda among the people," the actual program of

Chinese nationalists— abolition of existing customs regulations, abolition

of extraterritoriality, Chinese control of all education, prohibition of reli-

gious propaganda by foreigners, and the canceling of all special privileges

granted to foreigners in China— was “not so radical as is its watchword."^^

An equally forceful statement— like Hu Shi's, staunchly patriotic, mod-

erate in its own political stance, yet not wholly unreceptive to the more rad-

ical positions of others— was made by Cai Yuanpei. Cai, president of

China's leading institution of higher learning, Beijing University, was trav-

eling in Europe in 1925 and issued a “manifesto to all nations" in July to

counter European misconceptions about the May Thirtieth movement.

The greatest of these misconceptions, according to him, was the view that

May Thirtieth was a simple replay of the Boxer rising of 1900. Cai chal-

lenged this view by pointing out certain basic differences between the two

events: Eirst, the initiators of the Boxer movement were uneducated north-

ern Chinese who did not understand the difference between Catholics and

non-Catholics, were ignorant about firearms, believing they could use

magic to protect themselves against such weapons, and were spurred on by

unenlightened people at court who thought that if all the foreigners in

China could be killed, China's problems with foreign countries would be

over. In sharp contrast to this global ignorance, the participants in the May
Thirtieth movement were people who understood the world situation and

had a clear grasp of the actual strength of the various nations. Second,

unlike the Boxers, who wanted to kill off all foreigners, those taking part in

the current unrest in China confined themselves to tactics of noncoopera-

tion. Third, whereas the Boxers opposed all foreign countries, the present
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58 Chinese demonstrators opposed only Great Britain and Japan. A fourth dif-

ferenee, Cai eoneluded, was that the Boxer movement was restrieted geo-

graphieally to Beijing and sueh provinees as Zhili and Shanxi, while the

politieal unrest generated by the May Thirtieth Incident was China-wide

in scope.

Lu Xun, impressed by the fact that some Englishmen had acknowl-

edged that England was at fault in the May Thirtieth Incident (thereby

evincing a capacity for moral self-criticism he judged “sadly lacking”

among his own countrymen), observed with characteristic acerbity that

“despite everything, I still think that the foreign devils are more civilized

than the Chinese.”"^^ Eu’s specific judgment here is of less interest than his

raising of the issue in the first place. This issue— the question of who was

the more civilized and, by extension, what constituted civilized behavior

—

was of paramount importance for Chinese intellectuals in the twentieth

century; it was precisely because of its importance that the Boxer symbol

carried such a high charge.

There was, in fact, throughout the 1920s, a considerable segment of for-

eign opinion that not only was highly critical of foreign behavior in China

but also took an affirmative stance toward the development of national-

ism. Like Hu Shi and Cai Yuanpei, the articulators of this opinion, when

they alluded to the Boxer symbol, generally did so in order to establish dif-

ference, not identity, to legitimize Chinese nationalism rather than to

discredit it.

Typical of this “liberal” perspective on events in China within the

Western press was The Nation, whose editors consistently refused to yield

to the sort of simplistic, anti-Chinese analysis found in such outlets as the

North-China Daily News and North-China HeraldN In an article that

appeared in June 1925, for example, Stanley High, a member of the

Methodist Board of Eoreign Missions, drew a sharp distinction between

the Boxer uprising of 1900 and the anti-Christian movement of his own

day, which he felt (clearly echoing Hu Shi)"^® constituted “a more serious

challenge to the program of the Christian Church in China.” “The mas-

sacres of 1900 were brought about at the instigation of the governing

Manchus and directed against Christians in a final, futile effort to halt

China's advance from her old aloofness and isolation toward a place in the

modern world. . . . The present anti-Christian movement is not sponsored

by the advocates of reaction. It is led, in fact, by those who claim to be the

most aggressive and the most modern proponents of progress. . . . Instead

of mob violence the method of the present attack on Christianity is that of

propaganda.” High, acknowledging the sincerity and depth of Chinese
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nationalistic sentiment, judged it “wholly superfieiar’ to eonelude that the

anti-Christian movement of the 1920s was “fundamentally a result of

Bolshevik propaganda/’‘^‘^

Again, during the elimaetie phase of the Northern Expedition in the

early months of 1927, The Nation not only reaeted sympathetieally to

Chinese nationalism, it also took it seriously. “The Tld China hands' have

refused to believe that the new Nationalism in China was more than a pass-

ing efferveseenee," wrote the author (unidentified) of a January artiele enti-

tled “China’s War of Independenee,” “and they and the Powers whieh

trusted their judgment are reaping the harvest of their blindness.”^°

Another pieee, entitled “China— Vaeeinated,” identified the West as the

source both of China’s troubles and of the means by which it was seeking

to overcome them: “Chinese Nationalism today is not the blind anti-

alienism of Boxer days. . . . Those who eharge the missionaries with respon-

sibility for it have a measure of justiee on their side; those who blame the

penetration of foreign business are equally right; those who say the tens of

thousands of returned students have brought baek the revolutionary spark

are also justified. Western influenee in China has aeted like a vaeeination;

it has first made the patient ill, while at the same time inoeulating him with

the germs of resistance to the disease.”^'

Even in the emotion-eharged days and weeks following the Nanjing

incident ofMareh 24, 1927, in whieh soldiers of the National Revolutionary

Army terrorized the foreign population of Nanjing and took the lives of

seven foreigners. The Nation resisted the widespread foreign tendeney to

interpret what had happened as a reeurrence of Boxerism.^^ Cautioning

against foreign military intervention (whieh would be “a plain warning to

China that for her there is a White Peril”),” it eharaeterized the reeent

antiforeign and anti-Christian outbreaks as “mere exereseenees,” which

“would disappear quiekly if the foreigners did not defend with sueh an

insane show of foree privileges whieh they must know they will soon lose.””

Moderate Chinese, like Hu Shi and Cai Yuanpei, and liberal foreigners,

like the editors of The Nation, by frontally ehallenging the pervasive for-

eign tendeney in the 1920s to draw on negative Boxer symbols to stigmatize

Chinese nationalism, seemed at first glanee to demythologize the Boxer

movement, to restore it to its historieal self. The faet is, in their efforts to

validate nationalism by distancing it from any and all association with the

Boxers, they, too, no less than nationalism’s detraetors, were engaged, how-

ever inadvertently, in a process of mythmaking. Like the people whose

views they contested, their prineipal interest was not in gaining deeper
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260 insight into the Boxer experienee (a task for historians) but in using this

experienee as a repository of negative symbolie information for the elarifi-

eation of present politieal stands. In eountering one use of the Boxer image

(the diserediting of Chinese nationalism), they therefore ended only in the

ereation of another (its legitimation).

In faet, the multiple, even conflieting, uses to whieh the Boxer symbol

was put in the 1920s stand as perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the

mythologization process as it was manifested during these years. Just as, in

American frontier history, the figure of Daniel Boone (1734-1820) could be

seen by some as the archetypal hero in the winning of the West, and by oth-

ers (in particular, representatives of the more developed white society of

Boone’s day) as one who, in forsaking the industry of agriculture for the

idleness of hunting, had 'heverted to the savage stage” and become a

“white Indian,”^^ or, in World War II, Joan of Arc could be portrayed by

French resistance fighters as a symbol of national independence, a “selfless

fighter against foreign occupiers,” and by the puppets of those self-same

occupiers, the Vichy authorities, as a heroine in the German struggle

against the English (who had, indeed, been the historical Joan’s archene-

mies),^^ the Boxers, too, spoke in different voices to different people.

A basic reason why some phases of the past possess this multivocal qual-

ity is that they are inherently complex, often embodying ambiguous,

implicitly contradictory strains. For the multiple voices to find optimal

expression, however, an additional condition must be met: the contradic-

tions in question must tap into major contested issues in a people’s history.

In nineteenth- and twentieth-century China, the influence of the West—
and how it was to be viewed— constituted just such an issue, and the

Boxers, with their promiscuous, indiscriminate antiforeignism, excited this

issue in the most flagrant way. How people mythologized the Boxers in spe-

cific situations, however, depended very much on what was going on in

China at the time. In the 1920s, when the overriding concern was the con-

tinued humiliation of the imperialist presence. Boxer mythologization

tended to center, in one way or another, on the theme of anti-imperialist

nationalism. During the Cultural Revolution and again in the post-Mao

1980s, on the other hand, as the issues changed, the meaning of the Boxer

experience and the ways in which the Boxers were remembered also

underwent significant changes.



CHAPTER 9

The Cultural Revolution and the Boxers

The mythologization of the Boxers during the Cultural Revolution

(1966-1976), as eompared to that of the early deeades of the twentieth

eentury, was distinetive in a number of respeets. First, it was different in

eontent, answering to the speeifie thematie needs of the period. Seeond,

as the requirements of historieal understanding yielded to those of polit-

ieal eorreetness, the Boxers as myth eompletely displaeed the historieal

Boxers, to the point where even historians, when they wrote on the

Boxers, wrote as mythologizers. Third, Cultural Revolution mytholo-

gization of the Boxers was orehestrated to an unpreeedented degree in

the offieially eontrolled press as part of the state’s overall effort to estab-

lish “ideologieal hegemony” over soeiety.' No longer was it possible, as in

the 1920s, for private individuals to mythologize the Boxers in divergent

ways. A single standard was imposed on all.

The last point requires further eomment. During the first half of the

twentieth eentury, Chinese mythologization of the Boxers had taken plaee

within a generally pluralistie environment. In sueh an environment the

standard for judging “good” mythmaking was how persuasive it was, how
effeetively it made its point in eomparison with eompeting evoeations of

the Boxer experienee. In an authoritarian setting, sueh as existed in China

in the 1960s and 1970s, it was a quite different matter. The standard for

judging good mythologization now was how eorreet it was politieally, how
elosely it adhered to the government’s line. The faet that the state, in these

eireumstanees, beeame the sole arbiter of how the Boxer movement was to

be interpreted and that this interpretation beeame eompulsory fare for

everyone in society did not, however, mean that the substantive content of

Boxer mythologization during the Cultural Revolution was uniformly

objectionable to all Chinese. On the contrary, although some unquestion-

ahly did find it repugnant, many others, especially perhaps among the

young, found it both credible and highly compelling.
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Although the treatment of the Boxers in heavily mythie terms spanned

the entire deeade of the Cultural Revolution, it reaehed unusual levels of

intensity at two junetures: during the spring of 1967, when the Red Guards

were still running strong and the attaek on head of state Liu Shaoqi was

eoming inereasingly into the open, and in 1974-1976, in eonneetion partly

with the anti-Confueian movement and, on a far larger seale, with the

ongoing eampaign against the Soviet Union. ^ In all these instanees the

Boxers— and their female eounterparts, the Red Lanterns— were used both

as positive models to be emulated and as symbolie ammunition in attaeks

against domestie and foreign enemies.

The Attack on Liu Shaoqi

In Mareh 1967 the radieal intelleetual Qi Benyu published a major artiele

in the Chinese theoretieal journal Red Flag {Hongqi) that signaled the

beginning of a new stage in the Cultural Revolution assault on Liu Shaoqi,

generally known in the esoterie eoding of the time as ''China’s Khrushehev”

or "the top party person in authority taking the eapitalist road.” The article,

which Mao himself went over and embellished, was entitled "Patriotism or

National Betrayal?—On the Reactionary Film Inside Story of the Qing

Court!'^ Although framed as an authoritative critique of the historical film

Qinggong mishi (The inside story of the Qing court) and prescribing what

the correct attitude ought to be toward three of the film’s themes (imperi-

alist aggression, the Boxer movement, and the reform movement of 1898),

the underlying purpose of the article was to condemn Liu Shaoqi and the

"revisionist” line with which he was identified.

As was so often the case in Cultural Revolution polemics, there were also

subtexts embedded in this main text, not the least of them being the desire

of Jiang Qing— wife of Mao and a major force within the cultural realm

during the Cultural Revolution years, as well as the political patron of Qi

Benyu (described by one writer as "a page in the presence of his queen”)"^

—

to avenge herself for humiliations experienced in the early 1950s at the

hands of enemies in the cultural establishment.- It is in this context that an

otherwise unexceptionable film took on magnified political importance.

Although The Inside Story of the Qing Court, which was based on the

popular play Qinggong yuan (The malice of empire),^ dealt mainly with

fin de siecle court politics and had less than five minutes of footage directly

relating to the Boxers,^ Qi Benyu (speaking for Mao and Jiang Qing) was

less concerned with the film’s actual contents than with the negative polit-

ical messages that could be distilled from it. Since Liu Shaoqi was alleged
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to have praised The Inside Story ofthe Qing Court as “patriotie'' and to have 263

repeatedly ignored Mao’s and Jiang Qing’s efforts to have it banned,® onee

the film’s eharaeter as a negative politieal text had been authoritatively

explieated, it eould be used as prima faeie evidenee in the ease being built

up against Liu.

Among the politieal messages eneoded in The Inside Story of the Qing

Court, aeeording to Qi, the most important for our purposes was its “deep-

rooted elass hatred” for the Boxer movement. The film and its praisers,

turning everything upside down, portrayed the imperialist aggressors “as

envoys of eivilization while slandering as 'barbarous rioters’ the heroic and

indomitable Yi Ho Tuan [Yihetuan] who resolutely resisted imperialist

aggression.” In addition to seeking to discredit the patriotic role taken by

the Boxers in the struggle against imperialism, the film also distorted their

relationship to the feudal ruling class, slanderously making them out to be

“partisans” of the Empress Dowager Cixi.'^

Within weeks of the appearance of Qi Benyu’s critique. Red Guard

groups began to print cartoons venomously attacking Liu Shaoqi for,

among other things, his alleged contempt for the Boxers. There was also

a dramatic upsurge of articles on the Boxers in the press. These materials

all build on Qi’s piece. They repeat the same themes, highlight the same

Boxer slogans, and reproduce many of the same quotations from Mao and

Lenin and such foreign participants in the Boxer-era fighting as von

Waldersee and Seymour. Most important, at no point do any of the mate-

rials I have seen diverge in the slightest from the ideological stance

embodied in Qi’s article. The articles do, on the other hand, explore new

themes not explicitly dealt with by Qi Benyu (such as the analogy

between the Boxers and the Red Guards) and establish new emphases

(such as the role of the Red Lanterns). Moreover, they introduce a sub-

stantial amount of material pertaining to the Boxers that is not found in

the original critique.

One of the most intriguing aspects of these articles is the attention lav-

ished on the Red Lanterns. The Red Lanterns come in for only passing

mention in serious historical accounts of the Boxer uprising, and it seems

clear that their actual historical role was of limited importance." Even dur-

ing the Gultural Revolution, in general discussions of the Boxer move-

ment, the Red Lanterns tended to be treated as a distinctly minor theme.

A popular booklength account of 1972 made two brief references to them."

A history (1973) of Boxer involvement in Tianjin devoted only three of sev-

enty-five pages to the Red Lanterns, in spite of the fact that Tianjin in the

summer of 1900 was by general consensus the high-water mark of Red
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264 Lantern activity.'^ Even in Qi Benyu s artiele there were only three brief

paragraphs dealing speeifieally with the Red Lanterns.

How, then, are we to explain the sudden burst of Chinese media inter-

est in the Red Lanterns in the spring of 1967? The most obvious answer is

that the Red Lanterns shared a number of eharaeteristies with the Red

Guards, who at this time were a dominant foree in Chinese politieal life.

Both organizations had three-syllable names— Hongdengzhao and Hong-

weibing— starting with the word red {hong),^ in addition to whieh the Red

Lanterns, we are told again and again, were elad from head to foot in red,

armed with red-tasseled spears, and earried red searves and red lanterns in

their hands. Also, like the Red Guards, the Red Lanterns were young,

eonsisting mostly of teenagers, and they were rebellious, with a deeided

preferenee (as mythologized) for behaving outrageously toward eivilized

idols. It was small wonder, given this array of eommon attributes, that one

group of Red Guards ehose to eall itself the ''Red Lantern Fighting Foree’’

(Hongdengzhao zhandoudui).^^

Another possible reason for the press’s emphasis upon the Red Lanterns

at this juneture was the symbolie assoeiation with Jiang Qing’s model rev-

olutionary opera Hongdeng ji (The red lantern). This opera, first staged in

1964, had by late 1966 beeome one of only a handful of operas still being

performed in China. The story is set in the Northwest in the 1940s and

tells of the heroie resistanee to Japanese aggression of a Communist guer-

rilla fighter, Li Yuhe, his mother, and his daughter, Li Tiemei. Li, who is

a railway switehman, shortly before he is killed by the Japanese, gives his

red signal lantern to his daughter for safekeeping. The lantern, deseribed

by the daughter as a "prieeless treasure . . . our heirloom” and by the father

as an objeet to "be passed from hand to hand,”^' elearly symbolizes the

transfer of revolutionary eommitment from one generation to the next.

The eoneluding lines of the narrative version of the opera read: "Advane-

ing on the road of people’s war under Chairman Mao’s guidanee, a pow-

erful revolutionary armed unit was taking up a new fight. Shoulder to

shoulder with the people, and with the red lantern to light the way forward,

this revolutionary foree was to win one major vietory after another and

wipe out the aggressors.”^^

The red lantern symbolism is amplified in a euphorie notiee of the

opera that appeared in People’s Daily in May 1967: ''Hongdeng ji has

demonstrated the lofty aspirations and sentiments of the proletarian revo-

A color that, in addition to symbolizing good fortune for Chinese in general, also had

strongly favorable connotations for the Communists.
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lutionaries of our era. Having seen the hed lantern’ and learned from the 265

red lantern, we have hung the red lantern ofMao Zedong’s thought in our

hearts. This red lantern points the way for us to storm and breaeh the

citadel of the old world, to rebel vigorously against imperialism, revision-

ism, and the handful of top powerholders in the party taking the capitalist

road, and to carry the revolution through to the finish!”^'^

Jiang Qing’s active promotion of opera reform, with her husband’s back-

ing, had been a prime means by which she had built up her own power

base and simultaneously undermined that of old foes in the cultural arena

whose treatment of her in Shanghai in the 1930s, when she was trying to

establish herself in the theater, had aroused deep feelings of bitterness and

rancor. 2° During the 1960s, and especially after the onset of the Cultural

Revolution, as Jiang’s personal authority in the cultural realm soared, she

was able increasingly to push her own agenda. The Qi Benyu article,

which first disclosed the conflict she had had with culture officials in 1950

9.1 Red Guard Cartoon Attacking Liu Shaoqi. In front of a flag emblazoned with the

words "rise in rebellion,” a heroic, larger-than-life Boxer stands over the head of a for-

eigner he has apparently just decapitated. Liu Shaoqi points contemptuously at the Boxer

and mutters to himself "Disorderly rabble, barbaric, barbaric!” From Dadao Liu Shaoqi

yilianhuan manhua ce.



9-2 Li Tiemei. The heroine of Jiang Qing’s revolutionary opera Hongdeng ji

holds high the red lantern received from her father and symbolizing the genera-

tional transfer of revolutionary commitment. From Renmin ribao, May 1967.
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over The Inside Story of the Qing Court, was one step in this direetion.

Another may have been the spate of artieles on the Red Lanterns that began

to appear in the press in mid-April, shortly after the publieation of Qi’s

pieee. Whether or not Jiang Qing had anything direetly to do with the arti-

eles, their implied evoeation oi Hongdeng ji, a major expression of her new
revolutionary eulture, and their exploitation of the symbolism of heroie

young women, dressed in red, lighting the revolutionary path with their red

lanterns, was the perfeet embodiment of her partieular brand of feminism.

Whatever feminist subthemes might be embodied in the artieles, it was

elear that their overriding objeetive was to defend the Cultural Revolution

and its most eonerete inearnation the Red Guards against the eounterattaeks

of the number one enemy Liu Shaoqi. 7\fter briefly introdueing the Red

Lanterns, an editorial of April 14 in Wenhuibao went on to make the famil-

iar point that one’s attitude toward the Boxers and the Red Lanterns was a

sure indieation of whether one was a real revolutionary or a fake one. There

was nothing aeeidental, therefore, about the faet that “China’s Khrushehev”

(Liu) detested the Boxer movement and the revolutionary young generals of

the turn of the eentury. For the Red Lantern revolutionary young generals

had been resolute in their anti-imperialism, while “China’s Khrushehev”

was terrified of imperialism, worshiped imperialism, and was on good terms

with imperialism {kongdi, chongdi, qindi); the Red Lantern revolutionary

young generals had been uneompromising in their spirit of rebellion, while

“China’s Khrushehev” preaehed bourgeois reform, prettified bourgeois

demoeraey, and vainly sought a eapitalist restoration in China. Finally, the

editorial pointed out that, given his bitter hatred of the revolutionary move-

ments of the past, Liu’s hatred of the revolutionary movement of the present

day and his desire to suppress its most eonerete embodiment, the Red

Guards, were hardly surprising. The Red Guards, however, not to be intim-

idated, were determined to earry on and develop the revolutionary spirit of

the Red Lanterns and, under the leadership of Chairman Mao and his

thought, repulse the enemy’s every attaek.’'

The same issue Wenhuibao devoted an entire page to laudatory Red

Guard statements about the Red Lanterns. A number of these statements

drew explieit parallels between the Red Lanterns and Red Guards, foeus-

ing on the behavior of the two groups, what they stood for, and the slan-

derous eharges both were snbjeeted to by hostile eontemporaries. Two Red

Guards from the Fiidan University History Department, for example, after

invoking the same theme of revolutionary siieeession found in the opera

Hongdeng ji (“The soldiers of the Red Guard will always earry on and

develop the spirit of revolutionary rebellion of the daughters of the ‘Red
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268 Lantern’!”), observe that the Red Lanterns and Red Guards are ''blood

brothers and sisters,” that both are "heroes who dare to rebel,” but that

where the Red Lanterns fought the imperialists with swords and spears,

"we Red Guards, with our pens as weapons, make rebellion against the

powerholders in the party taking the eapitalist road.” The Red Lanterns

and Red Guards, the authors continue, both are "revolutionary new

things,” with such enormous vitality that no force, however great, can sti-

fle their growth and maturation. Yet just as a handful of counterrevolu-

tionary revisionists and capitalist-roaders openly praise as "patriotic” a film

that slanders the Boxers and the Red Lanterns as "disorderly rabble” {wuhe

zhi zhong) "who appear as if under a magic spell,” imperialists and revi-

sionists slander the Red Guards as "fanatical youth” {kuangre shaonian)

intent upon "destroying world civilization.”^^

Some of the writings of this period supplied concrete information on

the Red Lanterns. Others drew specific parallels between the Red

Guards and either the Red Lanterns or the Boxers. Still others, such as the

colored posters with which Tianjin was blanketed in the early years of the

Gultural Revolution, adopted a hortatory tone, urging the Red Guards to

view the Boxers as their spiritual ancestors. Regardless of their precise

focus, however, the basic intent of all these materials was the same: to put

the symbolic resources of the past to work in support of current preoccu-

pations.^^ Sometimes this intent was explicitly stated. An article in People's

Daily in late April 1967, for example, noting the parallel between the

place-name changes wrought in the capital by the Boxers and by the Red

Guards (in August 1966), observed: "From 'Gut Off the Foreigners Street’

and 'Stop the Foreigners Bridge’ to 'Anti-Imperialism Road’ and 'Anti-

revisionism Road’— the birth of these street signs possessing distinctively

revolutionary character was far more than a simple change of names; it was

a symbol of the victory of the revolutionary mass movements of the Boxers

and the Red Guards.”^^

Sometimes, on the other hand, the symbolic connection between the

actual Boxer experience and the mythologization of this experience dur-

ing the Gultural Revolution was not made explicit and was very likely

unconscious or even completely inadvertent. I have in mind, in particu-

lar, the soaring, apocalyptic quality of Gultural Revolution prose, with its

Manichaean worldview, its emphasis on "new things” or "newly emerging

things” {xinsheng shiwu), its harping on the replacement of the decrepit

old world by a pristine new one, and so on. The concluding lines of a

Guangming ribao article of late April 1967 offer a typical example: "Let us

continue to hold high the banner of revolutionary rebellion, to carry the

Great Proletarian Gultural Revolution through to the end, to carry world
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revolution through to the end, to thoroughly destroy the old world and 269

ereet a new world of bright red Mao Zedong Thought! Long live the rev-

olutionary rebel spirit of the 'Red Lanterns'! Long live the Red Guards!

Long live invineible Mao Zedong Thought!”^^ Sueh rhetoric was perva-

sive during the Cultural Revolution, especially in the early. Red Guard

9.3 Cultural Revolution Depiction of Red Lantern. The only thing this Red

Lantern has in common with contemporary representations is the quality of youth.

The clothing and hairstyle have been modernized and the feet unbound. Most

important, the Cultural Revolution Red Lantern has exchanged the reserve and

elegance of her forebears for the persona of a fiercely rebellious warrior, who, sword

in hand, takes her place side by side with male Boxers in the fight against the for-

eigner. From Hongdengzhao (Shanghai, 1967).
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270 phase; by no means was it reserved for referenees to the Boxers.^® Bnt it res-

onated with the millenarian strain fonnd in many of the handbills and

notiees that eireulated in North China in 1900 dnring the elimaetie phase

of the Boxer movement,"*^ suggesting a deep, inner eonneetion between

the Boxers and the Red Guards that, unlike sueh obvious and oft-noted

shared attributes as youth, redness, and rebelliousness, tended to go

entirely unaeknowledged.

The Attack on Confucianism

After their brief flurry of notoriety in the spring of 1967, the Red Lanterns

receded from the front lines of Cultural Revolution pen warfare. When
they reemerged in the mid-1970s, the political context had changed dra-

matically. The Red Guards had long since been either banished to the

countryside or killed in fighting with government troops. Liu Shaoqi had

been toppled from power and died in prison. Such were the vagaries of the

Cultural Revolution that even Qi Benyu, less than a year after the publica-

tion of his Red Flag article attacking Liu, had himselfcome under attack as

a ''counterrevolutionary double-dealer’' who, among his assorted "crimes,”

had collected "black information” on none other than his erstwhile politi-

cal patron Jiang Qing.^*

In the mid-1970s the overriding political issue, as far as the Red Lanterns

were concerned, was the anti-Confucian campaign, which had been initi-

ated in the late summer of 1973. Although on one level this camipaign, like

others of the 1973-1976 period, was a vehicle through which radical ideo-

logues in Shanghai under Jiang Qing’s patronage and veteran party

bureaucratic leaders in Beijing waged their continuing struggle for per-

sonal and ideological power, on another level it was exactly what it claimed

to be: a renewed effort to root out such old habits and tendencies associated

with Confucianism as bureaucratism, abhorrence of physical labor, and

the subordination of women. It was in connection with the last issue, in

particular, that the Red Lanterns experienced a brief revival.

References to the Red Lanterns as a symbol of rebellion against the

"feudal Confucian ethical code” had also abounded in 1967.^^ But the

main emphasis at that time had been on the parallel between the Red

Lanterns and the Red Guards. When the Red Lantern symbol was resur-

rected in 1974-1976 its main focus was not on youth and redness, as in the

earlier period, but on the issue of female emancipation in a patriarchal

society. For hundreds of years, we are told, the feudal reactionary ruling

class of China, in order to safeguard its position, had based itself on the
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falsehood perpetrated by Confueius that “only girls and mean people are

hard to raise.” Following the preeepts of Confueian morality, China’s

rulers had insisted that women neither look nor listen nor speak nor move

unless it was in aeeordanee with the proper rules of etiquette. Confueian

seholars attempted to subjugate women with the spiritual shaekles of “the

three obedienees and the four virtues” {sancong side);^ the more mali-

eious of them even ineorporated this ideology of gender oppression into

didaetie traets with sueh titles as The Classic for Girls {Nuer jing), The

Classic for the Moral Improvement of Girls {Gailiang nuer jing), and

Valuable Advice for the Boudoir {Xiuge jinzhen). The heroines of the Red

Lantern, no longer willing to tolerate this terrible situation, fearlessly

attaeked “the traitorous teaehings of Confueius and Meneius,” broke

through the eonstraints of the Confueian ethieal eode, and “inseribed a

glorious page in the history of the revolutionary struggle of the women of

our nation.”^"^

During the anti-Confueian eampaign, Lin Hei’er, the most famous of

the Red Lanterns and their leader in the Tianjin area, was fashioned into

a potent legend, symbolizing both patriotism and women’s emaneipa-

tion.^^ Aeeording to the legend, Lin was the daughter-in-law of a boatman

who transported goods along the Southern Crand Canal. During the

spring of 1900, her father-in-law got into a serape with a foreigner, and the

loeal authorities, fearful of giving offense, arrested him and threw him into

jail. Lin Hei’er, when she heard this, exploded with anger and heneeforth

bore a deep hatred for the foreigners and their Chinese minions. The
Boxers by this point had spilled over from Shandong into Zhili, and Lin,

after meeting with the Boxer leader Zhang Deeheng, was made head of the

Red Lanterns of Tianjin. In June, as fighting broke out between the Boxers

and foreigners in the Tianjin area, Lin, now renamed Huanglian shengmu

(Holy Mother of the Yellow Lotus), paid a eall on Zhili Covernor-Ceneral

Yulu, who even after the eourt’s deelaration of war against the foreigners

was eontinuing to harass the Boxers. Lin berated Yulu in harsh language,

warned him against making further trouble for the Boxers and Red

Lanterns, and insisted on his support in the future. As she talked, Yulu kept

nodding his head, like a hammef pounding away at garlie. He aeeeded to

every one of her demands. In high spirits, with Lin Hei’er at their head, the

Boxers and Red Lanterns returned. The Holy Mother of the Yellow Lotus

The three obediences: to ones father before marriage, one’s husband after marriage,

and one’s son after one’s husband’s death; the four virtues: morality, proper speech, mod-

esty, diligence.
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had stormed the governor-generars yamen, leetured Yulu, and gained a

dazzling victory.

Under Lin Hei’er’s leadership, the Red Lanterns of Tianjin developed

apace. Each day at dusk they assembled to practice their swordsmanship,

and every few days they paraded around the city, brandishing their swords

as they marched through the streets. Once, when the Red Lanterns were

patrolling in the vicinity of the Southern Grand Canal, they encountered

a boat coming from Tianjin. When they stopped it to interrogate and

search the passengers, they were handed a calling card on which was

inscribed the name of none other than Li Zhongpeng (Jingshu), the son of

the Chinese traitor Li Hongzhang. The Red Lanterns flung the card into

the canal and reprimanded Li; ''Do you think that just because you are the

son of Grand Secretary Li you can disobey Boxer regulations?” Li’s son was

petrified and begged for mercy.

Apart from maintaining public order and apprehending spies, the leg-

end continues, the Red Lanterns also performed such tasks as gathering

military intelligence, transmitting news, giving first aid to the wounded,

hauling provisions, and boiling water and preparing meals. When there

were major battles, they even buckled on their armor and got into the thick

of the fighting. They took part in the burning of a number of Christian

churches in the Tianjin area in mid-June. They also participated in the

famous battle at the Tianjin railway station (Laolongtou) on June 18. The
station had been occupied by Russian troops, who had behaved with par-

ticular brutality toward the civilian population in the vicinity. In the June

18 encounter a joint Boxer-Red Lantern force defeated the Russians, inflict-

ing over five hundred casualties. The Tianjin population celebrated by pre-

senting them with mung bean soup and victory cakes inscribed with the

words The sacred Boxers [Yihe shen tuan] have won a complete victory.”

In this fierce battle, the daughters of the Red Lantern displayed enor-

mous courage! Clad entirely in red, like a mass of flame, they confronted

the most vicious bandits and, filled with righteous anger, shouted the

resounding slogan: 'The hell-raising Red Lanterns, Fear neither gun nor

cannon. With our short-hilt swords. We lop off the foreigners’ heads.’

When the Czarist Russian invading forces heard this deafening battle cry

they were so terrified that they got cramps in their calves!”

In July, unfortunately, the Boxers suffered a severe setback in Tianjin

and were forced to retreat, overwhelmed by the foreigners’ superior fire

power and brutal tactics. In this conclusive engagement, Zhang Decheng
sustained serious wounds and Lin Hei’er was captured and later executed.

The legacy of these heroic leaders, however, did not die. The mere men-
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tion of the Boxers struek terror in the hearts of the enemy, as did the sight

of the Red Lanterns: “The red lantern of the Red Lanterns is a symbol of

the militaney of Chinese women; the daughters of the Red Lantern are the

vanguard of the opposition of Chinese women to imperialism! Mountains

may be leveled and the seas may be emptied, but the red lantern of revo-

lution will never be extinguished!”^^

The Lin Hei’er legend^^ follows elosely the eonventional Communist

reading of modern Chinese history as a two-front struggle waged by the

Chinese people against imperialism and feudalism. Lin s humiliation of

Yulu and Li Hongzhang's son, on the home front, and her bravery and hero-

ism in battle, on the foreign front, were themes found in a thousand other

stories of the Cultural Revolution era. What distinguishes the story of Lin

Hei’er— and this may be all that distinguishes it— is that Lin was a woman.

It is easy to dismiss the kind of feminism embodied in the Lin Hei'er leg-

end as “patriarehal feminism,” in that its sole elaim is that women are eapa-

ble of experieneing the same emotions, holding the same attitudes, and

engaging in the same kinds of behavior as men. What sueh disparagement

fails to take into aeeount is the emotional impaet of the multiple empow-

erment Lin Hei’er represents. When Lin launehes into her tirade against

Yulu, it isn't just a working-elass person talking up to a member of the rul-

ing elass, it is also a female in a patriarehal soeiety talking down to a male.

Similarly, when her Red Lanterns engage the imperialist forees in battle, it

is not simply a ease of primitively armed Chinese fighting against a power-

fully armed foreign foe— a theme played over and over again in Boxer

mythologization— but also ofwomen fighting side by side with men.

This last form of empowerment was elosely related to another, also sym-

bolized by the Lin Hei’er story, whieh we may eall “vietim power.” I refer

to the kind of power that aeerues when the good guys are defeated by the

bad guys in a eontest in whieh the odds are heavily staeked in favor of the

latter, who are portrayed as behaving with partieular vieiousness and bru-

tality. In experiential terms, vietims in the summer of 1900 were, almost by

definition, powerless (see ehapter 6). Onee mythologized, however, they

eould beeome very powerful indeed. Sueh empowerment was, as noted

above, built into the mythologization of the Boxer story in general; it was

by no means eonfined to female Boxers.^ Nevertheless, when the vietims

were females— or anyone eoneeived as relatively vulnerable and defense-

Or, for that matter, to the Boxer movement. Victim power was the central theme of the

“national humiliation days” that were an important expression of Chinese nationalism

in the first half of the twentieth century. Recall the annual commemorations of the sign-

ing of the Boxer Protocol discussed in chapter 8.
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274 less (unarnied student protesters, for example)^^— the emotional impaet

was greatly magnified. In the revived eampaign against Soviet revisionism

that straddled the last years of the Cultural Revolution and the first years of

the post-Mao era, Chinese mythologizers played this empowerment of the

vulnerable for everything it was worth.

9.4 Cheng Shifa, “Boxers heroieally resisting the invading army.” The theme of

primitively armed Boxers fighting against powerfully armed foreign aggressors was not

eonfined to the Cultural Revolution years. This illustration is from a book published

in 1956: Bao Cun, Yihetuan (Shanghai).
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The Attack on Soviet Revisionism

The Soviet Union had been a target of Chinese propaganda warfare sinee

the early 1960s, well before the start of the Cultural Revolution, and it

eontinued to be attaeked in the Chinese media long after the Cultural

Revolution was over. Anti-Soviet propaganda went through different

stages, however, in response to ehanges in the Sino-Soviet relationship

and the international situation in Asia. Thus, as the Chinese felt them-

selves inereasingly threatened by the Soviet Union militarily in the mid-

1970s, the usual charges of Soviet revisionism were supplemented by

shrill denunciations of Soviet social imperialism, hegemonism, and big

power chauvinism.

Although the most dramatic confrontation between the USSR and

China had come in 1969, when the two countries fought a succession of

pitched battles along their common frontier, the Soviet military buildup

in Asia, which had begun in 1965 under Brezhnev, actually intensified

during the 1970s (partly in response to the 1969 clashes) and continued

into the 1980s. Against this general backdrop the fall of the Saigon gov-

ernment in the spring of 1975 presented China with a worrisome situation.

A People’s Daily editorial of May 9, 1975, warned that “the Soviet social

imperialists . . . are leaving no stone unturned in their efforts to replace the

U.S. imperialists at a time when the latter are becoming increasingly vul-

nerable and strategically passive.’’ Deng Xiaoping, using pithier language,

expressed essentially the same sentiment when he cautioned the leaders

of the Philippines and Thailand “to beware of the tiger coming from the

back door while pushing out the wolf from the front door.”^°

Even before the collapse of Saigon, as the war in Vietnam wound down,

Chinese fears of Soviet military encirclement inevitably grew. This was, I

suspect, the major factor behind a new anti-Soviet campaign that was

launched in 1975. Like the earlier attack on Liu Shaoqi, this campaign also

took as its point of departure the alleged negative treatment of the Boxers

in a work from the cultural sphere. In this case, however, the object of

attack was not a historical film but a historical book, Novaia istoriia Kitaia

(The history of modern China), edited by the well-known Soviet Sinologist

S. L. Tikhvinsky and published in Moscow in 1972.^^ It was significant, in

light of the fact that this was a campaign against Soviet revisionism, that the

Tikhvinsky book embodied a revised Soviet understanding of modern

Chinese history.^^ Also significant, given the historical nature of the cam-

paign’s immediate target, those who took part in it appear to have been

mainly historians, and the campaign was waged largely in academic jour-
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76 nals, many (although not all) of them from institutions in the Northeast

(Manehuria), where Czarist Russia had played a dominant politieal and

military role during the Boxer era and the Soviet threat in the mid-1970s

was most palpable.

Characteristieally, the starting point for the Chinese eampaign against

the Tikhvinsky volume was less the aetual analysis of the Boxer movement
eontained in it than the language it used to deseribe and evaluate the

Boxers. Emphasis on eorreet language had been a eentral eomponent of

the Confueian tradition in China, it being widely held from the time of

Confueius himself that language, by shaping attitudes, had a direet bear-

ing on behavior. In the diseourse of the international eommunist move-

ment as well, although the understanding of the philosophieal relationship

between language and behavior was very different, proper labeling or eat-

egorization of people and events had been an important feature from the

outset. Under simultaneous pressure from two disparate but (on this point

at least) mutually reinforeing intelleetual traditions, it thus beeame a mat-

ter of eourse for Chinese historians during the Communist period to pay

the very elosest attention to the proper use of evaluative language. Correct

labeling literally defined reality— an emphasis that, when carried to

extremes, as in the Cultural Revolution, resulted in a complete collapse of

the customary distinction between historians and mythologizers.

This was painfully evident in the Tikhvinsky case. In their book Tikh-

vinsky and his associates, while affirming the Boxers in the abstract, are

alleged to have described them in concrete terms as ignorant, superstitious,

blindly antiforeign, conservative and backward, wanton murderers and

arsonists, complete rejecters of European culture and the latest achieve-

ments of science, and impotent before the heavily armed forces of the

imperialist powers, while conversely heaping praise on Czarist Russia for

its efforts to establish peace and order in the Northeast and to introduce the

benefits of Western civilization into the area.^^ In response to this effort

simultaneously to delegitimize the Boxers and whitewash turn-of-the-cen-

tury Russian imperialism, Chinese historians mounted a varied and spir-

ited defense. They repeatedly quoted from the scathing denunciation of

Russian motives and conduct found in Lenin’s 1900 essay “The War in

China.”^^ Students and teachers from the history department of Beijing

Normal University procured statements from Chinese of various back-

grounds (including a few surviving former Boxers) defending the Boxers

under such rhetorical headings as “Who were the real murderers and

arsonists?” and
“
'Ignorant’ and ‘backward’ or the main force of the revolu-

tion against imperiahsm?”^^ One of these statements (by a member of the
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People s Liberation Army) pointed out that the pejorative language used by

Tikhvinsky and his eoauthors to defame the Boxers was little more than a

replay of eontemporary foreign eharaeterizations of the uprising as “a sav-

age antiforeign disturbanee'’ marked by ''wanton burning and killing” by

Boxer bandits {quanfei ) And Wu Wenxian, a staff member of the

Heilongjiang Provineial Aluseum, to show that the Soviet revisionists’ pos-

itive appraisal of Czarist aetions in China was also nothing new, intro-

duced a 1905 Moscow publication on the construction of the Chinese

Eastern Railway, which loudly proclaimed the "glorious achievement” of

Czarist Russia in bringing "Western civilization” to the people of the

Northeast and "suppressing banditry and disorder” thereP^

Some historians, applying conventional Marxist-Leninist analysis,

argued that the behavior of the Boxers was a natural by-product of the action

of imperialism on Chinese society. Thus, the superstitious aspects of the

movement were a direct reflection of the backward conditions fostered by

imperialist aggression. Boxer destruction offoreign railways, telegraphs, and

commodities was partly, like the smashing of machinery by British workers

at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, a product of insufficient

understanding of the nature of the enemy and partly an outgrowth of legit-

imate hatred spurred by the economic inroads of imperialism.*^® More gen-

erally, since it was an ironclad law of history that oppression and exploita-

tion begot resistance, the uprising of the Boxers was a natural outcome of

the forces that had been operating in China since the Opium War.^*^

By far the most effective defense at the disposal of Chinese historians, in

combating the negative portrayal of the Boxers in the Tikhvinsky book, was

to turn this portrayal on its head by showing that in fact it was Russia, not

China, that had behaved in savage, barbarous, uncivilized fashion at the

turn of the century. We have already noted the charges of brutality against

civilians brought against the Russian occupiers of the Laolongton railway

station in Tianjin. Russian forces were also accused of butchering the

greater part of the citizenry of Beitang, a large market town due east of

Tianjin;^' looting and smashing priceless treasures from the imperial

palace in the capital, even using the paper from Chinese books and art-

work to wipe themselves after defecating;^' and committing every kind of

atrocity against the population of Heilongjiang (in northern Manchuria).

It was the last-named example of Russian savagery, focusing on the mas-

sacres of nnarmed Chinese civilians in tw^o locations on the Russian side

of the Amur in the summer of 1900, that Chinese historians found partic-

ularly compelling.” The Sino-Russian Treaty of Aigun (1858) had estab-

lished the Amur River in the area ofAigun (a town on the Chinese side) as
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78 the boundary between the Chinese and Russian empires. However, many

Chinese eontinued to live in towns and villages on the Russian side of the

river. As Boxer aetivities in the Northeast intensified in late June and early

July, 1900, the Russian government deeided to move troops into the area on

the pretext of suppressing the ''rioters” and reestablishing order. On July 13

five Russian naval vessels steamed down the Amur, and on the 14th Russian

troops foreed their way ashore. When the Qing garrison at Aigun resisted,

hostilities broke out. It was in this eontext that Russian atrocities took place

at Hailanpao (Blagoveshchensk), just north of the junction of the Zeya (or

Jingqili) and Amur rivers (and a focal point, it is worth noting, of Cultural

Revolution-related violence and serious Soviet-Chinese tension in 1969),

and at Jiangdong Liushisitun (literally, "the sixty-four villages on the east

bank”), an area immediately south of Hailanpao (see map 2).^"^

On the eve of the first massacre the Russian authorities at Hailanpao

announced that they were going to transfer all Chinese inhabitants of the

town to the other (Chinese) side of the Amur and that the doors of their

homes should be left unlatched. On July 16 the Russians herded several

thousand Chinese, including women and children, into the police station,

whereupon their residences and shops were looted clean. Then they

rounded up Chinese villagers from the surrounding area, killing all those

who offered resistance. As the numbers detained mounted, the police sta-

tion could no longer hold them all. So in the evening they were taken to

the courtyard of a lumber mill by the bank of the Zeya River. The next day,

July 17, the first batch of Chinese residents, numbering 3,000-3,500, were

escorted by Cossack soldiers to a point on the shore of the Amur six miles

north of Hailanpao. Those who fell behind on the way were hacked to

death by the Cossacks. At that time the narrowest stretch of the river was

still seven hundred feet wide and the current was very swift. According to

a contemporary Western account, the Cossacks ordered the Chinese to

swim across. The ones who entered the water drowned immediately, while

those who were afraid to go in were shot or bludgeoned to death by the sol-

diers. Within half an hour the river bank was piled high with the corpses of

Chinese. Another account, this one by a Chinese, reported that, after the

Chinese had been forced to the river’s edge, Russian cavalry suddenly

arrived and began to attack the prisoners with their weapons. The prison-

ers, caught by surprise, tried to flee and were drowned in the Amur.

The other massacre took place at Jiangdong Liushisitun, which had

been occupied by Russian troops since April. On July 17 the Russians

began to burn down the homes of the villagers in the area. In one instance

they herded people into a large house and set fire to it, incinerating
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numerous Chinese alive. Other inhabitants of Jiangdong Liushisitun

were divided into groups and driven toward the bank of the Amur, where

those who didn’t drown attempting to eross were murdered in eold blood

on the shore.

Chinese who witnessed the massaeres from Aigun on the opposite shore

said that they saw Russian troops surround a large number of Chinese pris-

oners by the river s edge. They then heard an enormous noise and eould

make out Russian soldiers with swords and axes haeking and ehopping at

random, eutting up eorpses and smashing bones. Sounds of wailing and

weeping filled the air. The mortally wounded died on the bank of the river.

The lightly wounded died in the river. Those who weren’t wounded at all

and tried to eseape by swimming aeross the river drowned. ‘It was aseer-

tained that more than five thousand people were either massaered or died

from drowning.”

An elderly person who was present at one of the massaeres reealled it in

the following language; “The Russian troops foreed the Chinese toward

the river as if tossing dumplings into a pot. The ones who refused to enter

the water they stabbed with their bayonets or haeked with axes. Some of

those whom they pushed into the river could swim. When the Russian sol-

diers saw this they shot them dead. As if this weren’t enough, the Russian

troops also tied the queues of two or three men together and then pushed

them into the waters. They thought up every conceivable means to prevent

people from crossing the river alive.”

An official Russian account stated that “the testimony of all eyewit-

nesses forces one to believe that [the Russians] were not in fact ferrying the

Chinese across the river but were intent upon killing them all off or drown-

ing them.” Another Russian account, by an officer who surveyed the scene

three weeks after the massacres, stated: “It is hard to estimate how many
corpses we saw on this day, but ... on a single small spit of sand we counted

over r^o bodies. It may be inferred that the total number ofChinese corpses

was great.”

After the massacres on the Russian side of the Amur, which Chinese

allege resulted in the violent deaths of over 15,000 of their compatriots and

left another 10,000 homeless, the Russians turned their attention to Aigun

and nearby villages on the Chinese bank, which they razed in August.

“The inhabitants of Aihun [Aigun],” according to one Chinese work,

numbered 50,000 prior to the ravages and burning committed by the sol-

diers; during the calamity of gengzi [1900] two out of ten died in the fight-

ing, while three out of ten died from epidemic diseases.”^^ On a wider scale,

during the Boxer period the Russians are said to have killed over 200,000
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280 Chinese inhabitants of the areas north of the Amur and east of the Ussuri

(areas, that is, under the jurisdietion of the Russian empire).

In the propaganda war against Tikhvinsky and Soviet revisionism, it was

the two massaeres deseribed above that Chinese writers returned to again

and again. War is war, and for most people it will always evoke horror. But

one has only to think of the mass killing of ineareerated Polish offieers in

the Katyn Forest in World War II or the slaughter of the village population

at Mylai during the Vietnam War or the butehering of over two hundred

Palestinian men, women, and ehildren in the refugee eamps of Sabra and

Shatila in 1982 to appreeiate that massaeres— the indiseriminate killing,

often by exeeptionally eruel means, of defenseless (or relatively defense-

less) humans— oeeupy a unique plaee in people’s emotions. War, for all its

attendant suffering and pain, appears still to be viewed by the vast major-

ity of human beings as a legitimate last resort in the resolution of eonfliet,

and people who engage in war are not generally regarded as uneivilized for

that reason. Massaeres are different: unaeeeptable, illegitimate, beyond

the pale.

The best Chinese defense against the Soviet eharge that the Boxers were

uneivilized “bandits” who “killed and burned” was, therefore, to present

evidenee, in the form of Russian massaeres against Chinese eivilians, that

the real killers and burners were none other than the self-proelaimed emis-

saries ofWestern eivilization in the Northeast, the Russians themselves. “In

the last analysis,” one writer asked rhetorieally, “was Czarist Russian impe-

rialism earrying out a 'mission eivilisatriee’ in China or was it pursuing a

poliey of naked eriminal aggression? History is the best proof.”^^

History may, indeed, be the best proof. But only in eertain eireum-

stanees, and only when it is appealed to for answers to questions that are

genuinely open-ended. When the questions are elosed and the appeal to

history is not for answers but for eonfirmation of positions that have already

been arrived at, history may offer eomfort but it “proves” nothing. To put it

somewhat differently, the objeet of Chinese historians in the present

instanee was not to understand the past but to control it, and the reason

that they, as well as their Soviet counterparts, were so intent upon control-

ling the past is that they were both caught up in a process that was funda-

mentally political, not historical, in its basic nature and aims.

That such was the case was acknowledged with almost embarrassing

transparency by the Chinese participants in the campaign. Tikhvinsky and

his collaborators, they charged, by not even alluding to the Russian atroci-

ties and by characterizing Russian conduct in the Northeast as a “civilizing

mission,” gave proof positive that they were writing history for political pur-
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poses. This charge, moreover, was reinforced by the Soviet allegation that

the real reason Chinese historians were so enamored of the Boxers as a

topic of research was that the Boxers, apart from being useful for fanning

nationalistic rage against the Soviet Union, accorded perfectly with the

Chinese propaganda requirements that “to rebel is righU and “there is

great disorder in the world.” Such charges and allegations, the Chinese

parried, completely unmasked the sinister political motives behind the

Soviet revisionists’ attacks on the Boxers, making it crystal clear that the

real Soviet aim was none other than to oppose the revolutionary upsurge of

the peoples of China and of the Third World against the social imperialist

hegemonism of the USSR.^*^ “An important combat mission of the present-

day historical profession” in China was, therefore, to expose these motives

and criticize the “shameless slanders” to which they gave rise.^°

One of the more impressive of such exposures, from the point ofview of

historical documentation, concluded with the following words of warning:

After the Soviet revisionist renegade clique ascended the stage, it pursued a

policy of restoration of capitalism at home and of expansionism abroad,

thereby becoming social imperialism. In order to realize the pipe dream of

“world empire” that the old czars were unable to realize, they have falsified

history in a hundred and one ways, covering up the old czars' criminal

aggression against China. They hope by prettifying the policy of aggression

of the old czars to prepare the way for the colonialist aggression of their new
czars. But this is only wishful thinking! We warn the Soviet revisionist rene-

gade clique: When your ancestors, the old czars, were around, they com-

mitted aggression everywhere. But their quest for world domination came to

no good end and they were overthrown by the people. Now you have inher-

ited the mantle of the old czars and are trying in vain to realize the pipe

dream of “world empire” that the old czars were unable to realize. In the

end there is no way that you will be able to improve upon the old czars. Your

efforts, too, are doomed to fail!^*

Chinese vindication of the Boxers against the charges ofTikhvinsky and

his associates is interesting in a number of respects. First, the symbolic

repertoire associated with the Boxers has been internationalized. We have

already encountered the Boxers during the Cultural Revolution as symbols

of patriotism, revolutionary youth, and female emancipation. Now there is

an extension of the concept of emancipation to embrace movements of

national liberation in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, and the criticisms

leveled by Soviet historians against the Boxers are understood as a reflec-

tion of Soviet opposition to the aspirations for freedom of the peoples of the

entire Third World.
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282 Second, the language employed in the assault on the Tikhvinsky vol-

ume is, like Chinese Communist campaign rhetoric in general, marked

not only by a complete absence of discipline and restraint but also by lav-

ish reference to battles, fighting, struggles, enemies, fronts, and combat

missions. The vocabulary of historical discourse has become effectively

militarized; the writing of history has turned into a form of warfare.

Finally, there is the all-important matter, already touched on, of the

relationship between history and politics. One must not, of course, read

this material with a sense of the absurd, or the entire edifice will crumble.

There is nothing wrong, after all, with Chinese historians accusing Soviet

historians of accusing Chinese historians of using history for political pur-

poses. History and politics, all the combatants knew, were inseparable. The

point was not to write history that was free of politics; it was to write history

that embodied the correct politics.

But one could only write history with the correct politics if one had the

correct politics to begin with. History, as one Chinese historian put it, tak-

ing his cue straight from Marx and Engels, was an ideological thing, and

the changes it went through had their sources in changes in people’s social

relations and in class struggles of an intense and complicated nature. Thus,

the revisionist retrogression in Soviet historiography was a direct reflection

of the retrogression taking place in the history of contemporary Soviet soci-

ety. The Soviets’ so-called reanalysis of history was nothing other than the

restoration of bourgeois historiography— “the reflection in the ideological

sphere of the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union.” And the defi-

ance by Tikhvinsky and his coauthors of the teachings of Lenin, their poi-

sonous slandering of the anti-imperialist and patriotic Boxer movement,

was “a reflection of the degeneration of Soviet socialism into social impe-

rialism” and answered to “the political needs ... of the Soviet revisionists’

new colonialism.”^^ Soviet historians, in short, lived and worked in a soci-

ety that was moving in the wrong direction. There was no way, therefore,

that they were going to get their history right.

Mythologization and Credibility

If even the best historians inadvertently fashion myths, it is also true that

good mythmakers rarely display complete imperviousness to history. Thus,

even during the Cultural Revolution, when the mythologization of the

Boxer experience, not to mention other phases of the Chinese past, reached

new heights, and no Chinese historian was so foolhardy as to challenge the

process publicly (although some were apparently fortunate enough not to
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have to participate in it), the picture of the Boxers that was presented to the 283

Chinese public was by no means unconnected to the past. In fact, the state-

directed mythologization of this era went to some lengths to establish the

appearance of historical credibility.^'^ Accounts of the Amur massacres were,

as we have seen, substantiated by official and nonofficial Russian sources as

well as the oral testimony of surviving witnesses. The introduction of the

Red Lanterns in the spring of 1967, in conjunction with the attack on Liu

Shaoqi and the upsurge of Red Guard activity, was accompanied by exten-

sive reference to specific source materials: participant accounts,^^ slogans,

songs, and the like. Guangming ribao even published an entire page of

such materials, drawn from documentary collections, with full citations.

From a historian s vantage point, to be sure, much is missing from such

an effort. Sources may be cited accurately, but there is no attempt to deal

with them critically. One would never guess, for example, that the actual

evidence for direct Red Lantern involvement in combat is extremely thin.^®

Even more mischievous, sources are wrenched from their context in order

to provide support for the mythologizehs thematic agenda. In the above-

cited Guangming ribao issue, one of the items quoted to document the

heroism and courage of the Boxers and Red Lanterns states: “Regardless of

whether the Boxers died at the hands of the Christians or the soldiers or the

law, they invariably faced death unflinchingly.” There is no hint of the

immediately following phrase in the original, which suggests that Boxer

indifference to death was at least partly owing to their ability, when pos-

sessed by spirits, to fall into a semiconscious, trancelike state.^‘^ (If this were

even partially the source of their courage, of course, it would detract sub-

stantially from the image of the Boxers as patriotic heroes.)

Finally, Cultural Revolution writers were shamelessly selective in their

exploitation of the documentation available to them. Nowhere in any of

the materials that I have seen, to cite just one instance, is there any men-

tion of the famed magical prowess of the Red Lanterns, in particular their

abilities to control the wind and to fly.^° Spirit possession, invulnerability

rituals, and magic, despite their importance in the religious-cultural reper-

toire of the Boxers and Red Lanterns, did not fit the sanitized picture

Chinese mythologizers were intent upon constructing during the Cultural

Revolution. Therefore they were deliberately omitted.

Beyond these specific distortions, there were the more general patterns

of misrepresentation inherent in the patently political motives that in-

formed discussions of the Amur massacres, the exaggerated importance

attached to the Red Lanterns within the Boxer movement as a whole, the

consistent conflation of Boxer “antiforeignism” with “patriotic anti-imperi-
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alism,” and the insistence upon treating the Boxer phenomenon as some-

thing to be praised or castigated rather than understood and explained.

And yet, for all the problems this picture creates for the historian, accus-

tomed to reconstructing the past according to well-defined rules, for the gen-

eral public, untutored in such rules and unaware or only dimly aware of their

importance, the Cultural Revolution portrayal of the Boxers was, I would

argue, far from complete nonsense. Whether it conformed to what actually

''happened” was beside the point. What mattered was that it was cognitively

plausible— it could have happened—and was, for many Chinese, emotion-

ally satisfying.

The 1980s and the Renewal of Tension Between History and Myth

As the Cultural Revolution drew to a close and it became possible once

again for historians to be historians, the distinction between history and

myth gradually and somewhat tentatively reemerged. This was evi-

denced in the evolution of the handling of the Amur massacres of 1900.

An article that appeared in June 1977 (almost a year after the "official”

end of the Cultural Revolution) indicated that the campaign against the

Tikhvinsky book was still in progress but at the same time hinted that it

was running out of steam. The article begins with the obligatory quote

from Lenin's "The War in China,” the treatment of the massacres them-

selves is typically brief and hackneyed, and the piece on the whole is

quite polemical in tone. There is, moreover, a complete absence of any

sense of historical problem. On the other hand, the Tikhvinsky volume,

although referred to sarcastically toward the end of the article as a "bril-

liant masterpiece” and scolded for its apologetic stance toward the crimes

of the "old czars,” is identified only by title and not by the name of its

chief editor.^^

In 1980-81, Xue Xiantian, a historian attached to the Institute of

Modern History of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, published

two articles on the massacres that went a long way toward reestablishing

them as a proper object of historical research. The first of the articles,

which appeared in China's leading historical journal, Lishi yanjiu

(Historical studies), focused on perhaps the most explosive aspect of the

massacres: the question of how many people had actually been killed.

Significantly, Xue's treatment of this question is almost clinical in its de-

tachment. He sifts through a wide range of conflicting evidence and in

unpolemical language subjects it to careful and thorough analysis. Most

important, there is no overt political agenda in the piece. Tikhvinsky is not
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mentioned anywhere. There is no homage to Lenin. The analysis appears

to be guided by a genuine sense of historieal problem.

In the seeond artiele, whieh appeared in Jindaishi yanjiu (Modern

Chinese historieal studies) in 1981, Xue takes a elear pro-Chinese politieal

stanee. But his approaeh, onee again, is fundamentally problem-oriented,

and his treatment of the problem he sets for himself— an inquiry into

Russia’s real motives for perpetrating the Amur massaeres— is seriously his-

torieal. There are no attaeks on the 'dies” and “fabrieations” of Soviet his-

toriography. And although the eonelusion Xue arrives at— that Russia’s

main objeetive was territorial expansion at China’s expense— was the polit-

ieally safe eonelusion, it may also have been historieally aeeurate. In any

ease it is supported in the author’s hands by reasoned argumentation and

an impressive array of sourees, ineluding some in Russian and Japanese.

Xue Xiantian’s artieles signal a elear retreat from the sort of mytholo-

gization that aeeompanied the eampaign against the Tikhvinsky history. It

is not that politieally influeneed handling of the Amur massaeres disap-

peared in China in the 1980s. The emotive foree of Chinese patriotie feel-

ing, in eombination with the eonstraints of operating within a politieal sys-

tem the authoritarian eharaeter of whieh had moderated only to a degree,

plaeed definite limits on the eapaeity of Chinese historians to address dis-

passionately and without bias a topie that, beeause of its nature, was bound

in any ease to earry a high politieal voltage. It seems, nevertheless, unde-

niable that there was a genuine reassertion of a historieal agenda.

A eomparable development eould be diseerned in post-Cultural Revo-

lution handling of the Red Lanterns. The turning point in this ease was an

artiele by a Cansu historian Wang Zhizhong that appeared in 1980. Insofar

as a major purpose of Wang’s pieee was to debunk the "revolutionized”

{geminghua) and "modernized” (xiandaihua) — and henee in his view

unhistorieal— pieture of the Red Lanterns fashioned by Qi Benyu and

other Cultural Revolution writers, Wang eould not be said to be entirely

laeking in politieal purpose. In the eourse of the artiele, nevertheless, he

went a long way toward not only stripping the Red Lanterns of the highly

politieized and mythologized veneer they had aequired during the Cultur-

al Revolution but also redefining them— mueh as Xue Xiantian had done

in the ease of the Amur massaeres— as a historieal problem.

Clearly, the departures represented by the writings ofXne Xiantian and

Wang Zhizhong did not signal eomplete reversals of previous historio-

graphieal patterns. Rather, ifwe think of the historieal past and the mythol-

ogized past not as diametrie opposites but as two poles of a eontinuum, we

may say that the eenter of gravity of Chinese treatment of the massaeres
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286 and the Red Lanterns shifted from the extreme mythologization end of the

eontinuum part way baek toward the historieal end. Where, during the

Cultural Revolution, the text was politieal eorreetness and historieal

understanding was at best a weak subtext, in the 1980s politieal and histor-

ieal texts beeame loeked in real eompetition, with one or the other pre-

dominating in response to a broad range of faetors.^^

If this was true with respeet to the massaeres and the Red Lanterns, it

was even more true of the treatment of the Boxer experienee in general.

Here, however, in addition to the eompetition between historieal and polit-

ieal texts, there was the added eomplieating faetor of two fiereely eompet-

ing politieal texts: the one tied to the long-standing Communist eommit-

ment to revolution, espeeially peasant revolution, the other refleetive of the

renewed emphasis in the post-Mao era on modernization. The faet that

modernization, aeeompanied by spirited Chinese interaetion with the rest

of the world, beeame the guiding poliey of the Deng leadership beginning

in the late 1970s prompted some historians to take a more eritieal stanee

toward the various manifestations of Boxer antiforeignism."^ Few Chinese,

on the other hand, were prepared to go quite as far as Joseph Esheriek in

repudiating the revolutionary (“antifeudal”) interpretation entirely and

seeing the Boxers as a loyalist movement from start to finish.

Boxer historians in the 1980s engaged in a great deal of eontroversy over

speeifie issues, sometimes pointing to real divergenees in historieal inter-

pretation,^'^ sometimes refleeting differenees in politieal or ideologieal ori-

entation. The 1980s also witnessed the eompilation and publieation—
always the safest eourse in a politieally eharged field— of numerous eom-

pendia of original souree materials, often drawn from arehival eolleetions.®^

Exeellent work was done on the soeial psyehology of the Boxers and the

impaet on the movement of folk religious and seetarian ideas, the latter a

domain that had been deelared nonexistent during the Cultural Revo-

lution. Also Chinese historians produeed an impressive number of in-

depth empirieal studies of speeifie phases of the Boxer experienee.

The impression is nevertheless unmistakable, at least from the vantage

point of a Western historian, that the goal of extrieating the historieal

Boxers from the mythologized Boxers has not been an easy one to aehieve.

It has been a relatively simple matter for Chinese historians to rejeet the

eruder forms of mythologization that prevailed during the Cultural

Revolution era. But the New Culture movement mythologization of the

Boxers as superstitious {mixin) and the 1920s mythologization of them as

anti-imperialist and patriotie {fandi aiguo) have been mueh harder to over-

eome.^'^ These mythologizations spring from two of the most powerful dis-
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one centering on unqualified faith in science and rationality (scientism),

the other emphasizing national sovereignty and the conquest of any and all

forces (above all, imperialism) subversive of it. Constrained— perhaps

even blinded— by these overpowering currents, many Chinese historians

do not see the portrayal of the Boxer movement as “superstitious” or “anti-

imperialist and patriotic” as mythologization at all but as historically accu-

rate descriptions, the one pointing to a key deficieney of the movement, the

other identifying one of its towering strengths.®^

My own sense is that both of these vocabularies, because they are so

heavily freighted with twentieth-eentury political and cultural commit-

ments, undermine the historian’s quest for a more truthful understanding

of the Boxer experience. To define the popular religious beliefs and prae-

tiees of the Boxers as “superstition” is to adopt an essentially hostile stance

toward them, making it more diffieult to acquire a deeper appreeiation of

how these beliefs and praetices appeared to the Boxers themselves and the

funetions they served in the Boxers’ intelleetual and emotional world.

Similarly, to superimpose upon the Boxer movement the label “anti-impe-

rialist and patriotic” is to radically oversimplify— and hence seriously hin-

der inquiry into— the diverse and eomplex motives impelling the Boxers to

behave as they did in a context in which imperialism, however important,

was only one among several powerful causal agencies and action taken

against the effects of imperialism was not necessarily powered by either

“patriotism” or “anti-imperialism.”

A closely related reason Chinese historians have found it so difficult to

free themselves more fully from mythologized constructions of the Boxer

experience is that the Boxers raised, in the most striking way, what has very

possibly been the central issue of cultural identity in the last century or so

of Chinese history: the ambivalenee with respect to the West.®^ Often this

ambivalence has been expressed in eoded language, as in the periodic ref-

erences in this and the two previous chapters to the distinetion between

“eivilized” and “uncivilized” behavior, the West sometimes exemplifying

the former, sometimes the latter. Equally often, it has been articulated very

directly, as in the following reffections of the educator, Jiang Menglin,

upon his boyhood feelings about Westerners in turn-of-the-century

Shanghai: “The foreigner appeared to my mind half divine and half devil-

ish, double-faced and many-handed like Vishnu, holding an eleetric light,

a steamboat, and a pretty doll in one set of hands, and a polieeman’s club,

revolver, and handful of opium in the other. When one looked at his bright

side he was an angel; on the dark side he was a demon.
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twentieth eenturies has represented both imperialism, whieh is bad, and

modernity (the seerets of “wealth and power”), whieh is good. Both of

these, moreover, served equally as cause and target of the Boxer movement.

Thus the Boxers— as history— have had a kind of built-in poteney, render-

ing them exeeptionally usable in later Chinese eonseiousness. When the

West is defined as aggressor and exploiter (the demonie West), Boxer resis-

tanee to it has been deeply satisfying to patriotie Chinese (as we saw in our

examination of the mythologization of the Boxers in the 1920s) and readily

treated in laudatory terms. But when the West is seen as the wellspring of

modern life (the angelie West), Boxer maehine-bashing— the Luddite-like

attaeks on Western telegraphs, railways, and steamships^®— has often been

a souree of aeute embarrassment and roundly eondemned. Indeed, to

those Chinese intelleetuals, like Lu Xun and the early Chen Duxiu, who
saw China s troubles in the nineteenth and twentieth eenturies as primar-

ily rooted not in Western imperialism but in struetural defects at the very

heart of Chinese culture. Boxer antiforeignism, savagery, and above all

superstition easily became metaphors for the Chinese condition in general.

If the Boxer episode as history encompassed substantive themes that res-

onated with unresolved issues pertaining to Chinese cultural identity in

the twentieth century, the reverse has also been true. That is, the contin-

ued difficulty Chinese intellectuals since the late Qing have experienced

in establishing what it means to be Chinese (a problem most recently

vented in the fevered cultural debates of the mid- and late i98os)®‘^ has

made it uniquely difficult for historians to come to terms with the Boxers

and to define their place in Chinese history. What is more, this is not a

problem that is likely to go away any time soon. It is not, after all, unnatural

or surprising that Chinese should experience love-hate feelings toward the

West or, for that matter, their own past. And as long as this ambivalence

remains, the Boxers, because of the particular themes they evoke, are likely

to continue their extraordinary life as a storehouse of symbol and myth.
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One meaning of the word key, as used in the title of this hook, is borrowed

from musie and refers to the tonal system of a composition. Another refers

to a device or instrumentality that provides entree to something. Both

meanings are vital to the approach I have adopted in these pages. Event,

experience, and myth point to different ways of getting at the meaning of the

past, of accessing it, and— ultimately—knowing it. But they also suggest

different ways in which the past may be configured or shaped, each oper-

ating according to different principles and imparting a very different inflec-

tion or “tone.” These tonal differences, as some readers may have detected,

are even echoed to a degree in the prose of the book's several parts, the

main contrast being between the chapters comprising part 2, where I try as

far as possible to enter into the emotional worlds of the people I am writ-

ing about, and parts 1 and 3, where I am more disposed to maintain a cer-

tain distance from the subject matter, resulting in a less personal, some-

what more “scholarly” style of exposition.

There are a few questions that still need to be raised. One has to do with

the matter of representativeness. In this book, in an effort to gain a clearer

picture of what historians do, I have examined the distinctive characteris-

tics of event, experience, and myth in reference to a single— and in many

ways highly singular- episode out of the past, the Boxer movement and

uprising at the turn of the century in China. I have assumed, of course,

that buried in the particularity of the Boxers are universals that are applic-

able to other historical events. It-is now time to scrutinize this assumption

more closelv.
j

Let me begin by disposing of an issue that may be troubling some read-

ers. 1 am not interested here in all aspects of the past, only in those aspects

directly engaging the consciousness not only of the historian but also of the

experiencer and mythmaker. This leaves out a whole category of historical

writing, which is focused on long-term, impersonal developments (fre-
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are generally too incremental to be noticed and therefore rarely, if ever,

engage people’s passions. The writing that encompasses such develop-

ments assumes, like all historical writing, a narrative form,' expressing the

consciousness of the historian-narrator (historians never lose their con-

sciousness). But it leaves little or no room for the consciousness of the

agents of history, the individuals who make and experience the past, and it

is doubtful anyone would ever set out to mythologize price inflation in

eighteenth-century China or agricultural change in northern Europe dur-

ing the late feudal era.

If we omit those facets of the past that, whatever their cumulative effect

on people’s lives, are so slow-changing as to go undetected— French histo-

rians often refer to such developments as the longue duree— and train our

attention instead exclusively on the facets that individual human beings

experience on a conscious level, there is a lot still left. In fact virtually

everything is left that people ordinarily think ofwhen they contemplate the

past as an arena in which things happened.” The real question for us,

then, is whether the Boxers, for all their distinctiveness, may still be taken

as illustrative of the consciously apprehended past in general. My answer

to this question, it will surprise no one, is strongly in the affirmative.

When viewed as an event, reconstructed after the fact by historians,

with the goal of understanding and elucidating what happened and why
(as in part 1), the Boxers, I would argue, are as appropriate for illustrative

purposes as any other phase of the past. Indeed, since the focus, in all such

reconstructive effort, is on the consciousness of the historian, rather than

that of the direct participant or mythologizer, there is no reason why his-

torical reconstructions even of the more impersonal parts of the past (as

opposed to events and individuals ”) cannot be used to exemplify what

historians do. The contents of every historical event are, of course, unique.

Moreover, some events, like the Boxer movement, are complex, occurring

over vast stretches of time and space, while others, such as the first perfor-

mance of a new Broadway play or the death of a national political leader,

are relatively simple (although their ramifications may not be). But the

historians structuring of these events— the narratives we tell about

them operates according to a fairly distinctive set of principles regard-

less. One of these principles, which is absolutely fundamental, is that,

unlike the mythologizer, the historian seeks to understand and explain the

past. Another, no less important, is that, in contrast to the participant expe-

riencer, historians know in advance the outcomes of the events they seek

to reconstruct. A third principle, again distinguishing the historian from
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the immediate partieipant, is the former’s freedom from the eonstraint of

spatial loeation. Unlike the original agents of history, the historian is

endowed with what I earlier referred to as wide-angle vision— the eapae-

ity to diseern how the experienees of different individuals in the past

related to one another and how a profusion of diserete events widely dis-

tributed in spaee (as well as over time) intereonneeted to form event strue-

tures of broader eompass.

The suitability of the Boxers as an illustrative ease, when the past is

viewed as experienee (part 2), is somewhat less straightforward. Here, after

all, the spotlight is trained not on the eonseiousness of the historian-reeon-

struetor but on that of the historieal agent, and while we may argue with

eonfidenee that historians, regardless of their subjeet matter, always do

more or less the same thing, surely the same eannot be said of the people

who made the past in the first plaee and direetly experieneed it. Wars, elee-

tion eampaigns, baseball games, first loves, and final exams all refer to

intrinsieally different kinds of experienee. The number of different kinds is

infinite, and the individual experienee is always unique. How, then, ean an

event like the Boxer episode, in whieh the key areas of experienee ineluded

sueh things as drought, spirit possession, magie, rumor, and death, be

taken as illustrative of the experieneed past in general? Indeed, isn’t the

very notion of experienee “in general” a eontradietion in terms?

The answer— and, although more eomplex, it is no different really from

that given to the question of the representativeness of the Boxers qua

event— has several levels. At its most eonerete and partieular, the experi-

enee of those involved in the Boxer summer was, like the experienee of par-

tieipants in any phase of the past, unique and nonduplieable. On a some-

what more general level, on the other hand, this was less the ease; world

history, after all, is full of popular movements in whieh religion and magi-

eal rituals played a key part, antiforeign feeling was a driving foree, rumor

and ineredulity were pervasive, and war, bloodshed, and dying predomi-

nated. On the most general (or formal) level, finally, sueh phenomena as

indeterminaey (outeome blindness), emotional engagement, multiple

motivation, eultural eonstruetion, and biographieal eonseiousness appear

to eharaeterize all human experfenee, regardless of the speeifie, eonerete

forms in whieh it is expressed.

The kinds of historieal data available for the reeonstrnetion of different

experiential worlds will, of eourse, vary aeeording to the idiosynerasies of

historieal eireiimstanee. Except at the most superficial level, for example,

it is impossible to explore the biographical consciousness of the Boxers

because very few Boxers were literate and none appear to have left detailed
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mentation, on the other hand, relating to such facets of the Boxer experi-

ence as the high levels of anxiety occasioned by the uncertainties attend-

ing prolonged drought and premature death and the pervasive tendency of

Chinese and foreigners alike to interpret their experiences in terms of prior

cultural patterning. We cannot reconstruct the Boxer experience in its

entirety, in other words; but we can certainly gain access to significant por-

tions of it, and at a certain level of generality, in so doing, we can gain

insight into the experienced past more broadly considered.

The problem of the Boxers' representativeness as myth is different, but

not fundamentally so. The main difference is that many parts of the past

—

and I refer here expressly to the consciously experienced past— do not sur-

vive, in any significant way, as myth. To live on as myth, as noted in the pro-

logue to part 3, an event or person must embody characteristics or themes

that seem especially pertinent to the concerns of people and/or govern-

ments in later times. Columbus is important to Italian-Americans because,

when viewed as the discoverer of America, he is emblematic of the contri-

bution people of Italian ancestry have made to American life. In a quite dif-

ferent way, Columbus is also important to Native Americans because the

harshness of his actions toward the Indian peoples living in America at the

time of his arrival symbolizes the oppression Native Americans have suf-

fered throughout their history at the hands of people of European ancestry.

On the Chinese side, to take an example very different from the Boxers,

the Taiping movement and uprising have been mythologized in a wide

variety of ways. In the last years of the Qing, the radical journal Minbao
hailed the Taiping founder, HongXiuquan, as one of China's great nation-

alist revolutionaries (along with the first emperor of the Ming dynasty and

Sun Yat-sen).^ The Cuomindang in the early 1920s and the Chinese

Communists, throughout the period of Maoist dominance, also identified

with and saw themselves as carrying on the Taiping revolutionary tradi-

tion. Individual Taiping leaders, in heavily mythologized form, have fig-

ured centrally in Chinese Communist political wars. After being sumptu-

ously praised in the historiography of the 1950s, for example, the able com-
mander Li Xiucheng, because of the confession he made (following

torture) to Zeng Cuofan after the Taipings’ defeat, was reviled during the

1960s as a traitor to his class and regularly deployed as a negative symbol

in Cultural Revolution attacks on revisionists.^ And Chinese historians, in

the late 1970s and early 1980s, in their attacks on “feudal despotism" in

general and (more guardedly) the “patriarchal despotism" of Mao Zedong
in particular, regularly drew parallels between Mao’s slide into increas-
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as Hong Xiuquan.^

The Taipings, as one might expeet, have also been a favorite souree of

loeal-level mythmaking, espeeially in the area of their origin near Canton.

Sun Yat-sen, who eame from the same part of southern Guangdong as

Hong Xiuquan, is said to have admired and identified with the Taiping

leader ever sinee his ehildhood days.^ Refugees in Hong Kong reported

that in the mid-1950s Gnangdong peasants, viewing Hong as an all-purpose

spokesman for popular resistanee to the eoereive power of the state, looked

for him to return from the dead to lead them in opposing the eoopera-

tivization of their land.^ Reeent work on the Hakka minority of southern

China shows how Christian members of this ethnie group have integrated

a positive vision of the Taiping movement (whose founders were Christian-

influeneed Hakkas) into the invented traditions that form part of their def-

inition of themselves as a eommunity.'^

Although the partieularities of Taiping and Boxer mythologization dif-

fer greatly (the Taiping experienee does not, for example, like that of the

Boxers, resonate in a speeial way with the issue of modern Chinese eultural

identity), the underlying proeesses involved do not. In both eases— as

indeed in all instanees of mythologization of the past— the emphasis is less

on what aetually happened than on how what happened is transformed

and reeast by later people for their own purposes. Invariably, partienlar

themes from the past are identified, simplified, magnified, and high-

lighted, to the point where they beeome sourees of energy in the present,

making it possible for present and past to affirm and validate one another,

sometimes in powerful ways. The themes so used may or may not be part

of the aetual historieal past— it isn’t elear, for example, that real Red

Lanterns ever saw themselves as rebelling against the Confueian soeial

eonventions that hobbled Chinese women at the end of the nineteenth

eentury— but they must, if they are to work effeetively as myths, possess at

least a degree of plausibility. They must be believable, even if not trne.

On the matter of the Boxers’ representativeness, to summarize, I wonld

draw essentially the same eonelusion with respeet to eaeh of the alternative

avennes of aeeess to the past explored in this book. At the most eonerete

and speeifie level, the Boxers, whether viewed as event, experienee, or

myth, are undeniably nnique. This nniqueness, however, has embedded

within it broad reeurrent patterns eneountered in all phases of the eon-

seionsly experieneed past, making it perfeetly feasible, at a more general

level, to appropriate the Boxers— or, for that matter, any other historieal

episode— for illustrative purposes. We don’t study lions in order to learn
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standing of the animal kingdom.

Another issue that invites further eomment has to do with the eompar-

ative validity of event, experienee, and myth, as ways of knowing the past.

Are we to understand the experieneed past as being privileged over the his-

torieally reeonstrueted one beeause it is more real? Or the historieally

reeonstrueted past as preferable to the mythologized one beeause it is

truer? Although at one point in my development as a historian I would not

have hesitated to answer yes'’ to both of these questions, my growing eon-

vietion is that eaeh of the three approaehes, despite manifest tensions

among them, possesses a solid kind of legitimaey within its sphere.

This is fairly well aeeepted with respeet to the polarity between the expe-

rieneed and the historieally reeonstrueted pasts. Although we see the ways

in whieh they differ, we have no trouble valuing eaeh in its own right. We
may delight in eonfronting, for the first time, the historieal reeonstruction

of a part of the past— a war, say, or a soeial movement— in whieh we our-

selves have direetly partieipated, marveling in the new information and per-

speetives it supplies. But we retain a speeial emotional attaehment to the

original experienee, our own past, that no amount of historieal redoing ean

toueh— unless, of eourse, as memory fades, the experieneed past and the

historieally reeonstrueted one beeome hopelessly eonfused in our minds.

The situation with respeet to the value of myth is more eomplieated

and potentially problematie, although perhaps less so in regard to the rela-

tionship between myth and experienee than that between myth and his-

tory. Experienee, as we have seen (for example in ehapter 4), does not take

plaee within a eultural void. As people eneounter 'life,” they instantly

''proeess" it in terms of the myths that have formed a vital part of their

soeialization. Boxers do not hesitate to identify the gods who possess them
as the historieal and literary figures they have learned about from early

ehildhood or to understand the failure of their magie in terms of deep-

seated eultural beliefs about female pollution. Christian miissionaries

almost instinetively interpret the Boxer movement as the work of Satan.

Sueh mythie eonstruetions are ubiquitous in the world of experienee and

form an inseparable part of it. But, as merged as they seem— and perhaps

are— at the moment an experienee is first registered (the immediate past),

they remain analytieally distinet. This distinetness beeomes espeeially

elear when, in reviewing the personally experieneed past from a more
remote point in time, we inadvertently mythologize it. The proeess of eon-

stantly reworking one’s own experieneed past, whieh I have ealled autobi-

ographieal mythologization, obviously does violenee to the original expe-
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Davies’ World of Wonders eautions, “we eannot help falsifying them in

terms of later knowledge.”**^ But, at the same time, as Barbara Myerhoff has

argued so eompellingly,^^ autobiographieal mythmaking has a elear value,

in that it helps to preserve a sense of psyehologieal eoherenee and personal

integrity over time.

The value of myth in the eontext of the relationship between myth and

history is vastly more eomplieated. Professional historians see it as part of

their responsibility to distanee their reeonstruetions of the past from the

“vulgar,” mythologized understandings of the general population. We
shrink from aeeepting a simple, idealized vision of Abraham Lineoln as

“the great emaneipator” and feel in duty bound to point out that, despite

his personal eoneerns about slavery, Lineoln’s priority, from start to finish,

was not to free the slaves but to save the Union. Similarly, we ehallenge

the simple view of World War II as “the good war” and insist on ealling

attention to the faet that, although many Amerieans believed the war was

waged, at least in part, to vanquish an ideology based on raeial differenee,

the United States government, in addition to fielding a military foree seg-

regated along raeial lines, also in the name of wartime exigeney systemati-

eally ineareerated over 100,000 persons residing on the West Coast for no

other reason than their Japanese aneestry.'^ Nevertheless, despite our best

efforts, the mythie power of a Lineoln or of a World War II— the emotional

investment in an essentialized understanding of eertain individuals and

events that isolates out one strand from a eomplex pieture and emphasizes

it to the exelusion of all else— remains serenely intaet. And this is true even

for historians when we’re not behaving as historians. The most diseiplined

purists among us will doubtless always be prepared to substitute empiri-

eally demonstrated truths for long-eherished myths. But the majority of his-

torians are happiest when laying siege to other people’s mythologized

understandings, not their own. Indeed, the very notion that the truth about

the past— what historians seek to attain— is neeessarily and always of

greater value than what people want to believe is true about the past may

itself be little more than a myth. There are, it is well to remember, several

different kinds of value— moral, ihtelleetual, emotional, aesthetie— and an

assertion about the past that ranks high in respeet to one of them may not

rank very high at all in respeet to the others.

One last issue, related to but distinet from the one just diseussed, bears

serutiny. This eoneerns my own role, as author, in the several parts of this

book. Each part, after all, explores a different realm of consciousness: the

consciousness of the historian in the first part, that of the participant expe-
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riencer (or historical agent) in the seeond part, and that of the mytholo-

gizer in the third. And yet, in all three parts, my own eonseiousness, as his-

torian-narrator, is also at work. This presents no problem in the first part of

the book, sinee the consciousness of the author and that of the historian-

reeonstructor of the Boxer episode are one and the same. But what about

the second and third parts, where this is not so?

In the experienee portion of the book, I, as historian-author, select the

speeific themes to be presented: drought, spirit possession, magic, and so

forth. I also explore analytieal issues— the role of youth and hunger (and

hunger anxiety) in the rapid spread of the Boxers' possession ritual or of

prepubeseenee in the eollective fantasies that existed eoneerning the Red
Lanterns— that it would never have oecurred to the Boxers themselves to

raise. Similarly, in the myth seetion, in addition to identifying how the

Boxers were mythologized in different time periods, I analyze the process

of mythologization in ways that the mythologizers themselves would likely

resist. In both parts, in other words, in the eourse of playing the eonven-

tional historian's role of reeonstruetor of the past— in this instanee the

experieneed and mythologized pasts— I also introduee a eonseiousness,

my own, that is certainly different from and may even run counter to that

of the people whose eonseiousness I am probing.

It would be foolish to maintain that this is not a problem. The question

is: how serious a problem is it? The answer hinges partly on what as a his-

torian one is eapable of doing and partly on what one aspires to do.

Although it is clearly not within the bounds of the historian's capability to

resurrect the experienced past in its pristine form, it is certainly possible, in

the case of both the experieneed and the mythologized pasts, to reproduce
live voices from those pasts (although not necessarily the voices one might
ideally wish to reproduce), and this is as good a way as we have of evoking

what the people we are studying (whether experieneers or mythmakers)
themselves thought and felt.

I have done this repeatedly in the seeond and third parts of the book.

But to have done only this would have been to do only a portion of what I

initially set out to aceomplish. Since, from the outset, it was my hope not

merely to present examples of event, experienee, and myth but to scruti-

nize analytically their distinctiveness as ways of knowing the past, it was
essential to introduee my own intelligence as a historian into the scruti-

nizing process. It may well be that, in so doing, I have created a situation

m whieh different eonseiousnesses, the scrutinizer's as well as the seruti-

nized s, are in a state of tension with one another. But, apart from being
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unavoidable, it occurs to me that there is a palpable benefit, in terms of

greater historical understanding, to be derived from this very tension.

Essentially, the problem I am addressing here is that of the historian’s

outsideness.” This outsideness can take a variety of specific forms:

American historians writing about the Chinese past, male historians recon-

structing the experience of women, white historians probing black history.

It can also— indeed must always— take the more general form of people in

the present attempting to elucidate the experience of people in the (some-

times remote) past. In all of these cases, the historian’s outsideness, pre-

cisely because it is outside, has the potential to misconstrue and distort, to

introduce meanings alien to the material under examination. And it is in

this respect, clearly, that outsideness can be a problem.

But the historian’s outsideness can also be an asset. It is an essential part

of what makes us different both from the immediate experiencers of the

past and from the past’s mythologizers, enabling us, in our capacity as his-

torians, to render the past intelligible and meaningful in ways unavailable

to either. In addition to attempting, with all the attendant risks, to re-cre-

ate the consciousness of the experiencer and/or the mythologizer of the

past, in other words, we also seek to form a bridge between those worlds

and the world of the people of our own day, making possible some degree

of useful communication between the two. Akin to the translator, whose

job is to render a text not only faithfully but also meaningfully from one

language into another, historians act as mediators between present and

past. In the complex process of negotiation that ensues, we must curb our

outsideness as we try to understand the consciousness of the people we are

studying (in the past). But we cannot curb it— on the contrary we must

capitalize on it— in the effort to explain this consciousness meaningfully

to the people for whom we are writing (in the present). Historians, in short,

not unlike translators, must be acquainted with two languages, in our case

those of the present and of the past, and it is the need to navigate back and

forth between these two very different realms, incessantly, sensitively, and

with as much honesty as possible, that is the ultimate source of the tension

in our work.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ABCFM
CCP
CIM
FRUS

GX
HDYYDJ

HJZH

LMP

NCH
NYT
PP.'IQOO

SYDZX

TDYYDB

7Y/

YHT

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

Chinese Communist Party

China Inland Mission

United States. Papers relating to the Foreign Relations of the United

States, 1900. Washington, D.C.: 1902.

Cuangxu reign (1875-1908)

“Hebei diqu Yihetuan yundong diaocha jilu.” Unpublished oral his-

tory transcripts, Nankai University, Tianjin.

“Hebei Jingzhou, Zaoqiang, Hengshui diqu Yihetuan diaocha ziliao

xuanbian. Compiled by Shandong daxue lishixi Zhongguo jindaishi

jiaoyanshi. In Shandong daxue wenke lunwen jikan 1 (1980): 157-94.

Luella Miner Papers (North China Mission). American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Papers. Houghton Library,

Harvard University.

North-China Flerald and Supreme Court and Consular Gazette

New York Times

Creat Britain. Parliamentary Papers. China No. 3 (1900). London: 1900.

Shandong Yihetuan diaocha ziliao xuanbian. Compiled by Lu Yao et

al. Jinan; 1980.

“Tianjin diqu Yihetuan yundong diaocha baogao.” Compiled by

Nankai daxue lishixi 1956 jb Mimeographed. Reissue of original i960

mimeographed edition. Tianjin; n.d.

Tianjin yiyue ji. Anonymous. In Yihetuan 2:141-58.

Yihetuan. 4 vols. Shanghai: 1951.
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NOTES

Preface

1. Wright, “Introduction,” i.

2. Wasserstrom, “The Boxers as Symbol,” lo-ii.

3. Veyne, Writing History, 40.

4. Although the mythologization of the Boxers in the twentieth-eentury West is

also touehed on occasionally, this mythologization has had its own inner dynamie.

To treat it properly would take us deeply into Western fears and fantasies, resulting

both in a blurring of the book’s focus and an unnecessary addition to its already eon-

siderable girth.

5. The reference is to the famous Kurosawa film dealing with a rape-murder in

eleventh-eentury Japan and the different versions the four people who witnessed it

had of what happened.

6. Darnton, The Great Cat Massacre, 3.

7. A partial exception to this is in the area of oral history testimony. Although

there are unpublished oral history materials relating to 1900, foeused mainly on
Hebei (Zhili) provinee and more speeifically on the Tianjin region, and I have

found them (espeeially the earlier ones gathered in the 1950s) to be exceptionally

useful, the interview materials eovering the pre-1900 period in Shandong (partly

published) are both more extensive and more systematically arranged.

PART 1 / Prologue: The Historically Reconstructed Past

1. NYT, Mar. 10, 1989, C4.

2. Carr, Time, 9, 16; see also ibid., 65, 73, 168-69, H7 - For White’s views, see his

‘The Question of Narrative in Contemporary Historical Theory,” 1-33; for

Rieoeur’s (whieh are diseussed admiringly in White’s article), see his Time and
Narrative, vol. 1.

3. Carr, in the final part of his book, explieitly acknowledges some of the char-

acteristics of historical narration that seem to set it apart from partieipant narration.

The differences, however, are of a practieal rather than a formal sort, and form,

rather than praetice, is what counts for the author. Thus, in practieal terms, the his-

torian has hindsight, while the subjeets about whom he or she writes do not. But in

formal terms people in the present also have a kind of hindsight— Carr calls it

quasi-hindsight — inasmuch as they are able to anticipate future outcomes and
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act as if the future they antieipate will in faet be realized. See Cany Time, 168-77;

also ibid., 60-62.

4. Barnes, Flaubert’s Parrot, 168.

5. Lively, Moon Tiger, 6.

6. Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed, 209.

7. Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, iq.

8. This problem is eneountered in all historieal seholarship. It is posed most

eonspieuously by seholars who are eandid about their extraprofessional soeial and

politieal eommitments. See, for example, Gail Hershatter, “Subaltern.” Hershatter,

a first-rate soeial historian, raises the problem implieitly but does not aetually

address it in her artiele.

9. Elton, Return to Essentials, 7.

10. Ibid., 65.

11. David MeCullough, interviewed in NYT, Aug. 12, 1992, Cio.

12. Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed, 20-23.

13. Esheriek, Origins, 269-70, 287, 304; Purcell, Boxer Uprising, 247 (G. Nye
Steiger is quoted in ibid., to the same effeet); and Kobayashi Kazumi, “Minshu
shiso,” 256-57.

14. Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed, xi.

15. Partieularly good on this is Bastid-Bruguiere, “Currents,” 535-602, esp.

576-602.

16. The Boxer uprising, aeeording to Ding Mingnan (“Jiaoan de kaoeha,” 27),

might be said to have been China's biggest jiaoan” (“ehureh ease”). Ding’s peri-

odization of jiaoan for the years from the Opium War to the eve of the 1911 revolu-

tion is in ibid., 39-40.

17. This did not, ofeourse, keep eontemporaries from trying (with Carr’s “quasi-

hindsight”) to divine the deeper meaning, in terms of the future, of the events they

were living, or had just lived, through. “This episode of to-day,” Robert Llart wrote

in referenee to the siege of the legations, “is not meaningless— it is the prelude to

a eentury of ehange and the keynote of the future history of the Far East: the China
of the year 2000 will be very different from the China of 1900!” {Essays, 49).

Thomas F. Millard, eommenting on the ease with whieh “the psyehologieal

moment . . . when the deeisive ehange takes plaee” may be overlooked, ventured

“to suggest that, aided by the perspeetive of time, the future historian will fix this

turning point for China somewhere among the years from 1900 to 1906” (see his

The New Far East, 217-18).

18. Isaaes, Images ofAsia, 143.

19. Dunstheimer, “Le mouvement des Boxeurs,” 415.

20. Li Shiyu, “Yihetuan yuanliu,” 18.

21. Zhou made his oft-quoted statement in a speeeh in Beijing weleoming a vis-

iting delegation from the German Demoeratie Republie. The speeeh is in Renmin
ribao (People’s daily). Dee. 12, 1955.

22. Sehwarez, Remapping May Fourth,” 25. Levenson’s essay was a review

of Chow Tse-tsung’s The May Fourth Movement: Intellectual Revolution in

Modern China.

23. The apparent exeeptions that eome to mind are presidents, generals, and
other people in leadership positions, who, especially in an era of high-teeh elee-
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tronic communication, are able to make instant and virtually simultaneous eontact

with a multitude of different points in spaee. Even in sueh exeeptional eircum-

stances, however, I would guess that there is mueh that does not get eommunieated
at the time— the details in a field eommander s personal journal, for example, or,

even better, an infantryman’s letters to his mother— that does, with luck, end up m
the historian’s portfolio of evidence.

24- The words are novelist John Vernon’s, in his ''Exhuming a Dirty Joke,” 35.

25. Boorstin, "The Historian,” 28-29.

26. Ibid.

27. Eor an exeellent, annotated eolleetion of over 150 Boxer writings, see Chen
Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian. Boxer oral history testimony and

some of its limitations are diseussed in eh. 2, n. 97 of the present volume.

28. Vernon, "Exhuming a Dirty Joke,” 35.

1 . The Boxer Uprising: A Narrative History

1. It is not uneommon to plaee the number of deaths attributable direetly or

indireetly to the Taiping uprising at more than 20 million.

2. In 1853, for example, the enthusiasm in English missionary cireles over

Taiping Christianity encouraged Hudson Taylor (later to become one of the most

influential missionaries in the nineteenth eentury) to break off his medieal studies

and depart posthaste for China (Dr. and Mrs. Howard Taylor, Hudson Taylor,

180-84). On the evolving Western Protestant response to Taiping Christianity, see

Cohen, "Christian Missions,” 551.

3. It is worth noting also that, in eontrast with the Taiping era, by 1900 the West

was in telegraphic contact with China (although not with Beijing during the sum-
mer), and this heightened the sense of immediaey surrounding events there.

4. In my reeonstruetion of the history of the Boxers in this ehapter, I have relied

to a greater extent than elsewhere on seeondary sourees. My indebtedness, espe-

cially with respect to the Shandong phase of the story, to Joseph Esheriek’s path-

breaking study will be obvious to everyone who has read it. In reeapitulating this

phase, I have also been much influenced (as was Esheriek) by the basic plotting of

the story found in the oral history materials gathered (and partly published in 1980)

by Lu Yao and other historians at Shandong University. Apart from my main pur-

pose, already indieated, of providing an example ofhow a historian approaches the

past, the aneillary purposes of this ehapter are to supply a brief but reliable aceount

of the Boxer episode— something not now available in English— and to advance a

few interpretations that differ somewhat both from Esherick’s and from those

found in a good deal of the seholarship that has come out of China. See Esheriek,

Origins; SYDZX.

5. I follow Esherick’s translation of "Yihe.” It has traditionally been rendered

"Righteous and Harmonious” or "Righteous Harmony” in English-language writ-

ing on the Boxers (see, for example. Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, 36-37; Purcell, Boxer

Uprising, 163). Esheriek {Origins, 154-55) argues persuasively that the real mean-
ing of Yihe” is to join together to uphold the eause of righteousness. The same
point was (as Esheriek notes) made at the time by the British minister to China,

Sir Claude MacDonald. "The idea underlying the name,” MacDonald observed,

is that the members of the Society will unite to uphold the cause of righteousness,
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if necessary by force.” See his dispatch to Salisbury, Jan. 31, 1900, in PP:i9oo, 13.

Lu Yao and Cheng Xiao advance a similar interpretation in their Yihetuan yun-

dong, 53.

6. Esherick, Origins, 19.

7. For the distinction between protective and predatory collective violence as

alternative responses to environments marked by scarcity, see Perry, Rebels.

8. See, in particular, Wu Mengzhou (80), Cao county. Mar. i960, SYDZX,
19-20; Li Zhaoxiang (79), Cao county. Mar. i960, ibid., 20; Cai Jingxun (82), Shan
county. Mar. i960, ibid., 20-21; Su Yuzhang (76), Shan county. Mar. i960, ibid., 22.

In this and other references to oral history materials, the figure in parentheses indi-

cates the age of the respondent.

9. For one of the more extended accounts of such gatherings, see Chen Laohan

(80), Shan county. Mar. i960, SYDZX, 11.

10. See Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 6
, 138-40;

Naquin, Millenarian Rebellion, 30-31; Esherick, Origins, 55, 104-109.

11. See Cohen, China and Christianity.

12. Su Yuzhang (76), Shan county. Mar. i960, SYDZX, 22. Su gives CX 20 or

1894 as the date of the incident; Esherick (Origins, 113) says it should be 1895.

13. See Su Cuifang (83), Dangshan county (Jiangsu), Mar. i960, SYDZX, 25-27,

for an especially long account of the factors contributing to the dispute.

14. Popular recollections (probably exaggerated in some respects) of the outra-

geous behavior of the Christian community in Juye at the time (all gathered from

interviews with Juye residents in i960) are in Li Ruitang (78), SYDZX, 34; Yao
Liangtong and Yao Laicheng, ibid.; Zhao Xianming, ibid., 34-35; Zhang Peijing,

ibid., 35; Yuan Fengyun (73), ibid.; Liu Mide (70), ibid.; Xu Titang, ibid., 35-36; Li

Wenkui (78), ibid., 36; Li Xinling (68), ibid.

15. The classic treatment of the Cerman sphere is John E. Schrecker, Imperial-

ism. According to Schrecker (33), when Kaiser Wilhelm first heard about the Juye

murders, a few days after their occurrence, he reacted euphorically, seeing the inci-

dent as a ‘splendid opportunity” to realize Cermany’s ambitions in Shandong.

16. Esherick, Origins, 123.

17 .

1

differ slightly from Esherick on this point. I would certainly agree with him
(Origins, 134-35) that the meaning of the punishment of Li Bingheng was not lost

on the local authorities of Shandong and was apt to have an immediate effect on
their treatment of Christian communities in their jurisdictions. I would also agree

(ibid., 152) that the impact of Li’s punishment was likely to be felt, even by ordinary

Chinese, in an isolated town like Liyuantun (in northwestern Shandong), in which
conflict between Christians and non-Christians had festered for decades (to be dis-

cussed below). I am less sanguine than he appears to be about the response of “the

average villager” of the western part of the province overall (133). It is also worth

pointing out that, despite the terms of the Juye settlement, Li Bingheng, not long

after his removal from the Shandong governorship, was appointed to other high

posts (Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, 104).

18. The Cuan county events are dealt with in Esherick, eh. 6. See also Lu Yao,

“Cuanxian Liyuantun jiaoan,” 77-90, and Lu Yao’s earlier article, “Lun Yihetuan
de ziizhi yuanliu,” 65—97. Both of Lu Yao s articles are reprinted with minor revi-

sions in Lu Yao and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan yundong. The second piece, which is
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somewhat broader in scope, has also appeared in a translation by K. C. Chen and

David D. Buck, entitled “The Origins of the Boxers/'

19. This is the date given in Lu Yao, “Guanxian Liyuantun jiaoan,” 82; Esherick

{Origins, 151) is less precise.

20. Esherick {Origins, 151), relying mainly on the oral history account of Guo
Dongchen (80), who had been Zhao Sanduo’s secretary, asserts that Zhao initially

was reluctant to go to the aid of the Eighteen Chiefs but was eventually persuaded

by his disciples. (See especially Guo’s testimony in SYDZX, 269. Elsewhere, it is

worth noting, Esherick strongly contests the reliability of Guo’s assertions; see

Esherick, Origins, '^j6n<^j.) Lu Jingqi, relying mainly on Wang Yuntai’s unpub-

lished account of Zhao Sanduo’s activities, maintains that, after some initial hesi-

tation, Zhao, responding to repeated requests from Yan Shuqin, decided in favor of

going to the aid of the Eighteen Chiefs. Other Plum Elower leaders, however,

demurred, and it was in these circumstances that Zhao, to preserve the reputation

of the Plum Elower Boxers, created a splinter group with a new name, into which

he absorbed those Plum Elower Boxers who wanted to take part in the anti-

Christian activities in Liyuantun. The name of the new group was Yihequan or

“Boxers United in Righteousness.” See Lu Jingqi, “Zhao Sanduo Yan Shuqin,” 211.

21. The various dates given by different scholars for the adoption of the new
name are discussed in Lu Yao and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan yundong, 49-53; they

themselves argue persuasively for the early 1898 date as the correct one (see also

Esherick, Origins, 136). Esherick (153-54, niaintains that Zhao was forced to

adopt the new name; Lu Jingqi, 211, suggests that the change was more voluntary

in nature (see n. 20 above).

22. As part of his argument in favor of this strategy, Zhang claimed in a memor-
ial of June 30 that the Boxers United in Righteousness were derived from a militia

of the same name that had existed in the middle of the century. Esherick argues

{Origins, 160), with cogency, that this was a fabrication on Zhang’s part. It became,

nevertheless, the basis for the thesis, first advanced by George Steiger and then by

Dai Xuanzhi, that the Boxers of 1899-1900 had originated in government-spon-

sored militia. This thesis has been convincingly demolished, in a number of his

writings, by Lu Yao. Steiger, China and the Occident, 128-46; Dai Xuanzhi,

Yihetuan yanjiu, 5-19, esp. 10-11; Lu Yao, “Zuzhi yuanliu,” 82-87; Lu Yao and

Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan yundong, 54-63; Lu Yao, ed., Qiyuan, 118-36.

23. Eor a convenient province-by-province chart of “church cases” in all of

North China between 1896 and 1899, see Lu Yao and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan yun-

dong, 82-84.

24. Esherick, Origins, 187.

25. See SYDZX, 120—31; Esherick, Origins, 219-22. Esherick acknowledges the

contribution of a debased version of the White Lotus religion to the popular cul-

ture of northwestern Shandong, out of which (in his view) the Spirit Boxers

emerged. But he forcefully rejects any organizational link between the Spirit

Boxers and the White Lotus sect. Lu Yao and Cheng Xiao {Yihetuan yundong,

101-18), although clearly distancing themselves from the Lao Naixiian view that the

Yihe Boxers of the late nineteenth century were identical with the Yihe Boxers of

the late eighteenth century, differ from Esherick in seeing the Spirit BoxersWihe

Boxers as emerging centrally out of the Wliite Lotus tradition.
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306 26. For additional details, see Esherick, Origins, 177-81.

27. Sometimes loeal ofFieials went a good bit farther than this. In the fourth or

fifth month of GX 25 (May 10—July 7, 1899), a large meeting was held at

Zhangguantun in Chiping to mark the vietory of the Boxers in a dispute with loeal

Christians. The meeting, aeeompanied by an opera performanee (whieh the

Christians were required to put on to mark the settlement), lasted for four days and
was attended by several thousand persons. The magistrate of Chiping, Yu Xian (not

the same as the Yuxian who was governor), who was sympathetie to the Spirit

Boxers, attended the gathering personally. With this kind of eneouragement, box-

ing grounds sprang up all over the eounty, and every village was reported to have

students of Spirit Boxing. SYDZX, 81, 143-46; Esheriek, Origins, 229.

28. See, espeeially, Esheriek, Origins, 226-29.

29. Elvin, Mandarins,” 118. Elvin, noting that in addition to the refugees from
the great flood of late summer 1898 there were institutionalized seasonal migrations

from the flooded river plain, coneludes (ibid.) that “the eontribution made by
refugees to anti-Christian violenee should not be overestimated.”

30. Esheriek, Origins, 254; also 253.

31. This slogan, although first used (in slightly different form) in the context of

the Boxer movement in Guan county in fall 1898, was not an original creation of

the Boxers. In one or another variation— for example, hao-Qing (“protect the

Qing
)
or shun-Qing

(
follow [or submit to] the Qing”), preceding mieyang— it

appeared at about the same time in connection with anti-Christian activities in

Hubei and in Dazu county, Sichuan. Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang
Xuanru, Yihetuan, 88; Kobayashi Kazumi, “Minshu shiso,” 251, 253. Kobayashi
(ibid., 250—56) has a detailed discussion of the evolution of this most famous of

Boxer slogans, arguing that the word “Qing” referred not to the reigning dynasty but

to China in general; for a somewhat different interpretation, which links successive

changes in the first part of the slogan— from shun-Qing to bao-Qing, zhu-Qing
(“help the Qing”), or xing-Qing, to fu-Qing, and finally to sao-Qing (“sweep away
the Qing’)— to the developing attitude of the Boxers toward the state power, see

Sato Kimihiko [Zuoteng Gongyan], “Quanliguan,” 895-900.

32. Esheriek, Origins, 256.

33. A detailed table of Boxer attacks on Christians in Shandong, covering the

period from May 1899 1900? is in ibid., 259-63.

34. This argument is advanced in Cheng Xiao, “Minsu xinyang,” 296—301.
Cheng Xiao’s analysis is presented more fully in eh. 3.

35. Weller, Resistance, 84. On the political ramifications of spirit possession in

the context of mass movements, I have found much stimulation in Weller’s work,

in particular his analysis of the Guangxi phase of the Taiping movement. In addi-

tion to ibid., 69-85, see his “Popular Tradition, State Control, and Taiping
Christianity,” 183-206. An interpretation similar to Weller’s, but applied specifi-

cally to the Boxers, is in Kobayashi Kazumi
( Mmshu shiso, ”

244—45). Kobayashi
makes a special point of the fact that the Boxers, unlike the Taipings, had (and were
possessed by) a plurality of gods, each with independent authority, with the result

that they were unable to generate either charismatic leadership or a strong mili-

tary/administrative organization.
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36. Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru, Yihetuan, 91-101. The harsh

policies Yuan pursued against the Boxers in the early months of 1900 are detailed

on pp. 95-96. Popular hatred toward him was reflected in the following jingle:

“After we’ve killed the bastard Yuan, it’ll be easier for us to get on” (“Shale Yuan

yuandan, women hao chifan”) (ibid., 101). The murder of Brooks was not premed-

itated and may not even have directly involved Boxers. Some sources give the date

of his death as December 30. For a possible basis for the confusion and an attempt

to dispel it, see Purcell, Boxer Uprising, 290-91, 325.

37. Zhili was in 1900 the only part of China (except for Manchuria) with com-

pleted railway lines: the Beijing-Tianjin line, the Beijing-Baoding line, and a line

extending from Tianjin northeastward through Tangshan.

38. It is impossible to get precise figures organized by province and year. In 1896,

according to Latourette, the Jesuits in southeastern Zhili (Xian county) had a native

following of 43,736, and the Lazarists (who had jurisdiction over the rest of the

province), six years earlier, a Christian community under them numbering about

62,000. MacCillivray gives an aggregate count for the entire province for 1905 of

over 197,000, but given the dramatic increase in the Catholic population in Zhili

in the years immediately following the suppression of the Boxers, we may suppose

the totals for 1900 to have been well below this figure. Protestant numbers at any

point in time were far lower than Catholic and did not substantially alter the over-

all picture. (As of 1918-1921, according to Stauffer, the total Protestant community

in Zhili was just over 22,000, as compared to a Catholic population in the province

of more than 578,000.) Latourette, Christian Missions, 319, 323, 537-38;

MacCillivray, ed., Protestant Missions, 675; Stauffer, ed., Christian Occupation, 63.

39. Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru, Yihetuan, 109. On the estab-

lishment of boxing grounds in southeastern Zhili near the Shandong border, see

HjZH, 161-68 (Jingzhou and Fucheng), 183-86 (Zaoqiang), 187, 190 (Hengshui), 192

(Ji), 192-94 (Wuyi).

40. Typical was the observation of the missionary Charles A. Killie (American

Presbyterian North) from Sanhe county (35 miles east of Beijing) in mid-May: The
Boxer movement “is spreading like wildfire all over this district. Wliere two months

ago it was practically unknown, today there are scores of active societies” (letter. May
16, 1900, in FRUS, 131). For a detailed account of the types and spatial distribution of

altars and boxing grounds in the Tianjin area, ba.sed mainly on oral history materials,

see Nakamura Tatsuo [Zhongcun Daxiong], “Qingmo Tianjin,” 263-83, esp. 272-83.

41. Although not reflected in contemporary written documentation, oral history

materials indicate that the other trigrams were also represented in the Tianjin area,

the li trigram being the most common (after the kan and qian trigrams); tdyydb,

35. For a reference to the numerous li trigram altars established in Jinghai county,

see Shen Desheng (80), Jinghai county. Senior Brother-Disciple, tdyydb, 118-19.

See also Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru, Yihetuan, 40-41. There

were also li trigram units in the southern part of Zhili. Men Wentun (85), Fucheng

county, Feb. 1966, hjzh, 168.

42. For a sampling of such notices, see Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao,

Yihetuan wenxian, 73-81, 85-91, 94-110, 114-24, 129-33, 171. In a more explicitly

religious context, one might, with Susan Naquin {Millenarian Rebellion, 216),
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308 translate zhenzhu “true master.” The referenees to zhenzhu in the notiees eireu-

lated under the Boxer name in 1900 generally have strongly antidynastie eonnota-
tions, the term zhenzhu being used to refer to the authentie sovereign, m eontrast

with the eurrent ruler of the Qing, who is by implieation a false ruler.

43. Some of the most sophistieated arguments advaneed in support of a

Boxer—White Lotus link are in Cheng Xiao, “Minjian zongjiao,” 147—63. Cheng
stresses the antidynastie implieations of the eonneetion and eontends that, given

the danger of being openly identified with the illegal White Lotus seet, the absenee
in Boxer posters of reference to such characteristic White Lotus ideas as the Eternal

Venerable Mother was very likely deliberate.

44. See, for example, Sawara Tokusuke and Ouyin, Quanshi, 250; tdyydb, 35;
Doar, The Boxers,’ 106-107. trigram Boxers also wore red (tdyydb, 35), as did

of course the Boxers female associates, the Red Lanterns. A Chinese refugee from
Beijing in the summer of 1900 described the shifts in Boxer dress as he made his

way south. In addition to red and yellow, some Boxers wore black turbans, others

black-and-white or blue-and-white spotted ones. NCH, Aug. 13, 1900, p. 356.

45. Sometimes, also, a few small villages would join forces to establish a boxing
ground in one of them. See Cuo Xiuxing (80) and Cuo Kuizhang (75), Fucheng
county, Feb. 1966, hjzh, 163-64.

46. Zhang Jincai (83), a former Boxer from Caojia village in the western sub-

urbs of Tianjin, states that at the wen boxing ground in the village, fighting skills

were also practiced (tdyydb, 122). But in another instance it was alleged that Boxers
attached to the wen altar did not take part in combat (ibid., 153; see also ibid.,

12,1^—26, 144)' One of four Boxer altars in Zhuozhou, near the capital, was a wen unit

affiliated with the zhen trigram; its members, who were said to be well-to-do and lit-

erate, handled the preparation of documents for the military units. Xin Hanzhang
(85), Zhuozhou, HDYYDj, Dcc. 24, 1973, oo5:No. 7. For examples of the wen-wu dis-

tinction in southern Zhili, see Sun Lianjia (78), Jing county, Feb. 1966, hjzh, 169;

Wang Laozhi (86), Hengshui county, Feb. 1966, ibid., 187. The Red Spears in the

twentieth century, whom Tai Hsuan-chih sees as coming directly out of the Boxer
tradition, also were organized into military {wu) and civil (wen) divisions. Tai
Hsiian-chih, Red Spears, 33.

47. But also sometimes because he was older or literate or a large landowner or

possessed some other trait traditionally conferring prestige in the villages of North
China. See, for example. Yuan Fushun (80), Fucheng county, Feb. 1966, hjzh, 164;

Jing county Boxer movement historical materials, ibid.; Wang Lianyuan (82) and
Wang Daliang (75), Fucheng county, Feb. 1966, ibid., 166; Han Lianbi (79), Jing
county, Feb. 1966, ibid.; Sun Lianjia (78), Jing county, Feb. 1966, ibid., 167; Niu
Peijun (54), Jing county, ibid., 168; Sun Yusheng (81), Jing county, Feb. 1966, ibid.

48. For the various meanings of “Hongdengzhao,” see the last section of eh. 4.

Hongdengzhao is rendered Red Lantern Shining in Esherick, Origins, 136 and
passim; Red Lantern Illuminating in An Eulogy of Red Young Fighters,” 12; and
“Red Lanterns” in Chi Pen-yu [Qi Benyu], “Patriotism or National Betrayal?” 10,

and Ono Kazuko, Chinese Women, 47—33. “Red Lantern Illuminating” is in some
respects the most meaningful translation, as the Hongdengzhao are often referred

to in White Lotus-influenced notices of the summer of rpoo as “lighting a path” or,

more broadly, showing the way. I generally use “Red Lanterns” in this book for
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the sake of readability. Chinese texts during the Cultural Revolution (when the

Red Lanterns were widely mythologized) frequently drop the ‘'zhao’' and refer to

“daughters of the Red Lantern” (Hongdeng er-nii or nii’er).

49. The most detailed information on Red Lantern organization and operating

procedures is found in the Hebei, and especially Tianjin-area, oral history materi-

als. See in particular Zhao Qing (72), Jinghai county, Fourth Sister-Disciple,

TDYYDB, 135-36; Li Fengzhi (86), Xiong county. Red Lantern, hdyydj, Dec. 27,

1973, 011-14. See also tdyydb, 40-42, 126, 134, 138, 147, 149, 154, 155; the statements

of Liu Qingtang, Sun Yi (91), and Wang Shuchun (70), all of Xiong county, in

HDYYDJ, 011-14; ^rid the statement of the former Red Lantern Du Darui (94), of Sun
village (county unspecified), in ibid.

50. See eh. 9, n. 11.

51. The Boxer siege and subsequent occupation of Zhuozhou are recounted in

Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru, Yihetuan, 129-32.

52. Elvin, “Mandarins,” 118.

53. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 8-10.

54. William Hopkyn Rees, letter, June 8, 1899, Chichou [Jizhou], excerpted in

Purcell, Boxer Uprising, 287. See also ibid., 285-86.

55. The first mention of the Boxers in the foreign press was in the October 2

issue of the North China Daily News in a news item dated Sept. 21, 1899. Purcell,

Boxer Uprising, 242.

56. See, for example, the letters of Luella Miner, sent from Tongzhou on Oct.

31 and Nov. 3, 1899, in lmp, box 2, file 6.

57. Letter of Dec. 16, 1899, excerpted in Purcell, Boxer Uprising, 289.

58. MacDonald to Salisbury, Jan. 5, 1900, in PP:i9oo, 3.

59. The decree of Jan. 11 (in translation) is in ibid., 9-10; the English text of

Britain’s communication to the Zongli Yamen, dated Jan. 27, is in ibid., 13-14; see

also MacDonald’s telegraph to Salisbury, Mar. 10, in ibid., 6. The Chinese texts of

the ministers’ communications (excepting that of the Italian minister) are in Jiaowu

jiaoan dang, 6th sen, vol. 1; 41-44.

60. Purcell, Boxer Uprising, 244; Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, 61-62; Esherick,

Origins, 286. The court gave up on the militia idea, which had been proposed by a

censor, after strenuous objections from Yulu (not Ronglu, as stated by Purcell) and

Yuan Shikai.

61. Purcell, Boxer Uprising, 245; Esherick, Origins, 286.

62. Ai Sheng, Quanfei, 448; Yan Baoqi (68), Gaoluo village, Laishui counN,
HDYYDJ, Jan. 4, 1974, oo 5 :No. 22.

63. Esherick, Origins, 284; Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru,

Yihetuan, 125-29.

64. Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru, ibid., 129-43.

65. Esherick, Origins, 284-85; Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, 55; Liao Yizhong, Li

Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru, Yihetuan, 134.

66. The decision to call up the guards was unanimous. See MacDonald’s tele-

graphic dispatch to Salisbury, May 29, 1900, in PP:i9oo, 30.

67. Liao Yizhong, Li Dezheng, and Zhang Xuanru, Yihetuan, 135-37.

dence for popular support of the Boxers is extensive and is taken up in later chaji-

ters. This support was explicitly noted in early June by Nie Shicheng and his fellow
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commander Yang Mushi (ibid., 139-40). Esherick {Origins, 288) argues that popu-

lar support of the Boxers “was often inereased by the inevitable mistreatment of

innoeent villagers by undisciplined soldiers.”

68. Esheriek, Origins, 287.

69. Pureell, Boxer Uprising, 246. “It is at least arguable ” Pureell eoneluded,

that the bringing up of the guards added fuel to the fire of anti-foreignism and thus

endangered the very individuals it aimed to protect” (ibid., 248).

70. “Instead of being dispersed,” Tan writes {Boxer Catastrophe, 69), “the Boxers

thus won a vietory without shedding blood.”

71. MaeDonald’s wire is quoted in Seymour’s telegraphie dispateh to the

Admiralty, June 10, 1900, in PP:i9oo, 45.

72. The battle at Langfang was mueh celebrated by Chinese mythologizers dur-

ing the Cultural Revolution. See, for example, Ji Yang, “Dabai Ximo’er.”

73. Sixty-two men were killed, 212 wounded. Esheriek, Origins, 288-89; Pureell,

Boxer Uprising, 249.

74. As Esheriek {Origins, 303) points out, the “declaration of war” was a curious

document, in that it was issued as an ediet, not as a formal eommunication to the

foreign powers, and it did not even explieitly indieate that a state of war existed.

75. Sinee there was no systematie eolleetion of statisties on either the Catholie

or Protestant sides, it is hard to get precise counts even of the numbers of foreign-

ers killed as a direet result of the Boxer rising. (One problem, for example, is that

foreigners killed in non-Boxer-related anti-Christian ineidents in other parts of

China in the summer of 1900 were often included indiseriminately among Boxer-

related deaths. The most serious such incident was the killing of eleven missionar-

ies in Zhejiang by a militia-led crowd.) On the Protestant side, two sourees are in

agreement that, exeluding the Zhejiang killings, there were 178 deaths in all. See

Arthur H. Smith, China in Convulsion 2:648; MacCillivray, ed., Protestant

Missions, Appendix, vi-viii. Nat Brandt has stated that at least 186 Protestant mis-

sionaries (including family members) were killed, the majority of them English

and most of them belonging to the China Inland Mission; but he doesn’t indieate

how he arrived at this total or whether the Zhejiang deaths are included in it

(Brandt, Massacre, 269).

There is still less eonsensus on the Catholie side, although most tallies are

within a reasonably elose range of one another. Brandt {Massacre, 269) states that

Catholie losses totaled 47; Smith {China in Convulsion 2:649) gives a figure of 44
Catholics killed and cautions that this total is probably not complete. A well-known

eontemporary Catholie souree, on the other hand, indicates only 38 foreign

Catholies as having died at the Boxers’ hands {Les missions catholiques 33.1699
[Dee. 27, 1901]: 622-24). Esheriek {Origins, 304-306) has assembled the most aceu-

rate figures overall; I follow him with a few minor exeeptions. There is mueh addi-

tional detail in Latourette, Christian Missions, 508-19.

76. Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, 76-92.

77. A rich trove of Chinese sourees on the Boxer movement in Shanxi is Qiao
Zhiqiang, eomp., Yihetuan zai Shanxi.

78. Esheriek {Origins, 304-305) has the right aggregate figure (179) but is far too

preeise in his assertion that approximately 130 foreigners were killed in Shanxi and

49 iu Inner Mongolia. The trouble derives from the fact that contemporary
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Protestant reporting did not clearly distinguish between the two areas (partly, it

would appear, because missionaries stationed in northern Shanxi went back and

forth across the border at will). Thus both Smith, China in Convulsion 2:648, and

Broomhall, ed.. Last Letters, 24, give the figure of 159 Protestant lives lost in Shanxi

and over the Mongolian Border,” and E. H. Edwards {Fire and Sword, r4-i6) pre-

sents almost the identical total (158) under the heading “The Martyrs of Shansi”

(clearly intended here to include Inner Mongolia).

79. Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, r57-6i; Eatourette, Christian Missions, 511, 515-16.

On the brutal massacres of Chinese civilians carried out by the Russians in the

Amur River area in July, see eh. 9. Eor a comprehensive documentary record of the

Manchurian phase of the Boxer story, see Dongbei Yihetuan dang’an shiliao.

80. Eor a detailed account of the Baoding killings, from the missionary per-

spective, see Ketler, Paotingfu.

81. Sixty-four zhou and xian in the province experienced harvest shortages in

1900. Li Wenhai et ah, eds., Zaihuang, 669-70. See also Li Di, Quan huo ji 2:440,

447, 450, 452.

82. The containment of the Boxers in Henan appears, at least in part, to have

been a result of the influence of Huguang Governor-General Zhang Zhidong, one

of the lower Yangzi officials most active in seeking to prevent the southward spread

of the uprising. Wu Yingguang, “Dui Henan de yingxiang,” 9—10.

83. Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, 157-61.

84. See eh. 6.

85. The foreigners estimated that there were over 5,000 Chinese casualties. The
number of killed and wounded on the foreign side was 750-775, over 300 ofwhom
were Japanese. Walsh, “Herbert Hoover,” 40; Duiker, Cultures in Collision, 140;

NCH, July 25, 1900, p. 168; Robert L. Meade, letter, Tientsin, July 18, 1900.

86. Numerous accounts of the siege of the legations were published by sur-

vivors. Many of these are used in Eleming’s The Siege at Peking.

87. Ibid., 211; Purcell, Boxer Uprising, 252. According to the detailed breakdown

supplied by U.S. minister Conger, 78 foreigners were killed and 179 wounded.
Dispatch to Hay, Sept. 1, 1900, in FRUS, 190. Esherick {Origins, 306) is in serious

error in attributing only 14 foreign casualties to the siege.

88. In a memorial submitted just prior to taking his life, Li was devastating in

his critique of the Chinese army’s performance. Among other things, he noted that

fleeing troops, “as they passed the villages and towns, ... set fire and plundered,

... so that there was nothing left for the armies under my command to purchase,

with the result that men and horses were exhausted” (translated in Tan, Boxer

Catastrophe, no).

89. For a brief but lively account of the march of the relief expedition to the cap-

ital and the final lifting of the siege of the legations, see Fleming, The Siege,

177-210.

90. Duiker, Cultures in Collision, 184-86. A much more detailed account is in

Li Dezheng, Su Weizhi, and Liu Tianlu, Baguo lianjun, 322-93. On the difficul-

ties von Waldersee had with the forces of the other powers under his command, see

Kelly, Negotiations, 53-55.

91. Quoted in Fleming, The Siege, 253. In more general terms, two weeks after

the relief of the siege, U.S. minister Conger reported from Beijing: “There are now
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here 30,000 troops. If they remain this winter famine will ensue. Military oeeupa-

tion by so many powers is ereating irreparable devastation and bringing terrible

punishment upon innoeent people.” Dispateh to Hay, Aug. 29, 1900, in FRUS, 199.

92. Quoted in Kelly, Negotiations, 52. The German foreign seeretary von Billow,

apprehensive lest the Kaiser s aggressive posturing should send the wrong message
to the other powers, tried unsueeessfully to keep the speeeh from appearing in the

press in its entirety (ibid.). On the unusually harsh German response to the Boxer
erisis, see also Sehreeker, Imperialism, 135-37.

93. The most detailed diseussions in English of the negotiations leading up to

the Boxer Protoeol are in Tan, Boxer Catastrophe, 129-56, 215-36, and Kelly,

Negotiations. Tan {Boxer Catastrophe, 162—214) also has a comprehensive account
of the diplomatic efforts to end the Russian occupation of Manchuria. Although in

time the foreign powers remitted their shares of the Boxer indemnity or applied

them to purposes beneficial to Ghina, this did little for the immediate fortunes of

the Manchus. A full study of the indemnity and subsequent remissions is in Wang
Shuhuai, Cengzi peikuan.

94. This point is made by Prasenjit Duara in his Culture, Power, and the State,

2, 58.

PART 2 / Prologue: The Experienced Past

1. Barnes, Flaubert’s Parrot, 38; see also 90.

2. Trachtenberg,
"
'Bullets Tore Holes in the Water,’ ” NYT, June 6, 1994, A15.

3. The quoted phrase is from Mrs. Ghauncey Goodrich, “Besieged,” 52. For one
of the more thoughtful of the many published accounts of the siege, see Allen,

Siege. The best manuscript account I have seen is Luella Miner’s journal, in lmp,

box 1, file 1.

4. This is a paraphrase of the words of Leo Hershkowitz, whose thinking on his-

tory is summarized in Douglas Martin, “A 'Bum’ Gleans the Discarded to Find
History,” NYT, July 28, 1990, 23.

5. The “life experiences” of the ethnographer, Renato Rosaldo writes, “both

enable and inhibit particular kinds of insight.” In his own work with the Ilongot

people of northern Luzon in the Philippines, Rosaldo was initially unequipped, in

terms of his own experience, to imagine the rage accompanying the bereavement
of Ilongot men and the particular means (the killing of a fellow human being and
the severing and tossing away of the victim’s head) by which this rage was vented.

Such empathic understanding came only with the accidental death of his wife dur-

ing field research. Rosaldo, “Introduction,” 1-21 (esp. 19).

6. Fussell, The Creat War, eh. 2.

7. Goodrich, “Besieged,” is quite good on this.

8. Barbel Bohley, in an interview of 1992. NYT, Aug. 12, 1992, vN)..

9. Davies, World of Wonders, 141,

10. Boorstin, “The Historian,” 29.

11. Which, unfortunately for Buckner’s place in history, Boston lost. At a video

taping at Shea Stadium in January 1988, TV crew members, during breaks, “peered

down at the snow-filled seats and pointed to where they had been when Mookie
Wilson’s grounder slithered through Bill Buckner’s legs, now a moment in history.
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like Pearl Harbor, Bobby Thomsons homer and the death of Elvis.” NYT, Jan. 17,

1988, S3.

12. Burns, “How Should History Be Taught?” NYT, Nov. 22, 1986, 31. The
changeability of the past in consequence of unforeseen future occurrences is

framed in philosophical language by David Carr (29, 173).

13. Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed, 25—30. The authors note that, even

at the time, the same exact behavior could be defined as satanic possession or spir-

itual awakening. In the summer of 1692 a Boston servant girl, Mercy Short, soon

after running an errand that took her to the jail where many of the Salem witches

happened to be incarcerated while awaiting trial, began to exhibit the bizarre symp-

toms that had by then come to be taken as proof of bewitchment. Mercy’s minister.

Cotton Mather, however, appraised her as one whose soul had been awakened and

treated the episode “not as an occasion for securing witchcraft accusations but as

an opportunity for the religious edification of the community” (ibid., 25).

14. Hobsbawm, “ Introduction,” 13.

15. Personal communication, Shen Tong, Spring 1990. Shen reiterated this

point in a talk at Harvard University, Oct. 24, 1990. As a participant, he emphasized,

he could not have an “umbrella” picture of the Tiananmen events; he could only

know what he himself had experienced.

16. Robin Munro, a leading proponent of the view that most of the killing took

place elsewhere in the capital, has contended that, inasmuch as Tiananmen
Square extends over 100 acres, “no single eyewitness could hope to encompass the

complex and confusing sequence of events that unfolded there on the night of June

3-4.” Munro, “Remembering,” 401.

17. Journal, June 26, 1900, in lmp, box 1, file 1.

18. Christopher Martin, The Boxer Rebellion; Purcell, The Boxer Uprising; Tan,

The Boxer Catastrophe. The Boxer uprising is labeled a “fiasco” in Turmoil at

Tiananmen, 25.

19. Weber, “History Is What Historians Do,” 13.

20. Madsen, Morality and Power, 26.

21. I exclude from this statement, of course, those villagers who, after fleeing

China, became involved in the research of Madsen and his associates in Hong
Kong. Such persons were no longer experiencers. They had, to a greater or lesser

extent, become “historians,” in the sense that their primary activity had become to

assist in a process of inquiry aimed at elucidating the original experience. See, in

particular, Madsen s discussion of the contributions ofAo Meihua, an interviewee

who became his research assistant (ibid., xi-xv).

22. The distinction between biographical (or in this case autobiographical) con-

sciousness and historical consciousness was made by Shen Tong in reference to his

participation in the demonstrations in Beijing in the spring of 1989. Shen observed

that, for him, there were “two Tiananmen Squares,” the one he personally experi-

enced, which was full of confusion and excitement and remained an ongoing part

of his consciousness, and the one created by the Western media, which quickly

faded from view after the June 4 crackdown. Likening his experience to a “voyage”

or “journey,” Shen noted that although Tiananmen as an event was “over,” bis own
sense of involvement in the movement that resulted in it began before the spring
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314 of 1989 and continued after it. Tiananmen, for Shen Tong, was clearly a “paradig-

matie moment.” Talk, Harvard University, Oct. 24, 1990.

23. Eva Jane Priee, China Journal, 237.

24. NYT, Jan. 19, 1991, 10; Mar. 2, 1991, 1; Mar. 10, 1991, E14. “It was,” asserted an
editorial in the Times, “as if two wars, not just one, ended with the American-led

eoalition s quick and decisive victory over Iraq” (NYT, Mar. 10, 1991, E14).

25. Myerhoff, Number Our Days, 222.

2. Drought and the Foreign Presenee

1. Liu Zhenguo (80), Qihe county, Dec. 1965, SYDZX, 86; Yu Longxing (80),

Chiping county. Mar. i960, ibid., 88; Zhang Kexin (81), Gaotang county. Mar.
i960, ibid., 89-90; Zhang Xunxiu (80), Chiping county, Eeb. i960, ibid., 91-92. See
also Yu Xunehen (74), Chiping eounty. Mar. i960, ibid., 88; Wang Yumei (78),

Chiping eounty. Mar. i960, ibid., 89; Cao Shengrui (83), Chiping eounty, Jan.

1966, ibid., 90; Zhao Hongzhu (75), Chiping eounty, Eeb. i960, ibid., 91; Chen
Tingxian (93), Gaotang county, Feb. 1966, ibid., 92.

2. Esherick, Origins, 177; the quotation, from North-China Herald missionary

eorrespondents, is in ibid.

3. Report of Pu Liang, GX 25/1/7 (Feb. 16, 1899), as quoted in Lin Dunkui,
“Shehui zaihuang,” 215-16. Conditions were espeeially bad, aceording to Pu, in the

flooded areas south of the river.

4. Elvin, “Mandarins,” 118.

5. Lin Dunkui, “Shehui zaihuang,” 214-15.

6. In his aeeount of the drought-induced famine that took plaee in the eentral

Shaanxi plain (Guanzhong) in 1928-1931, Eduard Vermeer (Economic Develop-

ment, 30) elaborates on the meaning and eritieal importanee of timeliness. A dif-

ferent illustration of the importanee of timely rainfall is afforded by the Ethiopian

experienee, which suggests that drought can bring human disaster not only to nor-

mally and or marginal agriculture areas but also to areas where rainfall is relatively

abundant and cultivation normally successful (see Wetherell, Holt, and Richards,

“Drought in the Sahel,” 139). In parts of East Afriea, where as in China heavy rains

and flooding often follow in the wake of drought, Somali prayers expressly beseeeh
Cod to send rain that will bring relief from drought without causing damage and
devastation by flooding. See Baker, “Study of Drought,” 76.

7. See Li Wenhai et ah, eds., Zaihuang, 650-75; Zhongguo jin wubainian han-

lao, 220-21, 331-32.

8. Bohr, Famine in China, xv—xvi, 17, 26. See also He Hanwei, Huabei de da
hanzai.

9. The horror of the famine of the 1870s in Shandong and Shanxi is graphically

portrayed in Bohr, Famine in China, 13-26. On the historical and psychological

significance of the fact that famines were, m most soeieties, reeurrent events,

David Arnold writes: “It was the terror of their possible, even probable, return that

kept them alive in myth and memory, made cultivators anxiously scan the heav-

ens before planting or harvesting or sleep uneasily when the air was rife with

rumours of impending war or drought” (Famine, 16). Presumably playing on pop-
ular memory of the 1870s, English Baptist missionary George B. Farthing is

alleged to have dispersed a Taiyuan erowd in the summer of 1900 by reminding
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them of the many lives foreigners had saved during earlier “famine times”

(Edwards, Fire and Sword, 297).

10. Some of the differences are explored suggestively in Esherick, Origins,

281-82.

11. This is not to say that, even in the context of a major drought covering a large

area, there will not be isolated, localized interruptions of the drought pattern.

Heavy rains fell in early April 1900 along the Zhili-Shandong border (Esherick,

Origins, 281). Amissionary in Sanhe county, some 35 miles east of Beijing, reported
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was established in the eity and no one was killed. Pruitt, Daughter ofHan, 151.

104. Elvin, “Mandarins,” 120.

105. In Salem, in 1692, a large majority of the total group of accused witehes

were outsiders, over 80 percent ofthem living beyond the bounds of Salem Village.

Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed, 190.

106. According to the reeollections of Liu Baotong (78), a former Boxer from the

area just west of Tianjin: “That year [1900] we all fled from famine [taohuang].

WTen we came back we had to fry up barnyard grass to eat; there were no crops in

the fields, tdyydb, 146. See also Fan (Pan?) Shuchun (74), Jing eounty, Feb. 1966,

HJZH, 176.

107- The drought in Shanxi continued into spring 1901, resulting in widespread

starvation. See Hu Sijing, Lii bei ji, 524; Liu Dapeng, Riji, 11, 13—14, 16. Drought-

related famine was even more severe in Shaanxi in the early months of 1901. For a

graphic description, see Tang Yan, Gengzi xixing, 485; also Hu Sijing, Lii bei ji, 527,

and Forsyth, comp, and ed., China Martyrs, 8.

108. See her Death Without Weeping, esp. 128—66.

109. Arnold {Famine, 19), commenting on the “horror of famine” in earlier

times, points out that the more protracted and intense the crisis the more the nor-

mal order of things collapsed and gave way to all that was abnormal and horrifie.”

Corbin (“Shansi Mission,” 3) attributed the radical change in the behavior of the

population of Shanxi mainly to the long drouth”; “Though ordinarily so peaeeful

and inoffensive as to have given a byword to North China, the people of Shansi

seemed to have been aroused to demoniacal fury by the Boxer eraze of 1900.”

3 . Mass Spirit Possession

1. Xie Jiagui (86), Chiping eounty, Dec. 1965, SYDZX, 200 (for additional oral

testimony on spirit possession in Shandong, see ibid., 200-203); Sawara Tokusuke
and Ouyin, Quanshi, 238—39; extract from letter of unnamed county magistrate,

Beijing, in ibid., 251 (I have departed slightly from the Freneh translation in

Dunstheimer, “Religion et magie,” 360-61; for an oral history account of spirit pos-

session by a former Boxer from southern Zhili, see Wang Laozhi [86], Hengshiii

county, Feb. 1966, hjzh, 185); Anze xianzhi, 140; interview with Jia Xianju, Aug.

1959, in Qiao Zhiqiang, eomp., Yihetuan zai Shanxi, 150.

2. Ch’en deseribed the Boxers as “the most important religious uprising in the

world ... in the present century” (“Nature and Charaeteristics,” 287).

3. See, for example, Li Wenhai and Liu Yangdong, “Shehui xinli fenxi”; Cheng
Xiao, “Minjian zongjiao”; Xu Xudian, “Yihetuan yuanliu.”

4. Aceording to an elderly informant from Chiping county, Shandong, the rea-

son for faeing southeast, sometimes aceompanied by performance of the koutou,

was that this was the general direction (from the vantage point not only of Chiping
in northwestern Shandong but also of many of the other locations in North China
where the Boxers became active in 1900) of Peach Blossom Mountain
(Taohuashan) in Feicheng county, Shandong; Peach Blossom Mountain was said

to have seventy-two grottoes, each inhabited by gods and immortals (Wang Yumei

[78], Chiping county. Mar. i960, SYDZX, 199). Seventy-two was an auspicious
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number in Chinese popular eulture. See Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults, 170;

Eberhard, Dictionary, 262.

5. On the near-universal prevalenee of religious tranee behavior, out of488 soei-

eties for whieh ethnographie data is available, 437 or 90% are reported to have one
or more “institutionalized, eulturally patterned forms of altered states of eon-

seiousness (Bourguignon, “Introduetion,’’ 9—11). The following deseription of pos-

session tranee in sub-Saharan Afriea eould as easily apply to the Boxers, in all of its

details: Possession trance . . . refers to a eondition in whieh a person is believed to

be inhabited by the spirit of another person or a supernatural being. During this

possession’ . . . the person is in an altered state of eonseiousness, evideneed by one
or more of the following: talking and aeting like the inhabiting spirit, lapsing into

a eoma-like state, speaking unintelligibly, exhibiting physieal symptoms sueh as

twitehing, wild daneing, frothing at the mouth, and so on. Upon regaining his orig-

inal identity, the person generally retains no eonseious memory of the aetivity of

the spirit.” Greenbaum, “Soeietal Correlates,” 42.

6. Guan He, Quanfei, 477. Eor another aeeount of variations in possession

behavior (not speeifieally limited to any one plaee), see Sawara and Ouyin,
Quanshi, 271.

7. Zhang Jineai (83), Third Brother-Diseiple, western suburbs of Tianjin,

TDYYDB, 123.

8. Naquin, Shantung Rebellion, 100.

9. Their teehnique was ealled Shaolin Spirit Eighting (Shaolin shenda); see

Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 63. Eor an overview of the

many other Qing seets, anteeedent to the Boxers, that believed in the effieaey of

eharms, praetieed spirit possession, and elaimed invulnerability to weapons, see

Cheng Xiao, “Minjian zongjiao,” 153-56.

10. Kuhn, “Maoist Agrieulture.”

11. Benton, Mountain Fires, 213. (Benton translates Dadao as “Great Knives”

instead of Big Swords.”) See also ibid., 240, for referenee to a loeal Daoist belief

that eating cinnabar could confer invulnerability to swords and bullets. As we shall

see in eh. 4, “dirty” things— cloth, water, and so on— were also believed by the

Boxers to be powerful inhibitors of their invulnerability magic.

12. Ibid., 257.

13. Tai Hsiian-chih, Red Spears, esp. 41-58. Tai (passim) refers to a number of

other groups in the twentieth century that had invulnerability rituals centering on
spirit possession. Some scholars, of whom Tai Hsuan-chih is a leading example,

believe the Red Spears to have been an offshoot of the Boxers.

14. Ibid., 65. Tai Hsiian-chih believes the Armor of the Iron Gate to have evolved

from the Red Lanterns of 1900.

15. Ibid. Note the similarity of this invulnerability ritual to that used by Wang
Lull’s rebels in 1774 (above).

16. Duara, Culture, 123.

17. According to one estimate, there were some 60 million practitioners of

qigong in China as of 1990. On the qigong craze (re) that began to sweep the coun-
try in the early 1980s, see NYT, Sept. 4, 1990, A4. Eor a perceptive analysis of some
of the ways in which qigong has functioned in the contemporary Chinese world,

see Nancy N. Chen, “Urban Spaces.”
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18. Myron Cohen, "'Being Chinese,” 125.

19. Eberhard, Guilt and Sin, 21.

20. Smith, Village Life, 172. Along the same lines, during a drought in Nanling

eounty, Anhui, in the late 1920s, “a god was publiely tried by the magistrate for

neglect of duty, condemned, left in the hot sun to see how he liked it himself, and

finally, after enduring every kind of insult, was broken in pieces.” Shryock, Temples

ofAnking, 97; see also Duara, Culture,

21. Myron Cohen, "Being Chinese,” 129.

22. I have relied for information on, and understanding of, Chinese spirit medi-

umship mainly on the following works: Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults; Potter,

"Cantonese Shamanism”; Jordan, Gods, 67-86; Kleinman, Patients and Healers;

Anagnost, "Politics and Magic”; Margery Wolf, A T/zrzce-To/d Tale; Seaman, "In the

Presence of Authority”; Could-Martin, “Ong-ia-kong,”; Jerome Ch’en, High-

landers, 182-83.

23. Potter, "Cantonese Shamanism,” 326; see also ibid., 327, 337.

24. Eor example, in Singapore and to a lesser extent in Taiwan it may be accom-

panied by mortification of the flesh, but in many other settings such mortification

appears to play no role at all (see Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults, 51-56, 149-57;

Jordan, Gods, 78-84). Again, although it appears to be relatively rare, in certain

parts of China, such as the Xunzhou region of Cuangxi and the Canton area, dur-

ing trance, the soul of the possessed person sometimes takes a journey to the world

of the spirits. Potter, "Cantonese Shamanism,” 322; Weller, Resistance, 71-72.

25. This point is cast in more generalized form by Raymond Eirth in his fore-

word to Beattie and Middleton, eds.. Spirit Mediumship, xi.

26. Potter ("Cantonese Shamanism,” 345) sees the spirit medium in the Canton

area as the “high priestess of [the] black half of the villagers’ supernatural world.

She rules over the dark world inhabited by the malevolent ghosts of the unsuccess-

ful, the discontented, the abnormal, and the exploited. Eler major function in vil-

lage society is to deter these discontented and dangerous beings from wreaking their

vengeance on the living villagers.”

27. See, for example, the descriptions of spirit-medium trance recorded in

Could-Martin, “Ong-ia-kong,” 46-47; Potter, "Cantonese Shamanism,” 322-29,

334-36; Elliott, Spirit Medium. Cults, 63-65; Jordan, Gods, 75-76.

28. This was of course one of the two main ideas contained in the most famous

of the Boxers’ slogans: "Eu [Bao] Qing mieyang” (Support [Protect] the Qing,

destroy the foreign [or foreigner]). The first two lines of a jingle circulated in the

Tianjin area ("Yihetuan, Ba guo bao, Yao da guizi, Hongdengzhao”) conveyed the

same thought ("The Boxers protect the country . . .”). See tdyydb, 157.

29. Bourguignon, "An Assessment,” 326-27.

30. Weller, Resistance, 76-77. For a broader analysis of Boxer empowerment

that includes spirit possession but also looks beyond it to other empowering facets

of the Boxer thought world, see Kobayashi Kazumi, "Minshu shiso,” 245-50,

261-62.

31. Weller, Resistance, 78.

32. Ibid., 76-77.

33. Horton, “Types of Spirit Possession,” 19. In a similar vein, Beattie suggests

that the great public ceremonies and feasts of the past among the Nyoro of Bunyoro
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326 in East Africa, which centered on possession ritual, “may . . . almost be said to eon-
stitute a Nyoro traditional theatre

( Spirit Mediumship,” 168). For other examples
of the entertainment value of possession dance, see Colson, “Spirit Possession,” 88;

Southall, “Spirit Possession,” 235.

34. Beattie and Middleton, “Introduction,” xxviii. For biting criticism of the (in

his view) exeessive interest of anthropologists in the “expressive or theatrieal” aspeet
of possession, see Fewis, Ecstatic Religion, 22—23.

35. Jordan, Gods, 78-84. Elliott {Spirit Medium Cults, 62) notes that worshipers
m Singapore expect to be impressed by the noise and speetaele of a tdng-kis per-

formanee as mueh as by the effieacy of the cures given.

36. Jordan, Gods, 79-80.

37. Margery Wolf, A Thrice-Told Tale, 103. Beeause of her understanding of the
purpose ofsueh physieal self-abuse, Wolf (ibid.) questions the use of the term “mor-
tification to characterize it. Fike Jordan and Wolf, Per-Arne Berghe interprets the
more speetaeular behavior sometimes aecompanymg Tibetan spirit possession
(such as the throwing of glowing ehareoal) as intended “to show the audienee the
powers of the gods and impress on it the reality of their presenee” (Berglie, “Spirit-

Possession,” 165).

38. Johnson, Actions, 30—31. The impaet of opera on Boxer possession has
been widely noted. Particularly informative, beeause of the author s knowledge of
Chinese theater, is Doar, “The Boxers,” passim. Esheriek {Origins, 63-67, 328-31)
makes some useful observations, as does Jerome Ch’en in his pioneering artiele,

“The Nature and Characteristies of the Boxer Movement,” 298-99. Mark Elvin
was, I believe, the first to apply the eoneept of “political theater” to the mteraetions
between Boxer religious behavior and Chinese opera and fietion. Elvin,
“Mandarins,” 124.

39- Bourguignon makes the point that, although the eapaeity to experienee
altered states of conseiousness has a psychobiological basis and is universal among
human beings, the behavior that takes place during possession tranee is eulturally

patterned and must therefore be studied by ethnographic means. “Introduetion,”

13-15.

40. Useful information on these performances is in Tanaka, “Social and
Historical Context.”

41. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 8. When the Boxer gods presented them-
selves, Chen Duxiu wrote, “their speech was modeled on the spoken parts in the
operas and their gestures were modeled on the preseribed movements of the opera
actors” (“Kelinde bei,” 454-55).

42. Chen Duxiu (ibid., 454
~
55 )

pointed to traditional opera as one of five prin-
cipal causes of the Boxer uprising. Jiang Zhiyou (Cuanyun), a elose associate of
Liang Qiehao, m 1904 blamed the military defeat of the Boxers on the fighting
methods they had learned from actor-warriors (Doar, “The Boxers,” 94-95). The
fusion of the distinction between actors and warriors, suggested by Jiang, ealls to

mind a similar fusion of the roles of actor and priest, as diseussed in David Johnson,
“Aetions,” 29-31.

43. This would, of eourse, not apply in all eases. Boxers drawn from the ranks of
demobilized soldiers-to eite the most conspieuous exeeption—would have had
some degree of formal military training and even, possibly, live eombat experienee.
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44. Seaman, “In the Presenee of Authority,” 71.

45. Yang, Religion in Chinese Society, 22.

46. Tsai, “Historieal Personalities,” 35.

47. Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults, 76-77.

48. Duara, Culture, 139-48; see also Watson, “Standardizing the Gods.”

49. Doar, “The Boxers,” 111-18. Doar has an interesting diseussion of the rela-

tionship between the operatie influenee on the Boxers and the faet that Guandi, in

addition to being the God of War, was also the patron god of aetors.

50. Duara, Culture, 139.

51. De Groot, Religious System 6:1277-78; an illustration of five daggers with

generaPs-head hilts appears faeing p. 1278.

52. The full texts of both of these invoeations, along with two others, are in

Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults, 170—71. Eor a similar invoeation, also ealling on the

assistanee of “divine warriors” (spirit soldiers), see de Groot, Religious System

6:1273. On the Third Prinee, see Elliott, 76-77.

53. Beattie, “Spirit Mediumship,” 167.

54. Middleton, “Spirit Possession,” 225-26. See also Beattie and Middleton's

“Introduetion” (xxviii), where they note a possible parallel between the Afriean exam-

ples and the ineeption of elassieal drama in the possession rituals of aneient Greeee.

55. Margery Wolf, A Thrice-Told Tale, 8, 94, and passim.

56. Eor evidenee that this generalization may hold even for eontemporary

Ghinese mainland soeiety, see Anagnost, “Polities and Magie.” On the prevalence

of shamanism throughout Ghina during the late Qing and Republican periods, see

Sutton, “Pilot Surveys.”

57. Liu Alengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 7.

58. Liu Xizi, Jin xi, 75. Eurther evidence of the widespread popular acceptance

of Boxer supernatural claims is supplied in Yang Tianhong, “Yihetuan 'shenshu,'
”

195. See also Esherick, Origins, 67.

59. Hart, Essays, 8 . A young American missionary reported to Roland Allen in

May, after interviews with local officials and gentry in the Boxer-saturated country

between Beijing and Baoding, that “the influence which the Boxer superstition

exercised over the minds of these men was appalling. Men who could talk quietly

and reasonably about every other subject, the moment the Boxers were mentioned

raved like lunatics, and professed unswerving faith in the most childish and incred-

ible stories about their supernatural powers.” Allen, Siege, 25.

60. Letter of July 10, 1900. In a similar vein, Louise Partridge, one of Bird’s col-

leagues, commented that the Boxer movement in Shanxi “has swept over the coun-

try like a flood carrying all before it” (letter of July 2, 1900). A cim missionary, after

relating some of the more far-fetched stories about the Boxers that had circulated

in Yongning, Shanxi, wrote: “The early fears and suspicions which the people had

of the Boxers were soon exchanged for unbounded confidence, and they quickly

enrolled themselves as their followers” (Ogren, “Gonflict of Sufferings,” 65). Nigel

Oliphant wrote in his siege diary that the populace of Beijing had “vast respect” for

the “miraculous powers” of the Boxer chief in the capital (Oliphant, Diary, 26).

61. See SYDZX, 200-203; tdyydb, 123, 126, 128, 133, 136, 145, 147.

62. Ghen Zhenjiang, emphasizing the importance of the latter group, goes so

far as to characterize North Ghina in the waning years of the nineteenth century as
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328 a society of the mobile unemployed” (youmin shehui). See his “Huabei youmin ”

230-45.

63. Zhongfang Shi, Qengzi jishi, 25; Li Yuanshan (79), Boxer, Tianjin, tdyydb,
133; also ibid., 47; Xin Hanzhang (85), Zhuo county, hdyydj, Dec. 24, 1973,
oo5:No. 7, p. 2. Contributions of grain and money from the rich were not always
voluntary. A jingle eirculated in Laishui eounty went (in free translation); “The
Senior Brother-Diseiple is going into trance; from the rieh riee is demanded. The
Second Brother-Disciple is ascending the altar; if not riee, then money.” Liu Qing
(83) and Liang Chun (86), Shiting commune (Laishui eounty), ibid., Jan. 1, 1974,
oo5:No. 7.

Some Boxers, we are told, turned down contributions of food and grain, saying
that they had magic cooking pots, the food eontents of which were never depleted

(
7Y/, 142). Along similar lines, Cuan He {Quanfei, 470) tells of a Boxer support
organization ealled the Armor of the Earthenware Pots (Shaguozhao), the mem-
bers of which, after completing their training eourse, were able to fill empty pots
with an inexhaustible supply of food. See also Kobayashi Kazumi, “Mmshu shiso

”

248-49).

64. Sun Shaotang (75), Boxer, Tianjin, tdyydb, 146.

65. Zhongfang Shi {Gengzi jishi, 22) noted that when the Boxers in Beijing bore
a grudge apinst someone from former days, they would falsely aecuse the person
of being a secondary hairy one” {ermaozi, i. e., either a Christian or someone with
elose eonnections with foreigners) and kill him and sometimes his entire family,
even including the children. Liu Mengyang {Tianjin quanfei, 20, 22, 35) reported
similar behavior in Tianjin. A former Boxer, in aceounting for the striet procedures
the Boxers allegedly followed before putting a Christian to death, reealled that
“sinee in those days there were some people who, for reasons of personal
vengeanee, aeeused such-and-such a person of being a straight eye [Christian], if

we relied on such one-sided elaims without cheeking them out, would we not
wrong good people?” Li Zhende (81), Duliu, tdytdb, 126.

Among foreigners, Rowena Bird wrote: All that is neeessary now to get rid of a
man someone hates is to suggest that he is hired by foreigners to set fire to houses
or poison wells, and he is at onee killed without question— in this way many are
killed who have no eonneetion at all with us” (letter, July 9, 1900, Taigu, Shanxi;
see also Birds letters of July 6 and 10, and her journal entries of July 3, 5, 6, 9, 15).
After the defeat of the Boxers, it was reported that Christians in Shanxi behaved in
the exaet same way, filing charges against people they didn’t like, even if these per-
sons had had no connection whatever to the Boxers. See Liu Dapeng, Riji, CX
27/4/5 (May 22, 1901), 16.

66. See the testimony ofWang Fengji, a former Boxer from the Tianjin area (ch.
2, n. 41).

67. Elite aeeounts take frequent note of the coereive behavior of the Boxers
toward the resident populations of Beijing and Tianjin. See, for example, Cuan He,
Quanfei, 471, 474-79; Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 8-11, 13, 18, 23, 31-32; TYJ,
143, 147-48; Tang Yan, Gengzi xixing, 472-74. The analogy in this respect behveen
the Boxers and the Red Cuards in the late 1960s was not lost on contemporary
detractors of the Cultural Revolution (see Wang Hsueh-wen, “A Comparison’

68. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 19.
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69. Johnson, “Actions,” 31-32. As an example of the operatieization of “real life,”

Perry Link has noted that, in watehing the student demonstrators in Tiananmen

Square in spring 1989, he almost thought he was viewing seenes from a Chinese

opera, as one unit after another marched under their respeetive banners and groups

of hunger-strikers eehoed one another in the stylized ehanting of “Women bupa sz”

(“We do not fear death”). Informal eomments at Four Anniversaries eonference,

Annapolis, Sept. 1989.

70. Dhomhnaill, “Why I Choose to Write in Irish,” 28; Could-Martin, “Ong-ia-

kong,”

71. Cheng Xiao, “Minsu xinyang,” 296-301. On the Patriareh’s Assembly and the

resemblanee of its praetiees to those of the Boxers, see also Hu Zhusheng,

“Yihetuan de qianshen,” 8; Esherick, Origins, 56-57. Additional evidenee of the

relative reeeptivity of northern Chinese, eulturally and/or socially, to the experi-

enee of possession is found in the faet that, when Penteeostal Christianity beeame

established in China in the first deeades of the twentieth eentury, the main native

ehurehes— the True Jesus Chureh (Zhen Yesu jiaohui), the Jesus Family (Yesu jia-

ting), and the Spiritual Cifts Chureh (Ling’enhui)— all either originated in North

China or had their main centers of strength there. The possession praetiees of the

Spirit Boxers v,/ere, in Daniel Bays’s judgment, “similar to one of the key Pente-

eostal religious experienees, the 'infilling’ of the Holy Spirit whieh eomes with

Holy Spirit baptism and often brings supernatural powers” (see his “Indigenous

Protestant Churehes,” i/^mzj). It may also be worth noting, in terms of Cheng
Xiao’s analysis, that the True Jesus Chureh (the largest of the Chinese Pentecostal

churches) was militantly antiforeign in its orientation (ibid., 135, 138).

72. Wang Lianfa (82), Duliu, hdyydj. Mar. 16, 1976, 003—071X0. 2. The modern

meaning of tongzijun, “boy scouts,” clearly is inapplieable here. Another oral his-

tory informant, this one from southern Zhili, deseribed a eontingent of 200

Shandong Boxers who arrived in Jingzhou one evening as eonsisting of half

grownups and half youngsters. The latter, who ranged in age from 14 to 16 sui (13 to

15 by Western eounting), were known as the “ehildren’s brigade” {wawadui). Sun

Lianjia (78), Jing eounty, Feb. 1966, HJZH, 175; the same expression is used in Cao
Shfan (83), Jing eounty, Feb. 1966, ibid., 178, and Snn Yusheng (81), Jing eounty,

Feb. 1966, ibid., 180. A eontemporary patriotic print referred to Boxers engaged in

an attack on foreign forces as “Youth United in Righteousness” {Yihe tongzi)

(Toynbee, ed., Half the World, 324). For other references to the youthfulness of the

Boxers, see Sawara and Ouyin, Quanshi, 238-39, 251, 271; interview with Jia Xianju,

Aug. 1959, in Qiao Zhiqiang, eomp., Yihetuan zai Shanxi, 150; Liu Mengyang,

Tianjin quanfei, 8; TYJ, 145, 148. Among eontemporary foreign aeeounts, Rowena

Bird wrote: “One of the dreadful things about this Boxer movement in Shansi is the

part that young boys— only ehildred, take in it. Often in a killing affair the ehildren

take the lead” (journal, June 28, 1900). Louise Partridge referred to the movement
in Shanxi as having “been taken up by boys mostly” (letter of July 2, 1900). Edith

Nathan (cim, Shanxi) wrote: “Truly these 'Child Boxers’ are devilish, and a device

of the devil. We in England know little of what the power of Satan ean do over the

mind of a ehild” (letter of July 12, 1900, in Broomhall, ed.. Last Letters, 34). “The

spread of the Boxer movement,” Arthur H. Smith asserted in more general terms,

“was largely through young boys who were put under the influence of something

329
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330 like hypnotism, or mesmerism" {China in Convulsion 2:661). Aeeording to an eye-

witness of the Boxer attaek on Seymour’s forees at Langfang on June 12, “many” of
the attaekers were “quite boys” (quoted in Fleming, The Siege, 77).

Among seholars, Mark Elvin
( Mandarins, 123) deseribes the Boxer movement

as a ehildren s erusade, in whieh the young were manipulated by their elders.”

Other seeondary aeeounts taking speeial note of the Boxers’ youth are Kobayashi
Kazumi, “Minshu shiso,” 245-46; Jerome Ch’en, “Nature and Charaeteristies,”

296, 298, and Origin, 81; Dunstheimer, “Religion et magie,” 342, 345-46, 358-59.
73. Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed, 28-29.

74. Rawski, “Problems,” 406.

75. This belief is diseussed by ter Haar in “Images of Outsiders.”

76. Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults, 46-47. See also Margery Wolf, A Thrice-Told

Tale, 107; Jordan {Cods, 71) states that a tdng-ki is a man whose natural life is

thought to be short (henee the term tang, lad ), and who has been granted an
extension, as it were, m order that he may serve his god. ” Still other terms for

“medium” which incorporate tong are briefly discussed in ibid., by-bSnio, and in

de Groot, Religious System 6:1269.

77. Sawara and Ouyin, Quanshi, 271. The same authors at an earlier point in

their account present another interpretation of the Boxers’ recruitment of young
males. This interpretation, clearly premised on the view of the Boxers as a rebel-

lious movement (evidently W^hite Lotus-inspired), maintained that, over several

years, as the power of the Boxers spread, the youth recruited earlier would become
highly trained and strengthened in their faith in the Boxer cause and would rise up
en masse in response to their leaders’ summons. Ibid., 239.

78. Letter of May Nathan, late July 1900, in Broomhall, ed.. Past Tetters, 38.

79. Ogren, Conflict of Sufferings,” 72 (emphasis supplied).

80. Dunstheimer, “Religion et magie,” 342; Hou Bin, “Yihetuan de zuzhi
”

68-69.

81. Lield, Spirit Possession, 7. Zulu possession, for example, is often accom-
panied by “avoidance of food and consequent emaciation” (S. G. Lee, “Spirit

Possession,” 140). The Alur, on the other hand, present a clear exception to Lield’s

rule, neither patients nor acolytes being “predisposed towards dissociation by pro-
longed lack of food” (Southall, “Spirit Possession,” 244).

82. Leonard, “Spirit Mediums,” 170. Although it is possible that the betel nut
itself may act as a trance-inducing agent in certain circumstances, Leonard’s inves-

tigations indicate that such is probably not the case in Palau.

83. Pressel, “Umbanda,” 310.

84. Siikala, Siberian Shaman’s Technique,” rr2.

85. Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults, 62; see also ibid., 47. Elliott claims that the low-
ered body temperature of tdng-ki prior to trance has been empirically verified

(ibid., 62). Some tdng-ki m Taiwan, according to Jordan {Cods, 76), also empty
their stomachs while going into trance.

86. Emily Bronte, Wuthering Heights, 395-96. Heathcliff’s behavior in the final

chapter of the novel displays other characteristic features of trance behavior as well,

including abnormal speech and breathing. Plis mood changes at this climactic
juncture also recall some of the psychological “stigmata” of slow starvation, as cat-

alogued by Nancy Scheper-Hughes {Death Without Weeping, r38).
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87. Field (“Spirit Possession,” 7) is quite explieit on this point. The exact way in

which it happens, however, is as yet not well understood (Bjorkqvist, “Ecstasy,”

76-77).

88. Nelly Dean, the faithful family servant and chief narrator in Wuthering

Heights, claims after Heathcliffs death to be persuaded that “he did not abstain

[from food] on purpose: it was the consequence of his strange illness, not the cause”

(Emily Bronte, Wuthering Heights, 405).

89. And also by the impoverished, chronically hungry Nguni Bantu of South

Africa. Gussler (“Social Change,” 115-23) finds a high correlation among the Nguni

between relative susceptibility to ukuthwasa (“possession-illness”) and undernour-

ishment or malnourishment.

90. See the summary of recent research in this area (including her own) in

Felicitas D. Goodman, Ecstasy, 39. Goodman does not address the issue of hunger

pain specifically. It is interesting to note also, in relation to the “vision quest” of the

Maya, the growing literature on the complex interconnections among bloodletting,

the release of endorphins, the absence of pain in the course of self-mutilation, and

the experience of altered consciousness. See, for example. Burst, “Fertility,”; Scheie

and Miller, Blood ofKings, lyy.

91. Shack, “fiunger.” Bourguignon would distinguish the two forms of depriva-

tion anxiety operating among the Ojibwa and Gurage as “objective” (social) and

“subjective” (personal). Spirit possession, she hypothesizes, acts as a compensatory

response, either elevating the status (or otherwise increasing the power) of people

who are relatively deprived in societal terms (“objective instrumental compensa-

tion”) or providing emotional satisfaction (derived from the trance experience

itself) to those who experience personal deprivation (“subjective expressive com-

pensation”). Bourguignon, “An Assessment,” 327-29.

92. Shack, “Hunger,” 39. On this point, see the discussion of deUrio de fome

(“the madness of hunger”) in Scheper-Hughes, Death Without Weeping, esp.

128-66.

93. I do not wish to be misunderstood here as interpreting religious experience

in general as a simple function of anxiety; I concur fully in the following words of

I. M. Lewis {Ecstatic Religion, 24): “My starting point ... is precisely that large

numbers of people in many different parts of the world do believe in gods and spir-

its. . . . My objective is not to explain away religion. On the contrary, my purpose is

to try to isolate the particular social and other conditions which encourage the

development of an ecstatic emphasis in religion.”

94. The phrase is Gheng Xiao’s; see his “Minsu xinyang,” 297.

95. We have seen examples of this in eh. 2, above. The use of such sanctions in

the context of deprivation-related possession is, however, by no means universal.

See Bourguignon, “An Assessment,” 328-29.

4. Magic and Female Pollution

1. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 12-13,

2. Ai Sheng, Quanfei, 449-50.

3. Memorial o^gengzi 5/22 (June 18, 1900), in YHT 4:162; in a memorial ofgengzi

6lzhong (July 7-16, 1900), Yuan, who on July 28, 1900, was executed for his outspo-

ken opposition to the throne’s pro-Boxer policy, wrote that, after more than tweiiN
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332 days of attacks on the legation compound, only a few foreign soldiers had been
killed, while the bones of dead Boxers lay scattered all about the entrance to East

Jiaomin Lane (ibid., 163). Other examples of elite Chinese mockery of Boxer invul-

nerability claims are: Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 79, 88; Liu Mengyang,
Tianjin quanfei, 39; Liu Xizi, jin xi, 81-82; Ai Sheng, Quanfei, 460; Yu nan riji, 163,

171, Tang Yan, Gengzi xixing, 486; Ye Changchi, Riji, 443—zpj.; Guan He, Quanfei,

490; Lu Wantian, Beijing shibian, 434 (Lu was a Chinese Methodist). Lor an
account that is more sympathetic to the Boxers in general and their invulnerability

claims in particular, see Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 183-96 (esp. 183, 185, 191).

4. Journal, Beijing, June 14, 1900, in lmp, box 1, file 1. Nigel Oliphant, describ-

ing an encounter that took place on June 14 between Boxers and British marines in

the capital (very possibly the same as that recounted by Miner), reported that, after

being fired on by the British, the Boxers “all threw themselves on the ground, pray-

ing, according to the Boxer custom, to be saved from the bullets, and the marines,
thinking they were praying for mercy, ceased fire. Then one of their leaders rushed
forward with a huge poleaxe and was shot dead by the sergeant. Then the whole
crowd retreated.” Oliphant, Diary, 13.

5. Quoted in Lorsyth, comp, and ed., Ghina Martyrs, 276; see also the account
of John Ross (United Presbyterian Church), m ibid., 302—303. The Tianjin corre-

spondent for the North-Ghina Herald reported (in a dispatch dated June 8) that a

lot of foreigners in the city eagerly awaited the attack of the Boxers, so they could
prick the bubble of Boxer invulnerability claims (which “Chinese of all classes

believe”). NGH, June 20, 1900, p. 1113.

6. Yang Tianhong, “Yihetuan 'shenshu,’ ”
194.

7. Douglas, Purity, 58.

8. Yang Tianhong, “Yihetuan 'shenshu,' ”
197.

9. Ai Sheng, Quanfei, As an example of a noncombat demonstration of
Boxer invulnerability powers, a former Boxer from the Tianjin area recalled the
visit to his village of one “Troublemaker Han” (“Han Daodan”). With his musket,
he fired at people s backs and sure enough the shot didn’t penetrate. Han said this

was because of the help of the gods, and everyone believed him.” Li Changqing
(77), Nankai district of Tianjin, Second Brother-Disciple, tdyydb, 120. Lor another
example of demonstration invulnerability, see Wang Enpu, northern suburbs of
Tianjin, Second Brother-Disciple, tdyydb, 143. Unlike some Boxer disparagers, Ai
Sheng was prepared to distinguish between what he viewed as plausible and
implausible claims. A Boxer from my county told me: A boxing teacher from a

certain village tied a red string around a huge stone roller and after chanting a few
words proceeded to lift it. Everyone was amazed. The boxing teacher said: “This
doesn t nearly exhaust my skills. I can tie a thin piece of cord around the spire of a

church and drag [the whole thing] down effortlessly.” Is that miraculous or not?’ I

said. That s an opera stunt. He can only lift the stone roller; he can’t drag a church
down. If he could drag down [a church], what is he waiting for? He just uses the
stone roller to trick people. Ai Sheng, Quanfei, 458- See also Liu Mengyang,
Tianjin quanfei, 8. The boxing teacher referred to by Ai Sheng’s Boxer informant
may well have been the Tianjin Boxer leader, Zhang Decheng, who, according to

a former Boxer from Zhang’s home place, boasted that with a piece of red rope he
could hoist a stone roller to the top of a tree. Li Zhende (81), Duliu, tdyydb, 123.
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10. Brody. “Lucking Out; Weird Rituals and Strange Beliefs/’ NYT, Jan. 27,

1991, Sir.

11. Ibid.

12. Douglas, Purity, 68, 72.

13. Sarah Boardman Goodrieh, letter, Tong Cho [Tongzhou], May 25, 1900. See

also Goodrich’s letters of May 28, May 30, and June 3, 1900.

14. See eh. 2, n. 66.

15. Gustav Jahoda writes of “superstition”— and I would make the same elaims

for religious and magical ritual generally— that it provides “at least the subjective

feeling of predictability and control,” thereby redueing the anxiety that is apt to be

aroused in threatening situations marked by uncertainty as to probable outcome.

Jahoda, Superstition, 130, 134.

16. It is worth noting that people in other cultures have also relied on invulner-

ability magie for proteetion in combat. In the religious rioting unleashed by the

Islamie seet, the ’Yan Tatsine, against Nigerian security forces in 1980, the insur-

rectionists were said to have used rituals, tattoos, invincibility charms, and “magic

sand” to protect themselves against the bullets of their adversaries (Lubeck,

“Islamic Protest,” 370, 386). I am indebted to Lidwien Kapteijns for this referenee.

Earlier in the twentieth eentury, the Lugbara followers of the Kakwa prophet and

diviner Rembe, after performing speeified rituals, went into battle “berserk and

believing in the power of the Yakan water to turn bullets into water.” Middleton,

“Spirit Possession,” 227-28.

17. Ghen Zhenjiang and Gheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 153-54. The original

Ghinese reads: “Dizi zai hongehen, bizhu qiangpao men; qiangpao yiqi xiang,

shazi liangbian fen.”

18. TYJ, 148-49, 151. The Ghinese cook for the family of the Tianjin customs

official, E. B. Drew, often told Mrs. Drew “how wonderful it was” that the Boxers

“could not be killed,” and that “if a bullet should happen to hit them and enter the

body, they eould easily take it right out again through the mouth.” Mrs. E. B. Drew,

diary, 14.

19. Liu Mengyang insisted that the real reason the foreign guns stopped firing

was simply that there had been a lull in the fighting. See Liu Mengyang, Tianjin

quanfei, 31, 34.

20. Tang Yan, Gengzi xixing, 471; see also Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 12. In

Shanxi, aecording to CIM missionary Olivia Ogren, it was reported that as soon as

foreign troops attaeked, the Boxers would “fly away to heaven, out of the reaeh of

bullets.” Ogren, “Gonflict of Sufferings,” 72; see also ibid., 65.

21. TYJ, 148, 151. Someone told Liu Mengyang (Tianjin quanfei, 24) in late June

that when Gao Eutian found himself downstairs in a foreign building with a lot of

foreigners upstairs, he threw a metal eoin upstairs and the heads of the foreigners

instantly fell to the ground. The same person informed Liu that he had personally

seen Gao decapitate a bunch of foreigners in a building simply by waving a stiek at

them. The person who claimed to have witnessed this told Liu; “1 saw it with my
own eyes. It’s not fabrieated.”

22. Li Yuanshan (79), Boxer, Tianjin, tdyydb
, 134. Sinee the same character—

qiang— is used for both “gun” and “spear,” it is sometimes impossible to tell whieh

meaning is intended.
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334 23. Shen Desheng (80), Jinghai county, Senior Brother-Disciple, tdyydb, 119.

24. Yu nan nji, 163; Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 9, 36. Before his unit left

the Tianjin area to take part in the fighting in the eapital, one former Boxer
reported, they all went to the home of the top loeal Red Lantern, the Holy Mother
of the Yellow Lotus (see below in text), to ask for magie charms to make them invul-
nerable to firearms. Guo Shirong (75), tdyydb, 138.

25. Zhao Qing (72), Jinghai county. Fourth Sister-Disciple, tdyydb, 136; also
ibid., 41; TYJ, 146; Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 36. The Holy Mother of the
Yellow Lotus, whose original name was Lin Hei er, beeame a eentral figure in
Cultural Revolution mythologization of the Boxer movement (see eh. 9). For a
brief but well-doeumented biography, see Liao Yizhong, “Lin Hei er.”

26. Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 183, 185. See also ibid., 190-91, where the
Boxers, by mumbling some phrases and waving their banners, are reported by Liu
to have proteeted a grain shop in the Xidan area of the eapital.

27. Tang Yan, Gengzi xixing, 472.

28. Ibid. For another report (this time from Renqiu eounty, Zhili) of Boxer-set
fires harming only the homes of Christians, see Sawara Tokusuke and Ouyin,
Quanshi, 250.

29. Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 12. See also Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 79.
30. Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 183-84. For a slight variation on the same

story, see Guan He, Quanfei, 468.

31. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 8.

32. Sun Shaotang (75), tdyydb, 147.

33. Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 82.

34- TYJ, 147.

35. Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 82. I am indebted to Susan Naquin for the
eharaeterization of foreign technological “magic” as “world-shrinking.” Red
Lantern flying claims, as well as the boasts of the Boxers that they were able to set
fire to foreign steamships at sea, may well, she suggests, have been seen at the time
as a kind of equalizer a response in kind to the magie seemingly inherent in for-

eign artillery (and, one might add, the telegraph, with its ability to send invisible
messages over vast distanees apparently instantaneously).

36. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 17. The extreme skeptie Guan He gave a
quite different aecount of Red Lantern wind-management skills. Tianjin people,
aeeording to Guan, all said that in order for the fires burning in the city to reaeh
the foreign concession area, a northwest wind was needed. Yet, day after day, the
wind blew only from the southeast. The Red Lanterns, despite the use of their
magie, were unable to eause the wind to shift direetion. Guan He, Quanfei, 478.
As another example of the striking parallelism between Boxers and Christian mis-
sionaries noted m ehapter 2, the missionaries, too, were convinced that they were
the benefieiaries of supernatural wind-management assistanee. See n. 69 below.

37. Aeeording to Hu Sijing (Lii bei ji, 488), Red Lanterns learned to fly by plac-
ing a copper dish filled with water before a god and walking around it eontinuously
crying out “fly.” After doing this for forty-eight days they were able to fly. For a
slightly different version of this training procedure, whieh took only five days to
master, see TYJ, 141. During the Cultural Revolution, a former Red Lantern
recalled a ritual in whieh, twice daily, all the Red Lanterns eireled a eopper basin.
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But, as was characteristic of Cultural Revolution references to the Red Lanterns,

she omitted any mention of the magieal purpose of the proeedure. Li Fengzhi (86),

Xiong eounty, hdyydj. Dee. 27, 1973, 011-14. Tianjin oral history materials

from the late 1950s, when ideologieal eonstraints were less austere, a retired railway

worker (non-Boxer) elaimed that, despite his initial skeptieism regarding the Red

Lanterns’ flying skills, at the time he aetually had seen red lanterns in the sky at

night. Li Fengde (75), tdyydb, 149.

38. TY/, 141. At one point, aeeording to Liu Mengyang {Tianjin quanfei, 37), it

was reported (and widely believed) in Tianjin that half of the Japanese eapital had

been burned down by Red Lanterns using their magieal skills.

39. Yii nan riji, 163. For another referenee to Red Lantern ineendiary powers, see

Yuan Chang, Riji, 346.

40. TY/, 149. Similarly, Tai Hstian-ehih {Red Spears, 52) asserts that when Red

Spear invulnerability rituals didn’t work, “the grand master laid the blame on mem-
bers, elaiming that insincerity or failure to perform the rituals properly had pre-

vented the spirits from deseending into their bodies.” Although Big Sword Society

members in southwestern Shandong in the mid-iSpos did not have spirit possession

as part of their repertoire, they explained failures in their invulnerability rituals in

mueh the same way. When one of them sustained a sword wound (ealled loudao

or “a slip of the sword”), the teaeher said it was beeause he was not sineere in his

heart. Liu Changru (72), Heze eounty, i960, SYDZX, 16.

41. Shen Desheng (80), Jinghai eounty. Senior Brother-Diseiple, tdyydb,

119-20. Another former Boxer from Tianjin said that the leaders eonstantly

exhorted the rank and file not to be money-mad or take things that didn’t belong to

them. “Ifyou were greedy for money, when you were fighting on the front lines you

wouldn’t be proteeted against swords and spears [or guns] [bibuliao daoqiang].”

Cuo Shirong (75), tdyydb, 137; see also ibid., 47.

42. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 36.

43. TY/, 148. See also Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 24, 32. Zhongfang Shi

{Gengzi jishi, 24) reported that when Boxers in Beijing were asked why, with sueh

superiority in numbers and after sueh a long time period, they still had not been

able to aehieve vietory over the foreigners, they simply replied that it wasn’t the

right time yet, that when the right time arrived the foreigners would, as a matter of

eourse, be obliterated.

44. TY/, 152.

45. Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 186.

46. Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 13-14. Aside from the ravaging of eommereial

establishments, aeeording to U.S. minister Conger, “over three thousand houses

were destroyed, and many people perished in the flames.” Dispateh to Hay, June

18, 1900, in FRUS, 151.

47. Oliphant, Diary, 25-26.

48. A former Tianjin Boxer explained the Boxer prohibition against eontaet with

women in terms of “the fear that the gods would be offended and our magie would-

n’t work” {fa buling). Zhang Jineai (83), Third Brother-Diseiple, western suburb of

Tianjin, tdyydb, 123.

49. See Fberhard, Dictionary, 309.

50. Esheriek, Origins, 54.
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336 51. Naquin, Shantung Rebellion, 100-101.

52. Lu Hsun [Xun], “Ah Chang/’ 367. For an interesting variation on this theme,
see Eberhard, Dictionary, 202-203.

53. The Taiping prohibition included husbands and wives, who (in theory at

least) were domiciled separately. Prohibitions specifically relating to spousal con-
tact are seldom encountered in Boxer materials, possibly because so many Boxers
were still boys. An exception is the assertion by a former Boxer from southern Zhili

that people who wanted to become Boxers “could not sleep with their wives.” Wang
Laozhi (86), Hengshui county, Feb. 1966, hjzh, 186.

54. See, for example, Buckley and Gottlieb, “A Critical Appraisal,” 6; Delaney,
“Mortal Flow,” 89; Beyene, From Menarche, 106-107 (on Greek taboos). Buckley
and Gottlieb (24, 3^) slso make it clear that the view of menstruation as a polluting

force, although widely held, is a cultural construction and is far from universal.

Among the Rungus of Sabah, Malaysia, for example, menstruation is not considered
polluting at all and a menstruating priestess is able to communicate effectively with
her spirit familiar (see Appell, “The Rungus of Borneo,” 110-11). Again, although the

prevailing view of male Yurok Indians in northwestern California was that there
existed a strong antipathy between menstruous women and the world of spirits,

recent analysis shows that at least some portion ofYurok women viewed menstruation
as entirely positive, a time when they could attain spiritual ascendancy (Buckley,

Menstruation,” 197). Charlotte Furth has raised the related question of the degree
to which “the power of pollution” in the Chinese world reflected not only the beliefs

of males but also the experience of women; see her “Blood, Body, and Gender,” 44.

55. Tai Flstian-chih, Red Spears, 50.

56. Elliott, Spirit Medium Cults, 48—49.

57. Ahern, Power and Pollution,” 280—81. See also Margery Wolf, Women, 95.
For a fascinating account of popular Chinese conceptions of the physical basis for

female pollution, as embodied in the Blood Bowl Sutra rite performed at the funer-
als ofwomen in Taiwan, see Seaman, “Sexual Politics.”

58. Ahern, “Power and Pollution,” 281; also ibid., 278.

59. In the Boxer world, it is important to emphasize, the polluting power of
women reflected a set of male myths and fantasies. Since our sources for recon-
structing these myths and fantasies are all male-authored, we can only speculate on
the degree to which contemporary Chinese women shared in them.

60. The first justification is found in TYJ, 142, the second in Guan He, Quanfei,
470.

61. Fiu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 187.

62. Douglas, Purity, 102. “Pollution can be committed intentionally,” Douglas
also writes, “but intention is irrelevant to its effect— it is more likely to happen
inadvertently” (ibid., 113).

63. Fiu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 16; TYJ, 153. A former Boxer, in his account
of an engagement his unit fought with a foreign cavalry unit near the railway in

Tianjin, recalled that the two lead horses of the foreigners were indeed ridden by
women. The reason he gave for the high casualty figures sustained by the Boxer
side, however, was that foreign spies hidden in the rush ponds in the Hedong dis-

trict of the city had fired on them. Fi Changqing (77), Nankai district of Tianjin,
Second Brother-Disciple, tdyydb, 121 .
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64. TY], 151.

65. Ibid., 145.

66. Freri, ed., Heart of Pekin, 29-30.

67. Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 184, 191, 193-94; Hua Xuelan, Kiji, 109;

Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 28. For another example of foreign use of pregnant

women to foil Boxer invulnerability magie, see Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 189.

Hua Xuelan, the source of the allegation concerning the ten-thousand woman flag,

heard it in conversation with friends after dinner and hesitated to vouch for its accu-

racy. Although this was among the more bizarre of the stories that circulated at the

time, none of which presumably had much basis in fact, I am persuaded that, in

the atmosphere of excitement, uncertainty, and anxiety that prevailed in North

China in the summer of 1900, the level of acceptance of such accounts not only

among the Boxers but among the population at large was very high. The height-

ened willingness of people, in such situations, to suspend their normal standards of

judgment is discussed in chapter 5.

68. Vinchon, “La culte,” 132-33. Richard Madsen says that, in interviews else-

where in the province with Chinese Catholic descendants of families that lived

through the Boxer experience, he heard stories of a similar nature. There is evi-

dence (as yet unsubstantiated), he adds, that the story of Mary’s deliverance of the

Catholics from the Boxers is central to the identity of the Catholic communiR of

Donglii, a town just south of Baoding which is the site of the recently completed

“Our Lady of China” shrine, the largest church in the country. Personal commu-

nication, August 1, 1995.

69. When a heavy wind was on the point of spreading a blaze from the Hanlin

Academy to the British Legation, according to Mary Porter Camewell, the wind

suddenly died down: “The same voice that spoke to the sea 1900 years ago spoke

that violent wind into quiet” (Camewell, “History,” 61). Sarah Boardman Coodrich

wrote of the besieged in the legation quarters: “We have had many wonderful

answers to prayer, twice at least in turning the wind away from us when it seemed

as if our houses must certainly catch fire” (“Journal,” June 28, 1900, p. 29). And

Bishop Favier, sequestered in the Northern Cathedral in Beijing, reported that

when retreating Boxers on June 15 set fire to the houses adjoining the cathedral on

the south, the cathedral itself and its occupants were “preserved by Cod, who

changed the direction of the wind in our favor” (diary, June 15, 1900, in Freri, ed..

Heart of Pekin, 26).

Along parallel lines, when a force of several thousand Boxers threatened to over-

power the Catholic community of Cuo Family village in southeastern Zhili in July

1900, the local missionary prayed for heavy rains that would form a cordon of water

around the village and prevent the Boxers from entering. His prayers were

answered by a terrific storm, which had exactly the desired effect. It was assumed,

without question, that the storm had been sent by the Virgin Mary. Vinchon, “La

culte,” 133.

70. Vinchon, “La culte,” 132-33.

71. Ying-ho Chiang, “Literary Reactions,” 100; Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou,

194. According to Liu (ibid.), on June 28 Prince Duan, the staunchest supporter of

the Boxers at court, had personally mounted the steeple of the cathedral and cap-

tured and killed the devil prince, so that the Boxers should henceforth experience

337
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338 little difficulty in vanquishing the other defenders. Zhongfang Shi’s account of
Favier {Gengzi jishi, 28), although less bizarre than that of Liu Yitong, also speaks
of an old devil inside the cathedral who specialized in harming people with his

black magic. It appears that in one form or another this belief was widely held at

the time.

72. As was clearly recognized by foreigners at the time. ^^During the whole of
yesterday, Elwood G. Tewksbury, Arthur H. Smith, and W. T. Hobart wrote from
Beijing in a letter of June 15, “the entire horizon was filled with smoke from the
countless fires in every direction, and this most dangerous weapon the Boxers hope
to use constantly and effectively against us” (emphasis supplied), cited in Sarah
Boardman Goodrich, June 18 entry of Journal,” 18. W. E. Bainbridge described
fire as the Boxers’ “favorite weapon” (Bainbridge, “Besieged,” 24). During the
siege of the legations, fire control became an important part of the daily activity

of the besieged. See, for example, Emma Estelle Martin, diary, June 21, 1900, pp.
55-56.

73. Em Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 24, 32; TYf, 148.

74. Erom a notice posted in Tianjin, in Ghen Zhenjiang and Gheng Xiao,
Yihetuan wenxian, 41. Eor other examples, see ibid., 18, 20, 22; Qiao Zhiqiang,
comp., Yihetuan zai Shanxi, 5—6- This same essential calamity-aversion logic

appears to be used the world over; it is often encountered in the United States in

chain letters.

75. Recorded in Ghen Zhenjiang and Gheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 143. This
incantation was derived from a Shandong Spirit Boxer incantation, the text of
which is also in ibid. In one form or another it was widely circulated in the Beijing-

Tianjin area during the Boxer summer. My translation makes no attempt to cap-
ture the rhyming pattern of the original. Another incantation which the Boxers
instructed Tianjin residents to place on their doors is found in ibid., 170-71.

76. See, for example, Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 84; Zhongfang Shi,
Gengzi jishi, 12; Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 185, 187; Hua Xuelan, Riji, 102;

TYf, 148, Guan He, Quanfei, 475- The reason for the injunction to burn incense
throughout the night may have been the belief that people were better able to pro-
tect themselves against evil spirits by staying awake (see Tang Yan, Gengzi xixing,

473? Hua Xuelan, Riji, 102). In the atmosphere of fear and intimidation that pre-
vailed in both Beijing and Tianjin, local elites often found it convenient to com-
ply with Boxer orders (sometimes for fear that, if they did not, word of it would get
to the Boxers via their household servants). Zhongfang Shi (Gengzi jishi, 13) thus
wrote on June 14: “Starting yesterday my household each night has faced southeast,
burned incense, and prayed, respectfully beseeching heaven and earth to safe-

guard the health of my mother and the security of my family.” See also Guan He,
Quanfei, 475.

77. After the burning down of the three churches in Tianjin on June 14, for

example, the Boxers ordered all families to abstain from meat for three days (Liu
Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 13; see also ibid., 11). For seven days, according to

another account, men and women in Tianjin were to eat vegetarian meals onlv
{TYf, 147).

78. See, for example, Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 84; Tang Yan, Gengzi xi-

473i Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 12; TYf, 148.
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79. This was one of the less commonly encountered restrictions. See Liu

Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 11.

80. See, for example, ibid., 13; Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 12; Liu Yitong,

Minjiao xiangchou, 187.

81. Sun Shaotang, a former Boxer from Tianjin, for example, recalled that the

Boxers at one point instructed all households in the city to paste red paper on their

windows or at their kitchen entrances (tdyydb, 147). “Red in China,” Arthur P.

Wolf has written, “is more than an expression of joy; it is also a prophylactic color,

a means of warding off evil.” See his “Chinese Kinship and Mourning Dress,”

193-94. Watson, “Of Flesh and Bones,” 167-68.

82. Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 87. See also Hua Xuelan, Riji, 104.

83. The text of the notice is reproduced in Qiao Zhiqiang, comp., Yihetuan zai

Shanxi, 3. For examples of the blood-smearing magic attributed to foreigners and

native Christians in Tianjin, see Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 11; for similar

examples in Beijing, and the magic used by the Boxers to counteract it, see Yang

Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 86; for Shanxi, see Liu Dapeng, Suoji, 35. The Boxers’

enemies were accused, among other things, of using dogs’ blood to inscribe red cir-

cles on the main entrances of people’s homes; unless this magic was counteracted,

the members of the household would kill each other within seven days. Dogs’

blood, especially the blood of black dogs, was commonly used to symbolize human

menstrual blood. See Eberhard, Dictionary, 186; Naquin, Shantung Rebellion, 101;

Seaman, “Sexual Politics,” 392.

84. Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 13, 19, 21-22. Writing “Precious Sword of the

Red Heaven” on one’s door was also a means of affording protection in situations

fraught with danger (such as kalpa calamity). Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao,

Yihetuan wenxian, 171-72.

85. Guan He, Quanfei, 475; Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 11, 19. For another

example of conflicting instructions to the populace of Tianjin, see ibid., 30.

86. Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 88.

87. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 13. See in this connection Guan He’s

account {Quanfei, 476) of his family’s flight from Tianjin, in which he states that

his wife’s rickshaw was covered with a red quilt so that the Boxers would not con-

sider her impure and kill her.

88. Guan He, Quanfei, 474.

89. TYJ, 147-48.

90. TYJ, 147. The reason women were not to touch their feet to the ground was

presumably that the ground was considered to be, as Ahern puts it, “full of dirty

stuff” (“Power and Pollution,” 270).

91. Eberhard, Dictionary, 261.

92. Chen Zhenjiang and Ch'eng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 46-47, 112-14. A

slightly different version of the notice containing these orders was circulated in

Shanxi; see Qiao Zhiqiang, comp., Yihetuan zai Shanxi, 5-6. In his diary, Hua

Xuelan says {Riji, 111) that, although he and a friend, finding the Boxers’ prohibi-

tions intolerable, consumed cooked food as usual on the seventh day, the women-

folk in his household adhered to the orders scrupulously. Also, according to what

he had heard, many other families both within and without Beijing didn’t light fires

on this day.
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340 93. TYJ^ 147. I have translated the jingle freely in order to eonvey something of

the original rhyming striieture; “Funii bushutou, kanqu yangren ton, funii buguo-
jiao, shajin yangren xiao hehe.” A similar jingle was ehanted, at the Boxers’ urging,

by the population of Zhuozhon (Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan wen-
xian, 131). In southern Cuangdong a hairdressing (shutou) ritual was performed
before marriage to signal a girl’s transition to adulthood (see Topley, “Marriage
Resistanee, 67, 82-83; Stoekard, Daughters, "ji). It is therefore possible

(although somewhat speeulative) that “not dressing one’s hair” (bushutou) (trans-

lated in the text as don t dress their loeks”) is here intended to have the additional

meaning of “not marry.” By remaining unmarried, women would be freed of a

major souree of uncleanness and thus, by removing from the environment a crip-

pling obstacle to the effective functioning of Boxer magic, advance the cause of the

Chinese side in the conflict with the foreigners. During the Cultural Revolution,

when the Red Lanterns were presented in heavily mythologized form (see eh. 9),

bushutou became a clear symbol of youthful rebellion and female emancipation
from an oppressive Confucian moral code.

94. I am grateful to Ruby Watson for suggesting this analogy.

95. Although the Red Lanterns were far and away the best known and most
active organization of females in 1900, and the only one consisting almost entirely

of girls and teenagers, there were reports of Creen Lanterns (Qingdengzhao), Blue
Lanterns (Landengzhao), and Black Lanterns (Heidengzhao), the former two of

which were apparently composed of widows (tdyydb, 40; Liu Mengyang, Tianjin

quanfei, 9; Liu Dapeng, Suoji, 30). Liu Dapeng states that there was also an organ-

ization of Christian women in the Taiyuan area, who were called White Lanterns

(Baidengzhao) and had magic so powerful it could overcome that of the Boxers and
Red Lanterns. He notes a number of instances in which the Boxers managed to kill

these women or punish them in some other way {Suoji, 30).

96. Yu nan riji, i6 ‘^. On a more general level, Li Xisheng writes that the Boxers

regarded themselves as no match for the Red Lanterns {zi wei bum) (Li Xisheng,

Guobian, 18). Also not in fear of “dirty things,” according to rumors heard (with

skepticism) by Zhongfang Shi {Gengzi jishi, 24), were the “black corps” Boxers.

These people were said to have entered Beijing on July 21: “They cover their heads
with black kerchiefs and wear dark shirts and trousers and yellow waistbands.

Armed with double-edged swords, they don’t fear dirty things and gunfire is unable
to get near their bodies.”

97. Liu Yitong, Minjiao xiangchou, 182; Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao,

Yihetuan wenxian, 24-25. A photograph of the original of this request is in YHT,
vol. 1, front.

98. For references to the Red Lanterns in Shandong, see SYDZX, 17, 66-67, 80^

85. For Shanxi, the contemporary Taiyuan resident Liu Dapeng supplies detailed

information in his Suoji, 29-30.

99. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 9. Some of the towns with Red Lantern
altars are listed m tdyydb, 40. To train to become a Red Lantern appears to have
become something of a fad among teenagers in Tianjin in the spring and summer
(see TYJ, 141). On the arduous regimen required of trainees, see Zhao Qing (72),

Fourth Sister-Disciple, Jinghai county, tdy\"DB, 135-36.
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100. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 9; also ibid., 37. There was not always a

elear line between the general Boxer prohibition against looking at females or hav-

ing contaet with them, beeause they were a source of pollution, and the more spe-

cific injunction, in the case of the Red Lanterns, not to look at them, out of a sense

of awe and respect. A former Boxer from Duliu claimed that, although Duliu had

its contingent of Red Lanterns, “we never saw them. In those days the Boxers had

a rule that you weren’t permitted to gaze on females casually.” Li Zhende (81),

Duliu, TDYYDB, 126. See also Zhang Jincai (83), Third Brother-Disciple, western

suburb of Tianjin, ibid., 123.

The same confusion between reverence and pollution-aversion is found in the

later oral history materials gathered in Hebei in the 1970s. A former Red Lantern

reported that the Boxers came to the Red Lantern altar every day to pay their respects

before the image of the Venerable Mother Guanyin (Guanyin laomu). When the

time came for them to perform this ritual, the senior sister-disciple shut the gate and

hung the Guanyin image outside. When the Boxers were done, they called out:

“Please take it down.” Li Fengzhi (86), Xiong county, hdyydj, Dec. 27, 1973, 011-14.

A former Boxer recalled: “When our village defenses fell, the Red Lanterns did-

n’t run over to us. We had rules, and they weren’t allowed to come here.” Sun Yi

(91), Xiong county, ibid., n.d., 011-14. The separate location of Red Lantern and

Boxer training areas is confirmed in Wang Shuchun (70), Xiong county, ibid., n.d.,

011-14; Xin Hanzhang (85), Zhuozhou, ibid., Dec. 24, 1973, oo5:No. 7. The general

prohibition against looking at any woman is alluded to in Liu Qing (83) and Liang

Ghun (86), Laishui county (Shiting commune), ibid., Jan. 1, 1974, oo5:No. 7. It is

possible that in some places and in certain circumstances the taboo against Boxer

contact with women was not observed. One very elderly former Red Lantern

recalled that in her village the daughter-in-law of the senior brother-disciple of the

Boxers was the senior sister-disciple of the local contingent of Red Lanterns and

that the two groups ate their meals together. Du Darui (94), Sun village (county

unspecified), ibid., n.d., 011-14.

101. Ghen Zhenjiang and Gheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 75. Yuan Ghang, in

a diary excerpt dated July 18, 1900, refers to the Red Lanterns as Armor of the Red

Lantern (Yuan Ghang, Riji, 346). On the interchangeability of the Red Lantern

and other fighting techniques emphasizing invulnerability, as perceived by both

Ghristian observers and oral history informants in Shandong, see Esherick,

Origins, 227.

102. In Ghen Zhenjiang and Gheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 78; for other texts

of a similar nature, see ibid., 73-95.

103. Some contemporaries, of course, did link the Boxers to the White Lotus.

The most famous was Lao Naixuan, whose influential pamphlet Yz'/iec/nun jiaomen

yuanliu kao and other writing? are found in YHT 4:431-39, 449-74, 477-90.

Esherick (Origins, 220) states that “among contemporary observers it was usually

those most hostile to the Boxers . . . who were most apt to argue for the White Lotus

origins of the group.” This may indeed he so with respect to the Boxers specifically,

but it did not carry over to commentary on the Red Lanterns.

104. Ghinese women typically could expect to undergo excruciating torments in

Hell unless ceremonially purified at their funerals by the male members of their
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families (Grant, Spiritual Saga/’ 226). Such ritual purification is an important

function of the Mulian story cycle, as pointed out by Grant and other contributors

to Johnson, ed.. Ritual Opera. It is also the main point of the Blood Bowl Sutra rit-

ual, as enacted in Taiwan at women’s funerals. In this rite, men perform ritually the

most horrible act imaginable. They symbolically drink the blood of their birth and
in so doing free their mother “from the bonds of her existence as a woman and
allow her to be reincarnated as a higher being.” Seaman, “Sexual Politics,” 395.

105. See, for example, Zhao Qing (72), Jinghai county. Fourth Sister-Disciple,

TDYYDB, r35; Till Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 9; Yuan Ghang, Riji, 346. Zhao Qing
stated that she was only twelve sui (eleven) when she joined the Red Lanterns.

Another former Red Lantern, Li Fengzhi, was only thirteen sui (twelve). Li’s

mother was so anxious over her daughter’s becoming a Red Lantern that she

agreed to it only on the proviso that she, the mother, could come along as the

groups cook (which she did). Li Fengzhi (86), Xiong county, hdyydj, Dec. 27,

1973, oir-14.

106. In Europe in the early 1990s the average age of menarche was 12.8; in 1840
it was 16.5, in 1880, 16.0 (Rees, “Menarche”; Hughes and Jones, “Intake,” 329; see

also Frisch, Demographic Implications”). Although there are a number of factors

believed to affect the age of onset of menstruation (genetic influences, socioeco-

nomic conditions, general health and well-being, nutrition, the type of exercise

engaged in, and so forth) and there is some uncertainty as to the exact role nutri-

tion plays, there seems to be broad agreement that poor diet (especially a diet low-

in protein) has a delaying effect. According to one major study done by an interna-

tional team of scientists, focusing mainly on nutrition and based on survey data col-

lected m 1983 from 63 largely rural counties from all over Ghina, the average age

of menarche in the Ghinese countryside at the time was seventeen (Ghen Junshi

et ah. Diet, 750) (I am indebted to Dr. Walter G. Willett of the Harvard School of

Public Health for calling my attention to this study). Other studies of Ghinese
(specifically Han) females from rural backgrounds, also based on data collected in

the 1980s but from much more limited samples, have come up with a significantly

lower average menarcheal age, ranging from 13.83 to 14.40 (Xu Huanjiu et ah,

“Yuejing chuchao nianling”; Shen Yue et ah, “Jiating yinsu”; W. S. Lin et ak, “The
Menarcheal Age of Ghinese Girls”). Whichever of these sets of figures is closer to

the truth, it seems reasonable to assume that, at the turn of the century, when the

diet ofmost rural Ghinese was far worse than in the 1980s, the average age ofmenar-
che was substantially higher than it is now, comparable to, if not higher than, the

average age of menarche in Europe in the nineteenth century.

107. One of Ahern’s informants told her: “Menstruation is like one-hundredth
of a birth”

( Tower and Pollution,” 270). The traditional period of childbearing pol-

lution in Ghma lasted, according to Topley
( Marriage Resistance,” 73), from the

fifth month of pregnancy until 100 days after a child’s birth (a total of eight to nine

months), which would mean that a married woman in her childbearing years

would have been in a seriously polluted state a good bit of the time.

108. Grant, Spiritual Saga,” 227. Liu Xiang nri, another example of this form of

heroine noted by Grant, did in fact marry, although, as Daniel Overmyer observes,

it was hardly a “normal marriage.” What Liu Xiang nu valued, Overmyer contends,

was meditation, not sex and children.” There was, therefore, “a strong implicit
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resistance to marriage” in the baojuan in which her story is told. Overmyer,

“Values,” 251. The full story of Liu Xiang nii is told in ibid., 245-50. For a Chinese

Catholic variation on the theme of marriage resistance as a vehicle for the leading

of a life of religious purity and devotion, see Entenmann, “Christian Virgins.”

rop. Topley, “Marriage Resistance,” 67-88, esp. 75, 79. Stockard, in her in-depth

treatment of the various strategies of marriage resistance in the silk-reeling areas of

southern Cuangdong, revises some of Topley’s earlier analysis.

rro. One of the few exceptions is the oral history testimony of the former Red

Lantern, Zhao Qing. Zhao’s account is informative. But the discussion of her

motives for becoming a member of the Red Lanterns (along with, she claims, all

the other girls in Ziya, the market town in Jinghai county in which she lived) is so

consistent with the standard Communist rhetoric of the 1950s that it is hard to know

how much credence to give it. Zhao states that she joined partly as an act of rebel-

lion against her parents, who, because she was their only offspring, had betrothed

her at age six, and partly because it was an opportunity to fight the foreigners. Zhao

Qing (72), Jinghai county. Fourth Sister-Disciple, tdyydb, 135. Zhao Qing (with the

grass radical over the character for her given name, making it was again

hauled out to represent the voice of the Red Lanterns during the campaign against

Liu Shaoqi in the early stages of the Cultural Revolution. Her faithful reflection of

the prevailing party line, in these circumstances, was beyond dispute. See Zhao

Jing, “Yihetuan shi gemingde!”

111. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 19-20.

112. Sawara Tokusuke and Ouyin, Quanshi, 272; Ying-ho Chiang, “Literary

Reactions,” 291.

113. Cuan He, Quanfei, 487-88. The Holy Mother of the Yellow Lotus was also

described as a prostitute in TYf, 146. What actually became of the Holy Mother

isn’t clear. For an account differing in some details from Cuan He’s, see Liu

Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 56. The author of TYf (158) says she was killed in

action, rather than captured by foreign forces. Liao Yizhong, “Lin Hei’er”

(ioo-ioin8) reviews the several theories concerning her fate.

114. Quanfei jiliie, ]ingtu:4a-h; fing-fin quanfei jilile, ]ingtu\4a-h.

115. As an indication of the mood of intimidation prevailing in the summer of

1900, Cuan He {Quanfei, 488) tells of an incident that occurred when he was stay-

ing at the home of a family named Liu in Qing county (just south of Tianjin). One

day Old Liu, who was a man of some education, called to Cuan to come outside

and see the Armor of the Red Lantern. Pointing to a dark cloud in the sky, he said:

“Those countless women dressed in red are the Armor of the Red Lantern.” Cuan

didn’t see a thing, but he noted that everyone in the streets was talking about it, ges-

ticulating animatedly, certain that what they saw in the sky was none other than the

Armor of the Red Lantern. And Old Liu echoed everything said by the rest. Gnan

was perplexed. Only later did he realize that Liu, as a self-protective strategem, had

faked the whole thing. See the similar account in Ye Changchi, 5/8 (June 4, [1900]),

Riji, 441.

116. I am indebted here to Ann S. Anagnost, who applies Levi-Strauss’s idea of

“gravitational field” to the practice and social acceptance of “the shaman and his

magic” in contemporary China. See Anagnost, “Politics and Magic,” 47; also Levi-

Strauss, “The Sorceror,” 162.
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344 5. Rumor and Rumor Panic

1. The locus classicus is the ancient text Zhanguo ce (Intrigues of the Warring

States): It was perfectly clear that there was no tiger in the marketplace. But after

three people said there was^ a tiger materialized.”

2. Ye Changchi, 5/28 (June 24, [1900]), Riji, 453; Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quan-

fei, 11; C. W. Price, diary, between June 15 and 23, 1900, Fen Chou Fu, Shansi

[Fenzhou, Shanxi], as excerpted in Edwards, Fire and Sword, 269-70 (note the

intriguing parallel to the Red Lanterns' power, with their fans, to change the direc-

tion and strength of the winds); Guan He, Quanfei, 469; Liu Dapeng, Suoji, 41 (on

the black wind, see Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 76—77,
and Naquin, Millenarian Rebellion, 12).

3. Rosnow, “Inside Rumor,” 484-96 (quoted phrases from 488). There appears

to be a lack of consensus among rumor researchers over whether individuals are

more or less critical in their evaluation of rumors when their personal involvement

in the content of the rumor is high (see ibid., 487).

4. Quoted in Coleman, “Anatomy of a Rumor,” C5. See also Rosnow and Fine,

Rumor, ir, 81-93,

5. Rosnow, “Inside Rumor,” 488.

6. Li Wenhai and Liu Yangdong, “Shehui xinli fenxi,” 10-11.

7. Pruitt, Daughter ofHan, 151.

8. Guan He, Quanfei, 468.

9. Liu Dapeng, Suoji, 39-42 (quote from 39).

10. NCH, June 13, 1900, p. 1064 (also ibid., June 20, 1900, p. 1113); Newton let-

ters, excerpted in unidentified newspaper clippings, in Mrs. S. P. Fenn, “Peking

Siege-Book,” 10 (insert).

11. Letter, May 4, 1900, in lmp, box 2, file 6.

12. According to Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 11, incense shops in Tianjin

completely sold out after the Boxers ordered families to burn incense continuously.

13. Ibid., 19.

14. Journal, Beijing, Aug. 1, 1900, in lmp, box 1, file 1.

15. This is a common source of rumors generally. In September 1992, people in

Dade County, Florida, simply refused to accept the official tally of only fourteen

deaths directly attributable to Hurricane Andrew. “The devastation has been so

tremendous,” an engineer inspecting the damage stated, “that you can’t believe

that people survived.” One rumor alleged that there were a thousand bodies buried

in a mass grave in Florida City. NYT, Sept. 5, 1992, 6.

16. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 10.

17. Wang Enpu, northern suburbs of Tianjin, Second Brother-Disciple,

TDYYDB, 144.

18. Goodrich, “Journal,” June 30 and July 8, 1900, pp. 32, 42-43; Martin, diary,

July 27, 1900, p. 83.

19. TYJ, 153-54.

20. Published examples are: Toynbee, ed.. Half the World, 324-25; Thomson,
China and the Powers, facing p. 122; Fitzgerald, Horizon History, 354; Zhang
Haipeng, ed., Jindaishi tuji, 106.

21. See Liao Yizhong, “Zhang Decheng.”
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22. Although not in the form of a rumor, a similar fantasy was reflected m the

testimony of a former Boxer, who recalled: “Whenever the Boxers fought, we won.

Whatever we pointed at burst into flames. Because of this, the foreigners at the time

really were afraid and would send people to make peace with us. Zhang Jincai

(83), Third Brother-Disciple, western suburbs of Tianjin, tdyydb, 124.

23. TYf, 158. According to Liao Yizhong, Zhang Decheng (93-94), Zhang did

m fact return to the Duliu area after the fall of Tianjin, in the hope of reviving the

movement, and was killed not long after by local gentry-led militia. See also Chen

Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian, 28-29; and the oral history testi-

mony of a Duhu man (Li Zhende) who served under Zhang Decheng, in tdyydb,

129-30. Liu Dapeng reported a flurry of Boxer-indestructibility rumors in Taiyuan

in early 1901. The Boxers were said to have become active again, doing their drilling

at night to avoid discovery. See his Riji, CX 27/1/21 (Mar. 11, 1901), 12.

24. Cuan He, Quanfei, 469. A similar symbolic meaning is implied in a story

told after the fall of Tianjin. At the time, word had it that there were still a lot of Red

Lanterns in circulation, as attested by the fact that boats m Duliu could be seen

with red lanterns suspended from their sterns. The rumor was that when fomigners

laid eyes on these red lanterns they became so terrified they exclaimed “What’s

this? The Red Lanterns have risen again?” and never again returned to Duhu. Li

Tinghuai (78), non-Boxer, Duhu, tdyydb, 154.

25. Li Wenhai and Liu Yangdong, “Shehui xinh fenxi,” 13-14. The full text of

the “Twenty-Five Article Treaty” is in Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan

wenxian, 53. Chen and Cheng (55) state that there were many fabricated treaties of

this sort circulated in the summer of 1900 in different parts of China; they supply

information on one that made its appearance in Shaoxing, Zhejiang, in gengzi

6/c/m (late June, early July).

26. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 8.

27. Quoted in Edwards, Fire and Sword, 269. Rowena Bird, of the same

commented in a similar vein (journal, June 25, 1900? see also Corbin,

mission,

“Shansi

Mission,” 3).

28. Ogren, “Conflict of Sufferings,” 65.

29. Allen, Siege, 67-68.

30. Butler, “Dame Rumor,” 24.

31. Jeffrey S. Victor’s study of the satanic cult rumor panic m Jamestown, New

York, in 1988 suggests that “threat rumors . . . have the paradoxical effect of satisfy-

ing the need for information in matters of uncertainty and also of increasing peo-

ple’s collective anxiety.” Victor, Satanic Panic, 40-41; also ibid., 38.

32. Coleman, “Anatomy of a Rumor,” Ci.

33. Philip Kuhn has written on a sorcery panic centered on queue-clipping that

took place in 1768; see his Soulstealers. A queue-clipping panic of 1876 is discussed

in ter Haar, White Lotus Teachings, 263-66.

34. Sawara Tokusnke and Ouyin, Quanluan, 116.

35. Liu Dapeng, Suoji, 39-40, 42. On the frequency of false alarms in daiyuan

in the summer of 1900, see also the interview (Aug. 1959) with Jia Xianju, who was

eighteen sui and living in Taiyuan at the time, in Qiao Zhiqiang, comp., Yihetuan

zai Shanxi, 150. Rowena Bird, in her journal entry of July 10, reported panic m
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346 Tung Fan Ts un (Dunfang village) at the news that foreign soldiers were eoming.
“Many” she wrote, “jumped into wells.”

36. Tang Yan, Gengzi xixing, 474.

37 - Hong Shoushan, Shishi, 94.

38. Memorial ofGX 26/6/28 (July 24, 1900), in Yihetuan dang’an shiliao 1:366.

39. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 50. “At every gate,” wrote photographer
James Riealton, men, women and ehildren were trampling and jostling in their

efforts to eseape to the eountry and to outlying villages” (Riealton, China, 232). In

the chmaetie days of the Battle of Tianjin, when the eity was m a state of extreme
turmoil, the friend of a Chinese bookkeeper, who had moved his family to the for-

eign firm that employed him, rushed in and announeed that sinee the foreign

troops had gone down to defeat and the Chinese government forees and Boxers
were about to eome, he should quickly take his family and flee the foreign conces-
sion. The bookkeeper s family tried to escape but found their way blocked by for-

eign troops. They returned to their hiding place, only to find that the friend’s report

had been a rumor. Yu nan riji, 170.

40. Gamewell, History, 30- Saturday June 9th,” Gamewell added a few pages
later, was the day of the patron saint of the Boxers. Rumor, that seemed true, said

that the Empress had given out that the troops might slaughter all foreigners in the

city” (ibid., 52).

41. Letter, originally printed in the New York Tribune, excerpted in Mrs. S. R
Fenn, “Peking Siege-Book,” 3.

42. Fei’s account, excerpted from Luella Miner’s Two Heroes ofCathay, is in Eva
Jane Price, China Journal, 264.

43. Eei Qihao, after a close call, did indeed escape harm and later studied at

Oberlin College. Rowena Bird was killed at Taigu, Shanxi, on July 31.

44. Rosnow, “Inside Rumor,” 486.

45. Jahoda, Superstition, 133.

46. Eussell, Wartime, 36. It is interesting to compare Eussell’s observations on the

importance of narrative as a means of enabling us to deal with “unmediated actu-

ality in a wartime setting with the late Anatole Broyard’s thoughts about narrative’s

comparable importance in helping people cope with critical illness— another life

situation marked by high levels of mortal danger and uncertainty. “My initial expe-
rience of illness,” Broyard wrote, “was as a series of disconnected shocks, and my
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74. Favier, letter, Tianjin, Sept. 1900, in Freri, Heart ofPekin, 12.

75. Miner, diary, July 19, 1900, in lmp, box 1, file 1.

76. Oliphant, Diary, 66
;
Allen, Siege, 256. As an example of the mental erasure

of Chinese from foreign accounts, Mary Porter Camewell lists as one of the ten
providences ofCod during the siege; "notwithstanding presence of contagious dis-

eases, there was no epidemic, the general health was good, though little children
suffered and six died.” This was, of course, the mortality rate of foreign children
alone; if that of Chinese children had been included, the figure would have been
far in excess of six. Camewell, "History,” 61.

77. Luella Miner wrote; "Seventy children have died among the Catholics, who
are far less careful than our people about sanitary conditions, and whose priests give
them little care.” Diary, Aug. 2, 1900, in lmp, box 1, file 1. See also Smith, China in

Convulsion 1:320.

78. This information is supplied in Lu Wantian, Beijing shibian, 418.

79. Oliphant, Diary, July 1, 1900, 66.

80. Diary, Aug. 5, 1900, in lmp, box 1, file 1.

81. Ln Wantian, Beijing shibian, 407, 409.

82. Ricalton, China, 241.
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83. Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 14. The American minister, Conger, reported 355

a much heavier toll in lives. Dispatch to Hay, June 18, 1900, FRUS, 151.

84. Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 15.

85. Ibid., 22. See also ibid., 25.

86. Guan He, Quanfei, 475.

87. Ibid., 477, 490.

88. Yu nan riji, 169-70. On the pervasive fear of spies within the foreign com-

munity in Tianjin in the summer of 1900, Mrs. E. B. Drew wrote: “There was

always a fear that spies would get into the settlement, or were there already in the

person of our servants. There was a great feeling of distrust of all the Chinese

(diary, 22).

89. TYJ, 143.

90. Guan He, Quanfei, 476-77.

91. Ye Changchi, GX 26/5/27 (June 23, 1900), Riji, 446.

92. Guan He, Quanfei, 476.

93. Ibid., 489.

94. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 15.

95. See eh. 3, n. 65.

96. Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 25; see also Yang Diangao, Gengzi dashi ji, 83.

97. Yang Diangao, ibid., 86; Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 12-13; Alitto, Last

Gonfucian, 29. According to one account, consumers of foreign books actually were

killed on occasion. Gao Nan, GX 26/6/5 Riji, 149.

98. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 10; Guan He, Quanfei, 471. A Chinese

refugee who had fled from the north to Shanghai stated that the order to change

the name of rickshaws emanated from the Boxers in Beijing and was followed all

over North China (NCH, Aug. 15, 1900, p. 356). Other examples of name changes

in Tianjin are listed in Sun Shaotang (75), Boxer, tdyydb, 146.

99. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 32-33. Liu (ibid.) also detailed Boxer

attacks on a number of other Tianjin firms specializing in foreign commodities.

100. Pruitt, Daughter ofHan, 152.

101. Guan He, Quanfei, 474.

102. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 40-41.

103. Guan He, Quanfei, 475-76.

104. Ibid., 475. Some days later, as we have seen, Guan and his family did flee.

105. Zhongfang Shi, Gengzi jishi, 30.

106. Diary, June 11-13, 1900, 45.

107. “Journal,” June 19, 1900, 20-21. The pain experienced by missionaries

who, in seeking safety for themselves, were forced to “desert” their Christian fol-

lowers is articulated in Miner, journal, Tungchow [Tongzhou], June 7, 1900, in

LMP, box 1, file 1.

108. See, for example, Clapp, diary letter, Taigu, July 13-14, 1900; Bird, journal,

Taigu, July 13, 1900.

109. Eva Jane Price, Ghina Journal, 231-32. See also her letter of Aug. 1, ibid.,

235-36.

no. Partridge.

111. Letter, June 2, 1900, Baoding, in Goodrich, “Journal,” 6-7.

112. Letter, Tianjin, Aug. 3, 1900 (original spelling and punctuation retained).
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356 113. Allen, Siege, 23-24.

114. Journal and letter, Taigu, July r3, 1900.

115. For details, see Forsyth, eomp. and ed., China Martyrs, 68—69.

ir6. Entitled The Twentieth Century,” in Hoffman, Hang-Gliding from
Helicon, 121.

PART 3 / Prologue: The Mythologized Past

1. Keegan, Face ofBattle; Fussell, The Great War, espeeially the brilliant evoea-

tion of life in the trenehes in eh. 2 (
The Troglodyte World”). Similar studies are

Linderman s Embattled Courage and FusselFs more reeent Wartime.

2. Sehwarez, '"Remapping May Fourth,” 23.

3. Ibid., 24.

4. Gareia Marquez, The General in His Labyrinth. The quoted referenee to

Bolivars womanizing is from an interview with Gareia Marquez eited in the NYT,
June 26, 1989, Cr3.

5. Greenhouse, “Proteeting Its Mystique,” NYT, May 27, 1993, Ai, A24.

6. Januszezak, Sayonara, Michelangelo.

7. G. R. Elton speaks of “the fear of the demolished myth” (Elton, Return to

Essentials, 6). While Gareia Marquez elaimed to be “absolutely eertain” that The
General in His Labyrinth eaptured the way Bolivar really was,” Belisario

Betaneour, the former president of Columbia, “said the book left him feeling 'an

immense desolation’ as well as 'an impression of anguish and infinite sadness’ that

would foree readers to 'rethink the world, amidst sobs’ ” (NYT, June 26, 1989, C17).

A flyer announeing a leeture to be given on Dee. 6, 1990, at the Isabella Stewart

Gardner Museum in Boston stated: “Eor many people, the restoration of the Sistirie

Ceiling has robbed it of its most sublime qualities.” In a letter dated May 25, 1993,
Supreme Court Chief Justiee William H. Rehnquist, speaking for “a majority of the

active Justices of the Court, expressed surprise and disappointment at the Library

of Congress’s decision to release Justice Marshall’s papers so precipitately. NYT,
May 26, 1993, D21.

8. Marilynne Robinson, in “Writers,” 34.

9. Slotkin, Gunfighter Nation.

10. Bickers, “History, Legend,” 8r-84.

ir. Eor insightful commentary on modern Chinese historical consciousness and
the retrospective importance of the Opium War as “the beginning of a prolonged
process of enforced 'modernization,’ ” see Jiwei Ci, Dialectic, 25-27, 248-49^.

12. I refer here specifically to historical mythologization. Autobiographical
mythologization, briefly mentioned below but otherwise barely addressed in this

book, is in important respects different from other forms, the greatest difference

being the merging of subject and object in the mythologization process.

13. Eor a discussion of the contradictory ways in which the Erench Revolution

Pla mere de nous tous”) has remained alive in the present, see Barker, “Teaching,”

17-18. Indicative of its aliveness is Barker’s assertion that “if you lecture on the

Erench Revolution, you must immediately show your colors in a way not required

by many other historical subjects" (17)-

14- d he new sensitivity toward the shaping role of gender, ethnicity, and the

environment that emerged in the United States in the 1960s has done much, for
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example, to shift the angle of vision of a new generation of historians of the

Ameriean West. See Bernstein, “Unsettling the Old West”; Brinkley, “The Western

Hi'Sforians.”

V, 15. Hobsbawm, “Introduetion,” 13.

16. This is not too different from the elaim philosophers of seienee have made

regarding the creation of scientific theory. The best-known example is Thomas S.

Kuhn (in The Structure ofScientific Revolutions). Mary Hesse summarizes the posi-

tion she has taken in a number of her writings as follows: “Scientific theory is a par-

ticular kind of myth that answers to our practical purposes with regard to nature.”

Hesse, “Aristotle's Shadow,” NYT, Oct. 22, 1989, 24E.

17. Alpern, “New Myths,” 35. Alpern refers here specifically to the unintended

mythmaking of historians, as distinct from the deliberate mythologization of non-

historians. The issue of intentionality has been squarely joined in the Afrocentrism

controversy in the United States, some scholars viewing the infusion of more

Afrocentric material into high school and college curricula as a blatant attempt “to

improve black students' self-esteem rather than to correct the historical record,”

others seeing improved black self-esteem as very possibly a by-product, but not the

primary purpose, of Afrocentric scholarship. Marriott, “Afrocentrism,” NYT, Aug.

11, 1991, 18.

18. Wilford, Columbus, 249-62 (quotes from 249, 252). The emotions aroused by

competing mythologizations ofColumbus were very much in evidence in the sum-

mer of i99r in Philadelphia when, to mark the 500th anniversary of Columbus's

landing in America, the City Council voted to change the name of Delaware

Avenue (almost four miles long) to Christopher Columbus Boulevard. Italian-

American groups had pushed for the change. But an Apache Indian active in the

Stop the Name Change coalition said his group did not wish to honor a man who

stood for “the enslavement of people of color” (NYT, Aug. 25, 1991, 27L). A year

later, a group of Native American protesters in Boston elicited the following

response from the grand marshal of the planned Columbus Day parade: “We’re

Italian-Americans, and they've taken all our heroes away from us. . . . Columbus is

the last hero we have. ... He discovered America. Why don't they leave the gny

alone?” NYT, Oct. 11, 18.

19. Wilford (Columhus, ix-x) speaks of “the poorly charted waters of ambiguity

and conflicting documentation everywhere Columbus went and in everything he

did.” The historian Richard L. Kagan takes issue with Wilford on this point, con-

tending that “in fact, our knowledge of the history he [Wilford] calls ‘mysterious’ is

remarkably complete.” Richard L. Kagan, “Discovery of Columbus, 27.

20. The key work sparking the controversy is the multivolume study (in progress)

by Bernal entitled Black Athena.

21. Barme, “Beijing Days,” 43; see also his “Confession, Redemption, and

Death,” 78.

22. Schell, “Introduction,” 12.

23. I am grateful to Andrew Walder for providing me with this example, which

he obtained in an interview with a former worker activist in Cambridge on June

9-10, 1990. Although at the end of the nineteenth century the phrase ''daoqiang hu

ru” (as opposed to other formulaic allusions to invulnerability) appears to have

been more commonly encountered among the Big Swords than among the Boxers
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35S (Esherick, Origins, 228), in the course of the twentieth century it came to be asso-

ciated in people's minds mainly with the Boxers.

24. Greene, Hsiang-Ya Journal, xiii.

25. Liu Xinwu, “What Is 'New' in Post-Mao Literature?”

26. Myerhoff, Number Our Days, 37. On a more general level, Shelley E. Taylor

argues that, to a significant degree, the operations of the healthy mind are marked
less by a concern for accuracy than by the ability to engage in “creative self-decep-

tion (Taylor, Positive Illusions)

.

David Carr, while acknowledging that individuals

in the course of “composing and constantly revising” their autobiographies are

much concerned with coherence, is less willing than either Myerhoff or Taylor to

yield on the governing importance of truth and truthfulness to people so engaged.
Carr, Time, 75-78, 98-99, 171-72.

27. Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed, 22.

28. Ying-ho Chiang, “Literary Reactions,” Part 1, esp. 18, 96-100, 147^2.

29. See eh. 5, n. 20.

30. “Bianzhe de hua,” prefacing Zhang Shijie, comp., Hongying dadao, 2. The
value of popular Boxer stories for fostering patriotism and proper socialist values is

discussed at length in Wei Gang, “Yihetuan gushi.”

31. In Lao She, Lao She wenji, juan 12, 109-81; the circumstances surrounding
the writing of the play are recounted in Lao's postscript, in ibid., 182-86. Alternately

titled Yihetuan (The Boxers), the play first appeared in print in a combined issue of

Juben (Drama), Lebriiary-March 1961.

32. Lor a somewhat less standard account of the Boxers, see Leng Jicai's

Yihecjuan (The Boxers), a long historical novel coauthored with Li Dingxmg and
published in 1977? novel focuses on the part taken by Zhang Decheng and oth-

ers in the defense of Tianjin m July 1900. Some of the ambiguities in its treatment
of the Boxers are pointed out in David Der-wei Wang, Fictional Realism, 296-98.

33. Zooming in on May 19” (originally published as ''5.19 changjingtou” in

1986), in Barme and Jaivin, eds.. New Ghosts, Old Dreams, 265-78, esp. 275-76.

34 .

1

rely here on Barme's summary and analysis in his “Wang Shuo,” 51-60. The
literal translation of the title of Wang's work is “Whatever you do, don't treat me as

a human. The reason for the choice of “No man's land” is given in ibid., 52-53.

35. A brief account of the visit is in Buck, “The 1990 International Symposium,”
116-17. More on the Zhao Sanduo memorial is found in a booklet published by the

Wei county government and party committee marking the memorial's establish-

ment: Zhao Sanduo he ta lingdao de Yihetuan.

36. A prime example is the superbly successful educational project “Lacing
History and Ourselves,” which, according to one of its flyers, seeks “to reach young
people with instruction in the Nazi Holocaust and the Armenian Genocide as

examples of what happens when morality breaks down.”

37. Allen, Siege, 261-63. ^ medal actually was made to commemorate the expe-
rience, but a different design was used.

38. Miner, journal, Aug. 16, 1900, in lmp, box 1, file 1.

39. Seligson, “Bewitched.”

40. Or, alternatively, it may be to draw energy from the past to warn against the

recurrence of a purportedly analogous but not identical phenomenon in the pre-

sent. In early November 1992 the 54th anniversary of Kristallnacht— the night of
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November 9, 1938, when the Nazis destroyed thousands of Jewish homes, shops,

and synagogues all over Germany— was eommemorated in Berlin and other

German eities by large-seale demonstrations protesting the wave of antiforeign vio-

lenee that, in the months sinee German unifieation, had been unleashed mainly

against reeent immigrants from the Middle East and Southeast Asia. NYT, Nov. 9,

1992, Ai, A8.

41. Seligson, “Bewitehed,” 10. “Lest We Forget” is of course a key theme of

Holocaust commemoration as well,

zp. NYT, June 19, 1988, iS, 6S.

43. In Schama, Citizens, to take a celebrated example, central place is given to

what the author calls “the painful problem of revolutionary violence” (xv).

44. Qiao Wen, “Baguo lianjun,” Renmin ribao (haiwai ban), Aug. 20, 1990, 2.

See also ibid., Aug. 15, 1990, 1; Aug. 16, 1990, 4.

7. The New Culture Movement and the Boxers

1. Levenson, Confucian China 1:123. Gompare to Hu Shbs formulation in a

speech given at Yanjing University in 1925 and set down in writing the following

year: “Twenty-five years ago the enemy of the missionary enterprise [referring to the

Boxers] was ignorant superstition. Twenty-five years later the difficulty facing the

missionary enterprise is enlightened rationalism [lixingzhuyi].” Hu Shi, “Jiaohui

jiaoyu,” 730. See also the English version of this speech: Hu Shih [Hu Shi], “The

Present Grisis in Ghristian Education,” 435.

2. Gohen, China and Christianity, 267-68.

3. See, for example, Li Xisheng, Cuobian, passim; Yun Yuding, Chongling

chuanxin In, 52; Hong Shoushan, Shishi, passim; Ghai E, Cengxin, passim. See

also the following press accounts: Shenbao, July 1 and Aug. 19, 1900, in YHT

4:171-74; Cuowenbao, n.d., in YHT 4:174-76; Zhongwai ribao, June 17 and 18, 1900,

m YHT 4:183-85.

4. Hong Shoushan, Shishi, 90. Note also the titles of the following two works:

Yuan Ghang, Luanzhong riji cangao (Draft fragments of a diary kept during the

disorders), and Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei bianluan jishi (An account of the

Boxer bandit disorders in Tianjin).

5. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 7; Hong Shoushan, Shishi, 90.

6. Yun Yuding, Chongling chuanxin lu, 47.

7. See, for example, Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 13.

8. Yuan Ghang, Riji, 346.

9. Liu Mengyang, Tianjin quanfei, 7.

10. For a survey, mainly drawing on journalistic writing, see Horikawa Tetsuo,

“Giwadan undo.” The negative posture of reform-minded Ghinese toward the

Boxers was also frequently expressed in poetry and fiction. See Ying-ho Ghiang,

“Literary Reactions,” 96-100, 147^2, 271-327.

11. Alitto, Last Confucian, 22. Liang was so convinced that the Boxers were a dis-

aster that he took the sizable risk of publicly urging action against them, even after

they had gained the Empress Dowager s support (ibid., 27).

12. “Quanfei zhi luan wei fu shengzhu er cun Zhongguo shuo” (The Boxer tur-

moil as a means of restoring the emperor and preserving Ghina), cited in Kung-

chuan Hsiao, A Modem China, 237.
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13. Liang Qichao, Xiaoshuo yu qunzhi/’ 9; Lyell, Lu Hsiin’s Vision, 61. Liang’s

main purpose in this essay was not to fault fiction but to call attention to its enor-

mous power in shaping popular attitudes and beliefs.

14. See Don C. Price, “Popular and Elite Heterodoxy.”

15. There were some early revolutionaries, among them Sun Yat-sen, who came
to the Boxers’ defense. Sun’s views are summarized in Kuang-chung Chen, “A
Semiotic Phenomenology,” 73-74. See also Don C. Price, “Popular and Elite

Heterodoxy” and eh. 8 below.

16. Zou Rong, Gemingjun, 331-64, esp. 332, 349. Eor a translation of Zou’s pam-
phlet, see Tsou Jung, The Revolutionary Army.

17. Lu Hsun [Lu Xunj, The True Story ofAh Q, 120.

18. Lu Hsun [Lu Xun], A Madmans Diary, passim.

19. See Duara, “Knowledge and Power.”

20. This jotting, “Yihequan zhengfule yangren” in Chinese, is signed pseudo-

nymously by Zhiyan (One with exceptional insight) and is found in the “Suiganlu”

(Random thoughts) section of Meizhou pinglun, no. 1, Dec. 22, 1918. The author

appears to have been Chen Duxiu. See his Vlencun, juan 2:1—2.

21. Chiang Monlin, Tides, 43-44; on WangXinggong, see Lutz, Chinese Politics,

34
“
35 i

Shi, Jiaohui jiaoyu,” 730 (see also Hu Shih, “The Present Crisis,” 435).
In a diary entry of July 26, 1914, Hu wrote: “Whenever in my reading of history I

come to the Opium War, the Anglo-Erench War, and the like, I always regard

China as having been in the right; but when I come to the war of 1900 I never

regard the Boxer bandits as having been in the right.” Hu Shi, Liuxue riji 2:315.

22. As we have seen, Cuan Yu, Zhang Fei, and Zhao Yun were from the Romance
ofthe Three Kingdoms and Sun Wukong was the “Monkey King” from Journey to the

West. Huang Santai came from Peng Gong an (Cases conducted by Magistrate

Peng) and Huang Tianba from Shi Gong an (Cases conducted by Magistrate Shi).

The last two titles were popular novels from the nineteenth century which por-

trayed the ideal official, who always took the side of the common people and
brought the bad guys to justice.

23. Chen Duxiu, “Kelinde bei,” 449—58, esp. 453—55, 458.

24. Lu Xun, “Suiganlu,” no. 37, 514-15.

25. Chen Tiesheng, “Quanshu,” 218-19.

26. Lu s response appears immediately after Chen Tiesheng’s piece, on 219—21.

27. Schneider, Ku Chieh-kang, 124.

28. Cited in Hayford, To the People, 12.

29. It was still widely encountered among educated Chinese in the Deng
Xiaoping era. One scholarly analysis of “the students’ aversion to cross-class coali-

tion” during the protest demonstrations in Beijing in 1989 contends that it stemmed
in part from “an elitist view of themselves as morally and politically superior to the

uneducated masses.” Perry and Fuller, “China’s Long March,” 669. See also Myron
L. Cohen, “Being Chinese,” 113-14; Link, Evening Chats, 106-107.

30. Myron L. Cohen (“Being Chinese,” 129-30) writes: “Attacks on superstitions

represent efforts by those who are cultural outsiders (by birth, self-definition, or

both) to gain control over and to remake society. These efforts on the part of

Communists and non-Communists alike have been in the context of a hostility pro-

nounced to such a degree as to warrant consideration of the entire historical
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process as cultural warfare.” On the periodic campaigns of the Chinese state 361

against “superstition” and other popular beliefs and practices deemed potentially

inimical to state interests, see Duara, “Knowledge and Power. Chang-tai Hung has

written about the elimination of the gods and temples of popular religion under the

auspices of the “Superstition Destruction movement” {Pochu mixin yundong) in

Going to the People, 160.

31. During the Cultural Revolution years, to note one of the exceptions, the

Boxers and Red Lanterns came in for warm praise from radical Chinese-Amencans

m New York and San Francisco. A Red Cuard party was formed in the latter city.

In New York, an organization calling itself I Wor Kuen (Cantonese for Yihequan or

“Boxers”) started publishing a bimonthly (sometimes monthly) bilingual magazine

called Getting Together {Tuanjiebao in Mandarin) in February 1970. An editorial

entitled “I Wor Kuen” in the second number clearly indicated the group’s stance:

“I Wor Kuen fighters were not frightened away by the foreigners’ weapons because

they believed that spiritual understanding and unity among people were more

important than weapons in deciding the outcome of a war. ... I Wor Kuen . . .

believed m the equality and potential power of liberated women. Tens of thousands

of liberated women fought against foreigners alongside of the men in units such as

the Red Lantern Brigade The patriotic rebels of the Taipings and I Wor Kuen

lit the spark which started the gigantic fire for the liberation of Chinese [sic] and

world’s peoples.” Getting Together 1.2 (Apr. 1970): 2 (English-language section).

32. Shoup, “In Peking.”

33. For commentary on this cartoon, see Utley, American Views, 122.

34. Leyda, Dianying, 4-6.

35. Paine’s novel was published in ten installments. It subsequently appeared in

book form under the modified title The Dragon and the Gross. The common ten-

dency among contemporary foreigners to conflate the Boxers and Big Knives

(the Big Sword Society) is clearly evidenced in a news item in The Youth’s

Gompanion 74.25 (June 21, 1900): 322.

36. Isaacs, Images ofAsia, 106.

37. Foster, “China and the Chinese,” 382.

38. Ibid., 436-38.

39. The “murderous Boxer Uprising” loomed large in Part 1 of Life’s three-part

pictorial survey of the historical background to the emergence of “the young fanat-

ics of the Communist Red Cuard” in the fall of 1966 (“Behind Mao’s Red Rule:

The 100 Violent Years,” Life, Sept. 23, Sept. 30, and Oct. 7, 1966). Witke [Gomrade

Ghiang Gh’ing, 349) described the “xenophobic behavior” of the Red Cuards dur-

ing their assault on the office of the British charge d affaires m 1967 seeming to

recapitulate the Boxers’ more express and virulent program to purge China of all

foreign influence.”

8 . Anti-Imperialism and the Recasting of the Boxer Myth

1. The cultural iconoclasm of the New Culture movement and the angry

nationalism of the political demonstrations that erupted on May 4, 1919, in the

Chinese capital are often conflated into the May Fourth movement or May

Fourth era.” For an insightful analysis of the problems this causes, see Furth, “May

Fourth in History.”
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2. Ku Hung-ming [Gu Hongming], Papers, 80, 94-95. Gu Hongming’s view of

the Boxers as a patriotie force, who “ought to convince the world that the Ghinese
are not unwilling to fight/' was by his own admission not very far from that of Sir

Robert Hart, whose countrymen thought he had (in Gu s words) “lost his wits when
he prophesied about the future of ‘Boxerism’ in Ghina” (ibid., 78). For more on
Gu, see Arkush, “Ku Hung-ming." Hart referred to the Boxers quite explicitly as

patriots in his Essays, 4, 53
“
54 - Arthur von Rosthorn, the Austrian charge d'affaires

at the time of the siege, also saw the Boxers as “patriots," whose anger toward the

foreigners was entirely justified. Mackerras, Western Images, 69-70.

3. Originally published Dec. 22, 1900, and reprinted in Ku Hung-ming, Papers,

96.

4. “Zhuke pingyi" (A dialogue between a host and his guest), as translated in

Schwartz, In Search of Wealth and Power, 142.

5. Schiffrin, Sun Yat-sen, 275; Ghen Kuangshi, “Kaizhilu,” 875.

6. Yihetuan you gong yu Zhongguo." The Kaizhilu article is the main focus of

Nohara Shiro, Giwadan undo." Ghen Kuangshi's researches establish the article's

author as Guan Gong, a pen name for Zheng Guanyi (Ghen Kuangshi, '‘Kaizhilu,”

876). Other reformers and revolutionaries who valued the Boxers for their patriotic

spirit are discussed in Don G. Price, “Popular and Elite Heterodoxy"; also (in

regard to revolutionaries in particular) in Kubota Bunji, “Giwadan hyoka."

7. Yixian [Sun Yat-sen], “Zhina baoquan fenge helun," 601, as translated in

Schiffrin, Sun Yat-sen, 312.

8. Rankin, Elite Activism, 285.

9. Anhui suhuabao, 1905, nos. i
3~i 5 - Feigon, Chen Duxiu, esp. 60—68.

10. Ghen, as we have just seen, had been alert to issues of patriotism and anti-

imperialism during the immediate post-Boxer period. His sensitivities at that time,

however, appear to have been directed more to the humiliations inflicted on Ghina
by imperialism than to the courageous resistance to imperialism of the Boxers. On
the shift in Ghen's views on the Boxers after May Fourth, see Richard G. Kagan,
From Revolutionary Iconoclasm," 71-72; Garrere d'Encausse and Schram,
Marxism and Asia, 223-24.

11. Futz, Chinese Politics, 131. On the telegram to the nation of the directors of

the Anti-Imperialist Federation (Beijing, Aug. 10, 1924), see Wieger, ed.. Chine
moderne 5:228.

12. Ghen Duxiu, “Guowu de guannian."

13. Ghen Duxiu, “Jiaoxun," 17.

14. [Peng] Shuzhi, “Diguozhuyi," 646.

15. Gai Hesen, “Guomin geming."

16. The fullest treatment of the May Thirtieth movement in English is Rigby,

The May 30 Movement; in Ghinese, see Fi Jianmin, Wusa can an.

17. Tang Xingqi, “Wusa yundong"; see also Rigby, The May 30 Movement, 121.

18. On this point in particular see Wasserstrom, “The Boxers as Symbol."

19- [Qu] Qiubai, “Yihetuan yundong"; see also Rigby, The May 30 Movement,
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about the turmoil and the present situation in Beijing.” On the intense “eoneern

with faetieity eharaeterizing Ghinese government narratives of Tiananmen, see

Wasserstrom, “Afterword,” 269.

65. See, in partieular, Zhao Jing, “Yihetuan shi gemingde!”

66. See, for example, Wu Wenying, “Hongdengzhao,” 4;
“
'Hongdengzhao’

zan”; Sun Daren,
“
‘Hongdengzhao.’

”

67. Geming lishi yanjiusuo et ah,
“
‘Hongdengzhao,’ ” 4.

68. WangZhizhong,
“
‘Hongdengzhao’ kaoliie,” 65-67. There is some evidenee

of sueh involvement in the Tianjin oral history materials. But it tends to be heavily

mythologized. Thus, in an aeeount of the heroism displayed by the Boxers in the

famous elash with Russian soldiers at Tianjin’s Laolongtou Railway Station, one
respondent asserted: “In the assault on Laolongtou Station, the Red Lanterns also

took part. We ealled them ‘the exeeutioners’ [guizishou] beeause, during the fight-

ing, they took the lead in killing the foreigners.” Li Yuanshan (79), Boxer, Tianjin,

TDYYDB, 134.

69. The quoted phrase is from Ai Sheng, Quanfei, 447.

70. Lor an interesting analysis of Red Lantern magie and the role it played in the

Boxer movement, see Wang Zhizhong,
“
‘Hongdengzhao’ kaolue,” 64-66.

71. Also violating this pieture— and therefore suppressed— were the magieal
healing powers aseribed to Lin Hei’er in eontemporary writings and the evidenee

that she may have been a prostitute in her pre-Red Lantern existenee (ibid., 67-68;
see also eh. 4).

Pre- and post-Gultural Revolution Gommunist writings, although often extolling

the heroie part the Red Lanterns took in the struggle against imperialism, make no
effort to eoneeal the religious and magieal eapaeities attributed to them. See, for

example, Huang Ning, Yihetuan; Mingqing, Yihetuan, 32-38; Zhao Qing (72),

Jinghai eounty, Lourth Sister-Diseiple, tdyydb, 135-36; Mu Wenzhen (77), Tianjin,
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non-Boxer, ibid., 154-55; Song Jiaheng and Pan Yu, “Funii qunzhong”; Li Junhe,
“
‘Hnanglian shengmu”; Jin Jiarui, Yihetuan shihua, 100; and Liao Yizhong, “Lin

Hei’er.” A similar contrast between Cultural Revolution and pre- and post-Cultural

Revolution treatment of religious aspects of the Taipings is noted in Weller,

“Historians and Consciousness,” 741-44.

72. Li Tu, “Lishi de tie’an.” A book that came out in 1978 dealt with the mas-

sacres in politicized language but made no reference at all to the Tikhvinsky vol-

ume. See Li Cuang and Zhang Xuanru, Dongbei, 89-92.

73. Xue Xiantian, “Hailanpao can’an sinan renshu.”

74. Xue Xiantian, “Jiangdong liushisi tun can’an.”

75. Wang Zhizhong,
“
‘Hongdengzhao’ kaoliie,” 63-69, 85.

76. For a variety of reasons, some of them no doubt self-evident, much more

writing was done in the immediate post-Cultural Revolution years on the Amur

massacres than on the Red Lanterns. Accounts of the massacres that were still quite

politicized included: Heilongjiang sheng bowuguan lishibu et ah, comps.,

Heilongjiang Yihetuan, 23-26; Sha E qin Hua shi, 291-94. On the more scholarly

side, see the following compilations of source materials: Yao Xiuzhi and Wei

Xiangpeng, comps., “Can’an ziliao”; “Hailanpao yu Jiangdong liushisi tun can’an

waiwen ziliao”; Ishimitsu Makiyo, “Liuxue beiju.”

77. Two early examples of this were the following articles by Wang Zhizhong:

“Fengjian mengmeizhuyi” and “Ruhe pingjia Yihetuan.” See Buck, ed.. Recent

Chinese Studies, 7-8.

78. Esherick, Origins, xvi.

79. For summaries and assessments of the positions taken by Boxers scholars on

a range of issues during the 1980s, see “Disanci Yihetuan yundong shi xueshu tao-

liinhui jianjie”; Sun Zhanyuan, “Yihetuan yundong yanjiu.”

80. It was clear, for example, from a highly politicized exchange that took place

in 1985-86 that the old question of “patriotism” vs. “national betrayal,” as framed by

Qi Benyu in 1967, was still alive almost two decades later. See Liao Zonglin, “Tan

gengzi,” 3 (trans. in Foreign Broadeast Information Service Daily Report: China,

No. 238:K9-Ki2 [Dec. 11, 1985]); and Jiang Weifan and Han Xibai, “Aiguo yu

maiguo wenti,” 3
(trans. in Foreign Broadcast Information Service Daily Report:

China, No. o54:K7-K9 [Mar. 20, 1986]). See also Sun Zuomin’s vigorous defense

of the peasantry as the great motive force in Chinese history in his response to the

iconoclastic views ofWang Zhizhong: “Yihetuan yundong pingjia” (trans. in Buck,

ed.. Recent Chinese Studies, 196-219). (Buck’s comments on Sun are in his

“Editor’s Introduction,” in ibid., 7-8.)

81. See, for example, Shandong Yihetuan anjuan; SYDZX; Yihetuan shiliao;

Choubi oucun.

82. On the social psychology' not only of the Boxers but of the population of

North China generally at the time of the Boxer episode, see Li Wenhai and Liu

Yangdong, “Shehiii xinli fenxi.” On the influence of popular religion on the

Boxers, see in particular Chen Zhenjiang and Cheng Xiao, Yihetuan wenxian; also

Cheng Xiao, “Minjian zongjiao.”

83. See, for example, the articles in Yihetuan yundong yu jindai Zhongguo shehui.

84. Li Wenhai and Liu Yangdong, in their otherwise excellent article on the

social psychological setting of the Boxer movement, continue to use the term mixin
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more or less uncritieally to refer to the ideas of the Boxers. Qi Qizhang asserted in

1980 that, while there were differenees among historians eoncerning the antifeudal

nature of the Boxers, the “anti-imperialist and patriotie” nature of the Boxer move-

ment was something “aeknowledged by all” (Qi Qizhang, “Yihetuan yundong

pingjia,” 97). In his 1990 survey of Chinese Boxer scholarship of the preceding

decade. Sun Zhanyuan wrote (“Yihetuan yundong yanjiu,” 72): “The virtually

unanimous view in academic circles is that the Boxer movement was an anti-impe-

rialist and patriotic movement; the focus of debate has been on whether or not the

Boxers are to be categorized as an old-style peasant war (or peasant revolution),

whether or not they were a national war against foreign [aggression], and such ques-

tions.” Even the iconoclastic Wang Zhizhong, while calling for a more careful def-

inition of the exact nature of the anti-imperialist role played by the Boxers, fully

accepted the overall anti-imperialist discourse I have referred to: “That [the Boxers]

played a memorable part in the unending anti-imperialist struggle of the Chinese

people is something that is universally acknowledged” (“Fandi zuoyong,” 56). For

a well-regarded text treatment of the Boxer movement that operates more or less

uncritically within the anti-imperialist discourse, see Fiao Yizhong, Fi Dezheng,

and Zhang Xuanru, Yihetuan.

85. The historian and Marxist theorist Fi Shu came about as close as anyone to

suggesting that “anti-imperialism” was a label superimposed on the Boxers by later

historians; “The slogan of the Boxers,” Fi asserted in a 1980 speech, “was 'destroy

the foreigner.’ We sympathize with those peasants who over eighty years ago suf-

fered oppression and humiliation at the hands of foreign aggressors, and it stands to

reason that we interpret ‘destroy the foreigner’ as anti-imperialism. But it is beyond

a doubt that their understanding of ‘destroy the foreigner’ at the time was mistaken.

The foreigner cannot be destroyed.” Fi Shu, “Zhong-Xi wenhua wenti.”

86. It is significant, in this light, that Fi Shu, in his speech at the 1980 confer-

ence marking the eightieth anniversary of the Boxer uprising, hardly referred to the

Boxers at all. Fie took the occasion instead to address the more general problem of

how Chinese should view Western culture— as ti (essence) or as yong (practical

use)— and how Chinese and Western cultures should be combined in a new cul-

tural synthesis in the future. Fi Shu, ibid.

87. Chiang Monlin [Jiang Menglin], Tides, 43.

88. Wasserstrom,
“
‘Civilization’ and Its Discontents.”

89. One of the major events of the “culture fever” {wenhua re) that began

around 1983-84 was the showing (in summer 1988) of the six-part television series,

Heshang (River elegy), which addressed the issue of Chinese cultural identity in

the most frontal way. The series and the controversies it excited are discussed in

Wakeman, “All the Rage”; for a fuller treatment, see Su Xiaokang and Wang
Fuxiang, Deathsong. For a stimulating discussion of the problems involved in

“being Chinese” in contemporary China, see Myron Cohen, “Being Chinese,”

125-33.

Conclusion

1. Ricoeur argues forcefully that even the work of Braudel and other members
of the Annales school, although proclaiming itself to be nonnarrative in character,

has embedded in it a concealed narrative structure. See, especially. Time and
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Narrative, vol. 1, ch. 6
,
on “Historical Intentionality.” See also Carr, Time, 8-9,

175-77-
_ _
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•

2. The oral history materials, which give us the fullest Boxer evoeations ot their

own experience, clearly are inadec[iiate for this purpose, both beeause they are not

contemporary and because they are structured to a substantial extent by the con-

sciousness not of the respondents but of their interrogators. The judicial confessions

of Boxers scattered among the documents housed at the First Historical Archives at

the Palaee Museum in Beijing are, if the ones 1 examined are any indication, brief,

stylized, and not terribly informative. See, for example, the confession of Guo

Dunyuan, GX 26/intercalary 8/11 (Oct. 4, 1900), in Junjichn lufu zouzhe: Nongmin

yundong, file 1763.

At the most superficial level, we know that some Boxers previously fought in the

Sino-Japanese War and others may have gone on to involvement with the Red

Spears (Perry, Rebels, 153, 200). We also know, from the Shandong oral history

accounts, the oecupations ofmany of the respondents as of the 1960s. None of these

materials, however, comes close to supplying us with the kind of intimate bio-

graphical tracking (including pre-Boxer or post-Boxer life experience or both) that

is readily available in such foreign accounts of the period as Steel's Through Peking s

Sewer Gate (including the introduction by George W. Garrington), Eva Jane

Priee's China Journal, and Miner's papers (the journal in partieular).

3. Don G. Priee, “Popular and Elite Heterodoxy."

4. Mary G. Wright discusses the growing shift away from this identifieation with

the Taipings as the Guomindang under Ghiang Kai-shek (Jiang Jieshi) beeame

more and more wedded to stability and order and less and less to revolutionary

change (“From Revolution to Restoration”).

5. Uhalley, “Li Hsiu-ch'eng”; Harrison, Peasant Rebellions, 128.

6. Sullivan, “The Gontroversy,” 2-3, 14.

7. Sehiffrin, Sun Yat-sen, 23.

8. Harrison, Peasant Rebellions, 260.

9. Gonstable, “Ghristianity."

10. Davies, World of Wonders, 58.

11. Myerhoff, Number Our Days, 37, 222.

12. “My paramount object in this struggle," Lincoln wrote Horace Greeley on

Ang. 22, 1862, “zs to save the Union and is not either to save or destroy slavery. If I

could save the Union without freeing any slave, I would do it." The People Shall

Judge 1:768-69.

13. Almost 75 percent of those interned were American citizens. German-

Americans, Italian-Americans, and German or Italian nationals living in the

United States encountered difficulties only when there were specific grounds for

believing them to be enemy agents.
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GLOSSARY

A Q zhengzhuan

Ai Sheng

Anhui suhuabao

Baidengzhao

baifa

baojia

bao-Qing

baotu

Benming

bi (hamper)

bi (scamper)

bianluan

bibuliao daoqiang

bihuo men zhou

bipao zhi fa

bu wei qiangpao

bushutou

N'QIEI^

mm

Cai Hesen

Cai Yuanpei

Cao Futian

chang

Chen Duxiu

Chen Tiesheng

Cixi (Empress Dowager)

da shijie

da shixiong

Dadaohui

Damengquan

Daoguang

daoqiang burn
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xwm
myt
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Glossary

daozei

daquan

diangun buchu

Dong Fuxiang

Dong Wanlun

Dongyangche

Duan (Prince)

ll?i#

egui tai duo

er shijie

er shixiong

ermaozi

fa buling

fandi aiguo

Fei Jidujiao tekan

feidi

fengjian mixin

Fengshen yanyi

Fu-Qing mieyang

furen pi

fushen

fushui

H tt 'M^

#7X

Gailiang nuer jing

Gangyi

Gao Shaochen

Gaoluo

geminghua

Gemingjun

Gu Hongming

Gu Jiegang

Guan He

Guan Yu

Guandi

Guangong

Guangxu

Guansheng

Guanyin laomu

gui (deeeitful)

gui (spirit)

guidao

guidaozhuyi

guiwang

guizishou

guochi



Glossary

Hailanpao

Han Daodan

Han Guniang

Handan

Hanjian

hanzai

He Xiangu

Heidengzhao

heifengkou

hong

Hong Xiuquan

Hongdeng ji

Hongdengzhao

Hongdengzhao (Armor of the Red Lantern)

Hongdengzhao zhandoudui

Hongquan

hongtian baojian

Hongweibing

Houquan

Hu Jijiao

Hu Shi

Hualanhui

Huang Santai

Huang Tianba

Huanglian shengmu

Huanhou

huiwu

huo

iK

Jiang Menglin

Jiang Qing

Jiangdong Liushisitun

jiangshen futi

jiangshen re

jiangtong

jiao

jiaoan

jie

Jindao shengmu

jingbu

Jinzhongzhao

Jiu tian xuannii

junjiang ton

kan

Kang Youwei

tlW

a
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Glossary

378 ketou

kong po qi shu

kongdi, chongdi, qindi

Kongming

koutou

kuangre shaonian

Kuangren riji

Landengzhao

Lanzihui

Lao She

li

Li Bingheng

Li Dazhao

Li Hongzhang

Li Shiyu

Li Tiemei

Li Xiucheng

Li Yuhe

Li Zhongpeng (Jingshu)

Liang Ji

Liang Qichao

Liang Shuming

Lin Hei’er

Lishan laomu

Liu Bei

Liu Dapeng

Liu Mengyang

Liu Shaoqi

Liu Shiduan

Liu Shijiu

Liu Xiang nti

Liu Xinwu

Liu Xizi

Liu Yitong

lixingzhuyi

Liyuantun

Long Chi

loudao

Lii Dongbin

Lu Wantian

Lu Xun

luan

luanmin

Liizu (Hall)

Mai Menghua

iill

fJAll

f!]±^

fiJA'SSc

MA
fij

Ihl
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Glossary

maocao

Mazu

Meihuaquan

Miaoshan

Minhao

mixin

mixin sixiang

Nantang

Nayancheng

neigong

Nie guizi

Nie Shicheng

Nuer jing

Peng Gong an

Peng Shuzhi

po qi fa

Pochu mixin yundong

Qi Benyu

qian

Qianwan hie ha wo dang ren

qigong

qing

Qing (Prince)

Qingdengzhao

Qiaggong mishi

Qinggong yuan

Qinglianjiao

qiu

qiushen futi

Qu Qiubai

quan

quanchang

quanfei

quanfei zhi luan

quanshu

renao

Ronglu

rouqiu fen

San taizi

sancong side

Sanguo yanyi

sao-Qing

mu
mu

1^^

^

nn

ilmUU'U
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Glossary

Senluo (Temple)

Shaguozhao

Shaliuzhai

shangfa

shanhuo

shao

Shaolin shenda

Shaseng

shehui xianxiang

shen

shen bu fushen

shenbing

Shengxian (seet)

Shenquan

Shi Gong an

shiba kui

shixiong

Shuihu zhuan

shuizai

shun-Qing

Song Qing

Sui-Tang yanyi

Sun Bin

Sun Wukong

taipingche

tan

Tang Xingqi

Tang Yan

Tangseng

taohuang

Tianhou

Tiebu shan

Tieguanzhao

tongji {tdng-ki)

tongzijun

tongzituan

tuan

tuanfei

wan nil mao

Wang Lun

Wang Luoyao

Wang Shuo

Wang Xinggong

Wang Zhizhong

wawadui

m

+/VS

7jCM

SiJL

S-f
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Glossary

wen

wenhua re

wenming zhi geming

wu

Wu Song

Wu Wenxian

wuhe zhi zhong

wuhui

Wusheng laomu

X
Xit^

p

xiajiang

xiandaihua

Xiangdao zhoubao

Xiantiandao

Xincheng

Xing-Qing mieyang

xinsheng shiwu

Xiuge jinzhen

Xiyouji

Xu Yingkui

Xuanzang

Xue Xiantian

Tl#
Sftit

X'W.

t)

Yan Fu

Yan Shuqin

yang (foreign)

yang (male prineiple)

Yang Diangao

Yang Futong

Yang Mushi

yang Yihetuan

Ye Changchi

Ye Mingchen

yeman de paiwai

yeman zhi geming

Yihe

Yihe shen tuan

Yihe tongzi

Yihequan

Yihetuan

yimin

yin

ying

yinhun zhen

Yinyangquan

youmin

youmin shehui

li»9t

a .k

11
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Glossary

Yu Qingshui

Yu Xian

Yuan Chang

Yuan Shikai

Yulu

yumin

Yun Yuding

Yuxian

ftjt

sit!; ill

zai

Zeng Guofan

Zhang Decheng

Zhang Fei

Zhang Rumei

Zhang Zhidong

Zhao Qing

Zhao Sanduo

Zhao Yun

Zhao Zilong

zhen

zhenzhu

zhiyan

Zhongfang Shi

Zhu Bajie

Zhu Hongdeng

Zhu-Qing mieyang

Zhuang (Prince)

Zhuge Liang

zi wei burn

Zizhulin

Zou Rong

zun wang rang yi

Zushihui

mm

mzm

li]?f'M#

ju
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